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Abstract 
This study uses action research to examine intrapersonal social phenomena
and insights that arise from the facilitation of experiential groups.
Therapeutic aspects of education and educative aspects of therapy are
identified and models derived to illustrate the dynamics of personal change,
group development and qualitative research processes.
Individual and group levels of analysis interrelate throughout as the
experiential field of the researcher, individual participants and the group
itself are studied as to the relationships they share.
The bulk of the data of this inquiry comes from participant observation,
collaborative inquiry and self reflection.
This study puts into action three working assumptions:
- that researchers are active participants within the field researched and
themselves merit in-depth study;
- that the framework and variables of a study are themselves subject to
change over time and necessitate a flexibility of approach;
- that an important way of testing the validity and significance of social
knowledge is to feed new data back into the setting researched so that
the effects of its influence upon further action can be studied.
Research is chronologically addressed in this work, the researcher shares
his emotional and intellectual awarenesses at the time these occur and
draws upon Gestalt psychotherapy, Transactional Analysis, Six Category
Intervention Analysis and Psychodynanic Group Theory to illuminate and
investigate:-
- What happens in experiential groups;
- How individuals grow through exposure to experiential groupwork;
- How groupwork might best be facilitated to maximise personal and
professional growth in an educational milieu.
This researchl\how experiential groups facilitated in the mode of an
Educational Terapeutic Community can be enacted to enhance learning,
researchminded inquiry, organisational consultancy and supervision.
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IITEMKTIQI
The following considerations should be born to mind when reading this
thesis.
Firstly, the reader needs to appreciate that I entered into this study
without well defined goals or specific hypotheses in mind, choosing instead
to let the field reviewed suggest these to me. To honour this process I
present my work chronologically, so that the reader may share in the
confusions of my journey and stumble towards clarity in a like manner to
myself.
Secondly, it is well to remember that because facilitative and research
interventions are closely related, in that good facilitative interventions
stem from researchminded awareness and good research interventions are
facilitative of group process, the roles of researcher and group facilitator
tend to have an interchangeable quality. Indeed, in Table 1 research is seen
to permeate multiple role engagement and to act as fluid cement co-
ordinating education, therapy, training and consultancy via cons= research
minded inquiry.
Thirdly, the reader needs to appreciate that I make use of smyE.faf' as a
research tool, examining my own intrapersonal process in order to monitor
the change reported by others and to assess how I myself evolve through
engagement with experiential groups and via research.
Table 1
	
ROLES IFFORXDIG THIS THESIS
Lecturer Facilitator Therapist Supervisor Student Client
Educational	 *
workshops
Therapeutic
courses
Psychotherapy
training
Consultancy
Research	 a-
Indeed, research in this work is suggested to be an integrating agent, and
as such growthful in its own right.
Generally, this research moves from confusion to clarity via a process of
research cycling and a fine balance of doing and discriminating (Heron
1981a).
In the 'doing phase' I am often divergent and loose in my thinking and on
the alert for new patterns. In the 'discriminating phase' I tend towards
convergent thinking, am tighter in my construing and seek to nap the
territory I have earlier explored.
Throughout this thesis I allow and accept confusion, and purposefully use it
to facilitate a loosening of theory and renewed creativity, in the hope that
"New ideas may be found by allowing, celebrating and encouraging, going
through the stages of confusion which the inquiry generates" (Heron 1981a).
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This paradox, of seeking clarity through confusion, can be disconcerting for
a reader removed from direct contact with the inquiry process itself.
Staying with the confusion and divergence that experiential inquiry
generates provides for wider research vision but causes difficulty when we
attempt to synthesise findings into one cohesive model. When I get this
balance right, conceptualisation with a highly original flavour results.
When I get it wrong, the diversity of my approach frustrates cyclic rigour,
conceptual refinement and clarity.
Though several research cycles are available which dovetail a dialectical
interplay between reflection and action: Kilty 1982; Reinharz 1981; Rowan
1981; because it appears the closest fit to the experiential groupwork,
collaborative inquiry and gestalt experimentation I seek to employ in this
study, I have chosen Heron's (1981) four stage model as a guide to the
research cycle each chapter - macroscopically - represents:
Stage 1 - Propositional Belief: researcher/participants share tentative
hypotheses, awareness and beliefs about the field of study explored.
Stage 2 - Practical Knowledge: researcher/participants experience the field
and nap the resulting processes and awarenesses as they unfold.
Stage 3 - Experiential Knowledge: researcher/participants immerse
themselves in mutual experience.
Stage 4 - Propositional Knowledge: synthesis attempted, inquiry mode
evaluated and further themes and hypotheses for investigation suggested.
The above stages should be seen as fluid, with Propositional Knowledge
shifting into Propositional Belief to recommence the whole cycle again. This
model, it is hoped, will act as reference to what is happening within my
own process, while relating this to the cyclic nature of the research
process as a whole.
For the benefit of the reader I relate chapters of this thesis - Table 2 -
to the stages of the research meta-cycle they primarily support:
Table 2. RELATIONSHIP OF CHAPTERS TO RESEARCH CYCLE
CYCLE 1 
PROPOSITIONAL BELIEF - PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
Chapter 1 - Introduction to the Researcher, Methodological Bias and
the Ancestory of this Inquiry
EIPERIENTILL KNOWLEDGE - PROPOSITIONAL KNOWLEDGE
Chapter 2 - Review of the Researchers Facilitative Style
CYCLE 2 
PROPOSITIONAL BELIEF
Chapter 3 - Towards a Model of Facilitation: Observations from education
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE - ElPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE
Chapter 4 - The Dynamics of Group Facilitation: an Initial Care Study
PROPOSITIONAL KNOWLEDGE
Chapter 5 - A Dynamic Model of Facilitation and Group Life
CYCLE 3 
PROPOSITIONAL BELIEF
Chapter 6 - Psychozlynamic Analysis of the Facilitator Role: a Review of the
Author's Groupwork Vision
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
Chapter 7 - Dimensions of Personal Change: Notes from Collaborative
Inquiries into Experiential Groupwork
EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE - PROPOSITIONAL KNOWLEDGE
Chapter 8 - Intrapersanal Growth: Case Analysis of Personal Change
CYCLE 4 
PROPOSITIONAL BELIEFS - PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE - PROPOSITIONAL KNOWLEDGE
Chapter 9 - Therapeutic Processes and Outcomes of Experiential Groupwork
Sequentially, this thesis Journeys from introspection upon self and
facilitation, towards collaborative examination of experiential groupwork
and growth, while synthesing the amassed personal and social evidence to
illuminate and support an evolving model.
Although no more than 10 studies are shared in detail in this research, it
is well to remember that these are distilled from some six years of
investigation and represent wisdom trawled from some twenty-seven
experiential groups:
five intakes of student nurse teachers on a 1 year course;
two intakes of nurse managers on a 2 year course;
three intakes of mental health nurses on a 30 day course extending over a
3/4 momth period;
three intakes of nurses from mental handicap on a 30 day course extending
over a 3/4 month period;
four intakes of multi-disciplinary personnel (nurses-teachers-nanagers-
social workers-occupational therapists-art therapists) on a therapeutic
community course of 1 years duration;
three supervision groups enacted from 9-18 months in three nurse
educational departments;
four supervision groups enacted for mental health staff of a secure unit
over a six month period;
a senior management supervision group extending over two years;
a social services staff sensitivity group of two years duration;
a humanistic leaderless group of six months life.
Of the sixteen unreported groups, some did not wish to be included, some
merely repeated patterns better evidenced elsewhere, and some - such as
supervision groups - I used to informally test out the feasibility of my
findings and to review with others how their suppositions contrasted with
my OWM.
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The above list does not include numerous workshops, peer support groups,
training and therapy groups I attended or facilitated during this period
which inform the overall process (1984-90).
In terms of research design, following self analysis (Chapters I) I move
into the node of participant observer (Chapters 2-3) to examine my
performance, before I enact in depth case analysis (Chapter 4-5) and
collaborative inquiry with learners and co-facilitators in peer supervision
(Chapters 6-9).
As field and researcher share in a reciprocal relationship, and as informed
values rather than 'social facts' are sought, the reader should remember
that clarity and understanding eminate from 'the Journey' of this work as
much as in its arrival at any one of its many destinations.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCHER - THE KETHOLODGICAL BIASES AND
ANCESTORY OF THIS INQUIRY
Preamble. The following chapter examines the professional
background of the researcher and introduces the facilitative
perspective this study is to address. The initial reluctance of
the researcher to begin doctoral work and his resolution of this
resistance is also discussed. Examination is made of
the researcher's personal history, professional role, and his
experience as a facilitator and researcher. This review is
performed to better understand those influences that may arise
within the researcher to create personal and methodological bias,
which If left unattended might otherwise out of awareness colour
subsequent inquiry.
1.1 Biographical roots of this study: the researcher's professional script
I think it appropriate in beginning this study to perform a biographical
review, so as to share a little of my professional background and the
origins from whence my motivation to study groupwork and personal
development evolved. There is another researchminded reason for this
review: I feel a need to orientate myself to my professional bias - prior
to this study, so as to establish a personal baseline with which to measure
subsequent intrapersonal movement brought about by involvement in research.
What follows is essentially my personal and professional script, from
whence energies for the present work grew. I hope through personal sharing
to trace the history from whence this study evolved and to more clearly
identify those internal structures within me which motivate me and sustain
it.
Professional History. My entry into nurse training felt like a last chance.
I had enjoyed three years at art college, worked as a deck-hand on the
Manchester Ship Canal, and had been out of work several months before
applying for psychiatric nurse training. I was nineteen, glad to leave home
and excited by the prospect of starting a new life 'chwin south' in London.
Deep down I feared failure and was determined to prove I could succeed in
something. I feel a little of this 'stubbornness' is still with me and
drives me to complete this study.
In the Late sixties as a psychiatric student nurse in one of the many
hospitals clustered around the outskirts of Epsom, there was little
diversion from study. St Ebbas Hospital and Long Grove Hospital were
traditional in orientation, medical in their approach to care and offered on
site little diversion other than drink and sexual partnership.
I did not identify with institutional life, I enjoyed breaking the rules and
resisted being drawn into such as the hospitals' sports programme. This was
not without rebound. I was awoken several times by the Chief Kale Nurse who
demanded to know why I was not engaged in tug-of-war or other such
pursuits upon the sports field. He regularly used his master key to inspect
my room and often berated me when he found me still in bed at nine o'clock
in a morning. The regimental nature of such hospitals can perhaps be
appreciated from this, plus their appeal to ex-forces personnel who held
the most senior positions. This said, the institutional setting served my
purposes well enough at this time and provided the discipline I needed to
study without the necessity to housekeep. It also provided a negative image
of authority with which to wrestle and rebel against.
In the care of mentally handicapped people social learning was emphasised
In practice, but the theory all concerned causation, medical care and
comparative anatomy and physiology. In mental illness soliciting
information and observation were to the fore, and I learnt all about
physical treatments such as chemotherapy and electro convulsive therapy
(E.C.T). In both disciplines social control predominated over care.
Though I never personally experienced social psychiatry or groupwork in my
training I read a lot of R.D. Laing (Laing 1965; 1967; Laing & Esterson
1964) and was much swayed by the portrayal of orthodox medical psychiatry
as punitive and the anti-psychiatry stance of Szasz (1960; 1971), who
questioned traditional medical wisdoms and alerted me to labels
masquerading as the thing itself and taking on a life of their own. I also
discovered Goffman (1961), who extended Szasz's argument regards the 'myth
of mental illness' and alerted me to enculturalisation to madness and the
career of a mental patient. Such reading increased my theoretical
appreciation and informed my innate rebelliousness. I also learnt at this
time that I could meet my recognition hunger through academic acclaim and
gained confidence in my intellectual abilities.
In four years due to experimental programmes I had three qualifications in
the time it usually took for one. Back at St Ebbas, treble qualification was
a rarity and I was viewed by my colleagues with suspicion, the more so as I
was now rapidly promoted to a charge nurse position on the infirmary and
assessment ward - a prestigious well staffed unit which had a high profile
as a training area. This rankled with older colleagues as I had not served
my time upon the 'back wards' where there was a high level of basic
physical care and little recognition. I learnt at this tine how to tolerate
the rule of an 'outsider', one who could survive outside the fold.
After four years of training with studying now a habit, I enrolled with the
Open University for a Social Science degree. I read the Arts, sociology and
social psychology, and germinated a host of new ideas - emerging more
thirsty than ever to challenge tradition and promote change.
I tried unsuccessfully at this time to put into practice person-centered
programmes of care, but was insufficiently mature or experienced to gain
support for my ideas. I was also becoming increasingly rebellious towards
institutional ways of doing things and the Chief Nursing Officer wham I
saw as operating via bullying and fear instilling tactics. When eventually I
took him to task at a charge nurses meeting, and a vendetta was launched
against me, I was only saved from being moved to the dreaded back wards by
the timely intervention of a loyal Consultant Psychiatrist with whom I
worked.
With increased status I felt increased power, plus a responsiblity to act as
an advocate for clients and Junior staff. If I could not support
institutional ways I could at least feel purposeful and the less
depersonalised by working to put then right.
Though physical medicine was Interesting and I was getting good at it,
professionally I felt little more than a technocrat. I was thirsty to put
social models of care into practice, and to use much more of myself than
just my managerial and intellectual skills.
Eventually, after much in-fighting I left mental handicap and transferred to
an appointment in acute psychiatry at the Belmont Hospital (1973). Unlike
my previous post, my seniors now supported me, had an anti-psychiatry bent
themselves and sought to employ me as a change agent to initiate client-
centred and groupwork approaches to care.
This was an exciting time. I set about changing an outdated traditionally
arranged medico-psychiatric ward - complete with beds and bed-side chairs
packed tightly against and along the walls - into a mixed sex admission
unit; opened up day roams and social areas; closed a secure roam attached
to the ward and generally much used by the hospital and converted it to a
coffee roam; held monthly parties on the ward for clients and their
relatives; took clients on picnics and outings at weekends; instigated daily
community meetings; trained my staff to group work and ran groups in the
day hospital for clients new to the hospital. I had a great deal of support
from my seniors and worked with then to move the hospital from its
regimented physical/chemical approach to care - a legacy of William
Sargent's medicalisation of psychiatry at Belmont (Sargent & Slater 1972) -
to a culture of social psychiatry which would be seen to be progressive
even today. This was my first taste of successful team work and righting
traditional wrongs, but I was to learn that in the competitive climate of
medical psychiatry, nothing fails like success.
Pushing the boundaries of accepted practice, confronting traditionalism, and
re-interpreting systems in humanistic ways - the hidden agenda of my
professional script - are themes which also fuel this thesis; I feel
strongly that this study should confront - and seek to remedy
depersonalising features of professional preparation and care.
1.2 The political face of group facilitation: dare a nurse be a therapist?
Next to The Belmont Hospital stood The Henderson Hospital, a well
publicised Therapeutic Community (ehiteley et al 1972). Ay medically biased
consultants with a predilection for physical treatments, naturally viewed
my instigation of therapeutic community principles as a dreadful threat to
their traditional power base; as if I had brought the enemy within.
Eventually conflict arose with these consultant psychiatrists who had had
total control up until 'mere nurses' had changed their scene. Originally
these consultants had been antagonistic to each other and operated
generally in isolation. Now, spurred by the high profile of nursing care and
the favourable support nurses received from clients they began to regroup.
Central to this conflict was the role of the nurse as a therapeutic
groupworker. This research is highly motivated by interests which were
fermented at this time.
With hindsight I recognise that my motivation was more emotive than
reasoned through. But then, so was the clinical climate about me. One time
when the senior nurse refused to withdraw a recently instigated groupwork
programme the consultants placed a goodly portion of their patients on
E.C.T. and modified narcosis, procedures which disrupted group attendance.
That consultant psychiatrists would use their patients in such an
internecine political way incited all the sense of injustice I had ever
experienced or imagined regarding the negative use of authority. I had no
patience with those who sat on the fence at such times and led very much
from the front.
As I write this account I an amazed how much emotional energy and sense of
righteous indignation I still attach to these events after the passage of so
many years. There does indeed appear to be a lot of motivation generated
from this time attached to the present work. Perhaps missionary zeal is a
bias I shall have to guard against in this thesis?
Two years into this appointment my degree studies with the Open University
bore fruit (1974). Two years more and the Senior Nurse who had originally
appointed me moved on, managerial Inertia returned and I lost my support.
Belmont was closing down, a new unit was to open, and the Area Health
Authority would not risk upsetting the consultant psychiatrists again. It
was immaterial that the discharge rate rose and re-admission rate
decreased, or that clients reported improvement. Groupwork spotlighted what
nurses could achieve, but, was also seen to undermine the traditional
consultant position. At one level I felt I had won sufficient ground to move
on, at another I felt it would be too frustrating to stay.
I had now begun to employ my groupwork skills to teaching and was making
innovation on this front with regard to exploring psychiatric phenomena in
experiential student centred ways. This was the new challenge in my life,
and when a Master of Science in Nursing Education and Administration was
advertised at Edinburgh University (1976) I saw this as a means of
preparation for registration as a nurse tutor, and escaped.
At Edinburgh I encountered Annie Altschul whose work (Altschul 1972) and
gentle experiential and dialogical style of teaching I was much impressed
by. 'Ruth Shrock also influenced me with her philosophical approach to
nursing and interest in models of care. From Annie I was awakened to the
art of care, by Ruth to the science of it; the creative tension between
intellectual and experiential inquiry informs my facilitative and research
style still.
Returning from Edinburgh to The Chiltern Wing, a new unit into which staff
and clients of The Belmont Hospital were decanted following its closure. I
was now in touch with the culture I previously left, but much regressed;
progressive individuals had moved on and tradition and control had
reasserted themselves and triumphed over growth and adventure. I fought
afresh the old battles, but now from an educational rather than a clinical
perspective. These battles are supported in this study.
Two years after my return (1977) I was appointed a Senior Tutor for mental
illness and mental handicap within the Carshalton School, of which the
Chiltern Wing was a part, and continued to effect the politics of care
through experiential approaches to nurse education throughout the district.
During this time I separated from my wife and divorced. The trauma of this
time stimulated me to reappraise my position and needs, often in
experiential workshops and personal growth arenas. Xy commitment to
personal growth and experiential self exploration became firmer than ever.
In 1982 I joined the Institute of Advanced Nursing Education (I.A.N.E.) at
the Royal College of Nursing (R.CJI.), London, and took my developing
experiential groupwork approach to a wider professional field.
As can be seen from the above account, prior to this enquiry much of my
professional life was spent facilitating myself and others towards states
of enhanced awareness, which in those termed 'patients' passed as therapy
and, for those deemed normal, 'personal growth'. Xy groupwork vision has
thus been hatched from client and student sources.
Initially, my facilitation was undertaken in the guise of a clinician
running community and psychotherapeutic groups with patients within the
hospital. Later, as an educationalist I used facilitative interventions to
develop the personal and social skills of student nurses. lore recently, I
have been in contact with qualified nurses pursuing advanced studies in
education, clinical practice and management. This then constitutes the
facilitative background I hail from; educational facilitation will provide
the major share of data for this study.
The above frame is changing even as I write. Xy private practice as an
educational and groupwork consultant - originally a minor component of my
work - is growing and is beginning to over-shadow the whole. Xy training
as a gestalt psychotherapist with an ongoing client caseload will also no
doubt also contribute to this work. What is at this time an educational
focus thus promises to undergo change, perhaps towards a therapeutic
perspective. This will be all to the good. As a trainee psychotherapist I
became a learner subject to that very process I seek to study, namely
personal growth; even more salient to this study, in offering myself up for
therapy I will be able to examine therapeutic and experiential processes
from a client viewpoint. This inclusion of myself as part of the study is
consistent with the recommendations of Torbert (1981), who observes that
the researcher's activities are included within the field of observation and
measurement in new paradigm research, which, as with the present study,
seeks to enact experiments-in-practice. Though it is too soon for me to
state specifically what the experiments are I wish to enact, I am aware,
having reviewed my professional life, that the perspective I bring to this
work is a tripartite one drawn from my:
- past practice as a clinical nurse specialising in social psychiatry;
- present role as an educational facilitator and consultant;
- developing role as a supervisor and psychotherapist.
It is my hope that this study will meaningfully bridge themes at present
disparate within me, in which I nevertheless sense a degree of experiential
commonality: for instance therapy and education, therapeutic community
practice and educational groupwork, humanism and psychoanalysis,
supervision and experiential learning, Gestalt psychotherapy and new
paradigm research.
1.3 Personal and professional resistances to research and doctoral study
It took me some time to initiate doctoral study. I distrusted my motives
and was ambivalent with regard to any benefits that night accrue. Though I
was offered an opportunity to study for a doctorate on completion of my
masters degree, it was eight years before I decided to take this on. Vhen I
examine my personal history as to reasons for this, I recall that on return
from Edinburgh I felt over-qualified and under-skilled; I had come too far
too fast. Consequentially, I spent the interceding eight years prior to the
present work exploring avenues of personal and interpersonal development
and refining my facilitative skills.
Having worked for some years as an experiential facilitator I felt uneasy
contemplating an extended period of academic research. I recollect how
intellectual I became at Edinburgh University and remember that it took me
a year of teaching and intellectual deroling before I awoke to the fact that
I was sacrificing my therapeutic skills - such as person sensitivity and an
ability to empathically share with others - to more effectively became the
knowledgeable academic teacher I played out in role. This realisation had
originally spurred me towards facilitative teaching. It now cautions me
against seduction to over-intellectualisation. In this context, seeking the
academic respectability of a doctorate, seemed tantamount to a sell-out.
Could I undertake doctoral study, resist depersonalisation and still do
honour to my humanistic values and facilitative processes?
There were also other professional biases at work. Nursing is essentially a
practical profession and discourages open questioning and self-analysis.
Though care is often intellectualised it is usually far from research-
minded. In fact, part of my resistance to this work I suspect was due to
the inverted snobbery of my nursing background which traditionally
venerates practical care but is still largely suspicious of things abstract
and academic.
In my time as a clinician I had little faith in doctors or other highly
qualified specialists (note 1.1), yet, contrary to this awareness, I sought
after ever more qualifications and enhanced status. It was as if I needed to
steal the strength and respect of my institutional parents before I dared
to openly challenge their values and implement change. Here research for a
doctorate restimulated earlier regressive motives linked to dependence and
a thirst for self worth.
Statistical approaches, prevalent to nursing and medical research further
jaundiced my view of doctoral study. Quantitative survey said a lot about
the tasks of care but ignored its processes; in this light I doubted if my
interests in growth and experiential groupwork could be academically
addressed.
In truth there was also another reason why I was reluctant to commence
research, I was afraid that by analysing what I did I might lose it. I felt
that my facilitative style was best when spontaneous and intuitive. If I
analysed it, I reasoned, I might get caught in my own tendency for
defensive over-intellectualisation.
In summary, when considering as whether to embark on a PhD I was fearful
of becoming over authoritative and intellectually ensnared, and scared of
capitulating to that defensive intellectuality and pride I saw as lurking
within me. I also felt in conflict seeking a doctorate, it was as if I was
changing sides. Gaining the authoritative title of 'Doctor' ill became the
ethos of person centred care. I had spent my professional life flattening
the pyramid of traditional authority, and, here I was in academic terms
seeking to scrabble to its top. I feared I night end up like those 'Doctors'
in medical psychiatry I had earlier fought (1.1). A part of me was repelled
by my ambition, another part felt unworthy, yet another part felt challenged
and challenging. At an earlier regressive level I felt child-like and
perceived I had no rights to be questing after the qualities of those
grown-ups who I both envied and despised.
In sum, identification with doctoral work stimulated within me:
- suspicion regards my own motives and the intrapersonal costs and ethics
of this study;
- fear that researchmindedness would lead to over-intellectualisation and a
loss of emotional sensitivity;
- the identification of a resistance to quantify experience and fragment
reality;
- the stimulation of earlier regressive themes relating to identification
and authoritative others.
The above are representative of resistances and subliminal affect which
arise in my engagement with research; they are issues I wish to work
through.
1.4 Incentives to research: resolution of the previous impasse.
Having outlined my negative bias with regard to research, I felt freed to
contemplate its benefits. While writing a paper for publication I caught
myself beginning to isolate just what it was I was wanting to
professionally change:
"Traditionally, nursing has evolved in the shadow of medicine
and adapted a similar 'authoritative' approach to care. Patients,
who are already isolated behind hospital walls, were until
comparatively recently further estranged from themselves and
their potential social reality by nurses who assumed responsibility
for them on their behalf. When nurses act as agents of control,
they run the risk of perpetuating those very behaviours they
seek to correct therapeutically, namely dependence,
depersonalisation and regression. Such behaviours, when
encouraged by nurses, lead to the syndrome of learned helplessness
known as institutionalisation".
(Barber, 1987 p6).
The above passage, though published some two years after its creation, has
autobiographical status here, in that it draws attention to my developing
vision as I embarked on this study. It also says something about what I
seek to change through research. Reflecting upon my earlier professional
script, 'helplessness' has a transferential quality here, and research may
be seen as an act of empowerment or medium to purge this in myself?
Within the above paper I also began to construct an argument for
professional change, define facilitation and speculate as to how
facilitation night redress institutionalisation:
"Facilitation in relation to nursing Implies a socially aware
style of care where the nurse acts as a co-ordinator of
interpersonal, clinical and managerial resource, from whence
skills are derived to mobilise the client's capacity for
self-directed and stress-free living. Those energies previously
employed to control the patient and protect the bureaucracy of
the hospital can now be released to develop the potential of
nurse-client interaction." (Barber 1987 p7).
From this perspective the challenge of getting my facilitative act together
through research, in order to support change, is less a sell-out and
becomes more an act of professional revolution.
Coupled with the appeal of facilitative research orchestrating professional
change, another theme is emergent in this work, namely, furtherance of the
'art' of care.
Though many models of nursing care are already in existence - often
collectively subsumed under the dubious tern of 'the nursing process' -
little has been said of the artai for carers to develop themselves. Still
less has been said in nursing circles of Loy_ to do so. If an experiential
model of professional/personal facilitation can be identified which enhances
the expressive skill of carers - that is to say the caring arts, much
benefit would result.
In the light of this argument my residual egotistical needs to stake a
claim to fame through academic recognition ('dubious motive') are balanced
out by a desire to enhance care practice ('good motive'); another feature of
my drive for empowerment.
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Reading around research, while contemplating whether to engage upon it, my
awareness was eventually drawn towards qualitative approaches which valued
'experiential' knowledge and the human experience (Hall 1975; Heron 1981;
Parlett & Hamilton 1972). If I could honour the experiential process via a
qualitative approach, I reasoned that research need not become the
depersonalising activity I Imagined. Indeed, I was excited with the idea
that I could explore social and personal processes in facilitative ways
while valuing those involved. In the above light, I saw that research could
be both personally and professionally facilitative, and not merely
authoritative, intellectualised and detached as I had first imagined it had
to be. When I realised that I did not have to depersonalise my%FA:11 nor
devalue others to perform academically, and might even be fun, I set about
drawing up a series of 'personal contracts' honouring the ethical, political
and intrapersonal values I would bring to my doctoral work; these are
shared below:
La Ethical Contract:
My current thinking leads me to believe this study should be therapeutic
and enhancing of personal development, both for those studied and the
nursing profession at large. Ethically, from the vantage point of my role as
a facilitative teacher and therapist I feel my research needs to enshrine
humanistic principles and be educative in directions of interpersonal and
professional growth.
A. Political Contract:
In order to influence nursing - which I view as the most needy of the
caring professions - I intend to publish papers as issues arise pertinent
to care in the professional journals. Any publications I submit during the
life of this study will also be fed back into it as a guide to my own
development, both as a care facilitator and researcher.
IntEapecatanal Contract:
I believe this study should be therapeutic and growthful to myself, and as
such hope to be personally as well as professionally stimulated towards
growthful change by this study. An inquiry into education and therapy
should, I suggest if successful, should also change the researcher - namely
myself - in cognitive and affective ways. I also note that I have fought
against structuring my facilitative work for far too long; as if by refusing
to process it I am colluding to keep it mysterious and magical; research
will of course change this.
It is my intention to develop these contracts throughout the research, and
to review success in these quarters at the end of the study.
I recollect that many of those facilitators I encountered in experiential
workshops in my formative years were charismatic and 'mysterious beings';
perhaps a part of me is emulating them. Reflective 'experiential' research
would enable me to search out - and if need be purge this trait in myself.
The above contracts constitute 'positive' aspects of this thesis and testify
to its use as a consolidating agent enabling me to further synthesise the
art and science of therapy and education.
My commitment to the present perspective finally came to fruition in an
account written to my supervisor during a time when I had let the field I
was to address awe me and I had started to record everything for fear of
missing something I might need when clearer as to the direction I would
take; this account ended on the following note:
This thesis will be both a theoretical enquiry and a growth contract
with myself. Judgement will come second here to evaluation,
theory will be of secondary interest to the unfolding of
intuitive wisdom. Simply, I an more concerned with the process
of my work than its product, this may change, but at this time
I look to the journey rather than its destination".
After writing this account T felt there could be no turning back.
hi summary, in this, the embryonic phase of inquiry, I envisage that this
study will:
- tackle those faults I associate with professional preparation and
care (1.1);
- generate discussive papers to redress existent professional blindness;
- embody therapeutic principles in its approach;
- contribute to my own growth and my facilitative philosophy;
- attempt to marry educational and therapeutic insights to a facilitative
and qualitative frame.
Last but not least, I believe it will serve a therapeutic end, in that it
will integrate personal and professional qualities at present in conflict
within me.
Emerging from out this dialogue is a wish for this study to address how
experiential groupwork, a medium from which I personally have gained a
great deal of learning and support, may be harnessed to professional
training and professionalised care (1.1). I also have a developmental desire
to grow through the performance of research, harmonise and integrate my
experiential wisdoms (12) and by so doing come to understand myself the
more (1.3).
I have personally found experiential groups enhancing of my personal and
professional growth, had experience of their power to influence others in
training and social psychiatry, and now seek to understand how they work
so that I night better my own facilitation and enrich the facilitative
skills of others.
1.5 The methodological bias and structure of this study
The phenomena this study seeks to address, namely group dynamics and
personal change, do not lend themselves to traditional methods of
evaluation. Quantitative approaches to research, which rely heavily upon
statistical analysis, fracture the figural whole of the phenomena they seek
to investigate. As I seek to address group culture and the relationship of
this to personal change, such an approach is manifestly inappropriate. For
me it is not 'how often something happens' so much as 'what is unique'
about one group compared with another, and how this uniqueness contributes
to personal change that concerns me.
The classical researcher's tendency to hold all variables constant so that
one can be studied, or to randomise the effect of all other variables except
the one for study, causes unusual events to be averaged out and is contrary
to the aims of this study and the nature of groupwork. It is worth
considering at this point just what is involved in experiential groups and
their facilitation, as this constitutes the major focus of this work.
On-going participant observation plus experience I bring to this study
based on many years practice, suggests to me that groupwork is holistic in
character and necessitates an appreciation of such diverse phenomena as:
the intrapersonal processes an individual brings to a group UP); the group
context (GC); the interpersonal relationships of participants (IR); and
those intrapersonal effects (LE) they cite as arising from the style of
the facilitator (F) and his interventions (FI) after a group has run its
course.
Figure 1 illustrates the interrelationship of the above variables.
Participants enter with characteristic Intrapersonal Processes which are in
turn subjected to the influence of the Group, its Context (does it occur in
a college or clinical venue), purpose (is it farmed for education or
therapy), the effects of the Facilitator and his/her Facilitative
Interventions and those Interpersonal Relationships the group enacts, before
participants exit with the Intrapersonal Effects of their experience when
the group has finished.
To study groupwork is to investigate the mutual influence these
perspectives exert one upon the other; classical research or construct
theory I view as inadequate for this.
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A participant brings their Intrapersonal Processes (IP) to the group (GC),
and is in turn subject to influences of the facilitator (F), their facilitation
(FI), and the interpersonal dynamics (IN) at play; after a given period of
group time they exit from the group with the effects of their experience (TB).
Classical research - or 'logical-empiricism' as Barre (1981) terms it - I
see as a creature of the cognitive domain, well equipped to search out
correlations between well defined variables, but neglectful of such as the
experiential and affective insights that arise in groups from emotional and
imaginative modes of perception. Qualities such as transference and
counter-transference are meaningless out from the groupwork frame; they are
more by nature 'related influences'; differentiation of these splits the
phenomena under review. My need to assess experiential and emotional
response, plus unconscious manifestations of group life, therefore argues
against a classical approach to this study.
The study of groups, in a similar way to Freire's (1976) work with
educational communities, demands a dialogical approach to research which
allows for the establishment of relationships and cultural understanding.
The research methodology I choose must cater for this.
There are other reasons why the statistical frequency of group behaviours
or the narration of observable social facts is of secondary Importance in
psychodynamic climates, for here personal interpretations and the
unconscious motivation of participants imbue communication with symbolism
which exerts as great an influence as the conventionally construed world. A
group formed for whatever purpose is subject to subliminal forces, it does
not need to be termed experiential or therapeutic for social dynamics to
occur. Indeed, Randall and Southgate (1981) noted that community research
in a management setting produced such classic group mechanisms as 'fight
and flight', 'dependency' and 'pairing', comparable to Bion's (1961) earlier
findings in his Tavistock Clinic groups. A study of facilitated groupwork
all the more requires a researcher to attend to the experiential inner world
of participants where intuitive meaning, fantasies and feelings are formed.
As a researcher I need to appreciate how these inturn influence group
behaviour during facilitation. For this a qualitative and collaborative
experiential approach is necessary.
In my view, inquiries into dynamic social processes - such as group
facilitation and the intrapersonal change - require similarly dynamic
tools of assessment. To address the group in any other way, would I believe
foster alienation.
Rowen (1981) notes four categories of alienation which arise in research
relating to the product, the work, others, and the self. In the context of
my study 'the product' is intrapersonal development or growth; 'the work'
consists of facilitating group dynamics; 'others' concerns fellow
participants and co-researchers, and 'self' pertains to what I bring to the
research and how it effects me. All must be harmonised in this research if
it is to fulfil its role as an agent for personal, professional and social
change.
Rowen (1981) whilst describing an imaginary continuum of research which at
one end involves the most alienating and least productive of social change,
and at the other represents the least alienating and most productive of
social change notes that:
The forms of research at the beginning involve the
least social change, and indeed aim at being experimental and
descriptive, and try not to rthmnge people in any way. They check
hypotheses about people in as precise and unambiguous a way as
possible, and want their theories and generalisations to be Just
as true before and after investigation. In other words they are
treating people as static - as if they were inanimate objects ...
A snapshot at one point in time is made into a general truth.'
CRowen 1981 p 96).
As I seek to address growth, that is to say the process of change as it
manifests itself within groups, at levels of resolution specific to
individuals and at dimensions abstracted from then, research of this type
is unsuited to my purpose.
At the other end of his methodological continuum, Rowen (1981) observes:
"They explicitly involve the researcher in the process of
change, and demand that the investigator be as open to change
as the 'subjects' are encouraged to be - only they are more like
co-researchers than like conventional subjects.' (Rowen 1981 p
97).
Research into experiential group facilitation and personal growth is a
creature most sympathetic and suited to the above position.
It is becoming evident to me in the discussion of this chapter, that it will
be necessary for se to map intrapersonal and interpersonal change within
myself, other individuals, and within participant groups (Figure 1), if I am
to harmonise the whole. Two broad perspectives of address are readily
available for this:
1 - myself as a trained facilitator, who as participant observer will
record my own internal processes and reflect upon these in relation to
those social, personal and professional scripts - attitudes, beliefs and
prejudices - I bring to group facilitation from my personal and
professional history as facilitator and researcher;
2 - the reported perceptions and experiential insights of participant
learners/clients exposed to facilitation, and the effects of this upon their
short and long-term functioning as reported in:
a) qualitative individual self reports;
b) collaborative inquiry;
C) my field notes as a participant observer and group participant who
shares within the experiential field.
Dialogue between my own subjective intrapersonal experience (1 above) and
that of other participants (2 above), I envisage will produce creative
tension along with a critical description of the unfolding thesis.
Initially, I feel it wise to examine myself, with a view to identifying
influences which effect and flow from my facilitative style; that is to say
what I facilitatively bring with me to the research; later, I intend to
supplement this with field observations and collaborative inquiry.
Throughout this study, more especially at the close of each chapter, I
intend to review methodology in order to better demonstrate its status as
research. I will also debrief myself of experiential insights arising from
inquiry, so as to appreciate where next I might focus. In this post-chapter
review I will be guided by Rowen (1981) with regard to the type of
questions I ask, addressing such themes as:
- efficiency: the validity of my inquiry and my need to tighten or tidy up
the research design;
- authenticity: the commitment of those involved and what I invest of
myself as researcher;
- politics: the social context of the research, the interests it seves, the
relationships it takes for granted and its patterns of oppression;
- dialectical: the studies assumptions, implied 'right' answers, what it
takes for granted and where it philosophically stands;
- legitimacy: my own position, whether a proper research job is possible in
the circumstances and events described;
- relevancy: who really cares about the study, are its findings of real use
or isolated from reality and unable to be acted upon.
Such questioning, I believe, will also alert me to what Torbert (1981)
suggests are central working assumptions of new paradigm research, namely:
1) in-depth study of the researcher themselves;
2) flexibility of approach;
3) re-cycling of new data back into the field of study.
In summary, I have chosen to use approaches to inqury which developed as a
reaction to the positivist tradition of the natural sciences (larre 1981),
which demonstrate interpersonal sensitivity (Hall 1975), encourage
participants to act as co-researchers (Heron 1981a), are of proven worth in
educational settings (Farlett & Hamilton 1975; Friere 1976), allow for a
dialectical approach to research (dhitehead 1981; Tandon 1981) and remain
sensitive to group processes (Randall, Southgate 1980; Tomlinson 1985) while
encouraging reflection (Parlett 1981) and esk.ablishing dialogue between
research findings and the field under study (Torbert 1981).
1.6 Gestalt influences within this study
To appreciate the philosophy which underlies my approach to the above
illuminative tools, something must be said of 'gestalt psychotherapy'.
Gestalt psychotherapists attempt to work in a fluid way with the perceptive
set of an individual, sifting through the emotional meanings attached to
events, reawakening old patterns and conquesting new ones, all the while
attempting to undo rigid attitudinal sets that disturb harmony and prevent
adaptation. Gestalt is person centred and existential, in that it honours
Individual processes, experimentation and choice. As a client in gestalt
therapy you may be invited to try various experiments where you are both a
co-researcher - alongside your therapist - and a subject. For example, if
confusion arises you may be asked to become it, to examine what is
happening to your thoughts and feelings, to consciously exaggerate those
qualities within you which characterise your confusion or to address it in
a vignette of monodrama. Here you are encouraged to acknowledge your
experience - confusion and all. Gestalt psychotherapy offers a very
thorough experiential processing tool. It seeks to enhance interpersonal and
intrapersonal contact in order to illuminate 'meaning'. In gestalt
psychotherapy you collaborate with your therapist to check out all those
hypotheses you hold about yourself and your environment, in order to
discover how these in turn mediate in behaviour. Reintegration is at the
heart of the gestalt process; it seeks to analyse preconceptions,
introjections, projections and transferences, and all else we do to block
ourselves off from full contact with our reality and being.
As a therapist training in the gestalt tradition I an obviously going to be
much influenced by the above perspective; it is well that the implications
of this are known prior to engagement with the research field.
Essentially, Gestalt psychotherapy encapsulates an experimental
collaborative approach to therapy where:
- hypotheses are posed One problems) and Inquiry techniques
suggested and collaborately agreed upon;
practical experiments are experientially undertaken by
participating clients while the therapist, researcher-like,
facilitates inquiry, manages boundaries and mobilises support;
- experiential awarenesses of the momemt are heightened;
original hypotheses are tested in the light of earlier
sessions, gains noted and future routes of inquiry formed.
- the reactions of the therapist are shared and fed into the social
milieu as a valued part of the interactive field.
In later therapeutic sessions the above research loop is re-engaged and
repeated until sufficient awareness, reintegration and conceptualisation of
the unfolding process occurs. This cycle will underpin self and situational
analysis in the present study. Within this research thesis, gestalt
processes - whether in the guise of self appraisal or facilitated group
inquiry - will be the favoured node of investigation serving to underpin
collaborative inquiry, inform the facilitative style and influence
processing of data.
Heron (1981b), has identified four sequential stages of collaborative
inquiry which seemingly emanate from this tradition and build upon the
gestalt experimentation and processing described:
Stage 1. Propositional Belief: participants meet to share propositions,
awaremesses and tentative hypotheses they hold about the field of study,
the individuals concerned and their relationships to each other. Here
participants initially agree the area of study, the general and specific
goals of inquiry, assessment tools, and identify the resources available.
Stage 2, Practical Knowledge: participants as co-researchers map the
processes that unfold as they apply the enquiry methods identified in stage
1 to the field/issues under study, examine the resulting feedback and
modify their original hypotheses as necessary.
Stage 3.. Experiential Knowledge: participants became immersed in mutual
encounter and experience, forsaking the prejudicial influences, rigid
perceptive sets, values and beliefs that stem from the ideas of stage 1.
Stage 4 Propositional Knowledge: participants/researchers after an
appropriate period when stages 2 and 3 have produced data set about
reviewing their conclusions. Here hypotheses are rejected, the inquiry mode
evaluated and further themes for investigation considered. The status of
this stage derives from the thoroughness of the earlier stages and the
number of times the research cycle has been engaged.
It is my intention to use Heron's four stage model as a guide to my own
intrapersonal processing and to illustrate how this in turn relates to the
research cycling performed in the study.
I suggest, that in like fashion to a group facilibmtor, the experiential
researcher must endeavour to open up themes that percolate into group
consciousness during the above stages; subject these to examination;
anticipate potential conflicts and, when necessary, resolve the same through
timely and analytically valid interventions. Such research dovetails neatly
into and with group facilitation.
I suspect, in this phase of pre-study reflection, that my individual focus
within each chapter, and indeed the chapters themselves will emphasise one
or other of the above stages.
I am aware that although Heron's model favours a collaborative approach to
research, in some areas of my inquiry this may be inappropriate.
Participants in some groups may decline the encumbrance of a co--researcher
role; they may indeed argue that they contract me to process events on
their behalf. At times like these self observation will be my main research
node and that my own internal processing and experience will act as a
guide to the experiences of others; here I speculate that I will look to
psychodynamic models and groupwork theory and literature to supplement my
observations.
As I write this passage I am aware that the group I am most intimately
involved with at the present time is a staff sensitivity group where
collaborative inquiry in the shape of a shared group diary, has been
rejected.
1.7 Intrapersonal and interpersonal demands of experiential research
Because groups have a multi-dimensional quality I suspect this research
study will require me to use the whole of myself: feelings, intuitions, my
history within groups, as well as what I see, hear and experience as a
participant observer.
I perceive that in the various stages of the research cycle differing
perceptive skills and functions will be demanded of me. Reflecting upon the
typography suggested by Xitroff & Kilmann (1978), while refining this to
represent my own emergent research vision, informed by many years of group
recording: Figure 2, I envisage:
- the stage of Propositional Belief will require me to don the vision of a
Conceptual Humanist;
- the stage of Practical Knowledge the stance of an Analytical Scientist;
- the stage of Experiential Knowledge my solicitation of the Particular
Humanist within me;
- the stage of Propositional Knowledge will necessitate my becoming a
Conceptual Theorist.
Initially, after self examination of Just what it is I bring to facilitation,
I think it appropriate to approach my research as a participant observer
attentive to group process. Here it will be possible to concentrate upon
further review of my personal or philosophical bias and facilitative style.
Having gone some way to understanding those influences that emanate from
FIGURE 2	 TYPOLOGY OF INQUIRY
Adapted from Xitroff & Kilmann (1978) in Reason& Rowen,1981
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myself, and how it is groups evolve, I speculate that I will then be able to
turn my attention to how individuals grow through experiential groupwork.
I have spent most of this chapter sifting through Propositional Belief: my
awarenesses of the field of study, teased out relationships I see as
desirous of attention, outlined my goals and assessment tools, the resources
available, and formulated a rudimentary plan of action. This has been
performed with attention to that Practical, Experiential and Propositional
Knowledge I bring with me to this investigation as a consequence of fifteen
years professional practice; fifteen years spent caring, teaching, and
generally laying down a whole host of personal/professional wisdoms and
biases which will directly effect this study.
1.8 Initial review of personal themes pertinent to this study
Having drawn attention to issues concerning personal growth and raised to
consciousness my own values and researcher bias, it seems appropriate to
pursue these further to map out those subjective influences that albeit
subconsciously enter this work to colour my inquiry.
As this chapter draws to a close and I review the story so far, reflecting
upon my sessional recordings, those publications I have recently written
(Barber 1987; 88) and my personal therapy, four frames of reference or
attitudinal clusters appear pertinent to this study; namely my:
1.Social History - past life events; especially the family group.
2. Professional Experience - past training and practice.
3. Experience as a Facilitator - past and current experience of facilitation
in education and therapy.
4. Experience as Researcher - current experience of this study upon my
belief systems.
In Figure 3: 'The Origin of Themes and Insights Pertinent to this Study:
Influences upon the Researcher and the Research Perspective', I have sifted
out those themes which arise for me when reading the earlier account of
'the biographical roots of this study: the researcher's professional script'
(1.1). These constitute personal values, biases and therapeutic issues I
attach to my social history, nursing, facilitative and researcher roles. Bits
of experiential knowledge I enter with into this research. This also has
practical use for me, as these attitudinal clusters can now be linked to
investigative avenues.
Review of autobiographical data - via self report and therapy will serve to
unfold the behavioral script of my 'Social History'; subsequent changes to
this script will then denote personal change if, or when it occurs during
the course of inquiry.
The writing of professional papers alongside this study will serve as an
aid to conceptualisation and enable further reflection upon the therapeutic
relationship and my 'Nursing Experience'.
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An examination of my own actions - from the driver's seat - and the
effects of these upon clients and learners is also included to evaluate my
'Experience as a Facilitator'.
Finally, self analysis and methodological critique will be directed towards
my 'Experience as Researcher'.
Each of these perspectives have an effect one upon the other and are seen
to feed in to the culture of research and to influence the whole.
Reflecting upon Figure 3 I begin to appreciate where personal bias
originates and an alerted to how the various facets of my life relate.
'Memories of vulnerability' I perceive as dovetailing into issues of 'control
versus care' and 'institution versus person'; these are areas where I might
seek to rescue others - and by implication myself - from vulnerability and
powerlessness. When I begin to delve more deeply into the motives behind my
facilitative role I suspect I will need to look carefully at my family of
origin, for it appears to me that 'parenting versus sharing' hints at a
negative view of parental power. Indeed, the theme of 'academic conformity
versus expressive freedom' echos a similar struggle in my Experience as a
Researcher.
In summary, the above exercise has raised to my awareness a pull between
vulnerability and power, my possible mistrust of authority and authoritative
others, the perpetuation of this in my role as a researcher, and speculation
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upon my tendency to self rescue in the guise of facilitation. There is
obviously much to chew over in this avenue of inquiry.
As I wrote the above passage another dimension of this study returned to
mind, namely, the potential of experiential research to facilitate personal
development and intrapersonal growth (note the Intrapersonal Contract: 1.3).
Creative synthesis will be ongoing throughout this study. As I engage
within facilitation and experiential exploration old memories will no doubt
be teased to light and hidden agendas percolate into awareness. Semi-
conscious material will then enter awareness to become known. These in turn
will need integration.
Indeed, I an beginning to believe Integrative processes are a close
associate of experiential research.
I have found the writing up of this chapter and sharing of my biases a
useful consciousness raising exercise; it has also helped to reinforce my
belief that such influences will need monitoring within the ongoing
research if the objectivity of my analysis is to be safeguarded.
Finally, in overview, returning to questions surfaced earlier in this
chapter (Rowen 1981), I observe that in terms of this chapter's status as
research, I have demonstrated my familiarity with the field of study, have
raised to awareness my own motives, have unpacked my political and
personal bias, shown the relevance of this study to my life, and said
something of what I intend to do.
This appears to be a pre-hypotheses time, when focus is not so much on
problems as an awakening to the various levels and dimensions at play; a
preparatory period. In one sense I have brainstormed myself and am waiting
for the conceptual dust to settle. This said, I feel I now have my rules of
engagement for this work and know a little more where I am coming from.
Indeed, I now feel ready to take this study into a more practical phase of
inquiry, to examine in more detail my professional values and beliefs with
a view to identifying Just what I bring to group facilitation, and to
explore what nourishment I myself receive from facilitative activity within
experiential group settings.
CHAPTER 2.
REVEEV OF THE RESEARCHER'S FACILITATION STYLE
Preamble. In the following chapter the researcher shares
autobiographic material to examine influences which shape
his facilitative role. Throughout this discussion literature is
reviewed and examination made of institutionalised care. The
researcher identifies characteristics of his facilitation style,
reflects upon his aims and explores how his own sociai and
professional history have effected his care philosophy. It is
suggested that much of a facilitator's energy is intrinsically
generated and best understood through autobiographical examination.
2.1 Professional discontents: personal incentives to facilitate
This review is performed with the intention of exploring the intrapersonal
effects of nursing and institutionalised care, the negative effects of which
led me towards facilitative expression and motivate me still. Though
primarily autobiographical in nature, I envisage the following account will
say something about nurse professionals, especially psychiatric nurses who
have evolved from similar professional roots to my own and who predominate
as subjects in this study.
Reflecting upon my professional training, I must admit to a belief of
having been taught more controlling skills than caring ones. The 'science of
nursing' was readily transmitted by my nurse tutors but the 'art of caring',
care communication and relationship building were left largely unaddressed.
There was also a dearth of good clinicians to role model myself upon.
Studies in psychiatric nursing confirm the general truth of the above
observation. Altschul (1972) and Cormack (1976) have highlighted the
limitations - in both quantity and quality - of nurse-patient
communication, and Xacilwaine (1980) in his detailed analysis of nurse-
patient conversations cited nurse interaction as superficial, predominately
related to tasks and administration, and impoverished with regard to
emotional support or the development of therapeutic relationships.
This picture does not improve when we look beyond psychiatry to general
nursing where nurse-patient communication has been cited by researchers as
similarly impoverished and wanting (Dodd (1974; Franklin 1974: Faulkner
1980; Xacleod Clark 1981, 1982), nor yet again when we consider geriatric
nursing where only 1% to 4Z of nursing tine is observed as spent in
conversation with clients (Admans & XcIlwraith 1963; Norton, XcLaren &
Exton-Smith 1976; Stockwell 1974). We night conclude from this that
impoverished communication and poor relations are norms of nursing care,
and should therefore be expected within nursing participants of this study.
As a student nurse I felt that the feeling component of care was Largely
ignored. Tasks were taught but processes forgotten. The interpersonal
stresses involved and the emotional life of the carer were seemingly too
hot to handle. I felt the message conveyed to sie - in the hidden agenda of
my professional preparation - implied that: 'feelings were symptoms to be
controlled'. Consequentially, within myself and within my colleagues I
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observed a split develop between internal states of unexpressed feeling and
professional behavior. It was an emotionally costly business to care
professionally without feeling cared for myself.
Superficially, professional behaviours remained contained and objective, but
within themselves, carers all too often appeared to harbour the emotional
turmoil that emanated from their own unmet needs, which were in turn made
the more acute by the neediness of their clients.
Hinschelwood (1979) observes in like fashion that: "staff individually and
as a team take the brunt of desperate demands for relief and reassl2ramae".
It is a truism, and a sad indictment of nursing management, that the staff
of caring communities do not experience a sense of being cared for
themselves (Atherton 1986).
'Overt conformity' masking 'covert hostility' seemed a norm of hospital life.
In some areas where clients were less respected and valued, such as mental
handicap and in care of the elderly, I saw the professional mask drop and
fear, revulsion and anger reach the patient when staff net emotive
situations with which they could not cope. I believe during my third year
of training I began to be hooked into an emerging theme, namely, that if I
ever got into a position of power I would do my best to make sweeping
changes.
Institutional defences have merited much study ,(Stanton & Schwartz 1954;
Jaques 1955; Xenzies 1960). Xenzies notes that defences against anxiety
"appear in all aspects of the institution both formal and informal, in
attitudes and interpersonal relations, in customs and conventions and also,
in the actual formal structure of the organisation and its management
system" (Kenzies 1979 p202). This goes some way towards explaining why as
a student I experienced senior nurse managers, power holders of the health
care system, seemingly perpetuating these dynamics rather than redressing
them. It was not that they were insightless, many knew something was
wrong, but were bereft of the necessary skills to extract themselves from
the institutional milieu they were in to promote change; consequently, they
ended up reinforcing the necessity for staff to control their feelings and
cope with their duties.
In one sense, impoverished relationships and organisational dependency
should not surprise us, as neither interpersonal nor communication skills
have been consistently taught or formally assessed, either in basic nurse
training (Faulkner 1980; Nurse 1977) or at post registration levels of
professional preparation (Bridge & Speight 1981). Couple this with the fact
that qualitative clinical supervision is a professional rarity (Barber &
Norman 1987; 1989) and it becomes illogical to expect things to be
otherwise.
Senior nurses had little formal management training, learnt through
apprenticeship, and ended up merely performing as required, so perpetuating
those systems which in turn had professionally prepared them. Xy current
teaching leads me to believe that the nurse of the 90's is not so very much
different in this respect from their counterpart of the 70's; at a feeling
level there still appears to be a conspiracy in operation not to change
things; 'critique' being v iewed as attack, and 'a desire to initiate change'
as professionally disloyal and rejecting of senior colleagues. This
resistance, I find is likewise present in nursing education.
Extreme resistance to change and institutionalised defences are essentially
destructive, since they psychologically damage people, restrict their vision,
and de-skill them in ways of adaptation.
Vhen, as a post graduate student I first read Menzies, I began to
understand how those professional anxieties I felt and saw around me were
evoked, and where they were coming from:
The situations likely to evoke stress in nurses are familiar.
Nurses are in constant contact with people who are physically
ill or injured, often seriously. The recovery of patients is
not certain and will not always be complete. (...) Nurses are
confronted with the threat and reality of suffering and death
as few lay people are. (...) Intimate physical contact with
patients arouses strong libidinal and erotic wishes and Impulses
that may be difficult to control. The work situation arouses
very strong and mixed feeling in the nurse: pity, compassion,
and love, guilt and anxiety; hatred and resentment of the
care given to the patient." ( genzies, 1960; discussed in
Barber, 1987; p 1).
Menzies here draws heavily upon the Kleinian (Klein 1932) notion of how
individuals defend themselves against primitive anxiety, and the effect
these defences have in turn upon their personality formation and ego
function. Simply, because everything is imbued with and experienced as a
life-or-death issue, the defences themselves have a correspondingly violent
intensity. Confusion then arises between physical and psychic domains of
experience, as experienced and expressed by the mechanism of 'splitting'.
Even though I had a considerable life experience prior to nursing, such
were the power of the above institutional defences I ended up much
influenced by then; not so much by depending on then, as becoming reactive
and counterdependent, and hence using the institution as a symbolic parent
to rebel against. In true adolescent fashion I conformed to the prevailing
system sufficiently to belong and survive, but remained alert - in a
rebellious way - to chances that arose where I might confront significant
others of the hospital with those depersonalising mechanisms they condoned.
On reflection I think I was myself experiencing the 'split' Menzies
described and behaviourally acting out my resistance to the institution.
This unaware acting out of stress, symptomatic of a flight from my own
vulnerability and helplessness, was the way I deflected from and resisted
what I felt was an intolerable clinical and personal reality. There was Just
too much going on to effectively contain.
Reality avoidance is furthered when institutions fail to cater for the
personal needs of staff, to provide a venue where emotional working through
can occur, or to set aside appropriate time for the release of impulses,
inhibitions and repressions which arise as a natural consequence of care
(Sugarman 1984). Most of those I facilitate are still in a similar position
to how I was myself, some twenty years ago, in that they to do not
experience supervision.
I spent a good deal of my time fighting for the underdog and trying to
right the institutional system and senior management. Senior managers -
authoritative parent figures in one sense - were the enemy and I felt a
certain self-righteousness rebelling against then. Again, here is evidence
of my subjectively rescuing myself via objectively demonstrating a rescue
of others. Remnants of this 'George and Dragon' attitude are around me
still; it is a bias I must guard against in this work and my facilitation.
This said, I also note that nurses I facilitate seem to be similarly
counter-dependently inspired; having been there myself I can appreciate the
origins and uses of this professionalised defence.
Interestingly, I was humanistic in my approach to care long before I came
to know what this tern meant Xy personal history, I suggest, predisposed
me to act in a person centred way, and, if need be, to stubbornly resist
bureaucratic authority. In my clinical career this feature of my personality
was used by progressive senior managers to spearhead change (1.1). As a
tutor a similar dynamic occured, the conservative culture in which I worked
let me out on full rein when a change agent was required, but sought to
control me - mainly through ridicule - when I threatened its values. I
thus stayed well accustomed to playing the aforementioned dragon slaying
role, but without progressive seniors and team support found the dragons
getting bigger.
Xy career as a lecturer within the Institution of Advanced Nursing
Education, conveniently enough, provided me with the biggest dragon of all;
its culture initially seeming passive-aggressively resistant to the
psychodynamic skills I offered. The Assistant 'Director, newly in post, was
of immense support. This said, there was little formal provision for the
person of the professional carer or recognition of socio-emotional
phenomena.
I recollect a conversation with the Director who, feeling threatened by the
emergence of a staff support group, at a time when we felt particularly
ignored and undervalued, called me to her office, said such groups should
occur out of college time, and in all seriousness commented if staff were
so busy and stressed how come they could find time for a support group!
Jacques (1954) makes the point that the character of institutions is
determined not only by their explicit or consciously and accepted functions,
but also by unrecognised functions at the level of phantasy. At the
phantasy level The Institute appeared to be fearful of change, to echo such
professional defences as depersonalisation; categorisation; denial of change;
ritual task performance and obsessional recording (Menzies 1960), and to
perpetuate a rational view of the world that little accounted for emotional
and psychodynamic influences. There was 'right' and 'wrong' and little
tolerance of ambiguity. Students are generally perceived to be there to
learn and thus to be educated by tutors who are there to teach; management
was there to make decisions and others were there to comply. Those few who
openly questioned the system - such as myself - were tolerated Just so long
as management were not unduly threatened, but scapegoated when their
opinions threatened the status quo. Trust was scarce and checks and
counter-checks built in to the degree that power and control stayed with
senior management. Initiative at lower levels of the organisation could thus
be ignored unless it complemented the opinions of seniors who would then
encourage its growth if it concurred with their own or 'The Institutional
view'. This was sad, as individuals were generally felt by the rank and file
to acquire senior position by dint of their acceptability rather than merit.
It was thus little wonder that the organisation was often cited by its
students and those outside its frame as lacking vision, for it worked
towards conservatism and proceeded only in authoritative traditional ways.
There is obviously much similarity between the clinical culture I came from
and the one I met within the Institute; there is also more than a passing
resemblance to the role I played. As a clinician I introduced groupwork,
group training, person-centred care and principles of therapeutic community
practice into an area of traditional medical psychiatry. Within the
Institute I introduced experiential learning, emphasised person-centred
teaching, ran personal growth groups on nanagement and educational
programmes, provided specialist psychiatric short courses run in
psychodynamic ways, and initiated a Certificate in Therapeutic Community
Practice which was the first Institute course to admit social workers,
occupational therapists, art therapists and social service managers
alongside nurses.
What I had done for traditional psychiatry I was now doing for traditional
education. From one stance I might be seen to be seducing myself into a
recurring script, from another as furthering the cause of respect for the
individual and therapeutic community values; personally, I believe I was
nearer the latter position.
What commenced as a personal issue, namely the need to rebel against what I
saw as unjust authority - which I believe to be a remnant of my family
history - became a role requirement and 'strength' when I was employed as a
clinical or educational ahange agent, but became a two edged sword when I
questioned or threatened to enact change from within. Questioning
frameworks outside the Institute was acceptable, questioning those within
was not.
To summarise the story so far, as a student nurse I felt devalued and
vulnerable, a small cog in the hospital machine. I did not feel listened to
by senior colleagues, my questions remained unanswered and my concern with
'professional survival' displaced any aspirations I had towards 'personal
growth'. Eventually I learnt the ropes and started to develop the area that
gave me the greatest satisfaction, namely, my ability to express myself
through care. This, along with rebellious questioning of the hospital and
its rituals rescued me from a sense of helplessness. As a qualified nurse I
voiced my views with more confidence, as a charge nurse the fight was
really on and I became aware of the enormous influence the institution
brings to bear on those who dare to suggest change. Being locked into a
counterdependent script I did not give up. Eventually, via self-monitoring,
experimentation and assessment, I learnt to transfer what worked
therapeutically, with client's, to staff training (1.1). Nursing education,
even at the highest levels appeared to perpetuate social defences of the
hospital and to damage people in similar ways. As a tutor I employed
groupwork and facilitative techniques plus psychodynanic rationale to
professional education and staff development.
In nursing practice and education, syndromes associated with psychological
disturbance such as depersonalisation; categorisation; emotional detachment;
the pushing of blame downwards and responsibility upwards; splitting and
ritualistic adherence appear to have triumphed over professional
development and personal growth. Facilitation, in this context, is both an
expression of my personal concern and a means of professional redress.
In the context of this discussion it seems fair to say that carers can
themselves greatly benefit from therapeutic interventions and an exposure
to care. Indeed, I am in agreement with Roberts (1980) that the care
community, in my opinion be it an educational or therapeutic establishment,
has an obligation to afford a variety of situations in which feelings can
be appropriately expressed and ultimately understood" (Roberts 1980 p161).
This is a powerful argument and a great incentive for experiential
groupwork, where exploration and experimentation may be facilitated in a
person valuing educational climate.
The medical model, Xain (1957) suggests, requests that staff deny their own
feelings and act out health, kindliness, knowledgeable sagehood and don the
role of all powerful and active parents. Understandably, it becomes
difficult for staff so conditioned to willingly admit to the existence of
their own emotional needs (Hinschelwood 1979).
Experience of and exposure to the medical model is at the root of all I
have discussed, it underpins my personal account of nurse training, clinical
practice, nurse education, and has greatly effected the professional and
intrapersonal climates of those I facilitate. The strict orthodoxy and
reductionistic viewpoint of the Xedical Xodel I see as diametrically
opposed to all I believe and all I do.
22 Reflections upon the researcher's facilitative style
Having shared a little of my history and the birth of my role as a
professional change agent, it now seems appropriate to examine my
facilitative style in greater depth, especially as it constitutes the
essential ingredient of this research inquiry. To this end, prior to
examining 'facilitation in action' I feel it is logical to ask:
1. 'How does my facilitation behaviourally show itself?'
2. 'What sources provide reference for my facilitative rationale?
3. 'How exactly has my personal history influenced and/or prepared me
for a facilitative role?
In order to answer the above I return to observations made at the start of
this work.
In the Autumn of 1984 when contemplating doctoral study, though motivated
to look at groupwork, group facilitation and the effects of these upon
personal growth, I was unclear and vague as to what specific direction my
research would take and so decided to keep a blanket record of all my
facilitative work. Two main areas of facilitation were available for this
pre-research review: on-going groups with learners within the Institute of
Advanced Nursing Education	 and an external appointment I had
recently accepted as the facilitator of a staff group within the educational
department of a London based psychiatric hospital.
I collected information from these areas in two ways, from the UWE via
post workshop discussion with those involved, and from the staff group by
regular records and reflections within a groupwork diary. The former
provided participatory experience and a means of dialogical inquiry, the
latter reflection upon my own intrapersonal process and the
interrelationships of others.
Group discussion coupled with written records of group life thus form the
main data banks from where observations of my facilitative behaviour are
derived. Sifting through the performance of these records alerted me to
several interventional clusters which frequently repeat in my facilitation.
These are listed below along with facilitative examples:
I. laciedaing_per_simal_gmazeilesa . such as drawing an individuals attention
to what they are doing and how they perceive the world in terms of
thoughts, feelings, sensations and intuitions at a certain moment in time.
" How do you scare yourself with this group?"
" How did you feel when I engaged you Just then?
" Do you notice any change to your breathing as you recall this
incident? "
" What do you imagine is the worst that may happen here?"
" What do you really need right now?"
2. Giving total attention and presence to an interactor: being totally there
for another when they communicate feelings or encounter distress, so as to
offer support and affirm their value and worth. As this concerns the
quality of my presence - rather than a statement, it does not lend itself
to a written example.
3 Directing attention towards group processes: especially upon 'what is
happening now' in the immediate social environment.
" What's it like be in a group like this right now?
• If this group was a family what messages do you think it's children
would pick up?
• What parts of ourselves do we allow out in this group?'
" How do we support and/or punish others here?"
• Who are the power holders here?"
4. Restating earlier themes: to orientate participants to the 'story so far'
in our groups history, or to illustrate the cyclic nature of group movement.
" I notice that when I is away we seen to talk about authority
issues more readily."
" Would anyone like to summarise for those who weren't here
what happened in the last group? "
" What lessons have we learnt in the past history of this group?'
• Which themes consistently re-emerge here?'
" How has this group dealt with endings in the past?'
5. Di5facIaLag_in,y_intellectual and intuitive insights as and when they
surface to avoid playing into paranoid feelings of facilitator manipulation
and in order to share my facilitative rationale and perceptive processes.
" Ian thinking about the role 'dependence' and 'flight' play in
this group"
" When you cried I felt like drawing close to you, but held myself
back, I imagined it was more my need to be close to you, than yours
to have me near you.
" When you yelled, an image flashed before me of an annoyed parent
telling off a small child. "
" I an wondering what phase of its life this group night be in.
" I suspect this theme has arisen before for you. "
• lie	 s•	 •	 •	 • ;so	 Is	 • •	 t„-a.•	 •I•	 •11	 •S_7. whichI
6 Ehnzi.n.g_myemotinnnl_r_eapon5ea: to demystify my role as facilitator, to
establish my own humanity, and to safeguard against unnecessary
transference enshrining me into a powerful 'parent figure' who is depended
upon by the group or symbolically endowed with sagehood.
" I felt vulnerable and fleetingly angry when you rejected me.
" Vlen I first entered this group I felt anxious to get things going
and rescue myself from my uncertainty and confusion.
" Are you aware of how you irritate me when you say that?"
" I feel tender towards you at this moment."	 -
"	 not sure where this is leading or what you are wanting of me."
believe hinder or deny therapeutic group processes.
" You've spent a lot of time talking about people who aren't
here and things outside the group; is there someone or something
in the group you'd rather avoid?
• If the group's so bad why do we keep coming back week after week?
• I suspect you are more angry with me than 'the group%
• Several times now I've noticed I confront Y and Z spring to the
rescue. •
• You appear to spend a lot of time in this group being angry and
criticising others, do you feel criticised here?'
8. Balancing energies: such as asking for positives to be shared after
concentration has been primarily with negative attributes of the group or
an individual member.
• Vhat do you least like and most like about this workshop?'
• Vhal do you most like and least like about me?"
• You appear very confused about this issue, what issues are you
sure about right now?"
" I'm feeling a bit burdened with negatives right now, are there
any positives about me you can share?
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g . Encouraging conscious catharsis: enabling the release of an individual's
emotional energy when it appears to be causing him unproductive discomfort.
" Are you willing to explore this distress further here right now?'
" It's OK to cry here; feelings are gifts we bring to the group.
" Allow your body to guide you towards what you need to express.
" Try saying that louder with more meaning.
" What happens when you intensify that feeling?"
" Who did you first say that to?"
10. Encouraging reflection and non-Judgemental acceptance: as general tenets
of a participant's orientation to groupwork, so that open inquiry may occur
without unnecessary control or critique.
• We've spoken of how frightening we find group silences, is
there some way we can let go a little and enjoy them also? "
• How might we witness group processes rather than overwhelm
ourselves with them?"
" You either win or you learn here, there are no losers.
• What you see in others is Just as likely to be a rejected part of
you you're splitting off and projecting onto them.
" Experiment with suspending judgement and witnessing events.
11. Destructuring automatic and ritualistic behaviors: which frustrate group
or individual movement towards a collaborative goal.
" When you get angry in the group it appears I feels persecuted
and Y tries to smooth things over; so where else besides the group
do we act out such scripts? "
• What night be a more constructive or positive way for you to
handle your anger?"
" Lets stay with our confusion a little longer and see where it
takes us. "
• I encourage you to give yourself permission to try at least one
new behaviour each in the group today.
• How would you like to start today and oh what would you like to
work?'
12.	 II • s 	 a I	 14 al • I a	 "	 • I of the group or an
individual so as to explore an issue's potential and the group's tolerance
of their emotionalised climate.
" SO if you keep rejecting the group what do you think will
happen? Which of your needs may be met this way? And what do
you think the effect will be on the others?
' What would you really like to say to I when he blames you? '
" If this group were a person what feelings might it be expressing?'
" How old do you actually feel when I set about actively directing
this group?'
" We may know how it feels to belong, but what does this mean to
us and how might it change our future perceptions of the group?'
As I put the above to paper and further reflect upon them, I am struck by:
the degree of overlap; my inability - in script - to convey the supportive
tone of voice, posture and timing that characterise the above interventions;
and an also aware of my function as a role model.
In one sense the above interventions are like twelve snap-shots, discarnate
entities of a life event long dead. They naturally lose meaning in isolation
from the interactive field to which they belong. I am now acutely aware, as
a consequence of the above exercise, that my facilitation is really of a
whole and builds on what has gone before. This said, although the flavour
of my facilitation is lost in this process of sifting and separating out,
its intentions seem now more broadly writ, in that my facilitation appears
to:
- provoke reflection and analysis of intrapersonal and interpersonal
processes;
- confront the acting out of stereotypic social roles;
- ask participants to examine themselves more closely and to attend to
their own processes;
- emphasise contact with the unfolding moment;
- educate to personal, interpersonal and group processes;
- model sharing, acceptance and emotional honesty;
- support an holistic rather than reductionist view of the world;
- encourage experimentation and creative risk taking.
Placed into a prescriptive form, the above directions ask participants to
look and question everything, to examine themselves and look beyond
conventional reality, to be here with what is happening now, to learn
through treating themselves as an experiential experiment, not to hold back
but rather to take the risk to contact others and live their life
creatively.
Interestingly,  I note that the above is the hidden agenda I use as a
reference for my own life. I am caused to reflect at this point on Just
where these values have come from.
To better understand the theoretical sources, motives and attitudinal
assumptions which underpin my facilitation style, I intend to take this
analysis further by relating the above feature p of my facilitation to their
literary source and family history.
2.3 Theoretical orientation of researcher's facilitative outlook.
My aim here is to unpack, speculate and trace where my facilitative values
emanate from. Reflecting upon the earlier list (22) certain theoretical
orientations readily emerge, notably:
I am Rogerian, especially in regard to 'client centred' practice and the
growth of congruence (Rogers 1961; 1965).
Evident in aspects of facilitative intentions 2 and 10 above (22).
I am attuned to Transactional Analysis as an educative tool and means of
relating intrapersonal and social awareness (Berne 1964; Harris 1973).
Intrinsic references for 1 and 5 above (22).
I am sympathetic to the eclectic approach of the Human Potential Research
Project at the University of Surrey, and the work of James Kilty and John
Heron with regard to experiential learning, Co-counselling and interaction
analysis (Heron 1975; 1977b; Kilty 1982).
Influential within 6, 7, and 9 above (22).
I am receptive to such gestalt concerns as experimentation, contactfulness,
and attention to the present (Penis, Hefferline & Goodman 1973; Zinker 1978;
Polster & Polster 1974).
Permeates 3, 8, and 11 above (2.2).
I am aware of the benefits of group analysis, in structuring and making
sense of grouplife, and the contribution of social psychiatry - in the form
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of the therapeutic community - for establishing some basic tenets of
therapeutic groupwork (Foulkes 1964; Kennard 1983; Rinshelwood 1987).
References for facilitative intentions 4 and 12 above.
The above analysis has given me a better appreciation of stylistic
influences to facilitation. I also speculate that if changes occur in my
facilitative style during the course of this study, this section will serve
to act as a progress marker, that is to say, an indicator of where I have
moved from.
I now ask myself: why do I choose to act from the above theoretical base?
Vhat predisposed me to be receptive of such influences? I believe an
examination of my myself and my own intrapersonal aims in facilitation may
clarify this.
2.4 Intrapersonal aims for myself in facilitation
Little is recorded in the literature of what motivates facilitators to
facilitate; that is to say, why they bother to engage in such personally
demanding and self confronting activity as experiential groupwork.
Experiential groupwork, though directed towards the welfare of others, has
intrinsic rewards for the facilitator. Facilitators employ artistry in their
application of personal skills, enjoy the power . that leadership brings,
while creatively manipulating the human resource available. In this sense a
facilitator acts in a similar way to the conductor of an orchestra. All this
must do something at a personal level for their ego.
Every group is exciting, unexpected, an experiment and an adventure, and as
such must do as much to motivate the facilitator to facilitate as
client/student success?
Self analysis and reflection upon my own performance during this study,
causes me to believe that the following aims when successfully achieved
give me ia personal sense of satisfaction; these are listed below alongside
their intrapersonal effect:
1.To avoid doing too much for individuals or the group and becoming an
over-nurturing or over-critical parental figure.
- I feel the more authentic, satisfied and potent when I resist
student/client transference - and my own counter-transference to act as a
parent.
2. To open-up each and every theme that arises within the facilitative
climate, on the assumption that what-so-ever percolates into group
consciousness is fair game to examine.
- By keeping all avenues open I experience a sense of creative excitement,
energised by the potential around me, and open to a new domain of learning
as yet unidentified and grasped.
3. To allow individuals to go at their own pace; that is to be respectful of
the person, proceed at their behest, wait for their readiness and consent to
stop when a participant calls a halt.
- When following the client's/student's/group's process I feel more integral
and attune with the facilitative climate.
4. To tune in to my own sense of being and share the most of my own stock
of genuineness and authenticity as I an able.
- This appears to encourage others to give themselves permission to
experience closeness, empathy and mutual support; I in turn enjoy the
feeling of being supported and am easier with my motives out in the open.
5. To allow myself to be taught through another's wisdom.
- I here honour the principle that teachers should be learners, and in so
doing experience '
 mutual benefits which accrue.
6. To stay with a group's silence or my own confusion and not to rescue
others or myself from the therapeutic presence of unstructured time, so
that opportunity is afforded to rewrite those conventional social scripts
with which we all too readily over-fill our time.
- The unstructure is exciting, a little scary but always invigorating to
experience; I have been there before, I know now that times of low energy
and inactivity often consolidate earlier work, develop trust and cohesion
and generate new energy; I also find the characteristics of a silence a
useful progress marker as to the phase of group.
7. To role model soft confrontation, sensitive observation, gentle cathartic
and non-indulgent supportive interventions.
- These are aspects of my facilitation I enjoy practising, refining and
experimenting with; areas of artistry and skill.
8. To resolve any judgemental and theoretical stances I am using and so
liberate a greater appreciation of my here and now reality.
- I feel liberated when I break free from my formal tutorial role and
attend to my own awareness continuum in the moment of its happening; here
I observe what interferes with my ability to be there for clients, note
issues I wish to take into supervision, self monitor and reflect upon future
growthful strategies for myself.
9. To allow myself to grow through facilitation and so share in the
experiential climate.
- This ties into my own need to develop, enjoy and self actualise myself in
my work.
10.To role model to the group a non-defensive nurturing behavioural mode.
- In doing this I am attempting to correct professional alienation, offer an
alternative way of being, alert participants to the need for self care,
while demonstrating ways we may build more authentic care relationships
with others.
The above, represents the 'personal agenda' level of my own facilitation. My
satisfaction, it appears, is enhanced when I feel useful as a resource, but
not overtly depended upon. Perhaps this in turn is motivated by my own
desire to feel free?
At one level the above might also be seen to have potential for self
indulgence or represent the more dubious aspects or motives of facilitation,
areas which I need regular supervision. This said, tuning into each moment
of group life fully allows alignment with the emerging potential of the
group and its members.
My task as a facilitator, in contrast to those procesccs by which I work,
appears to be to
- stay detached and objective and avoid acting Into those transferences
and counter-transferences that arise (1 and 6 above);
- explore and witness the unfolding process (2 above);
- follow with, rather than initiate therapeutic action (3 above);
- share my own intrapersonal process and model this (4 above);
- allow role exchange as necessary and participate as a learner myself
(5 and 9 above);
- be aware of my facilitative options (7 above);
- experience rather than intellectually structure reality CB above);
- role model self-responsibility and trust <10 above).
Conversely, if we look at the shadow, that part of facilitation which is
being denied, / appear to suggest that I believe my facilitation will fail
to be self satisfying for me should I:
- do too much and over parent;
- restrict expression;
- force individuals to go at my pace;
- share nothing with participants and isolate myself from them;
- set out to instruct others and to preserve the teacher role;
- keep a group busy and active and task fixated;
- lock myself into a self prescribed role;
- defend my viewpoint and experiences;
- stay remote and distant;
- be critical and controlling.
I have never before contemplated those behaviours that contribute to
facilitative failure. Impressionistically, I think I am prone to 'doing ton
much' and packing in too many 'tasks'; I will guard against this by closer
self monitoring in future facilitation.
I also note that my list of negative interventions coincides with those
qualities I associate with the Xedical Xodel;,traditional nursing practice;
institutionalisation and my own experience of negative parenting.
In contemplating the previous list of facilitative interventions I perceive
a picture forming of where my facilitation might be drawn from; Figure 4 
attempts to place this impression on paper and relates 'personal aims' to
'theoretical orientation' and 'facilitative behavior'.
On-going self observation suggests certain perceptive 'functions', in the
Jungian sense, underpin each of Figure 4's columns: I intuitively attune to
my personal aims, am intellectually orientated to theory, and 'monitor my
facilitative behaviors via my senses and feelings. This relationship I
intend to return to later in this work.
Taking my facilitative intentions (2.3) together with my own intrapersonal
aims (Figure 3), I appear to put individual needs firmly before 'The
System'. Again, it occurs to me that my desire to be free and to enact
qualities of positive parenting, may emanate from such qualities being
amiss in my own rearing. Obviously my personal history must now be
explored for evidence of how it might indeed, relate to my facilitative
experience (Figure 3; 127).
But first, I feel it pertinent to report the effects of this period of self
observation has had upon my facilitation.
2.5 The effects of self-analysis upon facilitation
I earlier noted that my facilitation felt best when it was intuitive and
spontaneous (1.3) and voiced a resistance to analysing my style; as long as
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it worked I reasoned it was best to leave it alone. I have since found there
was a certain truth in this belief.
In field notes compiled at the time of starting this work I observed:
"I have noticed my facilitative confidence waver. Setting my
findings to paper is easy enough, but in the class or group I
find my attention wandering towards self analysis. Such
scientific vision interferes with my facilitative flow and causes
a loss in interactive spontaneity. I also perceive a certain
reticence entering into my approach. I am beginning to doubt
the premise to which I work."
Subsequent work has confirmed that my facilitative confidence cracks and
needs to be rebuilt every time I enter into a process of indepth self-
analysis. In the long-term my facilitative base expands and gains can be
verbalised; short-term, there is a transient fracture in performance and an
upsurge of self-doubt as new insights enter the working frame. This process
is in part experienced in supervision, but seems greatly magnified in a
qualitative research frame.
Xy rationale, in explanation of the above, is that when my attention is
drawn inwards, I become preoccupied with intellectual issues and am less
able to attune to the immediacy of those I am facilitating. There is not
always time both to experience, analyse and make sense of what is
happening.
Intellectual contemplation, the stuff of research, is different in type and
kind to the intuitive response groupwork demands. I suspect this is a
parallel process, on a personal level, to the one described in Heron's model
of collaborative inquiry (1.15); propositional belief can thus be said to
waver when the research cycle is engaged and we Journey into areas of
practical and experiential knowledge.
I am now beginning to appreciate the demands of entry into a research
realm where personal and/or intrapersonal inquiry is enacted, and which
makes demand upon an investigator to simultaneously perform as witness,
researcher and actor. Creative tension between person and project is noted
by Rowen (1981), who views 'being' - the intrapersonal process of the
researcher, as important a source of research data as more formal aspects
of the 'project' - or study itself. I see my research as honouring this
principle.
I also noticed while observing myself in the facilitative role - for the
purposes of this chapter - that flashes of my past regularly percolated
into consciousness. Xany of those themes I remembered had long lain
dormant; the act of facilitation appeared to restimulate within me areas I,
as facilitator, also now needed to re-work through.
Xy concepts and feelings relating to my profession, the art of facilitation,
and a questioning of whether these two themes could be combined, came
especially to the fore as I watched fellow nurses raise quandaries akin to
earlier ones of my own. This process attests to the ability of this
research to meet its 'Interpersonal Contract' (1.3) to be growthful to
nyselr.
I have found, in exploring my performance that my commitment to
facilitative styles of work is reaffirmed. I felt before this research study
my facilitation was becoming a little stale, this has now changed, I feel
upon the move again. I have also begun to define what facilitation implies
and to clarify its relationship to nursing care.
The extract below, written shortly after a period of experiential groupwork,
distils some of those awarenesses that flooded to mind while writing this
chapter.
"Facilitation does not set itself up to replace, remove, or to
compete with other models of care, but rather to use the best
of each approach to meet the needs of individual clients.
As facilitators, nurses retain their existing knowledge
base but use it differently, in that they more clearly attend
to the social significance of their actions. When personal
qualities are invested in clinical and professional practice,
care becomes warm rather than remote and person management
moves towards goals which are open and shared; the ward becoming
tailored to the needs of the client rather than he to its
routines.
As a facilitator the nurse comes of age and gains interactive
Integrity; genuine depth of feeling may be placed in the
frame of nursing practice in the shape of empathic
understanding and that openness that attends therapeutic
counselling. Nurses gain responsibility for 'themselves'
along with others; facilitation allows a diversity of
purpose to exist, is able to initiate sharing, and can
avoid the defensive game-play that is enacted to protect
bureaucratic rules. Nurses may therefore concentrate upon
developing themselves and their clients in the way of
creative and spontaneous adaptation.
Although nursing has evolved many ways with which to
meet the physiological and medical needs of its clients,
it has only paid lip-service - for the main part - to its
interpersonal role. In consequence, nurses tend to feel
more secure when dealing with medical needs than in the
use or enhancement of social skills.
Xedical needs may be easily reduced to systematic
tasks. Interpersonal and social intervention skills -
by contrast - require acknowledgement of the social and
personal processes involved plus such qualities as the
ability to risk checking things out, and side-stepping
defensive staff-client collusions.
When taken to extremes, 'process dead' and task-fixated
vision produces nursing which cares more for the formal
institutional system than the person. If mere tasks are
performed without consideration of the social processes
involved, more care is lavished on managerial maintenance
than people. In hospital terns, the ward is nursed rather
than its patients" (Barber 1987).
The above passage, subsequently published in a text addressing the
facilitation of holistic care illustrates the activation this work's
Political Contract' (1.3) to:
- tackle those faults I associate with professional care;
- generate discussive papers to redress professional blindness;
- contribute to my own growth and facilitative philosophy.
2.6 Influences of the researcher's family history upon his facilitation
In contemplating the political nature of this work I am drawn yet again to
question: Thy do I bother?' Thy do I challenge tradition?' and Thy am I
so firmly person-centred in approach?' These questions lead me to reflect
on my earlier described 'George and Dragon' script (2.1.) and to focus upon
my family history, which I speculate, originally fostered my questioning and
alerted me to the abusive use of authority.
A preamble into my early family history, complemented by insights from
personal therapy, will therefore be used to investigate the above questions.
Below I share glimpses of my history, comment on these events and
speculate as to the behaviours and awarenesses that stem from these
periods to inform my facilitative perspective (*). The period addressed is
essentially one from birth to the age of eight.
Due to my father's death - some months prior to my birth - I was raised in
the home of my maternal grandparents in the company of my mother, who,
having lost my father some months before my birth, was naturally anxious
regards my welfare; this anxiety was exacerbated the more as I had
experienced a difficult birth and had not been expected to live. Though
caring, I believe my mother more readily expressed anxiety and duty than
warmth or empathy, and in true small town 'North Country' fashion was at
pains to conform with the social norms around her. The way things were
done was never questioned. The house was obsessionally cleaned and I
experienced immense pressure to conform. Perhaps my father's death and the
possibility of my own at birth was partially to blame for my mother's
anxiety and obsessional need to do everything 'right'? Quite early in life
I remember thinking that eternal life would be worse than hell if it
consisted of an everlasting Sunday spent routinely in church and sitting at
home with the family.
* I note my intolerance and impatience with routine, ritualistic and
dutiful rationale, my questioning and thirst to always search beyond tried
and tested traditional ways. I am alerted in reading the above to a new
theme, possibly a therapeutic one, in that I S'uspect my father's death
whilst I was in utero may have preconscious Implications for my
traumatised birth and later resistances to bonding. I note that babies in
embryo receive stress and hormones from their mothers. I wonder how my
mother's bereavement may have effected me. I know my birth was traumatic,
but I now wonder how safe I felt within the womb and the degree of shock
my system received via maternal hormones and through entry into the world?
Vould this also effect early bonding? I also note that I have a primitive
fear of confluence, that is being submerged by another, and have developed
strong ego boundaries to guard against this.
Family life was far from happy. Xy grandfather and grandmother, though
living under the same roof were never in my childhood, nor that of my
mother's, seen to speak to one another or share in any other activity other
than the formalised mid-day meal. This communication block was never
resolved. Xy mother and grandmother lived in the front sitting room and
slept in the front upstairs bedroom; my grandfather lived with his dog in
the kitchen, preparing most of his own food before the coal-fire range and
slept in the back bedroom. The actors in this group laid down the law to
each other, gossiped about the outside world and external events such as
marriages, births and deaths, and chose to ignor the unpleasantness
surrounding their immediate environment. If I had not lived in this crazy
household I would have doubted its existence; even now it seems to resemble
an Arnold Bennet play more than real life.
* I note my own insistence on open and fluid communication, a residual
desire to question and check things out, and my energy to work through
communicative blocks; no doubt a hangover of 'wishing to right these non-
communicative times. In therapy I have spent much time working through
parental introJects, swollowed whole rules that have influenced me at
subliminal levels of my being. I note I have chosen to be a gestalt
psychotherapist, one that focusses upon the here and now rather than the
past or more distant events.
As I grew older I ventured into my grandfather's space more regularly. To
go from one territory to another was to both intrude and risk rejection
from those left behind. I regularly crossed boundaries. I believe
rudimentary facilitative skills were hatched within me at this time; but
more in the way of survival skills.
* I note my ability to confront, to cross social boundaries, tolerance of
rejection and those fears associated with it. I guess I learnt to meet my
recognition hungers through being different, breaking the rules and by
entering forbidden territory. I also recognise that at heart I am a risk
taker and love the challege of the new. This may be a symptom of escapism
or flight, possibly evolved in the above times.
To prevent the invasion of my mother's anxiety into me and to escape the
emotional confusion I saw around me I withdrew into myself; firing up an
imaginative escape through reading. When caught in the open I trusted to my
intellect to compute the ways out. I had to trust to myself to make sense
of the world and I made use of my intellect to do this.
I I note my first line of defence is still instinctively an intellectual
one, if I can understand something, I reason I can contain it, control it,
and adapt to it the more thoroughly. I also recognise within myself those
ways I defensively use my intellect and humour to deflect from immediate
discomforts.
The culture of my home was generally more accepting than enquiring;
emotions were largely ignored until shouting matches erupted, quickly
followed by sulks and protracted hostile silences. Reasons for behaviour
were never offered and there was little working through. Feelings were
therefore largely denied and avoided as dangerous.
4 I note my quest to understand emotions and to reason and work through
the energies and social processes behind them; also my tolerance of
emotionalised climates. Perhaps I am rescuing myself from discomfort here.
I note that I am less tolerant of passive-aggressive climates which appear
to echo my original family. If emotions are out in the open I feel confident
enough to deal with them; when emotional communication is witheld I have
nothing to relate to, here I note that my discomfort and impatience grows.
My faith in authoritative grown-ups who lived their lives dutifully, though
apparently blind to the harm they reaped on each other and myself was
decidedly shaky. I might depend on and love them, but found little
consistency within them to trust. My ambition at this time was to get big
quickly and leave home.
• My questioning of accepted norms and motivation to rescue those
threatened by authoritative others grew naturally from out the above social
milieu. My challenging of the authority, and indeed the sanity of
authoritative grown-ups, who behaved so idiotically and whom I learnt to be
on guard against, and to distance myself from for fear I became like them,
helped develop within me natural resistance to enculturalisation.
If the above synopsis is correct, which I believe it is from evidence
gleaned in personal therapy, as a facilitator I symbolically revisit the
battlefield of my childhood, but this time with the skills to clarify
communication and right for others a few of the wrongs I myself was
earlier subjected to.
Again I am aware of the subversive potential in facilitation, where
traditional power bases are subject to question, and authority and
responsibility returned to individuals as qualities of their own. Perhaps
much of my facilitation is directed at enabling others to conquest that
same autonomy I earlier fought to achieve for myself?
When I contemplate my family and the actors therein, I think of a Laingian
concept which states those who are perfectly adjusted to a sick society,
though regarded as normal, may themselves be sick, and that those deemed
sick may be reasonably healthy or experiencing their sickness as a 'growth
process'. Laing, noting that 'normal' men have killed perhaps 100,000,000 of
their fellow 'normal' men in the last fifty years suggests:
'There are forms of alienation that are relatively strange to
statistically %vmmmal' forms of alienation. The 'normally'
alienated person, by reason of the fact that he acts more or
less like everyone else, is taken to be sane. Other forms of
alienation that are out of step with normal' alienation are
those that are Labelled by the 'normal' majority as bad or
mad. The condition of alienation, of being asleep, of being
unconscious, of being out of one's mind, is the condition of
the 'normal' man' (Laing 1967 p24).
Facilitation is an antidote to individual, group and professional alienation;
it is integrating not just for those I facilitate, but in the light of this
discussion for myself.
In this chapter I have endeavoured to further establish my authenticity as
a person, so that this research may be appreciated in relation to my own
psychological field. Alienation has hereby been avoided, for what Rowen
(1981) terms the 'political-patriarchal' dimension of my study - its social
context, interests, political statements, and any subversive influences
which eminate from me have hereby been encouraged to surface.
Legitimacy, another of Rowen's (1981) researchminded questions has likewise
been addressed as I have placed my cards upon the table and 'come clean' as
to my own interests and what I deem to be the problem, namely, traditional
medico-nursing approaches to care.
Analysing my intrapersonal fabric has not been easy; it has felt like
sharing my life's blood. It has required of me a certain ruthlessness, an
ability to treat myself objectively and to get at the truth - of me -
regardless of the cost. The act of sharing my family history and placing it
on record for all to see felt especially hard. Vhat it boiled down to was a
choice between pretending a part of me - attitudes eminating from my
earlier history - had no part in my facilitation or this research, or
conversely, that I would to honour my quest after 'truth'. Reflecting upon
the 'Intrapersonal contract' (1.3) I had :carnet formed, gave me the nudge I
needed to stay true to the study.
Although I am used to sharing myself in therapy, and with intimate others
of my life, I am uncomfortable with sharing my self with the world; perhaps
I need more practice at this level of sharing, trusting myself more to be
the whole of me. The 'cast' of intrapersonal research such as this, relates
with growth, for what is surrendered is resistance; a resistance to look in
the mirror, face upto one's own image, own one's history and patterns of
response. As I wrote this chapter I felt a sense of release and freedom
infuse me as the energy I was using to maintain my defences or personal
deceits relaxed, and I was able to share more fully of myself. I am
reminded that I have felt this before in experiential groupwork, and heard
similar accounts from other members. I am actually now beginning to believe
that this research will be growthful for me.
Reflecting on research, and the writing up of personal experience as
potentially growthful, I am reminded of the work of Ira Progoff (1975), who
has refined a method of self inquiry termed Intensive Journal Therapy. In
the introduction to his approach Progoff notes:
'Many persons have already had experiences in which they
have sensed the presence of an underlying reality in life, a
reality which they have recognised as a personal source of
meaning and strength. It may have come to them in a brief,
spontaneous moment of spiritual exaltation, or it may have
come in a flash of awareness in the midst of darkness and
pain. They came very close then to the deep, unifying contact,
but it slipped away from them because they had no means of
holding it and sustaining the relationship? (Progoff 1975 p10).
What seems to be brought into play here is aviare reflection and alertness
to self, so that the participant begins to study the self:
As an individual works in the Journal Feedback process,
the past experiences of his life gradually fit into place,
times of exaltation and times of despair, moments of hope and
anger, crises and crossroads, partial failures and successes.
As we use them over a period of time, the procedures of the
Intensive Journal method make it possible for all the events
and relationships of our life to show us what they wish to tell
us for our future. Thus we gradually discover that our life has
been going somewhere, however blind we have been to its direction
and however unhelpful to it we ourselves may have been." (Progoff
1975 p10-11).
In the course of this research journal, I perceive it might be possible,
gradually, and by culmulative work to illuminate connective threads beneath
the surface of my life. I might indeed discover a continuity never before
glimpsed. I am also aware that this might not happen, but, whatever the
outcome I am alerted to the possibility, and intend to take introspective
reflection as far as I can in this work and to honour my internal journey
as a central explanatory process. What can be observed and objectively
described of my facilitation is but the tip of the iceberg. If my research
Into experiential group life is to have validity, I feel I am required to
divest myself of all that contributes to facilitation but generally remains
hidden. To do less than this would be to breech the 'Ethical Contract' of
this work (1.3).
Personal inquiry into self as a form of research has a long and respectable
tradition. The concept of 'person as scientist' has been exemplified in the
work of Rogers (1968), Maslow (1966), Kelly (1965), Jung (1964) and Rion
(1961), and underpins everything connected with psychoanalysis (Freud 1925)
and therapeutic inquiry. It is in this tradition I make my stand as a
researcher.
Because I will inquire into self and share much of what is happening
internally for me, this study may at times read more like an essay than a
research account. This will still be research, but at a deeper level than
usually recorded, for I will share with the reader my confusions, failures
and process of thinking through - besides those refined conclusions more
usually published in research papers.
Having established sufficient data to frame a rudimentary concept of what I
do when I facilitate, I feel it time to examine my facilitation, especially
my philosophical stance and what this implies in education. I commence this
line of inquiry to improve my awareness of the wider field of my
facilitation, and to raise to consciousness such political questions as:
'What are the social implications of my facilitation?'
'Which social pressures influence my facilitative actions?'
'What is the social context of this study?'
The above questions go right to the heart of my performance as an
experiential educator and serve to further unpack the personal value base I
bring to groupwork; they will help me tighten-up my resParch design,
encourage me to focus more clearly upon problem areas and help me
construct researchable questions and usable hypotheses, while firming up
the 'Political Contract' (1.3) set for this work.
CHAPTER 3.
TOWARDS A XODEL OF FACILITATION: OBSERVATIONS FROX EDUCATION
Preamble. ln this chapter the researcher further examines
his philosophical bias and how this influences his facilitation
style. Humanism, Six Catagory Intervention Analysis, and Group
Analysis are discussed and seen to form attitudinal biases
pertinent to this study. Experiential teaching and learning are
related to the social context of facilitation, exploration of the
teacher/learner relationship performed, and a rudimentary model
created to illustrate how educational (cognitive) and therapeutic
(affective) aims relate in facilitation. Personal and interpersonal
resistances to experiential grnupwork are also identified,
along with the psychodynamic rationale the researcher employs to
work these through. Lastly, the researcher sifts out differences
and draws contrasts between educational and therapeutic
facilitation, to suggest how these relate in his work.
3. 1 To think or feel - to care or to understand: the researcher's growth as a
facilitator.
Having read the previous chapter which dug deep into my professional and
personal history, the reader might be forgiven for believing that my
facilitation is born of reactive influences. This is far from the truth, and is
now balanced by consideration of pro-active processes I work towards in
experiential groups. Themes previously addressed in a subjective
autobiographical way are now viewed cognitively and subject to intellectual
processing. I hope by this exercise to tease out how I intentionally use
tutorial and therapeutic influences in my facilitative role.
Reflecting upon my facilitation and discussion of the previous chapter, I note
that common to both my facilitation choice of research methods, is the
influence of humanism, the root from which humanistic psychology evolved, a
philosophy which places emphasis upon:
the inseparability of body and mind;
the importance of open-ended and continuous examination;
autonomy;
freedom of the individual to be creative in choice and action:
the need to live in harmony (Dumont 1967).
These qualities, which permeate this work, represent for me essential tenents
of experiential groupwork and inquiry, and relate directly to experiential
education and new paradigm research; imbuing each with a 'respect for the
authority of individual experience' and acceptance of the 'whole' person.
Teaching and care true to these qualities I see as supporting hope and
experimentation. Groups fragment without 'hope' and stagnate when devoid of
'experimentation'.
Humanistic philosophy is a multi-headed beast representative of many
influences; humanism is nearer the source - and it is to this I turn.
Humanistic beliefs have evolved within me, I believe, as a consequence of my
discontent with traditional professional practices (2.1); from my desire to
meet individual rather than system needs (2.41; and in my own inbuilt
resistance to those depersonalising influences I first felt in family life and
was later repelled by in professional training (2J5). They have also been
watered by the times I have lived through. Xy formative years were spent in
the Sixties and Seventies when 'individualism', 'the spirituality of human
experience' and 'a quest for harmony' were current to the social agenda of the
time. I soaked in humanism then. It permeates me still.
As an intrinsic bias, both of myself and the present work, humanism has
implications regarding the cultural milieu I seek to establish within
experiential educational settings.
But what exactly is a humanist? In the context of this chapter, a humanist,
and by implication myself, is one who rejects attempts to describe or account
for man wholly on the basis of physics, chemistry, and animal behaviour:
'He is anyone who believes that will, reason, and purpose are
real and significant; that value and justice are aspects of a
reality called goad and evil and rest upon some foundation
other than custom; that consciousness is so far from being a
mere epiphenomenon that it is the most tremendous of actualities;
that the immRasurable may be significant; or, to sum it all up,
that those human realities which sometimes seem to exist only in
the human mind are the perceptions, rather than merely the
creations, of that mind. He is, in other words, anyone who says
that there are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamed
of in the positivist philosophy." (Krutch 1959 p12).
Humanistic psychology puts the above principles into practice, and as such,
has been suggested to represent a 'third force' between behaviourism and
psychoanalysis (Severin 1965). Indeed, humanistic psychology via its
demonstration of 'humanism in action', seeks to enact respect for the worth of
persons and to address the human condition; it pays particular attention to
human experience, growth, personal responsibility, ego transcendence, creativity
and self actualisation. Rowen (1976) observes:
"It is a whole different way of doing science which includes
love, involvement and spontaneity, instead of systematically
excluding them." (Rowen 1976, p3).
Humanism, as it fuels humanistic psychology is both an ideal to which I work
and a focus of my facilitation, in that I attempt to create a climate where
experiential exploration of 'the self' can occur, along with education to group
and socio-emotional processes in the hope that the mutual respect of
participants will grow as they share sensitively one with the other. It also
underpins this research.
If the above values were allowed to remain abstracted from my facilitation it
would be fair to call me an idealist, but this is not so. They give life to the
groupwork I enact, are psychodynamically explored and tested within it, and
thus consistently subject to pragmatic investigation.
Experiential learning, to my mind, must at its most sterile must enshrine
values of humanism and attend to the insights of humanistic psychology;
emphasise action; encourage students to reflect on their experience; the tutor
must adopt a clarifying approach; there must be an emphasis on personal
experience; and human experience itself should be valued as a source of
learning (Bernard 1985).
The opposite of a humanistic model of education would be one that stressed
passivity, was tutor centred and, dismissive of the individual and belittling
of human experience. This I have found to be 4 common feature of nursing
education when attentive to the medical model.
32 The teacher as carer: the researcher's movement towards education which
nurtures
Though I was trained to psychiatric nursing in the late Sixties, the
Permissive Society and hunanistic education had not yet begun to bite.
Even now, twenty years on, as I reminisce upon the way T_was trained to my
profession I find a sense of irritation arises within ne; I have not
forgotten or as yet forgiven. Memories of my professional training grate
against those educational and hunanistic values I now hold dear. But, I can
recall that this was not always so.
There were times early in my career when the last thing I wanted was for my
innate 'vulnerable' human parts to leak through my professional veneer. At
these tines I acted into authoritative bits of my professional status,
using this as an extra skin to protect me from contacting feelings of
inadequacy.
As a care practitioner it was my natural inclination to be person-centred
and sensitive to the social milieu. This philosophy suffered a set-back
within teacher training. It was not that ny educational experience dictated
a change in standpoint, but rather that I fell into using an
intellectualising stance to counter the insecurity I felt. This
authoritative professional defence served ne well enough while I was new to
my tutor role, in that it allowed safe distance from learners - giving me a
functional territory I need not negotiate - but, the more competent I became
the less satisfied I was with myself and my product. Xy psycho-social skills
and ability to emotionally nourish others lay dormant.
I remember reflecting on how empty my teaching felt in comparison to my
earlier clinical role as a carer. The missing quality, I speculate, was one of
humanism. Both for myself and those I taught little headway was made in the
development of affective personal skills; it occurred, but was incidental to
the knowledge base I presented. I was using my extensive knowledge and
academic insight primarily to cognitively transmit professional facts. I taught
from the standpoint of an authority, prescribing what was correct and
confronting what was wrong. Consequently, I conveyed more professional
survival skills than care enabling ones, and stimulated a fear of wrong doing
- rather than respect for the human condition. I knew vaguely what was wrong;
I had severed therapeutic insights and facilitation skills from my teaching.
Empathy and a sense of contactfulness was missing from my tutorial activity; I
had inadvertently repressed my person sensitivity along with feelings of
vulnerability and role insecurity.
I suspect I was treating my learners in like manner to how I tended to treat
myself when engaged in a professional role, with objectivity and awareness, but
without that special care and attention I reserve for clients. There is thus an
implication here, that, as a probationary tutor with nebulous role security, I
reverted to defensive splitting (2.1) similar to that experienced when first a
student nurse.
Towards the end of my first year as a tutor I decided I had to re-examine my
roots. The critical approach I had gleaned from my academic preparation led me
along a path of ruthless self examination.
As a carer I had been greatly influenced by Rogers' concept of person-centred
therapy (Rogers 1965). Now, as a teacher my interest was refired as I began to
realise that this humanistic thesis could be transferred into education (Rogers
1983), and that carers themselves must first become whole before they could
redress deficits in others Garber 1986).
The application of client centred therapy with Humanism in Roger's model of
education had great appeal for me. I reasoned that my therapeutic skills could
now enter into my educational role as I enabled individuals to develop in the
direction of:
Movement away from: Facades, pretence, and putting up a front.
Rigid concepts of 'what ought to be'.
Meeting the expectations of others for the
sake of having to please.
Gaining greater:	 Self-direction and valuing the same in others.
Positive feelings towards oneself and
tolerance of personal failings.
Sensitivity to others and acceptance of them.
Less need to:	 Hold onto tried and tested routines in
preference to exploring new potentialities.
Pretend and hide teal feelings.
Valuing more: Deep, honest and communicative relationships.
The ability to be open and aware of one's own
inner reactions and feelings and sensitive to
external events.
As a tutor, incorporating the above 'therapeutic' goals alongside academic ones
was a bit like being able to 'have my cake and eat it', in that I could educate
individual carers to their feelings - and so gainfully employ my psycho-social
skills - while intellectually and professionally preparing their mind. Personal
growth and professional development hereby combined. The more I developed
these the more I became aware of my own deficits; I needed to experience at
first hand further 'growth' myself.
3.3 Experiential influences upon the researcher
As a charge nurse prior to teacher training I had undertaken a short course
entitled 'Caring for Carers' at the Henderson Hospital (1974). This course
provided a wide range of psychodynamic approaches, along with an exposure to
personal therapy in small facilitated groups. Here I had met - and been much
influenced by - John Heron. Initially, I was rejecting and antagonistic towards
John I found what I considered to be his charismatic and emotionalised style
Intrusive and at one stage of the course - when engaged in pairwork with him
- accused him of 'feeding-off the emotions of others and getting perverted
kicks as an emotional vampire'. This was part of my emotional testing, if he
was able to withstand, accept and contain me, I could deem him trustworthy
enough to share in the deeper levels of my intrapersonal process. At the time
I thought him strong enough a container but felt him distant and without
empathy; I felt he was not 'there sufficiently for me'. This response at the
time of its occurence barely entered my consciousness; it is rather personal
therapy and supervision that has subsequently brought it to my awareness,
illustrated to me how I put to test authoritative others and illuminated
transferential issues attendant to such occasions. Therapy and supervision play
a cohesing role throughout this work, raise latent awareness to consciousness,
and in so doing anchor dynamics such as this to current discussion.
I was obviously not an easy convert to Heron's work or experiential style of
teaching.
Though groupwork had been the mainstay of the course and John's contribution a
minor one, my memory of him - and my aggressive reaction remained fresh for
me long after the course. He had not rejected me even though I had gone out of
my way to act out rejection of him.
As a tutor in quandary subjecting myself to self and student appraisal, I
returned to John Heron's work - avidly reading his co-counselling manual
(Heron 1974). Now, as a teacher, I returned to the Henderson course (1977) for
an up-date in principles of therapeutic practice, experientially sophisticated,
eager to dovetail groupwork and social psychiatry to an educational framework.
Heron was no longer associated with the course, which now seemed over-
nedicalised and biased to psychoanalysis. Co-counselling was not included
the curriculum. Workshops had now become less person centred and more
illustrative of group analytic theory.
Looking back, I feel that institutional influence was beginning to creep into
the Henderson Hospital, and that experimentation was on the recede. I left this
course knowledgeable about groups and my personal reactions and behaviours in
them, but intrapersonally hungry.
I now concentrated my attention upon the Human Potential Research Project at
The University of Surrey. Here one of the relational models in evidence, namely
Heron's Six Catagory Intervention Analysis (Heron 1975), Figure 5, was
especially useful to me, in that it suggested ways in which I might experiment
with my tutorial style while offering a framework for experiential
facilitation. In reading Heron's work I concluded that as a probationary tutor
I had carried my sense of tutorship into the domain of 'authoritative'
intervention, but, at the cost of person-sensitivity and the joy of social
encounter. I was determined to reverse this. Rot long after this I started to
consciously employ more facilitative interventions in my work; gradually my
sense of client-centred enthusiasm returned.
Both Heron and Rogers figure as potent educative parents of my facilitative
philosophy, and as with real-life parents, I have fallen in and out of love
with them and their work many times over the years. I find myself indebted but
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FIGURE 5	 SIX CATEGORY INTERVENTION ANALYSIS
AUTHORTTATIVE INTERVENTIONS:
Prescriptive: gives advice to, recommends behavior to the client.
Informative: gives new knowledge and information to, interprets
behavior to, the client.
Confronting: challenges the restrictive attitudes, beliefs and
behaviors of the client.
FACILITATIVE INTERVENTIONS:
Cathartic:	 releases tensions in the client: elicits Laughter,
sobbing, trembling, storming (the harmless and aware
release of anger).
Catalytic:
	
elicits information and opinion from, self-directed
problem-solving and self-discovery in the client.
Supportive:
	 affirms the worth and value of, enhances the self
image of the client.
(Heron,J. 'Behavior Analysis in Education and Training'. Joint publication:
British Postgraduate Medical Foundation, University of London; and Human
Potential Research Project, University of Surrey; 1977a)
critcal of Heron, almost as if I an competing with him. His intellectual
prowess - something like my own - both beguiles and irritates me.
I have never net Rogers and an perhaps more prone to idealise him. Rogers, I
tend to accept in a rather uncritical way. It's as if Heron latches into my
inherent maleness, I can respect him but not draw close to him. Rogers
openness seduces me; he is less intellectual and appeals more to my intuitive
nature.
I believe I symbolically use Heron to give me permission to think, Rogers to
feel.
Vhile writing the above I an reminded of a further issue from personal
therapy, namely, By potential to act out a mind-body split in the form of:
thinking versus feeling. This indeed surfaced in an earlier stage of this work
while reflecting upon personal bias (1.7; Figure 3); it represents itself in
Figure 3 as 'intellect as critical and controlling' and 'intellect as
reductionist% I think Heron appeals to my head and Rogers to my heart.
Auch of By own therapeutic journey has been concerned with integrating my
formidable - and somewhat defensive intellect - with my softer, vulnerable, and
emotionally accessed parts.
Reflection upon how I manage my personal thinking-feeling continuum, in turn
raises to my awareness four intrapersonal themes, which I see as having life
and influence throughout this chapter; namely:
- a choice between intellectual defence and/or facing up to vulnerable states
of feeling; I view the former as bringing rigidity, the latter as honouring the
human condition and harbouring a potential for movement and growth;
- that I was in a defensive thinking (cognitive mode) while John was
soliciting an expressive feeling one (affective mode), when first we net on the
Henderson course; this extends the previous theme and links rationalisation to
my own arsenal of defenses;
- an awareness that subsequent reflection and emotional working through
occured some time after my experiential learning encounter with John; this
further alerts me to the effects of experiential learning in the longer tern,
and my need to weave long term assessment into this study;
- making friends with my feelings is a theme central to my growth; possibly
the integration of emotional insights and energy does something to redress
that sense of alienation I felt earlier in my life.
It is becoming increasingly obvious to me that the Infra-structure of an
individual, that is to say their intrapersonal experiences, values and beliefs,
should not be separated wholly from their works; my past, and those unresolved
conflicts within me do much to ripen my susceptibility to think and act in
certain directions. This re-confirms to me the necessity of a new paradigm
research approach and the need for researchers to examine their own
intrapersonal fabric. That said, I now feel it necessary to step out from the
present phase of introspection least I became too self absorbed, locking
myself in a protracted phase of 'experiential personal inquiry' and lose sight
of that degree of objectivity this inquiry needs.
3.4 Bridging education and therapy: the contribution of Six Category
Intervention Analysis
Six Category Intervention Analysis was a potent catalyst in my development as
a facilitator and, as theoretical bias of this work it demands critique. But,
having noted the Importance of linking a person to their work, a central theme
of this study, it is logical to first examine Heron, 'the man' and his
prospective value base, before we move into a review of his model.
Brigid Proctor, in interview with John Heron (Proctor 1978. pp 183 - 201)
provides the most lucid account of the milieu from whence the thinking of
Heron, the creator of Six Category Intervention Analysis evolved:
Briefly, I was, prior to 1970, for many years involved
in meditation methods. I discovered that these methods were
in many ways remarkable in what they did to the nature of
human consciousness, but for me - and I noticed for others -
they left unresolved infantile traumas and tensions (...)
Of all the radical approaches to personal development which
were available in 1970 - 71, the most relevant was
Co-counselling, at that time in the form of Re-evaluation
Counselling as developed by Jackins and his colleagues
(Jackins 1965).
It appealed to me because it was a peer, self-directed,
cathartic, growth method that resolved all kinds of tensions
and distresses in a human being, where these tensions and
distresses for me personally had not been dealt with - not
even been identified - by the kinds of meditation methods in which
I had been nursed previously'. (Proctor 1978 pp 184-5).
Co-counselling, the soil from which Six Category Intervention grew, though
addressing that cusp of the continuum where therapy and education :meet, by its
peer work-base and absence of a therapist - a parental entity who symbolically
receives subconscious transferences, projections and regressive emotional
energies - is not to my mind a therapy, it is rather an education that works
to therapeutic ends.
The need to discharge disabling emotion appears at the root of Heron's quest,
infiltrates much of his thinking (Heron 1977; 1982; 1986), is the prime
objective of cathartic interventions, and an important educative aim of Go-
counsellor training:
The objectives of CO-counselling I see quite clearly -
to train Co-counsellors - and this is primarily to train
the client, the person who is taking her turn, with the
counsellor in support - to train the client to take charge
of her own feelings , and to provide her with skills for
releasing distress feelings - anger, fear, grief -
originating in the more recent and the more remote past,
so that these distress feelings are not driving compulsive,
distorted, disorientated behavior in small ways and in
greater ways. As it were, to restore to the human being
the capacity for managing her own disturbing emotions which
if they are not managed, I believe, significantly distort
behavior. Anger discharges through loud sounds and
vigorous storming movements (harmlessly directed),
fear through trembling, grief through sobbing,
embarrassment through laughter." (Proctor 1978 p 186).
Again, I note the missing parent, wonder about the degree of psychic safety
available when regressive states are restimulated, and ask myself if the
individual can do it all alone? There is a sense of existential isolation here
for me.
Educational and therapeutic rationale interweave in Heron's account. He
seemingly makes no difference between the two.
In reading the above I am reminded of my initial rejection of John Heron when
being facilitated by him (3.3), I felt he was requesting me to cathart my
anger, objectively, without empathic support. I was unsure if I was being
subject to therapy or education. Perhaps I am myself at times similarly
perceived by my learners? This will no doubt be discovered and/or clarified
when this study turns towards participant reports.
Given that Co-counselling is only as good as those who employ it, I find that
individuals who use it exclusively, though able to readily contact and release
their distress, have largely failed to integrate their emotional trauma at the
deeper level. I suspect superficial integration without thorough processing has
short-circuited in-depth understanding. I hypothesise that without that
regression engendered by the presence of the 'separate other', a therapeutic
parent-like figure, much is left undone. Indeed, this seems to have been
redressed in The Human Potential Research Project, the intellectual stable from
whence Co-counselling sprang, in that regression is now addressed by primal
and body work approaches, many of the core facilitators having pursued a
therapeutic route, themselves becoming integrative primal therapists. But this
now raises another concern, when educators become therapists or therapists
educationalists, where does one end and the other begin? I will return to this
point later in the chapter.
As a charge nurse reading Heron's work, especially his Six Category
Intervention Analysis (Heron 1977a), I became aware that my professional
preparation did much to provide me with authoritative skills, but that these
were the only approaches taught, and then, more often in perverted
'authoritarian' rather than an 'authoritative' therapeutic way. Facilitative
interventions you learnt upon the job; they remained essentially untaught.
Nurses, in the professional sense, were seen to be born rather than made; hence
much attention was devoted to selection and The Nursing Profession fostered
its vocational image. In this respect I was selected and trained but not
developed.
Good care practitioners in psychiatry, I an caused to reflect, seemed to have
increased their therapeutic potential by the addition of catalytic and
cathartic interventions, and to have underpinned their authoritative
interventions with supportive qualities. But, they appeared to demonstrate a
natural inclination towards humanistic values, a respect for other individuals,
and to have acquired a wealth of facilitative skill through ongoing
development of their relational skills, much in the way a craftsman builds his
artistry via experiential reflection and experimentation.
Six Category Intervention Analysis was instrumental in clarifying the
therapeutic interactive options open to me; it acted as a catalyst,
suggesting alternative developmental routes, authenticated the way I worked and
gave me a vehicle to express what had already started to crystalise within me.
As Heron's work inspired ne, so Heron himself had earlier been inspired.
The original inspiration for Six Category Intervention Analysis came
from an educational monograph entitled 'The Diagnosis and Development
Matrix' (Blake & Mouton 1972), which identified cathartic, catalytic,
confronting and prescriptive styles of functioning, alongside
principles, theories and methods. To this Heron added supportive and
informative dimensions; 'principles', 'theories' and 'models' being
subsumed by his catalytic catagory (Heron 1985).
Heron, in his account of the ancestory of Six Category Intervention
Analysis states it is:
- descriptive, in that it is derived from actual behavior;
- a prescriptive hypothesis, as it is winnowed from what he
considers meaningful and worthwhile in relationships;
- a node which invites trainees to regard themselves as
experiential researchers;
- an approach to education and training (Heron 1977).
With the above I have no contention; I also support Heron's belief that
supportive and catalytic interventions should underpin all others, and
agree that trainees working with this facilitative model should ideally
be: self-determining and cooperative; informed independent thinkers;
Intrinsically motivated in directions of self development and growth;
open to feelings and able to release the sane, and have insight into and
take pleasure in themselves and others (Heron 1977). I also note here
again, I perceive an absence of social support. I wonder if Heron has at
root a fear of 'surrendering to another'?
I an aware of pursuing my critique of Co--counselling and John Heron with
sone vigour; my connents of him appear over-personalised; I suspect
something is going on for ne at an emotional level. I wonder what
'projective' naterial he may be carrying for me? Certainly, I can
recognise qualities of my own within him. As there appear to be personal
biases of mine at work here, and — as I think it necessary in the
interests of the study to clarify these, I feel it wise to enact an
exercise upon myself, which I sometimes request of clients whom I
suspect are projecting out qualities of their own upon me; nanely, to
complete the following stem:
'I dislike my ---- which I see within you'.
'I like my ---- which I see within you'.
After a number of rounds a degree of clarity is often afforded.
Performing the above experiment upon myself while paying attention to my
nenory and inage of Heron the following arises:
- "I dislike my over-intellectualisation which I see in you";
- "I dislike my emotional distancing which I perceived from my contacts
with you";
- "I dislike my emotional control which I remember as seeing in you";
- "I like my intellectual clarity which I see in you";
- "I like my facilitative skill which I also see in you";
- "I dislike my competitiveness which I also see in you";
- "I like my availability to others which I see in you".
I note that following the above exercise I feel clearer in my
understanding of how I relate to John, and an beginning to appreciate
the use I make of him
I an similarly aware that this reflective, self contactful exercise,
from the evidence of this record has brought ne onto Christian name
terns, as 'Heron' has been dropped in favour of 'John'!
Xy contacts with John, relatively few over the years, have produced a
good deal of material for me. This impact attests for me the power of
experiential learning approaches. A ten day course spread over three
months at the Henderson Hospital (1972); a two hour presentation to
senior staff at my place of work (1980); a ninety minute encounter
at The Royal College of Nursing (1988) are all the fuel I have to go on,
yet, I seem to be digging deep into 'the man' and his works. What right,
I ask myself, do I have to do this?
I believe John Heron, inseparable in my personal imagery from his work,
has become a transitional object for me. Xy symbolic image of him puts
me in touch with earlier experiences of my own intellectualisation; my
intellectual defensiveness, conpetetiveness and control (1.2; 2.4). I
also honour the clarity, skill and availability I believe we both share.
As with a parent, I both feel indebted to and resentful of my dependence
on his work. John also represents a before and after picture of myself.
I perceive him as gentler, softer in contact and the more nature each
time I meet him. These are essentially qualities I have begun to own in
myself. John is thus a mirror I hold up to myself.
I would like to show this passage to John and include his comments,
should this be possible, prior to the submission of this work.
To return again to Six Category Intervention Analysis, I note it is an
excellent example of education approaching into therapeutic territory.
In Figure 6 the educational aims of Six Category Intervention Analysis
are related to facilitative behavior and, what are suggested to be its
therapeutic/educational outcomes. This starts for ne a new strand of
propositional belief.
Tentatively, as I speculate upon the difference of education from
therapy, I find myself intuitively concluding that therapy seeks to work
primarily with affect to undo the past - often at an unconscious level -
in order to liberate blocks within the present, that is, it sets out to
correct reactive influences of the person. Education, conversely, I see
as primarily working cognitively in the present to stimulate pro-active
future change. Persona/ observations from my facilitative practice,
experience of therapy and of education, support this proposition. It is
to my facilitation I now turn to unpack this supposition.
3.5 Working through resistances to intimacy: the germination of a
research hypothesis relating to the therapeutic effects of education
When I first initiated this research inquiry I paid particular attention
to what was happening to myself, and to those I facilitated; I also re-
read those texts I had earlier been much influenced by, revisited my
FIGURE 6	 FACILITATIVE ATMS OF SIX CATEGORY INTERVENTION ANALYSIS
Practitioner is:
prescriptive in a away that enhances self-determination in the client;
infamaiiie in a way that enhances informed independent thinking in the client;
QuaLLuating in a way that enhances intentional growth in the client;
caul:ad/a in a way that enhances aware release of feelings in the client;
catalytic in a way that enhances self-insight in the client;
supportive in a way that enhances a celebration of self in the client.
(Heron. J. 'Behavior Analysis in Education and Training.' Joint publication:
British Postgraduate Medical Foundation, University of London; and Human
Potential Research Project, University of Surrey; 1977a)
facilitative roots, and reflected upon my earlier transition to
facilitative teaching. Originally, Six Category Intervention Analysis
had encouraged self examination and led me towards experimentation, in
that I attempted to move away from that 'authoritative' teaching style I
indentified within myself to one where facilitative interventions were
more common place. This transition of style was generated by my growing
discontent with those traditional tutorial conflicts relating to the
'information giving, student controlling' role, I part inherited and
part adopted on return from teacher preparation (3.2), which, implied
that teachers needed to force students to learn. Waller (1965), makes a
notable quote in this respect, illuminating the paranoid-defensive
position taken up by many teachers:
"If students could be allowed to learn only what interested
then, to learn in their own way, and to learn no more and
no better than it pleased them to do, if good order were
not considered a necessary condition of learning, if
teachers did not have to be task masters but merely friends,
then life would be sweet in the classroom" (Waller 1965 p23).
There is a grain of truth in the above passage, as indeed in tutorial
reality itself, that students need guidance, but, self generated
motivation and awareness, plus the Joy of steering one's own destiny are
ignored in the above statement, along with experimentation and
experiential unfoldment; these qualities, I suggest, make all the
difference.
Critical analysis of my on-going facilitative experiences did much to
crystallise my tutorial transition. When I felt vulnerable I observed
myself becoming the pore authoritative; not for any purpose of the group
but rather to bolster my own position and exert control so that I might
share my skills and knowledge the quicker and achieve those aims I
carried with ne into the group. Xy ambition 'to succeed' originally
seduced ne to this tendency.
Xy own task needs were often in conflict with the learner group's
process needs. To correct this I started to share my own process nore
with learners, made greater effort to listen to their observations and
feelings, and followed their intrapersonal movement the nore closely. I
noticed that when self limitations were shared within a sensitive group
climate that the enotional energy behind then dissipated.
Acknowledging a defence appeared to rob it of its power.
Restimulation, evocation of earlier feeling and the sharing of innediate
awarenesses seen central to the therapeutic effect of groupwork.
Remembering earlier material alone brought little result, retrieving the
sane in a reflective group climate caused such sharing to reverberate
and cone alive, amplified and focussed in much the same way as light
from a laser. Self-awareness, I concluded, was abetted by social
interaction and the presence of others:
'As the person is developing, the relationship is developing.
As the relationbip is developing, the person is developing'.
(Krilorian & Paulanka 1982 p5).
With each new relationship a new portion of individual experience is
seemingly conquested, and if this relationhip fosters the diffusion of
liking and trust, a new confident self is intrapersonally negotiated
(Schmuck 1966).
When I moved out from my controlling stance to a facilitative one, I
found that changes were wrought not only to the educational process, but
to myself. I have since seen others, notably student teachers, enact a
similar process to myself.
The work of William Roney (1972), discussed in Rowen (1976), describes a
like transitional experience to my own. One of Roney's key insights
concerns the discovery that, as a subject specialist, he played
question-answer games with his students, the results of which caused him
to categorise students in seven ways:
- those 'who answered right';
- those 'who answered wrong';
- those 'who answered quickly';
- those 'who answered slowly';
- those 'who were actively engaged';
- those seen as withdrawn and/or evasive;
- those who disturb others and prevent then from answering correctly
(Roney 1972).
In relation to game theory (Berne 1964), the brighter ones were those
who understood the rules and played the game well; the dull ones were
those who lacked talent for the question-answer gane or who had no
interest with it. Cooperative students, those who colluded with the
teacher or who were dependent upon him were seen as helpful,
uncooperative and/or independent ones as disruptive or lazy. A continuum
such as this, Roney concluded, narrows vision and oppresses learners. As
a science teacher he then decided to do a very courageous thing: to
never question a student on anything to which he already knew the
answer. Roney, I suggest, hereby took a step closer towards facilitation
and began to reap facilitative results:
"Most of my teaching up until a couple of years ago consisted
of trying to think up better, more stimulating questions to
ask people. But I don't want students to be confined by
questions anymore. I want to learn what their questions and
concerns are. We must trust each other not to pry with
questions but to be ready to receive each other's offerings.
It's hard for ne to do, but it feels very good when people
start to talk to me at a deeper level than ever before'
(Roney; reported in Rowen 1976; p 110).
If teachers can dare to be whole, permission is afforded for their
learners to likewise experiment with being whole.
For teachers some insecurity results when they first attempt to teach
facilitatively; the transition is not easy, there are socio-cultural
influences at work within educational groups directed towards
maintaining a defensive status quo (Barber & Borman 1989). Stepping out
from the shelter of an established and convenient social role brings
much insecurity. Teachers and learners alike have a tendency to invite
and carry into learning transferential energies and social dynamics
which frustrate a working through of conflict or movement towards
intimacy (Bloomer 1974). Intimacy and love are little reported in
educational literature, but discussions with several student groups leads me
to suspect that learners enter new groups imbued with fears of being unable
to control others, losing emotional control, being rejected or failing.
Evidence from psychotherapy of members new to groups, suggests such fears
may be rooted in concerns of a deeper level regarding anticipation of
criticism or ridicule, being made worse by group participation, threats to
confidentiality, intimate involvement with others, hurting others through
the expression of hostile or competitive feelings, and being trapped or
punished by the leader (Stock 1962). Such fears I find when unaddressed
fuel infantilisation and stimulate desires in learners to be directed more
thoroughly by the teacher, to resist involvement and emotional demands; to
look to the teacher to stage manage everything for them and to depend on
the teacher's expertise. This constitutes a learnt helplessness similar to
that found in patient groups (Seligntam 1975; icGhee 1961).
Teachers, little aware of their own countertransference often play into the
above dynamics to don the mantle of parents. Student teachers, I have found
express similar concerns to new leaders of therapy groups, in that they
fear encountering unmanageable resistance, losing control of the group, the
enactment of excessive hostility, overwhelming dependency demands being
made on them; the group disintegrating and no one turning up (filliams
1966). Assertive learners who fail to play the dependency game, may be
treated in a like way to non-dependent patients - be seen as problems and
reap much projected fear in the form of unpopularity (Stockwell 1972).
Previous authors (Brooks, Emerson & Saunders 1983) give support to this
hypothesis; they describe the expectancy set that nurse learners bring
to their education as:
"(...) - the course will be conceptual or 'head-level';
- that tutors will impart information (the mugs and Jugs idea);
- the tutors will be directive, designing and programming the
content as figures with power and authorty;
- the course will be inapplicable or non-transferable to their
work situation.
Neanwhile, others believe that the tutors will set themselves up
as 'experts'; the course members would 'play the game' by
acknowledging their authority and status; or take no real
responsibility themselves, happily 'knock' the course as
not relevant to me' and return to work unaffected by the
experience". (Brooks, Emerson & Saunders 1983; pp 20 - 23).
This provides the neat of educational facilitation. Such dynamics, if
sensitively explored, I find greatly enhance personal awareness and
remove blocks to interpersonal communication; but, in order to do this a
teacher must get close to a student and, as Buber notes, enter into a
meaningful dialogue with them:
'What is required is not merely a search for information from
below and a handing down of information from above, nor a
mere interchange of questions and answers, but a genuine
dialogue into which the teacher must enter directly and self
consciously, though he must also guide and control it. This
dialogue ought to continue until in fact it culminates in a
wordless being-with-one-another" (Glatzer 1975 p42).
This dialogical principle is at the heart of facilitative inquiry; it is
this more than anything else which forms the medium for undoing those
introJected and unanalysed assumptions that contribute to our dependence
upon redundant institutional systems, keeps us trapped within 'good-boy
morality' and feed our fear of nameless wrong doing (Vright (1974).
Institutionalisation and learnt dependence, though more often equated
with chronic areas of hospital care (Stanton & Schwartz 1954; Barton
1966), may also be instilled via authoritative educational
enculturalisation (Lewin 1948). I note the institutionalising effect of
my own professional preparation. Dependence and submergence of 'the
self' are a normal part of our schooling within Korth European culture;
a natural consequence and cost of our becoming social beings (Illich
1971). The abrogation of personal power, responsibility, and dependence
upon a special other - such as the teacher - occurs, my experience tells
me, when students learn their social lessons too well. Obsessional
behaviours may also hereby be reinforced. Over-conformity, part of the
perfectionistic defence where fears of failure and rejection are kept at
bay by an adherence to rules and routines, negates spontaneity and
creativity along with the risk of 'not knowing'. There may also arise
from this a naive belief that nothing will change and nothing really
matters other than going through life embarrassment free. Behaviours
such as these fog perception and rob the person of much potential self
and interpersonal awareness. If teachers act into these expectations and
role-up as parent figures, it seems logical to suppose that dependent
behaviors, along with higher levels of counterdependency and rebellion
will be reinforced, as students test and act-out their own retaliatory
power.
For ne there is a very fine line indeed between enculturalisation and
that degree of compliance associated with 'institutional neurosis'
(Barton 1966; Vail 1966).
It is my belief, born of self examination, student teacher assessment,
participant observation and a review of humanistic educational
literature (Aspy 1969; Roney 1972; Rogers 1983), that teachers, when
they relinquish the social stereotype of an authoritative parent - who:
directs; controls; keeps time; imparts knowledge; acts as the recipient
of blame when things go wrong; assumes responsibility for the learning
process and hides behind a position of status and polite distance - when
letting go of such rituals allow learners to better contact their own
responsibility and selfhood. I believe a teacher so disposed embarks
upon the first step of becoming a facilitator, in that they begin to
allow the unfolding social process to define reality.
Rogers (1983), concurs that a teacher, by sharing their own stores of
genuineness, non-po.sessive warmth and empathy, facilitates the sane in
learners and better orientates then to reality. It has also been
observed that academic standards do not suffer in student centred
humanistic climates, in fact, the reverse happens, in that standards
have been shown to improve (Rogers 1983; Aspy 1969; Pierce 1966; Aspy &
Hadlock 1970).
Both experiential groupwork and growthful education need to house
experimentation. The quandary is, too much structure and you kill
experimental inquiry, too little and the development of trust is
frustrated. Give students too much exposure to 'the known' and it is
doubtful that they will ever develop the skills to make sense of,
experience, or perceive aspects of what for then is 'the unknown'.
Conquesting and making sense of the 'personal unknown' I see as an
essential requisite of 'growth'.
Experiential education in this light is a guiding towards a fuller sense
of self-hood and self realisation, and places responsibility upon the
facilitator to distinguish between 'appearance' and 'genuineness', in
order that they - and those they relate to - may better grasp the whole
of themselves and the totality of their reality.
Those 'therapeutic aims' earlier associated with my facilitative style
(2.2.) nay now be reappraised as educational strategies encouraging
learners to experientially work through their resistances while forging
trust. Such resistances, culled from participant observations, self
examination and student discussion are shown in Figure 7; here, the
fruits of previous discussion are illustrated with regard to 'learner or
client expectation', 'non-compliant facilitative behaviour' and 'learner
resistances'. As regards the latter, three types of resistance are
recognised: 'collusive', where two or more participants conspire
together to subgroup and/or keep the cultural milieu light and non-
intimate; 'passive', where dependence and/or flight into fantasy occurs;
and 'active', where the facilitator and/or a symbolic representative of
authority is actively attacked. In a succesful group where emotional
distresses are able to be worked through, resistances diminish, but are
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never completely resolved, periodically reappearing as new and/or
unfamiliar naterial enters the group.
Resistances, forever present in a group, present sonething of the nature
of that quandary earlier described. If defences are left unchallenged
the group hibernates, social collusions remain intact and energy fades.
If too much enotional confrontation is perforned people retire
behind their defences. Get the balance right and the group springs to
life, individuals engage with the process of working their resistances
through and a successfully working group nay be said to have forned.
Facilitation, I speculate, is the art of keeping a productive tension
going between 'safety' and 'risk', and what constitutes 'the known' and
'the unknown' of hunan encounter.
Recognition of the underlying psychodynanics of teaching, and indeed the
part I play in these, helps sharpen my awareness as to the similarity -
and differences - of the therapist-client relationship and the teacher-
student one. Both relationships have regressive and seductive power
related dynamics, both enact to varying degrees transference and
counter-transference, and both require the facilitator, be they tutor or
therapist, to stand back from the unfolding dynamics of which they are
an intimate part to direct group vision to the experiential exploration
at hand.
3.6 Qualities generative of nurture in facilitation
Though the working through and relinquihing of dependencies attendant
to the student-tutor relationship is a commendable enough exercise, it
exposes those concerned to a 'discomforting reality', which on first
contact, is little appreciated and may be much feared. Initially, as a
facilitative teacher I think I was seen as dangerous,Ja little eccentric
or down-right hostile when learners net their idealisations and
projections coming back to them as phenomena for discussion and
exploration.
I earlier noted my own resistance to experiential facilitation in the
guise of John Heron (3.3), and By inability to recognise my gains at the
tine. Ny experience as a facilitative teacher subsequently suggests to
me that it is not until the facilitation process is well under way that
learners start to appreciate its benefits. The beginning always produces
a degree of reality shock.
Facilitation, in my experience, works to long-term goals. Short-term
evaluations are not always applicable, nor favorable, being emotive and
evaluating of an unripe process. Teachers who cherish their formality
and are fearful of losing control will often focus on this initial stage
of facilitation to prove the fallacy of an experiential group approach.
In the longer-term, these self-same teachers may be confused as negative
student feedback reverses and accolades meet the experiential
facilitator. Personally, I recollect occasions when earlier students,
whom I had cone to see as my severest critics - 'my failures' - return
to say how useful my sessions were to them, in hindsight.
I an reminded of a recent workshop at a nearby college, where the course
tutor of the class I taught had previously been a student of mine and
experienced my experiential facilitation. During the opening of the
workshop he shared with the group the discomfort he felt when first he
net my experiential way of teaching. He had been so discomforted by my
approach to psychology, that after the first few sessions he took to his
car. Here he read textbook after textbook to avoid attendance at my
sessions. A couple of years later, as a nurse tutor teaching psychology
he found himself employing those self same methods I had used. He was
amazed by how much he had retained from so few attendances. This insight
prompted him to attend personal development workshops and to seek
further training in facilitation. He reported he was now adopting an
experiential approach in all his teaching. This was confirmed by his
students.
The above account illustrates just how uncomfortable a student's
exposure to experiential learning can be. The gains are potentially
more, but so are the costs. Employing an experiential educational node
to nurses who have been more often trained than educated (Tomlinson
1985), and taught to follow rather than to inquire is not easy (Barber
1986); but how else nay the nursing education develop those
researchninded and process aware professional carers it desires (Clark &
Hockey 1989)?
Education that leaves untouched those regressive and dependency inducing
expectations that learners bring with them (Figure 7), is to my mind no
education at all; it is at best training and at worst defensive ritual.
Keeping-the-lid-on-a--boiling--pot and ignoring the personal and group
process of learners, though common to my own professional preparation,
is not a concept I equate with education, for it conspires to avoid
'contact', the in currency of humanistic education:
"Contact is the basic word in education. It means that the
teacher must relate himself to his students not as one brain
to other brains - a well developed brain to still developing
ones - but as one being to other beings; as a nature being to
maturing ones" (Buber quoted in Glatzer 1975 p 94).
Contactfulness is a cornerstone of humanism and gestalt; two highly
prized references of my facilitation.
Facilitation, I have suggested, moves educational activity nearer a
client-centred model, and in its degree of 'contactfulness' has
subversive connotations for teachers who depend on status and role
distance for security.
Teacher-centred education, I speculate, has in its intellectual approach
a tendency to foster critical and parental qualities in the teacher and
to distance them emotionally from their learners; a teacher so apart is
then prone to inspire the imagery of a foe, rather than that of a
friend.
Conversely, experiential groups, when approached as therapeutic
communities and facilitated in an aware psychodynamic fashion, I will
endeavour to show in this study enact holistic education to:
-
develop the whole person inclusive of their physical accruities,
social and intrapersonal skills;
- inculcate meaning;
- process previous and present experience;
- facilitate cognitive development;
- teach for reflectivity;
- generate questioning and innovatative thinking;
- train intuition;
- and provide for experiential experimentation.
In this they integrate all those variables associated by Jarvis (1987)
with adult education, as subsumed under:
The Person;
Experience;
Reflection;
Practice and Experimentation
Openness, person-centred interest, positive reinforcement, authenticity,
availability, qualitative supervision, the transmission of confidence in
one's abilities and one's clients are essential requisites of the
therapist; they also offer considerable assistance to the teacher.
3.7 Speculation upon those features connon to teachers and therapists
In reviewing my experiences in nunerous educational and therapeutic
workshops and clinical settings, pooling together my observations and
reflecting upon the nany facilitators I have net, my thinking leads me
to conclude that efficient teachers and therapists share in a similar
bank of skills, in that:
they listen, have good contact with thenselves and the
realities of others, stay open and readily check-out their
perceptions, attend to those processes that create interaction,
share these and their own body of awareness and knowledge with
their clients, facilitate growthful change and insight and
enable these clients to perform fruitfully without them
Those I consider to be ineffective teachers and therapists I observe
also have nuch in con; in that:
they listen prinarily to thenselves, are in poor contact
with their own realities and the unique position of those
before then, are closed to other than their own views and
fail to check-out their own interpretations and judgenents,
are blind to the interactive process - seeing only tasks,
guard their expertise Jealously, cause others to be superficially
well defended but internally fearful, encourage gameplay and
breed a dependence upon their skills.
As an experiential facilitator I find myself naking a distinction
between survival aspects of education, such as the need to pass a
professional qualification, and 'growth'. Growth is qualitatively
different to survival. To survive you Just hold tight and keep your
supply lines open. Survival thinking has a tendency to be obsessional
and preoccupied with details; an individual so inspired even though he
be aware of much psychodynanic theory will be dead to the spirit of the
thing. Growth skills necessitate the letting-go of that which is certain
and demand you trust to your perceptive flow.
For ne 'growth' is associated with:
- creative risk taking;
- staying with intellectual and emotional confusion when
you are between conceptual models;
- sharing;
- being aware and nurturing of the 'child' that exists
within us;
- maintaining flexible boundaries; and
- trusting to the social process to determine meaning and
clarity.
In my educational facilitation I ain to nodel the above behaviours; I
also seek to solicit the same in learners. This definition has
similarities to my mind with the values cherished in therapeutic
communities; nanely:
Commoinalisa: allowing intimate relations to flower, encouraging sharing,
informality, and free conpunication to knit the community together at a
pace and tine appropriate to those involved;
Permissiveness: tolerance of one another, acceptance of others and the
ability to witness a wide degree of behavioural response without undue
stress or the acting out of punishment, victimisation or compulsive
rescuing;
Democratisation: encouraging all members to equally share in the
exercise of power and decision making via regular community meetings and
face to face discussion;
Reality-confrontation: presenting individuals with the consequences of
their actions while emphasising that they are responsible to their peer
community (adapted from Rapoport 1960).
Therapeutic community practice, is, I suspect, the cement which binds my
therapeutic vision to my educational one. Xy experiential groupwork,
whether directed to educational or therapeutic ends, enshrines the above
values. Evidence as to the truth of this proposition, will no doubt be
revealed in subsequent examination of my workshop practice.
This chapter's review leads me to conclude that:
- Over-use of authoritative interventions appears linked to insecurity
within the facilitator.
- Facilitative behavior needs to work towards being open-ended, fluid,
and experimental, and being generative of long-term goals.
- Healthy groupwurk enhances self awareness.
- Facilitation may remedy educational and clinical faults by the
inculcation of therapeutic principles and sensitivity to the person.
- 'Growth' is an implicit therapeutic goal for learners.
- Therapeutic Community practices inform and underpin my educational
facilitation and experiential groupwork.
3.8 Education in therapy and therapy in education: concluding insights
It has been ny contention throughout this chapter that teachers and
therapists, more especially group therapists, have much in connon; in
that their success depends on how well they share of thenselves, relate
to those they teach and are able to meaningfully facilitate change. A
tolerance and understanding of group induced pressures is central to
both roles. Sadly, my own experience of teacher training, contributions
to teacher preparation programmes and meeting with fellow teachers,
suggests to me that teachers are taught few - if any - group
facilitation skills. A thorough knowledge base, class control and the
ability to manage learning tasks see ns all that is formally recognised
in nost teacher preparation as necessary.
Xy experience of psychotherapeutic training and neeting with fellow
trainee therapists, causes ne to observe that therapists, in like
fashion to teachers, seek to generate new insight and re-educate their
clients in new productive ways; such adaptation entails an educational
process. Although therapists are schooled to the philosophy of their
discipline and the use of a particular transmission node, their
educational awareness I have found tends to be excessively naive; they
are often just as lost with regard to educational models and approaches
as teachers are with regard to therapeutic or group rationale.
While reflecting upon the similarity of teacher and therapist function,
nanely their address and nanagenent of 'change', a caution nust also be
brought to mind, they approach their clients along differing donains of
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the change continuum. We earlier noted that education emphasises
movement within the 'cognitive domain' (Bloom 1956). Conversely, therapy
focusses upon change within the 'affective domain' (Krathwhol et al
1964). It is my contention that progression in either of these domains
is heavily reliant upon the other.
For ne cognitive aspects are readily observed in an individual's
'thinking and sensing', those functions they use to make sense of their
external world. The affective domain I associate more with 'feeling and
intuition', those qualities an individual evokes when valuing an 'inner
experience'.
In Figure 8 I attempt to synthesise the above awarenesses to suggest how
cognition and affect dove-tail together to provide a hierarchical
developmental route towards increasingly complex levels of personal
change. If this synthesis holds true, it follows that an experiential
encounter, whether in an educational or therapeutic arena, must first
address 'knowledge', 'receiving', 'comprehension' and 'responding',
before an individual can progress to 'application', 'valuing',
'analysis' and 'organisation'. Success, would then be best evaluated
when students/clients demonstrate 'synthesis', 'conceptualisation',
'evaluation' and 'characterisation' of those insights available in their
therapeutic and/or educational environment. Failure, conversely, nay be
accounted for when these domains are artificially isolated one from the
other, or yet again, when teachers recogni6e only cognition and
therapists see only affect, and when emotional and intellectual
resources are similarly unrelated in students or clients themselves.
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I will attempt to provide external evidence for the general thrust of
this insight in later in-depth studies of By facilitation in action.
Having said this, it feels appropriate to me now to consider what
differences, if any, I an aware of between my own educational and
therapeutic facilitation.
When working therapeutically, although I focus predominantly upon the
affective domain, I endeavour to evoke cognitive components to structure
and make sense of the experiential insights that arise. When addressing
cognition I am aware of being more 'task-centred' and intellectually
structuring. Within both forms of groupwork, whether primarily
educational or therapeutic, I endeavor to be 'process-centred', person
aware and open to experience and experinentation (Zinker 1977).
In Figure 9 I have perforned an exercise of polarising out those values
I associate with tutorship and therapy. The conventional tutor/teacher
is suggested, stereotypically, to stand in the cognitive domain
addressing knowledge largely through task orientated authoritative
vision. The traditional stance of the therapist, conversely, is
suggested to primarily address affect and employ process orientated
vision to the service of enabling emotional understanding. Facilitation,
as an art distinct from either, is suggested to be a qualitative skills
approach which relates to both these domains; being predominately
therapeutic or educational as the context of, and/or contract of
participants demands.
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This discourse has helped ne to begin to clarify those associations I
link to therapy and education; it has also alerted ne to how night
function differently in an educational and therapeutic setting.
When I reflect upon my own experience of therapy I note that:
- regression and transference tend to becone prime ways of working as
earlier emotional relationships are undone, relived and explored;
- intellectual sense making is secondary;
- it addresses individual intrapersonal processes;
- is concerned with an inner reality populated by feeling and fantasy
that can only be glimpsed intuitively, such as when we share in an
empathic relationship with another.
My experience of education, by contrast, suggests to me that:
- conscious intellectual processing is to the fore and relational and
emotional issues recede into the background;
- the hidden agenda of education strives towards social adjustment and
is directed towards the intellectual structuring;
- education is concerned with an outer objective reality readily
discernable to others via their special senses;
- it emphasises discipline and control.
My experience of facilitation suggests to ne that I combine both of
these.
Though it has been useful to tease out those differences I associate
with therapy and education in an effort to better understand the nature
of each, in truth, educational and therapeutic processes interweave. On
a continuum from therapy to education, 'cognitive therapy' and 'reality
orientation' would move some way towards the educational end, and 'experiential
learning' and 'group facilitation' towards the therapeutic one. In this study I
an concerned with how education is served by experiential groupwork.
Facilitative movement, I suggest, wanders into therapeutic territory when
emotions are addressed and expressed, and into educational territory when new
information is solicited and analysis is performed.
In terms of its status as research, this chapter has further explored the
roots of the researcher's experiential stance. By inquiry into what I believe, I
now understand more fully what it is I do, where my commitment to experiential
groupwork eminates from, and the humanistic tradition in which I educationally
stand. I have also, for the first time, been able to clarify how educational
and therapeutic parts of me relate. This is a great personal discovery, in that
I have begun to discover what it is that makes me tick, and can now see how
my history, professional experience and present energy combine to nourish my
commitment and authenticity.
Objective and subjective elements have closely interrelated in this chapter.
Intially I sought to uncover and explore those beliefs I carried in to
facilitation. As my philosophical inquiry progressed (3.1) I wandered into the
territory of my professional preparation (32), where I cane upon a dichotomy
between my head - how I attended to my intellect, and my heart - how I
attended to my feelings (3.3). This felt, within me as I wrote, like a meeting
of mode (Heron and intellect) and female (Rogers and feelings) parts of my
psyche. Six Catagory Intervention Analysis helped me to bring these together -
In practice, and to integrate cognitive and affective references for me (M).
Though this had taken place chronolgically much earlier for me, it was only in
the writing of this chapter I came to understand the intrapersonal processes
involved. Hy maleness competes with Heron, my femaleness warms to Rogers.
As I unpacked my development as a teacher (3.5), I became aware of where I was
aiming as a facilitator, I discovered a further dichotomy, namely, how I
interweave humanism with psychoanalysis (3.6). The former I use to support
experiential experimentation, the latter to raise hidden agendas and work
through resistances. I now perceive myself - as a consequence of the
exploration performed in this chapter - to be much more controlling in my
facilitative style than I previously believed myself to be.
Research, in this chapter was being actively engaged as I wrote up my account.
The more I put to paper my reflective awarenesses the more my intrapersonal
motives unfolded (3.7). It was as if the writing-up of personal research, as in
the creation of an work of art such as a painting, led me in directions of its
own, in to personal territory I missed before and was unable to locate without
literary help. The dovetailing of therapy and education is an example of this.
In the writing of this chapter I have begun to appreciate how research may be
seen as growthful, and as an experiential learning process in itself.
I have trod close to naive Inquiry in this chapter, but liberated much new
material as a consequence of reflective self indulgence. I originally sought to
explore the value base I carried into experiential groupwork, this has been
done, but more importantly I have allowed myself to travel along roads
unfamiliar to me and let the inquiry experientially inform me.
Returning to Rowen's (1981) criteria, I have pursued at a deeper level the
authenticity of my approach, asked such dialectical questions as 'What is the
philosophical ground I stand on?', and confronted the question of 'Dare I risk
or allow for the maximum of serendipity - lucky findings which are not
anticipated? With regard to these questions: the answer to the former is
provided in terms of my developing philosophical base (3.1), from experiential
knowledge developed in my tutorial career (32), meetings with John Heron
(33), use of Six Category Intervention Analysis while teaching (3.4), and the
germination of literary review encouraged by this research (35). With regard
to the latter question as to my ability to allow for surprise insights and to
report these in my research, my discussion of nurture in education and
speculation upon the similarity of teachers and therapists (3.6; & 3.7)
demonstrates my thinking through of unexpected awarenesses fresh to inquiry.
In my concluding discussion (3.6) philosophical and new insights are woven
together to better fit developing concepts of the research frame. This
reflective journey has illuminated numerous paradoxes for me and provided me
with a much deeper appreciation of the artistic or expressive nature of this
research. In writing this I now sense a tension developing from out of
previous introspection and a need to more specifically focus upon the field, so
as to produce more tangible, objective data amenable to content analysis. This
I intend to address in the chapter following.
As I proceed in this inquiry to a new cycle attentive to Practical Knowledge
(Heron 1981b) I carry with me a newly informed appreciation of the personal
stress of motives, doubts and questions, theories and suppositions which co-
exist in this work, along with a healthy curiosity as to how these relate and
in turn inform research.
CHAPTER 4
THE DYNAXICS OF GROUP FACILITATION: CASE STUDY 1
Preamble In the following chapter the author presents his
groupwork diary detailing the events of a staff sensitivity
group he facilitated over the course of so ne eighteen months.
This detailed recording serves to illustrate core processes of
facilitated groupwork, while providing an example of the author's
facilitative rationale in action. From evidence of this account,
four phases are suggested to arise in the life of a facilitated
group: Orientation, Identification, Exploration and Resolution.
These headings are seen as representative of a specific
facilitative focus, a developmental group stage, and the evolving
facilitor-group relationship. Group themes and facilitative
events, characteristic to each of these phases are described,
thereby creating a model of facilitator-group development for
application within, and investigation of, later in this study.
4.1 Birth: the first meetings
The need for a staff sensitivity group had been discussed for some years
in the tutorial community of the psychiatric nurse training department I
was called to facilitate. Those who facilitated groups, the argument
ran, should, as a matter of principle receive supervision and/or
experience a group themselves. As with any group of workers there was
rivalry, competition, different camps as to the best way of doing things
and a history of feuds. Those who were strong on confrontation were
enthusiastic to the suggestion of a group; those who perceived
themselves weak on confronting skills were decidedly hesitant. Into this
milieu and debate a new Director of Education came. He was himself a
product of the sane school. The team he headed included his previous
teachers, he was far from impartial. The nore powerful community menbers
now impressed upon the Director the need for a staff group.
Though well used to facilitating others, tutors had never before cone
together to receive facilitation themselves.
The staff sensitivity group proper conmenced on the 8th February 1983,
my facilitation continuing until 18th July 1985. This group thus
straddles the cusp of pre and post doctoral work; it has earlier in this
work provided data for evaluation of my facilitative style (2.2.).
On the 9th December 1983 I net with a cross-section of staff to
establish the feasibility of us working together and to ascertain what
expectations they had of Be, should I accept the role of facilitator. As
to membership, this would be compulsory, and mould include tutorial,
managerial, clerical and librarian staff. I decided to record events
from the first, speculating that should the group have birth, and I
becone its facilitator, it might lend itself to research inquiry.
I had not yet begun my doctorate, though knew that I wanted to address
group dynamics in sone shape or form. This said, I registered an
awareness at this time that I was hopeful to involve group participants
as co-researchers and to approach my research in a collaborative way.
Prior to the first meeting I wrote down the aims I had in mind:
To observe and receive, listen to the feelings of group,
expectations of individuals, to find my own space within
the group and to establish its contextural frame."
Generally, I was determined to work in a non-directed person-centred
way, that is, staying open and receptive of process, saying little - but
giving of myself as requested. This essentially, represents facilitative
influences (F.I; see Figure I) I carried into the group; the base line
of my beginning. Initially, 'safety' and the 'boundaries of the group'
were addressed:
'Trust, confidentiality, how far will it all go - want to stop
being facilitators so that we may enjoy the process (...)
do we trust you, ourselves, the group to be gentle - are you
a kind parent who will guide me, confront me when I'm asleep -
protect ne when I'm vulnerable?" (9/12/83)
This constituted my first meeting with those intrapersonal processes
(I.P; see Figure I) members brought to the group.
I judged the honesty and verbal disclosure of the group as high and
thought there was much energy to 'grow'. Fears of victimisation and
rejection fleetingly surfaced in the group, around topics of
confidentiality and the role of seniors, but were quickly dropped as
conversation steered towards tangibles such asmanagerial procedures.
Though most participants were thenselves educational facilitators, they
seemed to me somewhat repressed and over-controlled: sitting rigidly,
showing little eye contact and speaking to lee rather than each other; I
subsequently noted in my group diary:
"Emotional sharing nay be necessary to generate trust - clear
air and get things moving - while exorcising feelings of
being physically and psychologically trapped" (9/12183).
The key aims of the group as agreed in this pre-group meeting helped to
clarify its context (G.C.; see Figure 1):
- to explore the interpersonal relationships of individuals within
the staff group;
- to examine the social dynamdcs of the school team;
- to deal with those issues that arose from within the work climate.
By the conclusion of the initial meeting commitment was acknowledged, I
learnt that upto twenty-five individuals would be drawn into the group,
informed participants of my intension to keep a group diary for the
purpose of research - in which members were invited to participate - and
agreed future dates. Following this meeting, which confirmed that
participants wished to work in a facilitated experiential group, to
explore themselves and their working relationships, the group's context
(G.C.; see Figure 1) primarily appeared to be a staff sensitivity one. I
also confirmed ay commitment. If I was acceptable the group could begin
on the 8th February, 1984.
As to the form my group diary took, I decided to pay attention to:
Lima - those intentions I carried into the group; subsumed under
headings drawn from Six Category Intervention Analysis (see Figure 5);
recorded prior to each session.
Group themes - noted down shortly after the group and concentrated upon
the nature of that naterial which spontaneously arose in discussion.
Ity feelings - those hunches, intuitions, and interpretations I used to
make sense of grouplife.
I hoped through this to monitor what I carried from one group into
another (Aims); what actually arose (Group Themes); and what was taking
place in ne in relation to my own internal sense making process (Xy
feelings).
I was unclear at this time as to how to analyse group life, but
determined to stay alert to what was presented in the hope that a
meaningful pattern night form when sifting through my records. I was not
interested in applying tried and tested theory so nuch as looking afresh
at groups, and possibly generating new vision.
In the following account drawn from my groupwork diary, the hospital
name is disguised by the substitution of 'II' and the names of
interactors by 'I', 'Y' and 'Z'.
In the first group proper - following the initial introductory meeting -
all manner of nameless dreads were heaped upon the venture. In my group
diary I recorded:
"Embarking on a journey; but to where? (...)
Commitment, how truly committed are you? How committed an I? (...)
What are we committed to? (...) Did we/I really choose to be here?
(...) Who is to blame for being here? Who will be boss?" (8/2/84).
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Individuals were starting to appreciate the real life demands involved,
and began to question their enotional investment. A little later within
this sane session denial of personal responsibility, anxiety of the
'new' and the shock of it all gave way to flight and fantasy with events
beyond the group:
The real world is outside where the tasks lie - patients want
to be served and the routines want to be serviced. (...)
CAI sudden noise is heard outside the group room - some
members Jump, some find the distraction comforting; a silence
ensues, a few minutes later tension is broken by laughter.)
(...) Let's have a party. The past haunts the present. Var;
aggression; personal territory. (...) Xystical power in groups;
the powerful others who know what to expect - and even sit in
the same 'groupie' way." (8/2/84).
This group got to business very quickly; the energy to work was high;
though there was some denial of here-and-now reality in the form of
intellectual doing; this said, risks were taken and feelings readily
shared.
Resistances to group intimacy seemed to swing between collusive cock-
tail party-like reactions and passive dependency; this was expressed in
episodes of humour which further deflected from what appeared to be an
underlay of fear and dread. The flight into play and periodic release of
tension within the group by cathartic laughter reminded me of
adolescence.
By the second group meeting, a week later, a deeper layer of
contactfulness revealed powerlessness; regressive themes were now more
energetically entering grouplife:
Group themes:
"Being passive, sheeplike, waiting to be led -
to be entertained, or for the problems of others to emerge."
(15/2/84).
Hard work was now envisaged, people wondered about what they had really
let themselves in for: victimisation became a central theme:
"Fears of becoming victims. (...) Silences like smimmdng in
treacle; previous negative feelings of groups; past pains
(...) Differences of secretaries skills to that of tutors."
(15/2/84).
I verbalised my own fantasies in the hope of making less 'precious' and
more secular emotional disclosure; communication appeared symbolic and
indirect. This group felt very client-like and quite unlike that
growthful facilitative milieu I had envisaged. I detect in my notes a
certain unease relating to my growing awareness of how hard a group this
could be:
My Feelings:
"Feelings of covert rejection for facilitator
acted out on others. Shutdown of some individuals for fear
of being cross-examined, analysed or held accountable. (...)
Childlike dependence. Primitive defence of personal territory -
emotive short-lived attacks, prickly comments, authoritative
put-downs. Authoritative 'Parent-like' defence of squashing
vulnerable child-like parts of others. Self importance used
by individuals to defend against their own insecurity. (...)
Need for me to exorcise the fantasy of the group, to enable
growth." (15/2/84).
Xy original intention to work in a 'feeling' and 'intuitive' person
centred way, is now, from the tone of my diary record, giving way to an
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intellectual and interpretive stance. What I thought would be a ready
made expressive and open sharing climate was in reality a witholding and
non trusting one. Participants within this environment operated in a
psychodynamic way, they were resistive to humanistic rationale, and much
preferred to talk things through to engage in experiential exercises. I
felt I had to temper my approach accordingly.
In the third group I noticed a growth of interpersonal awareness; more
eye contact; smiles and empathy. Individuals were now able to own upto
those fantasies they held about others:
Group themes:
'Exchange of fantasies re what tutors and
secretaries do. How individuals feel about each other (...)
accounts of distrusts, social conflicts, role territory."
(22/2/84).
Open sharing and gentle risk-taking brought individuals together, but,
at a cost, the loss of formal status; this was later retrieved:
The uniqueness of belonging to 'XI'. The special skills
of tutors, mental nurses here; mystical knowledge'. (22/2/84).
Oscillation between closeness and withdrawal seemed around at this tine.
The imagery that cane to mind as I facilitated was that of the group,
like a moth circling around a candle: both attracted and fearful,
flirting with dangerous unseen forces. I shared imagery such as this as
it percolated into consciousness. What percolated into my consciousness
appeared to echo group consciousness; it was hard to decipher which cane
first.
Generally, the intellectualism of the group did not please me. At one
stage I drew attention to breathing rates and postural tensions, when I
felt stress in the group was being denied. I was at pains to draw
attention away from intellectual structuring towards sensory awareness
of what an individual's experience was like 'now'. I wanted participants
to experientially verify rather than pontificate on happenings. This
tension, between my preferred way of work, and theirs, was useful, in
that we both had to move to accommodate the other. Xy interventions,
directed towards drawing persons from their heads to their feelings, and
heightening awareness as to how intellectual processes were seemingly
being used to deflect from the immediacy of group experience, by the
following group seemingly caused a backlash:
Group themes:
"Humour, its use as a social lubricant allowing
bodily catharsis and flight from threat. Sharing of how
individuals use humour. The role of the Joker. The role of
authority. The hospitals tradition. The positive past. How we
respond to authority figures. Gender. Sex differences and
expectations. Intellectual and body needs, thinking versus
feeling. Unresolved conflicts due to missing persons and
limited time. (29/2/84).
In terns of content, all very sensible stuff; in my diary I noted
'sincerity/openness rationed for fear of leaking out after group'. I was
not trusting of this new phase of rationality. I also feared that I too
was in danger of becoming intellectual in this intellectual group.
By the fifth group all the well-being and sanity of the previous group
changed; I remember introducing a theme, 'EMotional versus intellectual
reality, and how we as individuals experience these differing
realities':
Group themes:
"Frustrations of intellectualising feelings and
emotionalising thought. Anger, social class expectations
and restrictions (...) which part is real? Are we avoiding
our real differences? Class as a symbol of privileged
authority. Privileged authority holders in this group."
(7/3/84).
In my records I wrote re facilitation: '...imposed enough authority to
be resented - interpretive enough to impinge privacy'. Catalytic,
confronting, and informative interventions were at this time to the
fore. It appeared that all those themes we had earlier addressed were
now coming hone to roost:
IV feelings:
'Scapegoating of class, authority, and rank-holders.
Child expression of anger at respected - though feared - parents
(...) testing out of personal expressive territory (...) tribal
belonging (..) Checking fantasy against environment. Verbal
catharsis. Purging of anger at oneself in direction of others
(...) humour and laughter opened individual doors to anger and
aggression. Pushing the authority of the Xi further off
to secure personal terrain (..) time to check-out group
acceptance of those who have expressed emotion and acceptability
of emotionality itself." (7/3/84).
I was now acutely aware of the developmental aspects of groupwork. On
some days the group seemed to be five years old and screaming at its
parents, on others so sensible, even emotionally repressed. There was a
need emerging in my work to nap out this process in a way that post-
group field notes could not provide; at a macroscopic level where peaks
and troughs of group-landscape night be perceived.
I note in my group diary a lack of patience with intellectualisation. I
believe this was due to impatience with my own over-intellectualisation.
I was indeed, expecting more from the group then they were ready to
give.
It this time, as I still considered the community a suitable one for
study, and was desirous to involve participants as collaborative
researchers. I approached members regarding their having access to view
and comment upon my group diary; they declined. This seemed to be due to
the desire of participants to free themselves of responsibilities of any
kind; they saw the group and its records as my duty and they wished to
divest themselves of anything that might interfere with their own
expressive freedom. I also suspected their view of groupwork,
considerably more psychoanalytically orientated than my own, frowned on
such fraternization. I had expected to play a more active role as a
process sharing educational facilitator, but what I net was a desire for
therapeutic intervention and analytic distance.
In hindsight I think they were right. Their need was to engage in an
enotional acting-out, not to take responsibilility, investigate group
dynamics or make sense of group events.
4.2 The evolution of group-life: a new level of resolution
By this, the third nonth of the group, I decided to sumnarise and
condense my field notes, reasoning that if I could view the group at a
macroscopic level sone illuminative link might energe between the
'ains', 'group thenes', and 'feelings' I had recorded.
I was also aware that my relationship with the group was undergoing
evolution - there was a qualitative difference in our connunications and
performance, indiscernible from session to session, but obvious when I
reflected upon previous months. I now felt a need to group ny
observations under a classification system that took stock of, and
related to developnental movenent in relation to facilitative activity.
I searched the literature for sonething to help me here, but there was
little available. General groupwork texts alluded to group development
but described few studies and offered no models (Bales 1950; Cartwright
& Zander 1968; Whiteley & Gordon 1979; Yalon 1985). Other references,
though specifying developmental group phases did not extend their
perspective beyond an impressionistic level: Bion (1961) related
movement through various defensive positions: dependence to flight and
fight, and the development of pairing; Kills (1962) examined the group
as a social system developing towards increased levels of self-
direction, goal seeking and boundary maintaining functions; Tucknan
K196W showed a series of stages linked to task performance which
progressed from forming, to storming, noraing, performing and ending;
oz4 kg)gers (1973) work on encounter groups, the best of these, though
descriptive of a six stage qualitative process where communication of
feelings was seen to progress from descriptions of feelings as external
to self to a stage where previously denied feelings were experienced,
accepted and shared in the 'now', though indeed discussive of
qualitative change, said akin to other sources surprisingly little about
the facilitator-group relationship.
Group development seemed to be a topic forever isolated from leadership,
as if it just evolved, irrespective of facilitative style. For instance,
although developmental group phenomena were described by Rapoport
(1960), who refers to oscillation within a group between equilibrium and
disorganisation - a finding supported by Trauer (1983), and Yalom (1987)
notes the development of universality, and Randall & Southgate (1980)
describe group movement in and out of creative, destructive and
intermediary phases, there is nothing in the literature relating
psychodynamic phenomena in a three dimensional or developmental way to
the facilitator-group relationship. Indeed, there appears to be a
conspiracy to segregate facilitation into studies of 'leadership', and
to see groups as evolving organically, distinct from and abstract from
the facilitative field. The early work of Bion (1961), where he sits in
with a group and reports what happens; and the works of Rogers (1973)
and Schultz (1967), who describe the freedoms, frustrations,
exploration, and resolution of alienation in the life of encounter
groups cone nearer to the mark. However, these studies do not examine
facilitator-group relations, nor describe a'situation where a
facilitator is contracted in to explore team dynamics over an extended
period of tine.
This research is thus unique, in that it focusses upon the facilitator-
group relationship, that is, the space between 'leadership' and 'the
group', an area up to now sorely neglected.
For some time I had made use of the work of Hildegard Peplau (Peplau
1952) to illustrate stages that unfold in a professional care
relationship. This appeared to have relevance here. The aforementioned
sources were too distant from facilitator-group exchange for my liking.
I also wanted something which was less labelling of group process and
more attentive, in a general sense, to those social processes enacted in
facilitation.
I thus opted to make use of Peplau's work (1952) because it focussed
upon therapeutic exchange, and provided a loose developmental model
applicable to the facilitative relationship. I now set about reviewing
my notes with her model in mind.
As my use of Peplau's work constituted a great departure from the one-
to-one psychotherapeutic nurse-patient relationship for which it was
intended, I searched the American literature for group application; this
drew a blank. I also wrote to Peplau herself, now retired and in her
seventies, as to the application of her model to groupwork. Though she
had an extensive library containing references to her model, and could
find no published work in this area, she saw no restrictions as to why
her model should not be applied to groupwork. - and wished me well with
my studies. I also promised to send her a copy of my chapter on its
completion.
As I baulked at the term 'exploitation', the original term Peplau used
to describe the third phase of therapeutic relating, I also asked if she
would object to me using artist's licence to substitute the tern
'exploration'; she gave her consent.
In the groupwork account which follows, periodic drawing together and
analysis of themes, now occurs under headings of: Orientation;
Identification; Exploration and Resolution. These records condense the
initial phase of grouplife described above (4.1), and relate
observations to the facilitative period to which they developmentally
belong.
In the following record I have chosen to keep data of the group diary
alongside its discussion, rather than to exile it to an appendix, as I
believe that data and discussion are intimately related and best seen
together.
4.3 The Orientation phase of the group
In the Orientation phase, Peplau (1952) notes that the nurse and client
- from now on referred to as 'facilitator' and 'client' - meet as
strangers, orientate to each other and establish rapport while working
together to define their contract and clarify the existent problem. The
facilitator notes their personal reactions to the client, and seeks to
avoid patronising, inducing dependence, ignoring the contributions of
clients or other degenerative stereotypic responses that limit the
therapeutic potential available.
GROUP	 AILS OF FACILITATION
	
GROUP THE:NES
	
NY FEELINGS
Orientation
9/12/93 To obaarVa and listanto feelings and
aspactmtiona and to find
my own mpmca witnin the
Of-04,p.CInformativa/cmtmlytic/support-1.ra)
Honesty anddiaclomurimhigh; gearsof unknown
mccaptad,
Confidentiality andtrumt; 'now far willit go? . 'Dust tindercarports parnapm bamtlaft . (.,.) faalingscontrollad for fear oflosing control;secretaries diffarantfrom the tutors';
mystical groupknowledge; /mars of
rejection; snaring vintruaion; ralinquisnauthority and OTOW;
will facilitator bakind but confronting
	 7 C„,) feelingsafe to coma again.
6/2/04 To follow more Than lead,to marg.. Into group.CCmtmlytic/supportivm)
Embarking on Journey;
commit-mem-at; missingparsons; who's. tolame; MOOT.InsIOT;groupie's; lets nava
ft party.
Intallactualdamial.
16/2 To confront dimtrumt,
open up. fantasias,(Confronting/catalytic)
Passivity; waiting toba led; differences;purpose?
Rejection ofI acilitator;denial of
rampon-
aibility;statusdefences;
mysticism;gamaplay.
22/2 To initiate and open
up ramponmiymnams,dissolve fantamiam,
<Supportiva/catalytic
confronting/informativa)
Differences; social
roles and conflict;XX . m unidumnamm;personal territory;
muLnority,
Risk taking;dependency -countar-dapandancy;
empathy.
29/2 Expand t . 	 , reinforce	 Humour - catharsis;	 Snaring; riskampmtnatic ramponsaw,	 authority; aas	 taking;(6upportiva/catalytic/ 	 differences; missing	 empathy andinformmtiva,	 paopla - limitord time, spontaneity.
Though material of this phase has already been described under the
heading of 'Birth of the group' (4.1), condensed in this Danner, I am
now struck how long it took for the group to feel trusting. Our first
contractual meeting, prior to the group proper also appears much nore
important than I realised; in that a lot of enotional material was
placed on the groupwork agenda. I an also aware that the Orientation
phase was a testing tine for me.
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Peplau makes the point that the facilitator needs to note and avoid
stereotypic responses, one such stereotype was attached to me. It took
me sone time to be aware of the difference between my own orientation
and those of the community I was facilitating. I believe I was naively
idealising participants as extentions of myself, attributing to then far
more insight and skills than they in fact had, that is, until the third
group (15/2/84) when I began to discover how 'ungrowthful' and
s unhunanistic' they could be. I had expected more of psychiatric tutors
who professed to teach experientially like myself.
There was another sobering feature of this group.
From the beginning it felt like I was facilitating two groups:
secretaries and tutors. Territories had been crossed via the group,
there was no longer a 'no mans land' between workers; the knowledgeable
mystique secretarial staff projected upon tutors, and the patronage that
tutors night express to secretarial workers would no longer wash. Such
splitting necessitated exploration and redress.
I felt it was an important step when the group chided me for being non-
U (15/2/84), an outsider to the department, and not privy to its unique
preparation and culture. They themselves appeared to feel priviledged to
work in such a renowned hospital; they thought I should feel that way
too. This tentative rejection seemed to be a testing of me; a checking
out of how well I might contain the more abrasive parts of them. It
seemed important to check that no fearful retalitation would cone their
way. During this phase I kept myself available and receptive so as to
encourage further expression. The 'critical/controlling parent'
projection I carried for the group had now begun to be addressed.
Post the above group meeting I noted:
Xy feelings:
• 'Here and now' of group experiences slowly
hatched out of resolution of fantasies. Dependency giving
way to counter-dependency. Risks taken and owned, subsequently
revealing warmth and a genuine interest in others. Long-standing
grievances examined and myths attached to these partially
resolved, permitting person to be listened to and heard (...)
Group reluctant to end (...) Xeanings allowed to recede
and the present to speak for itself (...) The negative past
of department. The fears attendant to meeting the
authority of others in the power-bases of the building and the
generation of child-parent fantasies and games." (22/2/84).
I entered the above group with an intention to 'initiate open
responsiveness' and 'dissolve fantasies'; themes from the week before;
when these were addressed I felt successful. The group was now,
seemingly, surfacing from idealisation to acknowledge those faults
lurking beneath. Xy interventions were recorded as supportive,
catalytic, confronting, informative. I think I was more educative than
therapeutic for most of group-time.
Everything was going my way. I felt listene'd to and enrolled in the
guise of a successful group facilitator. By the fourth group meeting, if
the group had been a person I was in danger of pronouncing it cured:
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Ny feelings:
"Genuine sharing and unqualified risk-taking.
Reality orientation high. Evidence of people laughing KUL
each other (..) Following through of perceptions and
spontaneous offering of feelings." (29/2/84).
The above group was well attuned to 'thoughts' and 'feelings',
appropriately sensitive and sensible; it was possibly now time to
integrate other perceptive functions such as 'sensation' and 'fantasy'.
I think, in hindsight, the group was giving me what I wanted. I in turn
felt wooed. I had originally seen myself as fulfilling an educative
staff sensitivity function, therapy would be coincidental - I imagined.
I could not have been more wrong. Both myself and the paticipants had
yet to work upon emotions and fantasies.
By our fifth meeting (7/3/84) the boundaries of the group were laid and
new movement began.
4.4 Identification
In this phase of the group staff sensitivity was more thoroughly
addressed. Emotions were expressed and greviances identified,
Irritations and personal biases shared, and power and politics of the
workplace placed in the group's interactive melting pot. Generally, we
clarified each others perceptions and expectations and risked to test
the degree of trust available. Terns and orientations were therefore
more thoroughly defined, and we checked out 'meanings' we had earlier
merely accepted. The therapeutic nenu, fleetingly entering the
orientation phase, was now firmed up and set out prior to being worked
upon.
Such naterial fits neatly into Peplau's model, she notes that the
facilitator and client during the Identification phase work to clarify
each others position, perceptions and expectations, and test out their
trusts and distrusts. The facilitator's role, she suggests, is to help
the client work through feelings of helplessness. I indeed appear to be
doing this: undoing parental transference by openly feeding to the group
my impression of it - rather than by keeping myself opaque and their
transferential screen intact, noting dependencies and
counterdependences, sharing myself and fostering self support.
GROUP AIMS OF FACILITATION
	
GROUP THEMES	 MY FEELINGS
Identification
7/3 Ewplora individual3ealities and prowppr.maure on tnils.(Catalytic/confrontinginformatiwa)
Thinking and feeling -confusion of Lhasa;
mdcial class -priwilagad authority.
OCMpn -1010MC1rIg;
anger;
chacking offantasy wit-rannwironmant:
owning offantasy.
I4/3 Explore authority and
cproud implications oftnia.(Confronting/catalytic)
Unfinished buass;autnority
-dwpand.ncy: indapand-anc. and lonalinass;boaaaa; anwy -hat. -Idwalousay; nommaty.
Intellectualbullying;
catharsis ofanger;
rescuing.
20/3 To b. racaptiwa but
non-participant.(Catalytic)
Pfttrontmation byfacilitator: noldingback: angar-J.alousiy;intagrity-non.mty;
untaugnt qualities
ag: nonaaty.
Pagrassion;pair conflict;
re j ection ofauthority;attack onfacilitator.
27/3 Ral.aaa deeper feelings.
and group accomptanc. ofMama.(Confronting/supportiwa
cathartic)
Politanama: 'f...tha department and Itsstudantin . : 'Coo many
word% - facilitatorsfault'.
Catnftrtic
regress ion to
social classstereotypes;
non-warbalintarwantions
offeired and
radactad.
4,4 Facilitator miasing from group
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Several thenes emerge in the above phase, firstly, the allocation of
'privilege and authority':
Group thenes:
"Anger, social class expectations and restrictions,
the loss of the past, the middle-classness of the hospital,
education and the working clinate - who is working class? - who
is middle class? - the symbolic neaning of this, which part is
real, are we using class to escape facing upto the real
differences?" (7/3/84)
Secondly, the 'acceptance versus rejection of authoritative others':
"Authority - responsibility - dependency (...)
Breaking away from dependence upon others (..) Bosses, real
and inagined. Envy - hate - jealousy." (14/3/84)
Thirdly, 'thinking versus feeling':
"Emotional reality versus intellectual reality, how we as
individuals experience these realities - the intellect
structures - the senses enotionalise. Frustrations of
intellectualising feelings and emotionalising thoughts".
(7/3/84)
Fourthly, 'honest expression versus politeness and skill':
"Group skills, owning skills, being truthful.
Sincerity and honesty more easily hidden - along with
vulnerability - with increased skill." (14/3/84)
'Tutor skill: integrity and honesty as ,
 untaught qualities;
so who is the more real the skilled or openly denonstrative."
(20/3/84)
"Politeness, not saying what's really felt; rudeness and
emotionality as being respectful. Being polite when you
like people OK, being polite when you don't leaves
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psychological corpses scattered over the landscape.
'F--- the hospital and the students' 'It's different
swearing like that or saying you're a bloody f------
c------- bastard." (27/3/84)
The above group was also important in that the constrictions of the
facilitative and work climate were tested, boundaries of 'acceptable
group behavior' checked out, and the currency of 'feelings' established.
Following each group I Joined members for coffee; secretaries,
previously excluded from the staff room were also now invited in. Sone
degree of group identification and a healing of the earlier split seed
to have occurred.
4.5 Exploration
With the boundaries and dynamic teritory of the group established more
confident exploration occured. Issues of previous phases periodically
returned, but were now contacted more fully. The group seened to have a
clearer idea of what it wanted to resolve, knew ne and my stance, and
were generally more anenable to my interventions.
Acceptance, care for others and trust, were emphasised in my
facilitative agenda in this phase. I endeavoured to be 'Just a good
enough parent', neither doing too nuch nor too little, and shared of
myself so as to discourage my enrolement as an idealised perfect figure.
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Even so, I still felt I was used as a transitional object and heavily
projected upon.
In this phase, Peplau (1954) notes, clients are encouraged to take a
role in their own therapy, to explore their own thoughts and feelings,
and to trust more to their own skills and resources. Here, a facilitator
employs interpretive skills to enable a client's understanding of those
avenues open to then, and educates them to their feelings, emotional
reactions and self worth. Informed participation and experimentation I
saw as my facilitative aims in this phase.
As this phase was protracted, occupying the greater part of the group's
life, I have divided commentary into four interrelating sections.
GROUP	 AIXS OF FACILITATION
	
GROUP THEXES
	
XY FEELINGS
Exploration
To mmmmmm effect of myeimaence and mmmmmm group
needs.CSupportive/cetalytic,
To expend feelings ofliberation.(Cetftlytic/informative,C onfronting)
Open up defence= andconfront polite
.ccftptmmc.(Confronting/informaktive7prescriptive/cethartic)
Reporting beck;previous hurts in thogroup; school put-downs; being punishedfor being naturel.
schools past;people trapped in
mystoms; respect-disrespect; beingfree; polite control.
Anger at previousgroups facilitation;energy ChmMgda Sr. pairwork; secrets; trumt;loss of confidence Ingroup; peirwork.
Verbal doing;denial of
stress byhumour.
Child partsacknowledged;frustration=shared; desireto start anew.
Energy frompairwork;
conflicts
LhOlrgl-billn M.1-14.1feelings.
9/6 To further emotional
exploretion of previous
week.(Cetalytic/informetive/confronting/cethertic)
Anger from lest week;
childhood angers;facilitator as fatherfigure; gender immues;anger arising frombeing eccumed -ignored
-mimunderstood.
Pecilitator
role modelledauthoritative
malem; 'sexual
rivalry;C ompetitionfor 	 Som.
16/G Act into non-acceptingparent figure.(Confrontetion/catalytic,
cethertic)
Anger of previous
weak and fatt.erlike
males; mnxuel envy;
can we risk findingout who likes whom'.
Child to
responses
recognised;
	 lye
re j ection offacilitator.
23/6 To keep emotionml themes
clear while enablingenergy to work on these.(Catalytic/confronting)
Exclusion; specialother= - facilitatorfavourites.; trust;
manipulation; victimand blame games.
Paranoidfeelingm
verbalised;blame othersfor feelings,
6/6	 Vecillitetor missing from group.
13/6 To axplora transfaranca
and rola.(Cmtalytic/awpportlY.)
Expactancy; Joy ofthis ordwpm work;
anger at facilitator-
salf-mwtInorlty.
Anger at
controls;Parant-clldfrwmtrations
rawlmltad;
nudes to b..
wnlowa,aaan.
20/6 To explore cdrimaduancas
of last waarkm anow of
anger.CCatmlytic/cmtil-warticl
!Fears of living goltn
anothar's anger; fears
rejection andparmwcut/dn;poll .....s warmum
emotional ascprammlon;how far to go.
Return to
cacklrog outtruant of
oTharm; anger
now accaptadSri group.
Faults of the school system were seemingly exposed in my absence
(4/4/85); indeed, internecine rivalry appears to have occurred to some
degree whenever I was missing:
Group themes:
"What happened without facilitator? - reporting
back - examining previous hurts in the group - 'being' and
being real - confessing laying down the ghosts of past group
work. Being put down - ways the II puts you down - being
punished for being natural. (11/4/84)
Real frustrations and introJected resentful feelings seemed to spill out
when I was away; it was as if the more usual power holders were on their
best behaviour when I was there; when I was absent, they made up for
lost time and re-established their authority.
Anger at authority figures generally permeated this spell. As an
authority I was now due a little of this myself, though mere often than
not that due me netanorphosed into anger at 'males' or 'fathers'; as a
transitional object I was preserved but rarely seen as myself:
Group themes:
"Anger at last session's facilitation which was
interpreted as patronising, rude, (...) childhood anger."
(25/4/84)
"(..) old anger from childhood, facilitator and father merge
as authority figures." (9/5/84)
"Anger of previous week - fatherlike males - passive females."
(16/5/84)
"Anger at facilitator, anger at self, anger at authority,
anger at transactional theory - simplistic perspectives."
(13/5/84)
Finally, the fears and threats fueling this generalised expression of
'anger' were identified:
"Fear of living with another's expression of anger - fears of
rejection, persecution for venting anger (..)" (20/5/84).
Vhat had earlier been presented as sociological issues: class, status,
privilege and authoritative systems were now personal: primitive
emotions akin to childhood and parental family politics. What was
originally projected on to others was now becoming owned by the self.
This was essentially a period of transference and projection; as
facilitator I became a screen upon which all manner of projected themes
were worked out upon and given life.
At this time I felt that I acted as fluid cement, my presence
representing for the group those unresolved, purposefully forgotten and
uncomfortable feelings of earlier weeks.
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Vhen writing up and reflecting on a group I would often orientate myself
to prospective aims for the week following:
My feelings:
"(...) scapegoating of old fears via work on
dominant group nenber (..) next week nay be a need to examine
childhood." (11/4/84)
After the last group (20/6/84) I wrote a plan of action for the next
stage of the Exploration phase:
My feelings:
"Returning and checking out trust in others -
anger now accepted in the group. Time to work on non-verbal
expression; art work and badge drawing? " (20/6/84)
There followed a period of prolonged resistance.
GROUP FACILITATION ADIS
	
GROUP THEMES
	
NY FEELINGS
27/S Explore non-verbal
group perception
art materiels placed
in centre of floor.(Catmlytic/confronting,
mupportive)
'Why art met-et-tale -
do we hmve to ume
them?'; the work of
the XX; are we
being rejected?:
facilitator Jeallous
becmuee he dowen't
work at the XX
uniouenesm; being
loved-hated-ignored.
Threat of hnw;
retreat to
professional
stmtus and
X's
specialnewm:
fecilitmtivw
style viewed
as 'threat to
XX'sa systems.
fears of
losing control
41/7	 Keep art.-work fresh as
time and if need be
run two Groupe
mimultaneoumly.
CCatalytic/supportive,
Missing senior
...... ; rivalry and
competition bet 	
	 ; friend or foe;
can we talk about
seniors behind their
back?; taboos.
Ease of flow
without
powerful
others; fears
of hurting
and being hurt
by seniors;
Child-Parent
relations;
whose side is
facilitator
on?
11/7	 Petmin art option end
renew offer of non-
verbal work.(Cetmlytic/confronting)
Followers and
leaders; lamles and
females; mexuml
games at work - on.
way advances from
high to low statue
melee competed for;
sexual secrets;
work teems as emxual
family partnerships;
seniors as parents.
Initiation of
artwork by
facilitator;
mplit of group
into doers and
watchers:
non-doers
share earlier
childhood
rejections;
setting one-
self up for
rejection and
self blame.
10/7
	
Raimm than...a ofprawlous waak.(Confronting/catalytic/
mo.upportiws)
Sftwist put-downw at
work; controlling
and limiting
exposure; 'sdwxualaxcit 	  is thabowholdar's problem nottha beheld'; winning;comoatition; sharing.
Impotencyimplied andfelt; denialof effect;
MT1124.01- s
acknowledgad;different ways
of winning;tha unsaid
is not so
fearful aft-ay
all.
26/7 Continua last waak'm
CCatalytic/subportiwa)
The pending mowa into Long silencetha new building;	 prior toangar at oortmrs who	 start; flight
show no respect;	 into f 	
wulnftrability; 'who's	 unwillingnessto blame for this	 to dimcusscircumstantial rapa'.	 earlierthemes; tryingto get normal.
2,0 Continua last waaksthamam.(Catalytic 1 nforma t 1 wa/
mupportiwa)
Team differences;school faction.; 'wYis the pending moweso intropasful?';
support missing;
'waran't Lhasa
mt.' 	 lways with
us?'
SCI-V001 mowa
mcapagoatadfor 'team,
0,0tap tension;
closura of
u=ualsanaltiwity;awoidanca of
new work.
7/19	 Follow dapontmnaousthammm.(Catalytic/aupoortiwa)
Al 	 ; rejection;personal/mocial naiads
no placa at work;boredom with personalthamada: proper andimproper buminass at
work.
Long ailanca;off-leading oftangledemotions on
others; apathyand distrustas 'duty'
rainforcad;Vacilitati waof 	 turned
down; actingin toindifference.
Facilitator	 asing from group.
22,0 To mmmmmm my absence andfollow group thamam.(Cathartic/confronting/informatiwmfaupportiwa)
Frassurda of workload; group has
stopped working;anger at samsitiwa
others; denying fear;lonalincsa at work;group as mere
rastrainad and
raspactful wrbnnfacilitator adamant.
Art materialstill incentre offloor; flightfrom group;pairing;countar-dapand
-ancy; taarfu 1acceptance of
usa and
rejection byothers; guilt
and self-blama;halpl 	catharmis;
	 -Childoedipal owar-tones.
29/0	 To racalwa and pursuerthamam.(Cmtmlytic/informaCiwa)
Lack of groupachl mmmmmm La; desireto be somawhara
alma; why are we
nNwre and what for?batrayal - thda loss
of social respect.
1-01-1g silence;group in new
..... andlargar than
usual; fearsof loss;
=hame withpowarlassnass.
S/9 Lighten work andintroduca play.(Preocriptiwm/catalytic
confronting/informatiwa)
Last waak'a work -haftwy-gloomy-daprassing; stickypower-laud-tams;groups role? ; fearof chaos; unfollowadup themes.
Gloom
confrontad;personalpower focussedupon; light-dor
work adamn astrivial;split ofgroup between
warbal-actiwa
mocking
members.
12/9 Focus on present. and 	 How long will
.elf-awar 	 .	 growP last; what if(Catalytic/inupportiwa/	 facilitator left; isconfronting)	 thara a contract?:sadness at mambarlaawing for year
course; lowing.
Fear of groupsdiaaolution;grief at lossof member;testing offacilitator=commitmantprior tofurther work;facilitator
nurtured.
19/9	 Conwoll.clata Mast week
work.
CCaitalytic/congrontinq,
cat(-.artic)
Abmant smombarm: art
work as problmm -
wlmn to ado but not
Initiate it;
confrontation of
mambar wno clanimd
Qroupa a/fact by
otharm; mrt work
blmmma for conflicts.
Two mambarm
who witndraw
to art work
accaotad by
Group - non-
conformity
unpunimnad;
commitmmnt
to proup
confirmad.
Initially I offered art work as a possible alternative to verbal
inquiry, in response to a voicing of irritation that we always worked
that way, but the resistance it drew suggested to me that its presence -
coloured pens and paper in the centre of the circle - was a catalyst
worth retaining.
Aims:
'Explore non-verbal group perception.'
Group themes:
"Why art materials - what is expected of us - do
we have to use them - what is there to be gained? Are we being
reJected?"
My feelings:
"(..) threat of something new (..) losing something
precious - letting go (...) Fear of losing control, art work as
unknown, unknown as persecutory.' (27/6/84)
Regressions to child-parent dynamics appeared to return fleetingly, and
then give way to withdrawal into 'team mentality' and competition. As if
to avoid the possibility of artwork the group got busy and worked ever
harder, as if to show ne how well they could now work verbally. The art
naterials renained in the circle, a potent reminder for some 12 weeks.
Sexuality was also a the at this tine, likewise rivalry, intinacy at
work, and impotency.
The working climate had 'change' approaching - a new extension beckoned
and offices were to be moved. Intinacy now gave way to regressive
concerns of territory, a need to blane and the return of anger:
Thenes:
• (..) anger at porters who showed no respect of
territory, feelings of vulnerability, whose responsibility
for stresses felt? What happened to previously laid plans?
(...) circunstatial rape (...)•" (26/7/84)
My feelings:
"Powerlessness (...) sitting on anxieties (...)
desperate attenpts to regain nornality however unsatisfactory
it may be." (26/7/84)
Work and team issues remained to the fore. Vhen enotional energies arose
there was a desperate attempt at rescuing the protagonists from
enotional danger zones that threatened the rest. Boundaries were drawn-
in and issues of structure, 'proper and improper business at work'
discussed:
Group thenes:
•Aloneness, rejection, social and work culture
neet and conflict. Personal needs/expectations having no place
at work." (7/8/84)
"Pressure of work-load - feelings of wishing to be elsewhere -
sense of group having stopped work - fear of going on. Anger at
others super-sensitivity - being put down - crowded by others,
(...) personal boundaries, stresses of work culture (..)
need to cover or deny fear, powerful others detached from
link with fear, uncertainty or other humanising qualities."
(22/8/84)
There ensued a time characterised by long group silences. The group took
into itself depressive qualities: 'heavy, gloomy, despondent,
depressing' (5/9/84). The groups' role was first questioned, then
affirmed, then idealised:
Group themes:
"How long will group last - what if facilitator
leaves, is there a contract - is notice to be given?" (12/9/84)
In the following session (1919/84) an individual decried the group's
benefits, and was chastised by others. Art work also begun, but not all
members participated and at one time two groups were running
simultaneously; one working verbally with me, another quietly crayoning
nearby. Eventually the art group returned, shared their works - which
described their experience of the group. Primarily, I saw this as
rivalry between the older members, traditional power holders of the
school who were psychoanalytically biased, and the younger members
onparatively new to the school who had more sympathy with humanistic
philosophy. Art work had helped 'sculpt' this split in the group; it was
felt by seniors, who were proficient in verbal confrontation and steeped
in the psychodynamic traditions of the hospital, to be a dangerous way
to engage.
GROUP FACILITATION AIMS
	
GROUP THEXES
	
XY FEELINGS
2619 Retain trumt and followdirection of others.(Caialytic/supportivft,Informaktiva/cathartic
Self-care; grief for
member who left.;thanking a memberfor emotionalfrustration thatbrought insight;
owning faelings.
Punishmant ofone mambarsimposition on
GprOIAR-time;dualling;laughtarbatwa.an work;tolarmnca;
nagativas nowaccepted.
3110 To furihmr trust.(Supportiva/catalytic,informativa)
Previous waaok . s. work;
group as f , 	 trig
work relationships;
smallness of group;should group be made
compulsory?
Rethink trig of
contract;daroling offacilitator aspunitive
'figura.
Catharsis;countardependence;setting
scan.' forfuture work.
10110 Free mistrust and OMMnPlay.(Confronting/supportivacatalytic/cmthmrtic,
-----------17/10 Trust building.(Supportiya/cmtmlytic,
Punitiva mchoolcultura; 'How far
can we go?'- affacton work?
Naming paopla as
animals; cmptlyay fr.." animal labels;group as hipposstuck in muoi;clearing misundmr-atiandings; positives
rn facilitator.
Trustbuilding;accaptancahigh;fear offalluradiminished.
22110 Warmth and sharing.(Informativa/catmlytic
mupportiv..)
Loneliness; parents;	 Warmth;
meeting to share.	 mmmmm
rat-ha y
 to do; thanking familyothars for risks taken relations;
and contributions.	 bonding andtrust.
Tasting groups'authority;taking
ramponsibilityfor self;
structure tounatructura
and play.
29/10 Depatructura formalbound...rice and pow.,FlaV.(Confronting/catalyticinformaiiva/supportlya)
Warmth of previous wk;intellectual isolationof ...motions; mwhmus-tion of theme; make
CfrOUP% closed; missing
mambars; gain.. fromgroup - people poppedinto aach othersoffice and sharad.
7/11	 Continua ampathic
ralmting.CSupportiva/catmlytic,
Celebrations of 'group Freedom hasand =haring; how bast been earned;to us.= the group; ones the group is
missing; compulsory	 now important;attendance,	 membersfacilitating
.mch oLhe.r.
14111 Facilitator missing from group_
21111 Stay tun...a to hare arid
now.(Informativa/prmacriptiva/catalytic/confronting/
support-lye.)
Hissing and beinglet down by facili-tator; umo of group;group as priority;rejection; control
needs; contract of
riot JUOCI1r.G1 Or inter-prating others; group
wishing to stay as itis.
Open conflict
of my orien-tation incontrast withV.m;
acceptance ofintuition;groups threatto traditionalsystem.
26111 '<up trust and ralftwad	 Parmission foratmosphere to mrimbla	 individual work;individual work	 working through of(Informmtiva.easupportiwa)	 ralationmhip ia=uam.
Pair workstimulatedgroup work;control oaya
way to loss of
COMCV01; Okrtgerdisplaced onto
othars; bosses
re-establimbhpower-base.
6112	 Ewplora rasiduml of last
waak.(Cmtalytic/catha.rtic,informmtiva)
V feels betrayed;X feels misunder-
stood; discomfort
of last wftak's. work -colleagues conflict;praise for facili-tators ending of lastgroup; owning of whosupports mho.
V acted into
anger andfound real
anger; fearsof losing
stereotypes;schoolpoliticsopened up.
12112 Exploya lasuas as arise..(Catalytic/cathartic) Christmas party -who to invite.; rulam:trust - end trusting;
macura and inmacurar
egos; feeling bashed.
Z punishedfor being inauthority;
child acting-out of all
rules are bad.
19/12 To follow trimmma.m.(Cmtmlytic,lnformintlym) IrltroductIon of rumwmnmb.r: prnft.rwlrup
friftridshlo at work;
b.lrbq witrn tr,ow. you
'hay.. to bn
a-ono milestncei.;
rop luctmcm. to
..... wlth
me..11.nr:
wmiting forIT to .....
T nsaris of rbfaw
unknown.
The group appeared to mature in this period. Individuals looked to their
needs, formed contracts to address these and took responsibility for
'their group'.
The scene was very much set in the first group of this period:
Group themes:
"Caring for oneself, how do you reward yourself?
How are you kind to yourself? (...) Thanking others for
emotional frustration - that later helped to create fresh
insight. Owning your own feelings. Confrontation of two
members."
Ny feelings:
'Self indulgent emotional introspection. Naves
of laughter between emotional outbursts, tolerance of group
more pronounced. Negatives accepted not criticised or
defended." (26/9/84)
As safety grew, the group participants commitment and the working
environment were addressed. Indeed, the 'group' and 'work' drew ever
nearer:
Group themes:
" (...) similarity of this group's work and
themes to recent work of staff group. How group has
frustrated external working relationships." (3/10/84)
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"Punitive aspects of II's culture, fear of opening
up oneself in group for fear of impression being carried
out into work arena." (10/10/84)
"Offices, people and their company, how much loneliness
extends to work. Why don't people pop-in for a chat. Don't
have to meet to work. Xeeting together just to share, not
to do." (22/10/84).
"Gains from group - stating themes of previous week, people
popped in to offices and shared nore." (29/10184)
"Wly shouldn't we have a closed group where attendance is
written into work contract." (7/11/84)
"Staying with the group and putting other duties last."
(21/11/84)
Alongside the testing of group boundaries, and checking out of
individual commitments ran another theme, that of the group as housing
the potential to meet individual needs:
Group themes:
Can we work to a personal contract?" (10/10/84)
"Loneliness. Parents left behind, age and loneliness."(22/10/84)
"Member's rejection of group, his effect upon us, the pain
he brought to the group, the bringing in of his distress from
elsewhere (...) Stating of problems, areas to work through -
working on feelings that rejection brings." (21/11/84)
With the affirmation of commitment and the groups potential to serve
individual needs, the 'stage was' set to work at deeper interpersonal
levels:
Group themes:
" (...) sharing of feelings of frustration by
I to, and about Y. (26/11/84)
"I's feelings of betrayal, being let-down, being set up,
having a colleague release a response and then spring it
on her. Y's feelings of being misunderstood, rejected."
(5/12/84)
The last two groups of the period - prior to Christnas - changed gear;
introspective issues waned in favour of externals:
Group themes:
'Christmas party - who to invite - who's most
relevant to the school - policy of not inviting spouse attacked
(...) Christmas party as duty for staff, a public relations
exercise (..) rules are made to be kept and to be broken."
(12/12/84)
The group was ending, but the inclusion of a new member heralded a
change in tempo:
Xy feelings:
"Long silence prior to exchange - seemed
reticence on behalf of group to commence with new member
present - testing of new initiate - pressure felt mainly
by her. Polite verbal exchange. Waiting for new member's
contribution." (19112/84)
Xy aims, during the above productive period, were mainly to further
trust, role model empathic relating, encourage experimentation and de-
formalise what I saw as restrictive institutional constraints.
Last week's themes; 	 Disguised
offers of help to	 attack of se on
seniors; Joking	 Z; power-play.
relmLionshipe.
GROUP	 AIXS OF FACILITATION
	
GROUP THEMES
	
XY FEELINGS
16/1/GS Listen to group process.
Cemtalytic/supportive) Christmas party;enjoyment v duty;
groups effect onindividuals and
school.
Long milnrIc n
to test rbomow
member; free-dom v need forbelonging and
respect.
Share insights and	 Commitment of facill- Per	 ce of
APTCOLJTMQ n 	 teLor; effects of	 group tested;(Catalytic/informative/	 group; poll 	 	 setting of
prescriptive/supportive) checking thing= out. 	 future work.
Observe and develop 	 School v service;	 Avoidance;
evolving themes.	 worth/recognition;	 scapegoating(Catalytic/confronting/	 superficiality.	 of service;informative)	 rescuing.
23/1
30/1
6/2
13/2
20/2
27/2
Discomfort atfacilitator ashuman; anger at
RCN: dependence
and counter-
oependence.
Share my feelings
to enabAe group to befacilitative.
Cinformetive/cmtmlytic/
prescriptive)
To be watchful andless active.(Supportive/cmtalytic/
cathartic)
Stay remote and work
on prolections.(Catalytic/confronting/
supportive/cathartic)
To explore symbolicimagery of Y.
<Informative/catalytic/
confronting/cathartic)
Duration of group;
RCN pr ...... onfacilitator to with-draw; effects of this-discussed; deroling
effects of above.
Team differences;imposition of view
of one on many;
conflicts; seduc-
tion to team view.
Depart	 1 wars;defences at work:
Y states the flak
gets.
Attempt to hide
past ; team
rI valry; draw-ing of battle
Y fights to
stay boss.
The inclusion of a new staff nenber caused an hiatus in group life.
Trust again needed to be reworked. She had to blooded:
Xy feelings:
"Confrontation of new member with her labels,'you
seen the epitony of politeness and civility'. Denonstration of
non politeness: duelling of two established members - Y attacks
Z over her stereotypic attitudes and authoritative Judgements -
as an exanple of what's wrong in II's culture." (23/1/85)
I disclosed in this period the pressure I was under from the RCN to
withdraw; group opinion suggested I should stay till summer if the group
was to survive and grow. In effect, I negotiated with the group six
nonths notice. This communication stimulated a degree of political
intrigue, a powerful position was to be vacated and those ambitious to
influence others asserted thenselves:
Group themes:
(...) the war fought by Y to establish their
perspective upon the school." (20/2/85)
• (...) authority of Y in II. Power and responsibility.
I states how much better her model is to other's less valued
work. Role of Y as school figurehead. (27/2/85)
In the Exploration phase, Peplau observes that clients need to be
encouraged to take an active part in their own therapy, to explore
feelings, thoughts, and their behavioural responses. This describes
essentially what I did at this tine; my approach placing emphasis upon
experiential experimentation.
4.6 Resolution
In this, the Resolution phase, my leaving and the ending of the group -
in its present form - was addressed. Primarily, my ains were to
orientate participants to my leaving, and to work this through
sufficiently so that we could identify the future form the group would
take without me.
The issue of my leaving arose, because my time out from college
activities was now under scrutiny. Xy unavailability on Vednesday
afternoons was causing problens; there was jealousy anongst my work
colleagues, one of whom brought it to the Assistant Director's
attention. He was fair, listened to my argument that this consultancy
enriched the College's profile, and accepted that research informed
teaching; but felt his job was to put the College's interests before all
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else. Thankfully, he appreciated my need to give an extended period of
notice to the group and gave ne a full term to relinguish facilitation.
At this time, he was unalerted to the purposefulness of groupwork and
supervision; this later changed.
Peplau (1954) notes that in this phase clients must be encouraged to
disengage, to be less involved with the helper. The facilitator now
prepares the clients for independent functioning and the relinguishing
of therapeutic support. This was essentially what I did.
I also needed to work through my own attachment to the group.
GROUP ADES OF FACILITATION
	
GROUP THEXF_S
	
MY FEELINGS
6.3	 Re-emtablimh trust.(Catalytic/informative/
supportive)
Rivalry; groups future;
affirmation of facili-
'1...tor's leaving in
mummer; members. who are
moving on; madness.
Adj usting to
my departure
ways of
coping with-
out me
13/3	 Facilitetor missing from group
21/3 To generate fresh
ewer 	
CCatalytic/confronting,informetive/cathartic>
Two staff leaving -
who might ...apiece
them; getting the
'wrong people': anger
with mar...gement.
Fears of
change inbalance of
powsr;
system at
war with
I tself;
projection
of blame.
26/3 Explore group feelings.	 Management es eham-(Confronting/informmtive, bolic; emotive topics
supportive)	 always dropped;
confrontation between
X and Y's team model...
Anger atlack oflead; opo...
accept...Ince
ofdifferences.
3/4 Continue themes of
previous. week.(Catalytic/supportive/
cathartic)
Angers at collusionsin the achool; confess-ions of individualfailings; price ofgrowth; self and
colleagues. as puts.
X as boss;fears of
powerfu/
parents.
10/4	 Explore collumione.(Catmlytic/suportive) Reality testing;confessions of ueing
collumions; crazinems
and clarity within us;
fear as valid.
Y draws fire
to the...self:fears oflosing
control.
1714	 Explore collusionsfurther.(Catmlytic/informmtive,
supportive)
Remr of myleaving and
change to
group:
parental
reJection
and ideal-isation.
Confronting of Y; role
of facilitator and him
difference to XX's
style; our mo ...... fromfantasy  to managerial1 	 : facilitator'sleaving; rejection -
then praise forfacilitative style.
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24,4 Explore collusions and
	  /2,0UpoM T.M.04-STCM.M.( Informetive/cmtalytic)
Facilitators le...vino;
use and gains of group;future of group; styledifferences.
Preparation
for mygoing;
mydifference;
missed
opportunity.
RUMTMW th/MMOPM whale
e a 1 n tat 1 n I no a lowprofile.(Catalytic/informative/
supportive)
X and Y's mutual
support of each other;group rules; teamdefensiveness.
Exploration
of power-base;testing ofpersonalpower.
8/6	 Focus& on issues of	 X symboliming expres- 	 Safety vprevious week.	 mion - Y duty; freedom;	 excitement(Confronting/informative, expectancy; group as	 and growth;catalytic)	 symbolic orgy.	 sexuel play.
16/6 To explore theme= andconfront collueniona.(Confronting/informative,
cetelytic)
Need of group to se.X confront V - voicedlast week; identifyingfriends and enemies.
X needs,presence ofY toconfrontgroup.
22/6
	
To explore Z's leaving.(Catelytic/cathartic)
29/6
	
Observe from distance.Cetalytic/suportive)
Z'a leaving; negativefeelings no Y; newgroup member - praisedby X.
Y . = annoyance withfacilitmtor; is this a
=hut-down process inpreparation for mydeparture?
Rehersing
endings;eaddnesshidden byhumour.
Rejection of
new work.
6./6 To confront aafetyplay and games.(Confronting/Informative)
Real v unreal show;
confessions to declining
work; facilitator.=pr 	 ce as keepinggroup going throughpreviou= Summer.
Fears of
grOla.P.ending with
my leaving.
12/6	 To avoid collusions.	 Facilitator e=	 Reaffirm-(Informative/Confronting) 0.1,OPorting anarchy;	 ation by Bfuture groups.	 of personalpower.
19/6 Open up and 	
negetivea.(Confronting/laupportive/informative/
Irritation and bore-dom with group;expectation that group
would =Diver all work
conflicts; silences as
confronting.
Punishmentof facili-tator forleaving;displace-
ment offrustration
onto me.
26/6
3/7
Encourage trust and
reflection.(Catelytic/informative,confrontingupportive)
Promote truant/empathy.(Catalytic/informative/
mupportive/confronting)
Facilitator's leaving;	 Leadershipfuture of group -	 powerplay;facilitated or self- 	 aftxualfacilitating. gaming toavoid new
work.
Group relations; care
	
Relief at3 control and fear;	 absence or
rwlem; aligning with	 powerfulpowerful others in times others.of vulnerability.
10/7
	 Open last week= theme=for resolution.(Confronting/catalytic/informetive)
Last week; checkingif this is last groupfor departing member;
manipulation; MTIQInV atfacilitator.
Anger at mefor staying
with
conflicta.
161/7
	 Clowe my presence but
MrICCM.All• M gadi a r CM-Ips to grew.(Supportive/catalytic/informative/preecriptive)
Form of future 42,OLM.M:
sadness of ending;sharing of gains - morejoy and less duty in
work environment.
Commitmentto futuregroupwork
and QTOWt1-1.
Xy pending departure stimulated much material relating to the politics
of change; earlier thenes returned - senior Managenent, power, and fears
for the future. Initially it felt like tine was running out, there were
many old scores still to settle and nuch to be done.
Group themes:
' (...) rivalry and differences, future of
group (...) Group members who are moving on, sadness of
their going (...) the need to leave to grow." (6/3/85)
"Still fear regards those leaving and who might replace
then (...) getting someone who doesn't want to belong (.. )
anger at group and facilitator for not resolving
discontents (...) • (21/3/85)
A subtle shift towards responsibility and self-advocacy was discernible
in the sessions following, what had been indirectly alluded to was now
made crystal clear:
Group themes:
"Frustration with school culture; when
discussion is emotive - topics are dropped. Jo confrontation
at formal level of issues, concepts, people or policies.
'Management in the department is shambolie (...) Jo policy
is clear, nothing is written down (...) intellectual thrashing
out ignored. (28/3/85)
"Y shared feelings of frustration and anger at being part of
the collusion not to speak of topics that may threaten the
school (...) ." (3/4/85)
"Y divests herself of what she sees as her collusions." (10/4/85)
The group appeared to be 'growing itself up quick', that is to say,
curtailing its preoccupation with emotive issues in favour of a
pragmatic approach, setting itself topics and working these through:
Group themes:
"Need for managerial cohesion and staff
communication. The evolution of this group to a factual,
managerial identification of needs - after exploration of
fantasy and social symbolism." (17/4/85)
"Defensiveness of each team acknowledged, likewise tutors
investment to venerate their own work - and that of their
teams - as superior. The danger of judgemental statements
and unanalysed evaluation noted." (1/5/85)
As managerial discontents were acknowledged senior menbers of the school
connunity were drawn out, initially into sharing the rationale of their
work, and later - towards more personal 'therapeutic' work.
'Managenent' was no longer a remote receptor of projections, that is to
say - a symbolic entity, but a product of human relationship able to be
interpersonally redressed. This humanisation of 'seniors' dissipated
blane; the energy released seemingly allowed for further work within the
interpersonal domain:
Group themes:
'Y informed of the group's symbolic use of
her and I the previous week, to symbolise emotional expression
and intellectual duty (...) Preciousness - the preservation of
one's own differences and renoteness from others (...) " (8/5/85)
"Y states her intention is to clarify, others are woolly;
only the two nenbers of her team are similarly clear.
Friends and enemies within the work climate. " (15/5/85)
"Y confessed she was unhappy last week and felt unable to
work on certain issues she wanted to, she backed down,
this made the group very real for her." (516185)
" 'Do you feel free to chat more when Y and I aren't
here?' - 'Yes, I feel less need to be exact or to
justify myself' (...) 'never came to terns with Y, felt
despised by her'." (3/7/85)
Interlaced with the above issues, alluded to - and often shied away from
was the undercurrent of my leaving and the future of the group. In the
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'group mind' I had become the group. This confusion had to be addressed:
I did not want the group to flounder on my departure. I kept gently
returning to my leaving during the final four nonths of the group; there
seemed a conspiracy not to hear me; I persisted:
Group themes:
(...) restatement by facilitator of his wish to
resign his facilitative role by sunner " (6/3/85)
Restatement of my leaving by the end of June: why some knew
this and others did not - though stated some three tines
before. Review of group development, the cannon themes -
initial fantasy, later symbolism, a concern with social
territory, relationships and nanagement." (17/4/85)
"Ify leaving in the next few nonths. Best time for me to
depart - group suggests end of June - early July (...) Use
of group, gains of group for school. Fears of facilitator
-less group (...) choices:
- non-facilitated group;
- new facilitator;
- non-facilitated spell followed by new facilitator;
- no group." (24/4/85)
"Y stated her increasing annoyance with facilitator, though
initially she was indebted to him; she thought it was part of
the shut-down process she was doing to prepare herself for
my departure." (29/5.85)
"I related my preoccupation with my step-father's death the
previous week. Others saw no loss in my performance or
presentation. Y raised duty - my attendance during summer
kept group going, doubts if it could have survived if I had
taken leave." (5/6/85)
"Xaking further groups - following my departure - closed
and compulsory (...) " (12/6/85)
In the last nonth of the group with the tangibles regards my departure
now worked out, a deeper level of separation was addressed. A junior
member of staff who up until now had been an ardent supporter of my
facilitation gave vent to his frustration:
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"Irritation and boredom with the group (...) 'F--- this,
f---! f---! f---!' • (19/6/85)
Xy feelings:
"Punishment of ne for leaving (...) Frustration
at self projected into ne - but my transparency caused rebound
and recognition of acting-out." (19/6/85)
Group themes:
'That date was I leaving as a facilitator?'
(...) 'a period without a facilitator appeals.' (...) (26/6/85)
Following groups were spent earthing interpersonal and managerial thenes
previously unresolved; a connunal cleansing of the psyche. In the last
group, meeting the sadness of separation was owned, along with those
gains attributed to, and conquested from the group:
Group themes:
"Participants shared personal gains - more
joy at work and less dutifulness, better understanding of
the self and others. Group would continue, non-facilitated
initially, but subject to review in six months tine." (18/6/85)
I closed the group with a round of positive observations regarding each
member, sharing ny awareness of their strengths, growthful movenent
within, and contributions to the group. Generally, I sought to emphasise
our gains, celebrate our time together, and to openly own ny sadness at
leaving and my anticipation that I was gain to miss them.
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As I got up to go individuals singled me out to say a personal goodbye;
one gave ne a poem, another hugged ne.
As I drove away I was sad to leave, but relieved, I hadn't had a real
holiday for the 18 nonth duration of the group. I had shared more with
the individuals I was leaving behind than with nest friends. I felt
caring and still a little responsible for then.
I was glad to subsequently hear that the group continued, initially
without a facilitator, later with a new one.
The participants had a good level of psychodynanic knowledge and skill.
I facilitated and learnt, and grew to respect then.
4.7 A synthesis of group variables
A brief thumbnail sketch of the studied group is possible when we apply
the criteria of Figure 1.
As a facilitator (F) I brought to the group ' pale authority',
'hunanisn', 'group analytic awareness', 'professional awareness' and
'organisational understanding', and entered harbouring the thought that
I night collaboratively research the group and its processes.
In reviewing my notes I perceive that my facilitative influence (F.I.)
in this group was tempered with reference to Gestalt - in that I worked
primarily in the context of the here-and-now and employ experinentation,
Transactional Analysis - in that I make reference to child and parent
dynAmics and imply the presence of personal behavioural scripts, and
Group Analysis - in that I note resistance and defensive group
positions, and Humanistic influences within an experiential learning
frane - in that I also make use of individual work, analysis of
individual and organisational relations and art work. I-also note that I
was sharing rather than opaque in my facilitation, used Six Category
Intervention Analysis to orientate ne to those facilitative intentions I
carried over from group to group, and encouraged the group's continued
operation during spells I was absent.
The transference which I carried into the group relating to my
expectation that the school was humanistic in philosophy and that
members shared values and skills similar to my own, illustrates how I
seduced myself in to a false sense of safety. By emphasising
similarities - rather than differences - I lost differentiation of our
respective boundaries and was in danger of becoming confluent with the
group; this I sense as a resistance within my self to don the leadership
role; it harks back to my view of authority and a similar resistence
described in relation to doctoral study (1.3). I will be watchful for
this in future facilitation.
As to those countertransferences I received, these related to my gender:
I seemingly stimulated wort associated with 'fathers, was seen in a
brotherly way by soma, and as a competitor by fellow males.
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As to the context of the group (G.C.) this was set in the first meeting:
to explore the interpersonal relationships of staff; to examine the
social dynamics of the workplace; and generally deal with issues arising
from the work climate.
Xembers, in turn carried intrapersonal processes (I.P.) relating to
expectations that I would work in a group analytic way , that I would be
'a kind parent' who would 'guide' them, 'confront' them when they were
'asleep' and 'protect' them when they were 'vulnerable' (9/12/83). They
had no expectations nor desires to co-research the process.
In terns of their interpersonal relationships (I.E.) members addressed
passivity and victimisation (15/2/84; 11/7/84); aired intellectual and
enotional references for behaviour (7/3/84; 19/9/84); faced angers and
rejections (20/6/84; 7/8/84); enacted senior-junior rivalry (4/7/84;
11/7/84; 6/3/85; 1/5/85; 3/7/85); brought to awareness pressures of the
job (18/4/84; 22/8/84; 10/10/84) and confronted personal differences
(18/7/84; 5/12/84; 15/5/85). Though such themes were ongoing and
partially influenced every group, they were especially virulent in those
cited. Generally, I felt members spiritedly fought, competed, tackled
long standing grievances, resentments, and issues of power.
In relation to the interpersonal effects (I.E.) of the group, these, as
reported by members concerned working conflicts through face-to-face;
providing a venue where repressed personal and interpersonal enotions
and hurts could be contacted, organisational grievances heard and a new
level of understanding shared.
'embers in subsequent discussion cited gains from the group as:
- being able to put down the old issues;
- better personal and organisational communication;
- increased appreciation of each other's viewpoint;
- enhanced understanding of the work and demands of being a tutor, a
senior tutor, a secretary, a librarian;
- acknowledgement of inter-disciplinary relationships.
Personally, I noted how secretaries and tutors now shared the common
room together following the group, that individuals appeared less
distant from each other and nore able to express feelings. I am also
reminded that a facilitated group continues on the site until this day,
and recollect how some individuals cited the group as the catalyst which
enabled then to work through their dependence and to leave the
community.
4.8 Personal and netholodical awarenesses relating to the study
In this chapter, essentially, I perceive myself as having sifted through
my own intrapersonal processes, observed group dynamics and offered
interpretations of events while inmersed in data collection as a
facilitator and participant researcher. I have endeavoured via this
process to parry subjective and objective quidities to my groupwork
vision, and to demonstrate how intellectual knowing and affect inform
one another. Affective expectations were also seen to undergo change due
to sensory feedback. For instance, I note that I went in to this group
hoping to work in person-centred activity based ways but was obliged to
temper my approach to the organisational field and its psychodynanic
culture.
I find myself now, at this point of my inquiry, reflecting upon how this
study constitutes research; what stage I am engaging in my research
cycling, and pondering those meta levels of meaning which are available
to ne as I contemplate my research experience.
Pausing to reflect on the above processes I sense I am within my second
research cycle. Having recently experienced a movement between objective
aspects of Practical Knowledge (group observation and participation) and
subjective levels of Experiential Knowledge (interpretation and
conclusion), I now rapidly approach the cusp of another stage of
Propositional Knowledge (1.5) as I perceive a need to forge the diverse
data of my group diary into a conceptual whole (Figure 2; 1.5).
I note in my group diary certain 'key words' to describe group
processes. Some of these, such as 'Parent' and 'Child' are derived from
Transactional Analysis; some are psychodynamic terns I take for granted
in groups: eg regressive, storming, prinative catharsis. I conclude from
this that I need to elucidate those 'tacit' models - largely out of
awareness - I apply to facilitation. This requires further study.
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Vith reference to the direction the next stage of Propositional
Knowledge might take, this chapter's review of grouplife has suggested
several suppositions worthy of consideration:
- that Transactional Analysis and Group Analysis permeates my vision and
intellectual understanding of groups;
- that the group itself enbodies a connunal persona or group mind;
- that regressive influences periodically exert effect in groups;
- that changes are wrought to the group mind through facilitation:,
-
that the facilitator-group relationship undergoes qualitative change;
- that differing levels of group function coexist within the group.
Reflecting upon the above, it occurs to ne that Transactional Analysis,
itself, might be a useful tool with which to inquire into the above
There is also a need, I perceive, for subsequent analysis to be freer,
and to stand further back from the minutiae of the group diary.
In order to assess the validity of applying Peplau's concept of
therapeutic relating to groupwark, I forwarded a draft of this chapter
to her for her verdict. Professor Peplau reported that she found this
chapter thorough, true to the values of her nodel, and unique in its
mode of application and approach.
Having checked the feasibility of my murk, I now set about to confirm
its accuracy. To do this I circulated this chapter to staff of the
educational community it concerned, they in turn validated my account.
50% of group members had access to the chapter, signed a round-robin to
signify their having read it, and fed back comments:
- that the group was recognisable to them;
- that the events described accorded with their own recollection;
- that in reading the chapter their feelings and the general rood of the
period was readily evoked;
- that the diary represented for them a true record.
- that they felt their anonindty was sufficiently safeguarded for the
research to be circulated.
No comments unfavourable to the account cane back to me.
As to the developing conceptualisation of Peplau's (1954) four phase
model of the evolving therapeutic relationship having value to
groupwork, and group facilitation in particular, when discussing the
evolution of the therapeutic relationship, with fellow group
facilitators, both tutors and therapists, I have noted the following
occur:
1) Initially, a resistence by teachers to relating a therapeutic/caring
model to their work; and an even greater resistance by group therapists
to a model born of one-to-one work to group leadership, which they feel
is symbolic rather than actual, and best seen as a boundary keeping
function while group transferences unfold, are reflected back to members
to be resolved at levels out of conscious awareness, little effected by
leadership, unknowable and beyond the ken of research.
2) When the concept of the facilitative relationship as progressing
through Orientation, Identification, Exploration and Resolution is taken
into the class or group, these same teachers and therapists, begin to
sense the models practical usefulness, for what was previously taken for
granted now has form, and social dynnmics acquire new meaning in context
of a particular relational phase.
3) As familiarity with the model grows facilitators find it complements
rather than replaces their existent knowledge, value and attitudinal
base. Those who supervise others have also reported the model to be a
valuable instructional tool.
No one as yet, out of some 53 therapeutic group workers and 25 teachers,
exposed to the model over a three year period in tutorial and
supervisory settings has rejected it out right. I have found it useful
in my work as teacher, therapist, supervisor and organisational
consultant, and can similarly attest to its usefulness.
Though I have quoted one case history at length, I feel I need to raise
to awareness the many other groups I ran alongside the above which fed
into and supported my developing vision.
I am aware as I reflect on the facilitative record of this chapter that
a potential is emerging for a three dimensional model of group
facilitation. One which attends to movement through time (Peplau 1954)
along with various levels of working through. I will remain alert to
this as I begin the next research cycle.
Especially to the fore of this chapter for me, is the way in which I
have sought to prevent alienation. In that I have attempted to
demonstrate awareness of my own motives, to show effect of my
involvement with the field, to question myself and to remain open to my
own feelings and motives; all of which fuel the research process. I hope
I have shared my own truth, and feel confirmed by the reports of other
group members who also read the record that my truth is in accordance
with theirs. It is hoped that issues of authenticity and validity have
also been served by this process.
Personally, I feel my major failure in this work to be my inability to
effectively involve others as co-researchers. I invited them in, they
refused, and kept themselves separate. This I have since found to be a
common occurance in therapeutic group climates where individuals tend to
want to shed responsibility rather than acquire more of it. I am aware
at this time that students, those who enter into a contract to learn are
more amenable to research involvement. I shall pursue this route in
future.
On the alienation-authenticity dimension (Rowen 1981) I consider this
research to be clearly in the authentic zone. lry commitment is high, I
try not hide behind my researcher role and I acknowledge myself as an
influence upon and within the research field. I have also sought to
invite the reader into my facilitative world.
I have attempted to show in this chapter what happens in facilitated
groups, and how influences of the person, organisational culture and the
facilitation style (discussed in chapters 1-3) all relate to the
performance of experiential groupwork. I believe in this account a
little has been glimpsed of my political stance, my anti-
institutionalism and drive to liberate the person from the machine; a
theme with familial as well as professional implications for ne (1.2;
2.6). In this sense, facilitation is seen as a vehicle for ne to
simultaneously redress personal and professional grievances. This anti-
establishment bias I will have to keep watch for in my interpretation of
data.
Lastly, I observe that I am ending this chapter clearer as to any
uniqueness this study may possess, namely, its focus upon intrapersonal
and interpersonal dynamics of the facilitator-group relationship (4.2);
an area as yet little studied or understood.
CHAPTER 5
A DYNAXIC XODEL OF FACILITATION AND GROUP-LIFE
112aamble. The following chapter pursues hypotheses
generated by chapter 4 and employs Transactional Analysis (LA.)
as its main investigative tool. The relationship of LA. to
psychoanalytic theory is emplaned, similarities and differences
illuminated, and application made to the facilitation and the
relational dynamics of the previous study. The researcher
demanstratess bow TA. may be used to analyse bath the can tent
of groupwork and to map the evolution of a ccnimunal 'group mind'.
The facilitator-group relationship and the evolving groupmind
are seen to undergo substantial change throughout the
Identification, Orientation, Exploration and Resolution phases
of facilitated groupwark. This approach provides an original
synthesis. Finally, the researchers own group facilitation is
investigated and propositional knowledge explored as to the nature
of group facilitation in general, and what was encountered and
worked through in the particular group studied. Three original
theoretical syntheses are shared in the chapter: a new model
is suggested and structural analysis is performed of the group -
a new addition to transactional theory.
5.1 Transactional Analysis: an educative therapy
This chapter continues to explore experiential groupwork from a research
position informed by facilitation, extending analysis of events addressed in
Chapter 4. Various suppositions were presented at the close of the previous
chapter. It was suggested that the facilitator-group relationship underwent
change through time, that the group itself evolved a differing quality
and/or orientation as subsumed in the phenomenological term of 'group mind',
and observation was made that group analytic and transactional terminology
frequented my facilitative vocabulary. It is my intention to explore this in
more detail in order to elucidate the model which, by implication, colours
my facilitative vision. I will also apply psychodynamic analysis so as to
understand the nature of 'change' at various phases of the group under
study.
Firstly, I believe it necessary to address in some detail Transactional
Analysis, the conceptual tool I have chosen to use in this inquiry.
Periodically, throughout earlier chapters of this work (222.4; Figure 4)
and the groupwork diary more recently shared (Chapter 4) I allude to:
'parenting' and 'childlike' regressions; 'Parent defence of squashing
vulnerable childlike parts of others' (15/2/84); '(_.) the generation of
child-parent fantasies and games' (22/2/84); and '(-.) old anger from
childhood, facilitator and father merge as authority figures' (9/5/84). In
these observations I an drawing on my knowledge and understanding of the
psychoanalytic tradition as framed by Transactional Analysis, a therapeutic
perspective familiar to me for some fifteen years.
As this theoretical orientation permeates the report of my grnupwork diary
and constitutes what I carry with se into facilitation, I need to examine
how I use it, and indeed, how it influences me in return.
I first became intellectually aware of Transactional Analysis while a charge
nurse in psychiatry, carried it with me into nurse education, and
subsequently found it useful in the preparation of nurse managers and
teachers.
Though I have not been formally trained to the psychotherapeutic use of
Transactional Analysis, I have a familiarity born of many years reading and
educational application. I also note that I have been fortunate to have been
engaged in therapy and supervision with psychotherapists who have been
prepared to the twin orientations of Gestalt and Transactional Analysis
(Clarkson 1990; Fish 1990); I therefore believe I have a good working
knowledge of Transactional Analysis in theory and in practice.
In brief, Transactional Analysis is an educational approach to individual
therapy developed in the 1950's by Eric Berne, a psychiatrist dissatisfied
with orthodox psychoanalytic practice, who sought to educate his clients to
complex psychodynamic theory so that they might became expert and self
managing.
To this end Transactional Analysis approached its educational role via a
four pronged route:
- Transactinnal Analysis, examination of ego engagement as it unfolds
between persons who interpersonally relate;
- Game end Racket Analysis, education to those chromic unproductive
behaviours we may enact in daily living;
- Script Analysis, unravelling of those life plans an individual carries in
response to their earlier socialisation, adaptation and parental
programming;
- Structural Aitalysis, intrapersonal exploration of an individual with
regard to their Parent, Adult and Child ego states, and how these mutually
interrelate to form their character or personality.
In the account following, though recourse will be made to Transactional,
Game and Racket, and Script Analysis, most attention will be devoted to
Structural Analysis and those functional roles and respective value
orientations the Parent, Adult and Child egos exhibit in relation to the
group psyche.
An ego state, for the purposes of Structural Analysis within this study:
• (...) may be described phenomenologically as a
coherent system of feelings related to a given subject, and
operationally as a set of coherent behavior patterns; or
pragmatically, as a system of feelings which motivate a
related set of behavior patterns." (Berne 1978 p 17).
Ego states - in the transactional sense - are taken to include emotional,
motivational and behavioural characteristics. They arose from observations
Berne made whilst engaged in clinical practice:
"Observation of spontaneous social activity, most
productively carried out in certain kinds of
psychotherapy groups, reveals that from time to time
people show noticeable changes in posture, viewpoint,
voice, vocabulary, and other aspects of behavior.
These behavioral changes are often accompanied by
shifts in feeling. In a given individual, a certain
set of behavior patterns corresponds to one state of
mind, while another set is related to a different
psychic attitude, often inconsistent with the first.
These changes and differences give rise to the idea of
ego states. (Berne  1978: p 23).
ly own experience supports the above observation; I note that at times of
role transition, as when I cross the boundaries of teacher, therapist and
researcher, a movement occurs in my emotional gearing (see sections 1.3;
1:4; 2.1; 3.1) consistent with the concept of ego shift. I remain essentially
Adult, but notice a greater or lesser degree of emotional or intellectual
investment influencing my functional and research aware stance.
Berne, noted that each person had to hand a limited repertoire of ego
states:
- those which resembled parent figures (rhe Parent Ego);
- those that are autonomously directed towards appraisal of objective
reality (The Adult Ego);
- and those which represent still active ego states which were fixated in
early childhood (The Child Ego).
Though similar to Freudian concepts of Id, Ego and Superego, note the
comparison of Figure 10, transactional ego states step out from the shadows
to enact a more observable life in social experience.
The Parent, Adult and Child are best seen as phenomenological creations to
explain the organising functions of the exteropsyche, neopsyche and
archeopsyche.
They also refer to the creation (largely by social programming) of distinct
psychological realities.
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FIGURE 10 TRANSACTIONAL ROOTS II PSYCHOAHALYSIS
EXTEROPSYCHE (social programming - identificatory function)
Superego: The long period of
childhood, during which the
growing human being lives in
dependence upon his parents,
leaves behind it a precipitate,
which forms within his ego a
special agency in which this
parental influence is prolonged."
(Freud 1949 pp 14-18)
Parent: Central to social
-isation, an internalisation
of those qualities we see
as attending the parent figures
of our life, and a behavioural
reference for our own
performance as real life
parents. Critical/Controlling &
Nurturing attributes, source of
conscience & 'Life as Taught'.
IEOPSYCHE (material programming - data processing function)
Ego : "(...) has the task of
self-preservation (...) it
performs that task by becoming
aware of the stimuli from
without, by storing up the
experiences of then (in the
memory), by avoiding excessive
stimuli (through flight), by
dealing with moderate stimuli
(through adaptation), and
finally, by learning to bring
about appropriate modifications
in the external world to its own
advantage (through activity)
(...) " (Ibid).
Adult: A motivator of minute by
minute functions, a sensor of
the external world and the means
of our reality testing,
reasoning and problem solving.
Logical decision making and
questioning interrelate here.
How, what and why are key words
of the Adult as it tunes into
'Life as found to be'.
ARCHEOPSYCHE
	 (individual programming - regressive/biological)
Id: "(...) contains everything
that is inherited, that is
present at birth, that is fixed
in the constitution - above all,
therefore, the instincts, which
originate in the somatic
organisation (...)" (Ibid).
Child: Naturally emotional,
spontaneous, expressive and
playful. Fantasy mingles here
to create a picture of 'Life
as felt to be'. Subdivides
into Adapted Child - who behaves
as he perceives his parents
expect; Little Professor - who
intuitively knows what's best;
Natural Child - who is nearer
the'raw edge of the life-force,
itself, creative and quick to
express, our energy for anger
and orgasm.
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In Figure 11, I expand upon Structural Analysis, relating respective egos to
what I have come to see as their primary reality orientations and
functions: thinking, sensing, feeling and intuition. I note here that Jungian
theory (Starr 1987) enters into my theoretical melting-pot, and that I an
beginning to reinterpret Berne's work.
In my scheme of things (Figure 11):
- the Parent is seen to be 'intellectual' in its orientation, attuned to 'life
as taught' and a conserver of tradition and social values;
- the Adult is portrayed as 'sensory', experimental and reality testing, and
attuned to 'life as found';
- the Child is suggested to be 'emotional' and 'intuitive' in its orientation
and attuned to 'life as felt'.
Applying Jungian concepts to Transactional Analysis is a natural enough
exercise when we consider that Eric Berne was an analyst who derived his
model after psychoanalytic texts by Freud, Jung, Rank, Adler and others
(Berne 1975). It is therefore fitting I reinterpret Berne and integrate
influences of its earlier roots.
This said, there are some distinct differences.
In Transactional Analysis Humanistic influences appear to update
psychoanalytic theory, the subconscious is now more readily available, less
out of reach, a more observable, tangible social entity.
(Intellectual)
'Life as taught'
Social theories,
rules, rituals,
& customs
PARENT
FIGURE 11 
AAIN FOCUS
	
ATTITUDINAL REEEEEKCEE
Conservative, clings to
tradition, role nodel
for parenting - controlling
/critical & nurturing
parenting, internalisation
& introjections of own
parents, uses words like
'should', 'must', 'because'
ADULT
(Sensory)
'Life as found'
Experinental
findings,
confirms
objective reality
Questions and explores,
processes data & computes
outcomes, plans, self
discovered parts of
self, uses words like
'where', 'how', 'why'
CHILD
(Emotion/ Intuition)
'Life as felt'
Experiential,
expressive &
responsive
Playful, sexy, rich
in fantasy and
spontaneity, houses
emotional lessons from
childhood, creative, uses
words like 'now', 'wow',
'can't', 'won't'
It is suggested that subconscious forces are readily observable in the
social relationships we enact, and that by reflecting on these we can glean
insight into how our orientation to social, sensory and emotional realities
are reinforced. What is more, in therapy, clients themselves may be educated
to these insights and so come to play an active part in their own therapy.
Psychoanalytically, this is heresy, for the boundary between therapist and
client must be clearly maintained if 'transference', the analyst's main
therapeutic tool is to be kept clinically kosher.
To educate the client in an overt fashion fogs up the transferential
relationship and the opacity of the therapist; traditionally, 'opaque
therapists' are taken to make the best screens for clients to 'project' upon.
Understandably, most psychoanalysts - especially those more pristine
fellows of the British school who strive to keep the strain pure - have
little time for Transactional Analysis.
This then is the difference - and in an educational and facilitative sense
the advantage of a transactional approach: subconscious forces are noted,
made the more explicit, and the client themselves is recruited to act as
their own therapeutic agent.
Transactional Analysis was first with seriously disturbed people who had
been stuck for months or years in institutional settings. By encouraging
personal responsibility and social awareness via self analysis, it was seen
to reduce confusion, increase orientation and to bring clients to a
psychological place where they could be reached and prepared for the
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resumption of independent social living (Procter 1978, p 103). This process
was essentially a re-educative one, but, it honoured its psychoanalytic
roots.
As a therapeutic model I believe Transactional Analysis is sufficiently in
touch with the cognitive domain and facilitatively flexible enough to
prepresent both internal (intra-active) and external (inter-active) features
within the individual. I also consider it to be a suitable investigative
tool to psychodynamically assess those educational influences upon sensing
and thinking, and those therapeutic influences upon feeling and intuition
(see Chapter 3 and Figure 11) that emerge in groupwork. In this respect it
is also offers an excellent data gathering strategy.
5.2 The group: a communal mind for Structural Analysis?
The concept that 'the group' has the potential to develop an existence and
mind of its own is far from new. Indeed, Le Bon at the turn of the century
noted:
'The most striking peculiarity presented by a psychological
group is the following. Whoever be the individuals that compose
it, however like or unlike be their mode of life, their
occupations, their character, or their intelligence, the fact
that they have been transformed into a group puts them in
possession of a sort of collective mind which makes then
feel, think, and act in a manner quite different from that in
which each individual of them would feel, think, and act were
he in a state of isolation. C.J The psychological group is
a provisional being formed of heterogeneous elements, which
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for a moment are combined, exactly as the cells which
constitute a living body form by their reunion a new being
which displays characteristics very different from those
possessed by each of the cells singly" (Le Bon (1895)
1920 p 29).
Though I as in general agreement with Le Ban's thesis that a collective
mind emerges, I see its existence more as a composite of symbolic
idiosyncratic projections, rather than as a fact of objective reality.
My own supposition goes something like this: although the group creates a
new being; the energies which fuel this phenomenon are far from new; it is
not a new creature that comes to light but a very old one, namely,
regressive (archeopsyche) programming of the Child. Just as the Parent is
alcohol dissolvent - note the intellectual and social loss of the drunk, so
the group similarly dissolves social structure and releases emotional and
intuitive/fantasy material of the archeopsyche within the Child.
The Parent, ever keen to structure and fragment the experiential world into
socially meaningful chunks is at a loss as to where to start; there is
little to hang your more usual social world upon in grouplife, especially at
the beginning due to the phenomenal amount of emotional energy,
conventional structures such as gender and professional roles are
dissolved:
"The most remarkable and also the most important result
of the formation of a group is the 'exaltation or
intensification of emotion' produced in every member of
it" (McDougal 1920, p 24).
Libidinal energy - and its effects on group members - is similarly cited by
de Xare as causing alterations to perception:
"(...) intelligence is only too easily blocked by the
energy flow; intelligence succumbs to coercion; the loud
mouth silences the still voice of intuition; affiliative
communication 'an the level' gives way to hierarchical
non-communication; leading ideas and trends give way to
pressures and transferences of personality and leadership."
CIDe Xare 1972, p 106).
Conventionally, education has sought to confine the emergence of group
phenomena via imposition of an over-structured authoritative learning
climate. In subject centred education the teacher all too often retains an
authoritative stance and stage manages group processes. Students thus end
up contained and group influence is used to maintain the status quo, rather
than a legitimate focus for study.
The experiential groups of this research are nearer those found in therapy:
unstructured, organic in development, and collaboratively explored as to the
Individual and community effects they produce.
Xy own experience of unstructured groups which extends over some twenty
years in therapeutic and educational settings, causes me to suggest that
within experiential groups, the Parent (exteropsyche), a creation of
socialisation and married to intellect, in its attempts to order everything
in its proper place meets high levels of frustration and goes into a
decline.
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The Adult (neopsyche), initially I see as faring no better. Where is it to
start in its quest to investigate and objectively appraise the world? This
is made the more difficult by the degree of energy flow described. Sensory
overload thus ties up the Adult.
Free of the Parent and unencumbered by the Adult the Child (archeopsyche)
is let loose. Fantasy, then displaces adherence to objective demonstrable
facts. Simply, we lose touch with the objective social world as we know it
and regress.
Given the provision of sufficient trust and non intrusive nurture
considerable work upon the infa-structure of our psyche and pre-socialised
self may ensue from experiential groupwork. I will attempt to demonstrate
the substance of this supposition in the subsequent text.
In a small group or in more structured surroundings the Parent can
interactively and verbally reconstruct the social world, when not so
whelmed the Adult can similarly negotiate with objective realty; energies of
the Child then stay in check.
In the Large group, there is so much emotion and psychotic-like fantasy
about that the problem becomes one of 'how to think' Educational groups in
avoiding this energy trap also side-step the potential and insight
available. Whether this is purposeful or collusive in nature, ultimately
depends upon tutorial motives and the learning task at hand Structured
groups illuminate systems of control, unstructured groups, when they are
saved from disintegration, are able to explore phenomena more usually
avoided or controlled.
Though a fair amount of attention has been directed in the literature of
groupwork to definitions of the group', isolating therapeutic features of it
and fitting it into established social theory: Menetita EyEtens Theory' 
Mils 1962); 'Field Theory' (Lewin 1948; Cartwright 1968); interactive 
prizzetaea (lomans 1968; Hare 1962; Bales 1970; Tuckman 1965); there remains
a dearth of observation with regards to what happens to the group as a
whole, especially within the large group, and how the 'group mind' fares in
therapeutic and educational settings.
I do not so much want to fit those groups I study into existing theory, I
rather want to see what theory is generated by such groups. But, as
Transactional Analysis and Group Analysis flavour my group record and
permeate my thinking, I feel I must take these references as far as they
will go in order to see their flaws, discover their truths, or yet again
disregard them in favour of a new synthesis.
I am also aware of my desire in this work to combine holistic and
psychoanalytical perspectives to one cohesive conceptual frame. I believe
both offer valuable insights into differing realities of experiential
groupwork. If I can effect this synthesis, a contribution to current
understanding of experiential groupwork, especially within the context of
the large group, is envisaged.
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5.3 Ego development of the group mind in facilitated groupwork
If my earlier speculations (52) prove true, we should expect a facilitated
group to:
a) stimulate an initial regression to childlike (archeopsyche) function in
its Orientation and Identification phases;
b) generate such energy at its start to hamper the Adult's (neopsyche)
ability to reality test and the Parent's (exteropsyche) social structuring;
c) demonstrate developmental change relating to exteropsyche, neopsyche and
archeopsyche influence as it progresses.
In order to assess the feasibility of the above hypotheses structural
analysis will be performed of the emergent 'group mind' as it presents
within specific phases of its life. Data for this analysis will be drawn
from the groupwork diary portrayed in Chapter 4.
Themes addressed intellectually, with a critical/controlling or nurturing
overlay, and concerning social identity; ie: respect, duty, social class -
will be allocated to the Parent. Themes addressing purpose, witnessing of
events or questioning the here and now, exploring or conquesting objective
meaning will be allocated to the Adult. 'Calle themes addressing
emotionalised or fantasy components will be allocated to the Child.
The five divisions already determined in Chapter 4, which condense eighteen
months of facilitated groupwork, will now be the subjected to Structural
Analysis; these include:
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(1)the initial orientation meeting;
(2)the Orientation phase;
(3)the Identification phase;
(4)the four sub-sections (see Chapter 4) of the Exploration phase;
(5)and the Resolution Phase of facilitated grouplife.
I hope from this exercise enough evidence will be found to support further
inquiry into a developmental model of the group mind. If nothing appears to
be happening and all phases appear alike, I will take this line of inquiry
to be an impoverished one, break off, look for another way in and and do
something different. At heart I do not believe this exercise will be a
futile one. Intuitively, my personal experience of the field under
examination suggests considerable group evolution occured.
Below, Parent, Adult and Child manifestations are illustrated alongside
brief notes of the phase represented, this is followed by a commentary upon
the picture produced, the themes involved, and the emerging 'group
personality'. The shorthand previously introduced in Chapter 4 is also
retained:
= myself as facilitator;
• = the hospitals's name;
• ' and 'Z' named individuals;
(N) = denotes Nurturing Parent engagement.
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As there is considerable distillation of time and content, what follows
should be seen more in terms of a sketch, a simplification of much prior
reflection upon group events.
•	 S	 I	 • :	 II	 •	 I	 •	 eV	 • • I	 •	 •I
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The entering personality of the group from the evidence provided appears
cautious, eager to check things out and aware of its strengths and
vulnerabilities. Realistically, it sets boundaries concerning confidentiality
and shows some resistance to embarking on a new venture, but questions
sufficiently to establish trust.
Parent influence within the group is concerned with protecting social
boundaries and fearful of losing control, it notes differences not in terms
of analysis but in more of a defensive fashion (differences of secretaries
and tutors), keenly pursuing its social preservation function (fears losing
control and intrusion). There is no obvious evidence of nurture, and
confidentiality is discussed in relationship to a mistrust of others, rather
than the provision of safety.
Adult influence within the group actively questions and checks things out,
it seems to be considering parental reprogramming: relinquishing parental
authority in order to grow? And questions whether the facilitator be a
nurturing or confronting parent?
The Child of the group wants to share, grow, is excited, concerned with
feeling of safety, trust, is aware of becoming a victim, depowers itself and
projects fantasy out upon others who it imagines have a store of mystical
group knowledge.
Hate: trust appears twice in the above, but under differing headings: when
arising in the Adult it is part of assessment - 'can we trust F and
ourselves'; when arising in the Child it entered the group as an
unconditional emotional investment.
I an aware as I perform this initial analysis that I am privy to
Information concerning the tone of voice of participants, their behavioural
show, and those situations which generated the information to hand. This in
turn influences my Judgement and contributes to my ongoing analysis and
ego allocation.
Words alone do not easily convey ego states. .Structural Analysis as an
evaluative tool is therefore limited, it cannot be used in inexperienced
hands; researchers wishing to verify these findings in their own groups
will need education to its theory and experience with its application. As I
an asking the reader to take my decisions on trust, I feel I must keep self
critique to the fore to safeguard against my own perceptive bias as I give
voice to my data.
There is another caution, in segmenting the group experience as a whole
into phases, so as to simplify analysis, my approach now has a tendency to
be a reductionist one, as elements may be Imposed and/or thrown out from
the whole in the interests of clarity. On this tack, perhaps my earlier
critique of psychoanalysis (5.1) was premature, for if Transactional
Analysis is a reductionist approach to analytic theory, as some of my group
analytic colleagues argue, it will be subject to the same biases as
quantitative research and is open to charges of sacrificing interpersonal
awareness, imposing a false clarity, reducing experience to an equation, and
ignoring those more subtle tensions which characterise the 'real world'. In
part, this is the plight of any 'model' which attempts to explain a complex
reality. This said, reflection upon earlier discussion (5.1. & 52.), plus the
way I an using theory to synthesise new vision, leads me to believe that
Transactional Analysis and the use I make of it is somewhat mitigated, for
the model is sufficiently comprehensive that nothing need be lost, it is
rather that a new tool is forged for the communication of psychoanalytic
theory and group experience.
Returning again to the analysis at hand, and placing the original
contractural meeting aside - as a unique scene setting one-off in the
groupwork cycle, the next phase which begins the group proper, represents
as follows:
A) Orientation:
PARENT
ACOIJLT
CH ILO
cliffarancas
mociml rolamHospital .m unicsavnssm
parmonml tarritory
autHority
an cliffaranceps
rola conflictmlimitmO
sHo .a. to blamer
purpose.?
mimsino parsonsT
commitmant7
.mbarkintig on a Jnournary
lets	 m party
ebooramsion
mystical ciroupimpspassivity
wail-inc. to Pa. 1.0Humour
In the above phase I a critical/controlling (parental) approach to
'differences', 'social roles' and 'limited time' was enacted, rather than an
exploratory 'adult' one; participants implying a critique rather than an
open questioning. Conversely, 'purpose', 'missing persons' and 'commitment'
were addressed with what appeared to me as greater objectivity and less
resentment, thus causing me to place them in the Adult's jurisdiction.
'Embarking on a journey' and 'mystical groupies' were addressed with awe,
suggesting some had special qualities, others not; all this seemed rather
magical in its explanation, intuitively arose without obvious relevance, and
as it appeared to serve no social or objective computation process I
allocated this material to the Child.
Given the above criteria the personality produced is heavily biased to
Parent and Child functions, is impaired in its ability to question, and has
a relatively weak hold on objective reality and 'the world as sensed'.
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The Parent is significantly Critical and Controlling, devoid of nurture, and
in its discussion of 'differences' seemed to be scoring put-down points by
emphasing status and role differences; the have and have nuts. This is
consistent with my experience of events at this time.
The Child is unRafe, Jumping between fantasy, helplessness, fears of
aggression and humour; its excitement is unstable and directionless and
appears to have a quality of flight.
B) Identification:
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The Adult above stays in abeyance and the Parent is critical and
controlling. The Child expresses negative emotion and rebellion.
The Parent seems to want to control the facilitator, to undermine his
authority, possibly so that it can establish its own?
The Adult continues to fade.
The Child is left unsupported and vulnerable, no Nurturing Parent is in
evidence; the Child acts out distress to gain attention to its needs?
When 'feeling' and 'dependency' entered discussion they brought contactable
emotions with them; these same topics if Parent driven I find have a less
authentic emotional feel. Similarly, if Adult engagement had occured
analysis and sense-making would have been more to the fore.
C) Exploration(1):
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The Parent now awakens to nurture, 'gender issues', 'special others' and
'politeness' were all addressed in a sympathetic 'we need to attend to these
themes' way with the intention of taking more care of people. Perhaps as
safety grows the Parent can shed a little more of its Critical and
Controlling attributes?
The Adult opens up issues for examination, makes observations, but is
relatively inactive. The Child is very much to the fore, expressive,
acknowledging emotional peaks and troughs, out in the open and playful. It
takes up most of the groups time and energy.
D) Exploration (2):
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The Parent reasserts itself, especially with reguard to its critical and
controlling faculties, but this now balanced by themes from the Child.
The 'Parent' - and its conventional world view - is under attack by the
introduction of art materials and non-verbal child-like ways of work.
The Adult appears a little overawed by the other two egos, but serves a
reality orientating function to raise themes otherwise ignored: the presence
of followers and leaders; plus dependence upon the facilitator. In this way
the Adult can be seen to be providing a consciousness raising role.
The Child is open, sharing, flighty and flirtatious, it feels vulnerable and
looks for parenting from those around.
F) Exploration (3):
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In this, the third account of the Exploration phase the Adult is starting to
predominate, especially in way of objective appraisal; it seems to be
functioning as a co-opted therapeutic agent - pushing back the critical and
controlling territory of the Parent, consequentially, the Parent is
significantly more nurturing and valuing of the group experience.
The Child appears equally divided between positive and negative feelings,
but there is now an element of play.
F) Exploration (4):
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The Parent retains a degree of nurture and maintains a low profile. 'Duty'
to each other is recognised, along with the 'superficiality' of the
workplace. It is noted that 'worth and recognition' need to be present at
work for individuals to feel safe and supported.
The Adult is remarkably active reviewing earlier group issues.
The Child is displaced - possibly in the interests of self-care as
participants now note the group will end the coming summer; it is held in
check, possibly to prevent restimulation of therapeutic material unable to
be successfully worked through in the remaining time of the group?
I note the level of sophistication present in the staff group; these
participants were no novices to facilitated groupwork when they began, at
this stage were quite capable of taking stock of themselves and of pacing
any further therapeutic work.
G) Resolution.
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The Parent continues in its critique of 'the system' but is generally
mere nurturing of the facilitator, even though 'anarchy' is mentioned and
the facilitator linked to this.
Adult engagement is well enhanced; it dictates group focus upon tangibles
and orientates towards reality. Self-direction is hereby maintained along
with affirmation of therapeutic issues. The Adult thus takes charge - re the
'groups future', shares observations - 'price of growth', 'analyses feelings'
- annoyance at F as part of shutdown process of group, and shares insights
- 'confessions of declining work' within the group.
The Parent and Adult combine to keep the Child comfortable and safe; the
one with nurture, the other with acknowledgement of emotionalised issues.
The Child remains relatively inactive, feels disappointed the group has not
resolved all its problems - in true child-parent fashion, is angry at being
left and rejects a little in return.
There is enough psychodynamic movement demonstrated from the above
exercise to encourage me to speculate further upon 'developmental change',
as evidenced through the concept of the 'group mind' and the performance of
structural analysis.
5.4. Group personality changes through time
I an aware when reading the above account that there indeed seems to be a
qualitative change in the group; emotional acting out initially described
appears to diminish, and nurture and reality testing to grow. This gives
support to those earlier suppositions (5.3) that experiential groupwork
will:
a) stimulate an initial regression to childlike (archeopsychic) function in
its Orientation and Identification phases;
b) generate such energy at its start to hamper the Adult's (neopsyche)
ability to reality test and the Parent's (exteropsyche) social structuring;
c) demonstrate deveLopmental change relating to exteropsyche, neopsyche and
archeopsyche influence as it progresses.
In order to appreciate the above processes and the developmental history of
the group I feel it is necessary to stand further back from the field. To
do this I will return to the study, drop the one off initial meeting, and
this time concentrate upon the degree of ego involvement, as indicated by
the following scale:
= noticable involvement; 1++' = pronounced involvement.
= noticable under-involvement; 	 = pronounced under-involvement.
I have also chosen to separate in the text below Critical/Controlling
aspects of the Parent (C/P) from Iurturing ones (UP).
Here again, certain doubts and tensions permeate my research vision which
need redress:
1) my impressionable use of structural analysis;
2) the subjectivity of my rating scale;
3) my increasing distance from the group and its events.
As to my use of Transactional Analysis, 1) and 2) above, I will offer this
chapter to Dr. Petruska Clarkson, Director of Xetanoia, a well respected
transactional psychotherapist within a respected psychotherapy training
centre for critique. Such comment as returns will be included within the
body of this sudy.
I note with reguard to 3) above, that as retrospective analysis is
performed long after the group has run its course I cannot verify my
findings via re-engagement with the field. This said, freedom is afforded to
play with data and through a creative synthesis raise new awarenesses to
mind.
With an eye to the themes previously recorded (5.3) and the degree of ego
these in turn suggest, the following picture emerges within the first four
months of group life:
(A)	 (B)	 (C)
ORIENTATION	 *	 EaEKTIFICATION	 *	 EXPLORATION (1) B
(812/84 - 29/2/84)	 (7/3/84 - 4/4/84)	 (11/4/84 - 20/6/84)
RlE N T	 PARENT	 PARENT
CAP++	 C/P+ N/R+
ACKA- T	 ADULT --	 ADULT +
CS-4 LD	 CHILD ++	 CHILD ++
At the start, in the Orientation phase 'CAP, the group personality as it
embarks on facilitated enquiry is still status aware, conservative, and
cautious. There appears to be a degree of social fracture, emotional energy
seemingly threatening the group's ability to think.
Regressive features predominate, critical social programming and emotive
energy putting in the shade the ability to check out, question, and
establish contact with objective reality. This personality appears
paranoid, non-trusting and emotionally unstable, and has but a tenuous hold
on objective reality.
Educationally, a problem is presented, namely how to re-educate the Parent
to self-nurture and the Adult to think Therapeutically, there is a need to
enable a growth of trust so that the Child may express its emotionality in
less disguised tarns.
In the Identification phase '(B)% the group personality remains socially
conservative with little free thinking or checking-out of reality. The Child
is clearer in view and there is less symbolic expression; we now glimpse
more passive depressive features. The group personality is still regressive,
but now actively criticises the facilitator. Perhaps the strength of the
Critical/ Controlling Parent accounts for the rather sad and hurting Child?
At the start of the Exploration phase 'OD% the group personality is
concerning itself less with boundaries and social contracts
(Critical/Controlling Parent) and is now beginning to think these through.
Emotional energies are acknowledged and dirty washing is overtly laundered.
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This personality is showing nurture, starting to orientate to reality, and
has started to release the repressions of its Child. Angers, injustices and
fears are now discharging from the Child. The presence of a Nurturing
Parent seemingly solicits Child activity and the expression of previous
emotional hurt.
(D)	 (E)	 (R)
H EXPLORATION (2)	 »	 EXPLORATION (3)	 v EXPLORATION (4) 	 v
(2716/84 - 19/9/84)
	 (26/9/84 - 19/12/84) 	 (16/1/84 - 27/2/84)
PARENT	 PARENT	 PAFtIENT
czp.. NP- 	 CAP. N/P..	 CP.-
ADULT .	 ADULT ..	 ADULT
CHILD ..	 CHILD .	 CHILD -
Further into the Exploration phase 'CDP, social constraints, questioning and
emotional energies appear to be balancing each other out. This personality
is still able to actively express its angers and hurts but is seemingly
mindful of the need for 'self-control% for it checks its own excesses. It
Lacks nuture, but is self-questioning and actively working through problems
in a self-directed fashion.
The Critical/Controlling aspects of the Parent now re-emerge to swamp
previous nurture, the Adult addresses themes and the Child attaches
emotional energies to these.
In 'CEP, critique is now balanced with a tendency to nurture. Analysis is
ongoing and objectively performed. The Parent is now whole, the Adult
strongly engaged and Child can play as well as express hurts.
Coming to the end of the Exploration phase '(F)' the group's personality is
soundly orientated to objective reality. It is socially aware but is not
over preoccupied with the social world for it remains questioning, attuned
to the here and now, though it is perhaps a little repressed, for emotional
energies are seemingly paid little attention.
Perhaps because the end of the group is in sight participants hold back
from engaging themselves with new issues; whatever the reason participants
are now reality orientated and seemingly resist commencing a new cycle of
therapeutic work.
(G)
RESOLUTION
(613/85 - 18/7/85)
IDAREN T
N/P-0-
ADULT •-÷
CHILD -0-
In the Resolution phase '(G)% analysis is now the prime quality of the
group personality, being used to further clarify and make sense of the
working environment. The Parent is by turns Critical/Controlling and
Nurturing, the Adult works solidly in the 'here and now' to assess gains
and compute future outcomes, especially relevant now that the facilitator is
about to leave. The Child remains in check as further therapeutic work is
declined.
This lack of Child ego involvement surprises me, before this synthesis I
would have suspected more emotional acting out, anger and rejection to
accompany my leaving. Then again, this group had a high proportion of
sophisticated group members well accustomed to groupwork.
By further withdrawing our focus from the field and telescoping the
developing group personality into three phases, a more immediate impression
of group history now emerges:
(A)	 CE)	 (G)
ORIENTATION
	 n	 EXPLORATION (3)	 *	 RESOLUTION
(812/84 - 29/2/84)
	 (26/9/84 - 19/12/84) 	 (5/3/85 - 18/7/85)
PARENT	 PARENT	 PARENT
DZP.+	 ere+. NIP.-+	 CZP. N/A.
ADULT -	 ADULT ++	 ADULT
CHILD -4-	 CHILD .
Overall, the unfolding group demonstrates an awakening Nurturing Parent and
Adult, and less an overtly demonstrable and/or acting out Child. In the main
phase of therapeutic activity it appears the various ego orientations are
more rigorously engaged and/or explored. Consequently, the emergent
personality of the group is one more able to engage with the whole of
itself and to have broader and more stable orientation to the world,
especially reality as sensed. Xy recollection of the group's development
confirms this, in that the social interaction became the more nurturing and
feelings were listened to.
Returning again to earlier suppositions that experiential groupwork will:
a) 'stimulate an initial regression to childlike (archeopsyche) function in
its Orientation and Identification phases';
b) 'generate such energy at its start to hamper the Adult's (neopsyche)
ability to reality test and the Parent's (exteropsyche) social structuring;
c) demonstrate developmental change relating to exteropsyche, neopsyche and
archeopsyche influence as it progresses.
These are generally supported. The group personality appears to be
regressed and emotionally ensnared by negative energies in the Orientaton
and Identification phases of its life when the Parent and Adult are
seemingly undermined, and there is evidence here, that ego strengths of the
group relating to reality orientation (Adult), nurture (Parent), and
emotional communication (Child) undergo change through time.
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Theoretically, psychotherapists schooled to Transactional Analysis work in
a general sense to orchestrate and balance the energy and health of each
ego. If we employ our egos relevantly, it is suggested, we enjoy a richly
productive life. If, by contrast, we use only one or two of these and
contaminate one with the other, we are crippled in function and limited as
to the roles we can play in life.
Such intentions I have no difficulty in supporting. Indeed, there is some
evidence in the movement of group personalities (A), CE) and (G), that
reintegration of this nature was happening during my facilitation.
Though the Adult is the prime mover towards objective every day 'reality',
it must attend to the Parent and Child, and update its knowledge of these
to gain orientation to inner person, the past, and the social boundaries in
which it is to work. Such 'relevancy' is I believe similarly reinforced in
the group described.
The former examination of groupwork suggests to me that the Parent and
Child are interactively closer than I had previously supposed. When the
environment is seen as unsafe Critical/Controlling Parenthood emerges as
rapidly as the emotionally acting out Child. They appear to be linked in a
tangible way, as well as by stock of regressive material. Perhaps this is
because they are both by nature reactive rather than proactive?
As emotions are owned, they are less subject to critique. Early in the group
feelings were feared and repressed vim over-active Critical/Controling
parenting.
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A safe internal social environment in the shape of the Nurturing Parent,
and a safe external environment In the form of a user friendly facilitator
appears necessary for therapeutic redress of the Child.
Contemplating the earlier model of facilitation, Figure 9, where contrasts
were drawn between 'Tutorial' and 'Therapeutic' perspectives, another
dimension of awareness now enters this spectrum; tutorial skills being of
the intellectual/sensory domain may be suggested to address the Parent and
Adult, therapeutic ones, being of the emotional/intuitive domain to delve
into preconscious material of the Child. I am not sure where this awareness
leads me, but I feel it needs recording for future reference.
An earlier caution comes to mind here; have I employed a reductionist
vision to a qualitative group recording? Perhaps I am in danger of veering
towards a quantitative research perspective when I observe the group at the
macroscopic level of analysis I an presenting? I can appreciate in this the
seductive clarity of quantitative 'old paradigm' research. To counter-balance
this tendency, I feel it necessary to return to my own intrapersonal
process to ascertain where I an now and what I have learnt about the
facilitative relationship I enact as a leader of an experiential group.
Here again a recurrent and dominant research theme emerges, namely:
'How an I to balance qualitative-quantitative aspects of this study so as
to maintain holism with appropriate representation without undue
reductionism?'
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The more so as I seek a grounded theory of experiential groupwork and
facilitation rooted in experience. To perform research of the kind I have
chosen, it is necessary I believe, to keep the dialogue flowing between
myself as 'witness' and myself as Watar% I believe I have been
endeavouring to do this in the present text.
5.5 Transactional insights relating to facilitation and personal change
In the light of earlier analysis, as I 'witness myself as actor', I believe
it is true to say that therapeutic change results when a facilitator attunes
to their own stock of nurture to provide safe interactive boundaries
wherein intrapersonal and interpersonal relationships may be explored. This
happens, from the evidence of this study, when there is a freeing of
critical interpersonal controls which repress emotional expression and
there is someone present to represent nurture and to encourage
experimentation.
Creative renewal seems at the core of therapeutic change.
As to what happens within the facilitator, I perceive myself as accessing
aware use of my own Parent (exteropsyche) to provide a known and
trustworthy experiential climate. In developmental terms I portray a good
enough parental influence for clients to experiment with new ways of being.
Xy therapeutic/educational purpose within this frame is one of directing
the client group's ability to be socially sensitive, questioning, creatively
self-directed and emotionally aware. In this I am contracted to act as a
professional parent.
Care,in this context, entails empathy appropriately structured and informed
by intellect. Empathy, is my ability to project myself intuitively into the
position of another while preserving my own genuineness and identity. This
entails a fine balance between awareness of my own vulnerable child-like
parts, an ability to parent in a positive way, and researchminded awareness
of the environmental field without. It is becoming clear to me in this work
that a similar intrapersonal balance relating to thinking, sensing, feeling
and intuition, plus an awareness of social and personal perspectives is
necessary in qualitative research, if a dialogue is to be maintained between
inner (subjective) and external (objective) data.
How I use my own ego orientations to enact care and educate clients to
their own stores of genuineness and self support is particularly noticeable
when we take the above rationale and apply it to those facilitative aims
introduced in Chapter 2 (22.):
1. Increasing personal awareness:
Adult of facilitator (F) awakening Adult of client (C).
2. Giving my total attention to an interactor:
Adult of F generating increased awareness to solicit Adult of C.
3. Directing group attention:
(Ditto).
4. Restating earlier themes:
Adult of F engaging Adult of
5. Disclosing my intellectual and intuitive insights:
Adult of F sharing his Parent and Child awarenesses.
6. Sharing my emotional responses:
Adult of F sharing Child awarenesses.
7. Confronting group and individual perceptions:
Adult of F drawing on Parent to evoke questioning in Adult of C.
8. Balancing energies:
Adult of F switching negatives to positives le: engaging C's
Nurturing Parent to counter Critical Parent contributions.
9. Encouraging catharsis:
Nurturing Parent of F encouraging Child of C to release distress.
10.Encouraging reflection and non-judgemental acceptance:
Adult of F encouraging Adult of C.
11.Destructuring automatic and ritualistic behavior:
Adult of F confronting Parent of C to provoke use of Adult.
12.Extending analysis or emotional expression:
Adult of F encouraging C to further explore their Adult & Child.
In my experience, when I engage an Adult state in myself, that is, a
viewpoint where I remain in tune with the presence of group phenomena and
can objectively question and report my own reactions, I in turn stimulate
Adult engagement within the group and am at my most therapeutic. Projective
and symbolic material still emerge, but do not enjoy a protracted existence.
This I suspect is reversed when I defend my Opinions, try to stay
judgementally detached (Parent) or to chariamatically make things happen
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(Child); for both of these subtract from reality testing and an objective
witnessing of events (Adult).
This observation relating to perverted facilitation is supported by group
analytical literature which identifies potentially harmful leadership as
that which is clharismatic, energizing and unpredictable in character
(Child?), or Impersonal (Critical Controlling Parent?) and laissez faire
(Child?) with little direction (Lieberman, Yalom & Xiles 1973).
Figure 12, building upon the above discussion illustrates how aspects of
the Parent, Adult and Child ego inform facilitation. External
(interpersonal) effects and internal (intrapersonal) references are hereby
linked. It is suggested that when I facilitate, my appreciation of relational
dynamics is aided by intuition; that my facilitative behaviour is informed
by intellect, and that my therapeutic vision necessitates the engagement of
feeling. This occurs against the back-drop of the sensory world and those
observations I make upon it.
Figure 12 summarises insights offered todate in this work regarding the
nature of 'facilitative influence: I an seen to use positive aspects of my
Parent to intellectually structure and portray facilitative nurture; to
direct empathic awarenesses and feelings of my Child to the spontaneously
unfolding themes of group-life to create my therapeutic vision; and to
harness my Adult's reality orientating and computing ability.
I have attempted in the above discussion to relate the above facilitator
insights to their contribution within the Orientation, Identification,
GROUP FUNCTIONS FACILITATION FOCUS
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PIGURE_12	 TRANSACTIONAL INSIGHTS FOR SELF AWARE GROUP WORK 
MYSELF AS PARENT The structuring of
experience, attending
to group boundaries,
forming acceptable
strategies and
communication
STAYING AWARE OF MY
THOUGHTS AND BIASES
My theory is 	
My beliefs are 	
MYSELF AS ADULT Reality testing,
checking out
experiences and
perceptions, tuning
in to the here and now
STAYING AWARE OF MY
ENVIRONMENT & THE
SENSATIONS IT FEEDS
BACK
My observations are
My sensations are..
MYSELF AS CHILD Spontaneity, sharing
joys and sorrows,
enjoying people and
emotional expression
STAYING AWARE OF MY
FEELINGS, FANTASIES
& INTUITIONS
My feelings are....
My fantasy is 	
My hunch is 	
Exploration and Resolution phases of facilitated groupwork, but, although
these insights have meaning for me, I ponder how they might appear to a
critical reader unfamiliar with the unfolding model? I cannot, of course,
fully satisfy such a reader as to the validity of my observations, they are
far too personal and relate to an experiential world I am still in the
process of exploring.
To redress this quandary I have:
- discussed my awarenesses with other facilitators, often at the time they
dawned for me, in peer supervision subsequent to facilitation and prior to
entry in this work;
- in terms of self critique and analysis shared my groupwork diary with
colleagues and advanced students within my place of work;
- explored intrapersonal aspects of my facilitation in personal therapy.
Via the above means I have sought to constantly subject my viewpoint to
test and external critique, and spent long hours in debate with others who
have challenged my views, values and beliefs, mellowed my enthusiasm and
informed my vision, while essentially supporting my findings as
representative of observations of their own.
Drawing away from Transactional Analysis and turning my attention more to
perception, in Figure 13 I have attempted to draw together the various
perspectives that interrelate in group facilitation in terms of social
Allows space for group
to celebrate its own
facilitative skills &
helps establish on-going
support systems
A stage of
transition where
group members are
helped terminate
their involvenent
with facilitator
Group prepared
for imminent
termination of
facilitation;
clients orientated
to their own skills
& abilities to be
mutually supportive
FIGURE 13 
	
FOCUSES...1N EXPERIEMALAMMEMORK.
RELATIONAL FOCUS	 FACILITATIVE FOCUS
	
THERAPEUTIC FOCUS
(Intuitive/Sensory)	 (Intellectual/Sensory) 	 (Sensory/Feeling)
OR
Establishment of
rapport and a
relationship
through which
understanding nay
flow to enhance
understanding
Analyses client's feelings
preconceptions & expectations
while speculating upon the
role that personal attitudes
nay play in the facilitator-
group relationship; notes own
reactions to group & avoids
stereotypic responses such as
'parenting' which nay limit
therapeutic potential and
induce dependence
Facilitator & group
work together to
define a contract
for facilitation &
to clarify existing
problens
IDENTIFICATION
Attunes to unique
needs & reactions
of group
Identifies the nature of the
group's response: collusive,
passive, actively resistant
or interdependent & autonomous
Facilitator & group
clarify each others
perceptions &
expectation: past
experiences shading
present neanings,
trusts & mistrusts
EXPLORATION
Spontaneous arising Helps maintain a climate of
themes are explored safety & trust while
& addressed	 encouraging group members
to share & develop their
own skills & resourses;
performs on-going self &
group evaluation
Group educated to
their feelings &
emotional
reactions/defences;
self-care; their
own facilitative
skills and worth
RESOLUTION
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influences (Interpersonal Relationship) - RELATIONAL FOCUS; influences of
my leadership role (Facilitative Influences) - FACILITATIVE FOCUS; and what
constitutes a group's therapeutic change (Intrapersonal Effects) -
THERAPEUTIC FOCUS.
The above constitutes a model of group facilitation, applicable, I contend
in varying degree to all therapeutic groupwork, it also implies that certain
perceptive functions predominate in the various focuses described.
Though some interchange is natural enough between the above perspectives,
there is an internal logic to the system, in that the facilitator needs to
attend to their own internal processes in order to meaningfully facilitate
and assess their own performance in the group. For example, as the
facilitator engages a Relational Focus to address the 'intuitive' nature of
the group's Child to solicit trust, they must also attend to their own Child
within themselves to access empathy.
Though self awareness, personal qualities and skill of the facilitator do
much to woo therapeutic change, I suspect the 'social trauma' of being
involved with an experiential group serves as powerful an influence as any
to spur participants towards 'change'.
The nature of this so called 'trauma', those internal processes which are
induced in individuals by facilitated groupwork, will be further explored
below.
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5.6. Structure and stimulus hunger in . grouplife: coercions to grow?
A great deal of the insight I bring to this work has been experientially
gained. I will now attempt to share a little of my experiential knowledge
as it relates to facilitation.
Transactional Analysts assert that most of our life plans Iscripts) are
laid in our first five years. As unscripted time causes anxiety we quickly
learn structuring strategies. Without structure the world appears in chaos
and exudes a potent 'lowness', the raw stuff from whence everything evolves.
Our socialisation, with its introJection of meanings and word symbols
shields us from experiencing this ego-less state, forestalling our lapse
into experiential loneliness.
Circumstances that overwhelm our ego boundaries rekindle our contact with
egoless states again; that is to say, the way things were before we
construed our social identity and viewed the world through social
spectacles. Groupwork, I contend, removes these social spectacles of the
Parent, invites regressive energies and strikes at our pre-socialised Child
informed selves.
Everything you ever learnt to be is placed under scrutiny in experiential
groups, which re-enact that experiential 'now' we have socially conspired to
deny and intellectually fragment.
The 'lowness' of groupwork, which so threatens our intellectual and social
constructs, equates, I suggest, with Buddhist experience of Zen.
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The following passage illustrates the experience of a man entering the
world of Zen, it experientially relays what, for me, is at the heart of the
groupwork experience:
'Tow, at the beginning, I ask you to remember that the world
you are entering is odd to almost everyone, even to those
who have lived in it for a long tine. It multiplies paradoxes;
and yet its oddness, like the paradoxical oddness of a dream,
verges upon the familiar. Odd and familiar as a dream, Zen is
meant, however, to occupy the daylight, by means of an
irrational reversal of the quality of our lives. For Zen says
we are self-deceived, split, and unhappy. Its disciples are
trained to arrive at least at equanimity. This aim is, no doubt,
subject to practical limitations. Xaybe, it too, is a dream of
sorts; but, if you are open minded, you may prefer to consider
it tentatively before deciding whether or not to shrug it off.
Even if Zen is not what it takes itself to be, it is an
unusually interesting human and cultural phenomenon."
(Hoffman 1977 p 7).
So much of the above passage resonates for me with groupwork. The oddness
of group encounter, the multiplication of paradox, the vague familiarity of
content, the irrational reversal of what we have learnt earlier in our
lives, the assumption net in facilitators that our lives are lived in self-
deception and split - as opposed to in an holistic state of being, the
openness of mind necessary for fruitful inquiry plus the interest and
energy this all generates burst from the passage to define the fertile void
I experience as present in grouplife.
But there is purposefulness in a group's communal silence. A putting down
of the day and tuning in to another worldliness. During a group's silence
there often comes a time when the self stops its intellectual splitting into
'rights' and 'wrongs', judging itself or others, and generally blocking the
stream of our experience. This awakening comes quietly, the continuum of
our experience seems to speak for itself, and, at such times we begin to
learn to 'be'.
Sitting quietly doing nothing, appreciating what is, being ourselves rather
than trying to be something for others, such naturalness you cannot get at
through trying, it is more an integration achieved through letting go.
'Social conditioning fosters identification of the mind with a
fixed idea of itself as the means of self control, and as a
result man thinks of himself as 'I' - the ego. Thereupon the
mental centre of gravity shifts from the spontaneous or
original mind to the ego-Image. Once this has happened, the
very centre of our psychic life is identified with the self
controlling mechanism. It then becomes almost impossible to see
how 'I' can let go of 'myself', for I an precisely my habitual
effort to hold on to myself' (Watts 1976; p163).
It becomes an impossibility to be intentionally non-intentional or to
consciously function in any other way than intentionally, affected and
organismically insincere.
Clearing the chattering mind is essentially what groupwork does. Thinking
becomes hard, there is nothing to do other than experience, mechanisms of
the ego come to nought and consciousness changes. In these tines I feel I
am newly arrived in a world in which I have always been living.
'The new world in which I find myself has an extraordinary
transparency or freedom from barriers, making it seem that I have
somehow become the empty space in which everything happens°
(Watts 1976; p164).
Zen-like enlightenment and experiential groupwork provide our meeting again
of unscripted - and hence unstructured - time; the quintessence of
experiential group activity. In therapeutic terms, unscripted time, I
suspect, is the media in which we find opportunity to reappraise, rewrite,
and reject those introjected, unanalysed and therefore undigested social
bits we have incorporated into ourselves.
Groups allow us to 'stop the social world'. We may then witness who we are,
analyse that baggage we carry around, purge ourselves of redundant habits,
check-out our perceptions and contracted realities. In transactional terms,
groups provide a place where we may sift the Latent content of our Parent
(exteropsyche) and Child (archeopsyche) through our Adult (neopsyche) (5.1)
to reject or integrate it the more.
Here, in unstructured social time we have the potential to live beyond mere
roleplay. But, although potentially therapeutic, unstructured time is far
from welcomed, indeed, it may be said to encapsulate everything we try in
our conventional life to avoid. Transactional literature cites reasons for
this, it states our need to structure time is based on three drives or
hungers. The first of these is 'stimulus hunger', which emerges as an
essential biological need:
"If the reticular activating system of the brain is not
stimulated, degenerative changes in the nerve cells may
follow, at least indirectly (...)" (Berne 1977, pp 13-14)
The most favoured form of stimulus is physical intimacy, but as this tends
to became the more infrequent as we develop beyond infancy and mothering,
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more subtle symbolic forms come to replace this need. Sublimation occurs,
infantile 'stimulus hunger' is transformed into 'recognition hunger'. Social
intercourse thus fills the hole left by the need for intimacy.
The final drive is that of 'structure hunger' itself:
The perennial problem of adolescents is: What do I say to
her (him) then?' And to many people besides adolescents,
nothing is more uncomfortable than a social hiatus, a period
of silent, unstructured time when no one can think of
anything more interesting to say than: 'Don't you think the
walls are perpendicular tonight?' (Berne 1977, p 15).
'Stimulus hunger', 'recognition hunger', and 'structure hunger' are all
revisited in groupwork. It is the absence of social stimulus, social
recognition and social structure that gives the group its Zen-like
qualities. What is more, all those programmed ways we have learnt to feed
the above hungers are generally inappropriate to group activity as we know
it.
The specific problem embodied in the structuring of time consists of six
steps: how to structure time 1), in the here and now 2), most profitably 3),
on the basis of your own idiosyncracies 4), in the context of others 5) in
order to gratify immediate and long-term needs 6). Because this is so
complex a social exercise we tend to let our programming - especially the
archaic programmes of the Parent and Child - do it for us.
Several responses are identified by Transactional Analysis as programmed
ways by which we structure time; these behaviours are not the real stuff of
living, but rather, veils which frustrate ownership of personal
responsibility and full honest contact with reality; substitutes for real
intimacy:
- withdrawal: as when an individual locks up their energies and retreats
from social engagement (here I think of passengers on a tube train);
- ritual: highly stylised exchanges with a predictable outcome (traditional
greetings);
- activities: task related actions (work);
- games: sets of activity with ulterior motives and specific psychological
pay-offs; these are basically dishonest for their outcome is dramatic
(seduction);
- scripts: preconscious life plans determined by early parental directives
(see section 2.6. for an example of my own budding script formation) which
orchestrate withdrawal, ritual, activities and games as a means to an end
(for example becoming proficient in all those ritualistic male activities
necessary in order to be Just like dad).
As the above are played out with less than conscious regard they tend to be
little more than behavioural reflexes. Those learner resistances shared in
Figure 7 can now be appreciated as forms of these:
Withdrawal - 'silence' and 'day-dreaming'.
Ritual	 - 'waiting to be led' and 'sub-grouping'.
Pastimes - 'cock-tail party'.
Ganes	 - 'dependency', 'counter-dependency', iscapegoating' and
'stereotyping'.
Withdrawal, ritual, pastimes, games and life 'scripts are attempts we make
to forestall fears of non-stimuli, non-recognition and non-structure
arising. They are the meat of therapeutic groupwork, behaviours which the
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facilitator seeks to make the more conscious through experiential contact
and review.
The Child within us journeys through life seeking emotional fulfilment and
sharing its emotional energy in an effort to quench its stimulus hunger.
Similarly, the Parent within us seeks out social approval to fill the
appetite of recognition hunger. As for structure hunger, this seems to
attend all egos: social structure is demanded by the Parent; experimental
structure is demanded by the Adult; and experiential structure in the farm
of permission and trust by the Child. Each must do some degree of
structuring to meet its needs.
Social contrivances cannot always shield us from the world of shadows and
surprises; nor may we live forever in the unattached world they support.
When our programming fails we again awake to a world of fear.
Taking those fears we I earlier associated with learner expectation (Figure
7): fears of losing control of others; fears of losing control of oneself;
fears of being rejected, and fears of failing; in the light of our
discussion and transactional theory it seems logical to equate the first
two social fears concerning control and respect (recognition hungers) to
the Parent, and the second pair - failure and rejection (stimulus hungers)
which relate to feeling little, vulnerable and powerless in the world to the
Child.
psrsonal control,flings (9/12/03, intsllsctuslimareflings ancl
smotionalissot
thoughts(7/3/Sa)
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Observations from groupwork suggest the aforementioned fears cluster
together at various stages of group life. These are recorded in Table 3 in
relationship to the group reviewed throughout the last three chapters:
Table 3 FREQUENCY OF FEARS TO GROUP PHASES
OR
	
INTEITIFICATION
	
EXPLORATION
	
RESOLUTION
(9/12/83-29/2/84	 (7/3/84-4/4/84) 	 (11/4184-27/2/85) (6/3/85-1817/85)
FEARS OF LOSING CONTROL/RESPECT OF OTHERS CRscognition hungsrs/
victimisation	 bOrlTS) punish...I for(9/12/0G)	 I...wing natural (11/4/04)powsrful others	 othsr's angsr (20/B/S4)(9/2/04)	 circumstantisl raosbewing victims.	 C2777/GA)
analyssci. cross
-wkaminsod.
sccountabls,
passives, clisr2reA>
FEARS OF LOSING, CONTROL OF ONESELF/SELF-RESPECT (Rscognition hungsrs)
1.tilTO -go.losing control,	 & Oiffsrsncsspowsrlsiasnsss,
	
CS/S/SS)
orisntation to
normslity,
controls of Isar.(22ABABA)
oosning -up (10/10/04)
FEARS OF BEING REJECTED ISOLATED (Stimulus MUTIgliTM)
rsjaction(9/12/GG) who is micicIlssna working
class.
rslaction
mccsptsncs bypowsrful othsral(7/3,041)
rw&wction(20/SIB4)
rsisction(27/G,S4)
rsjsction(7/6/04)
FEARS OF FAILING/BEING ovenumeLmeo
QT•Ofte Cr% (9/12/03)	 wwpsctstions re
artwork (27/16/54)
tro.ITS2 101A. dOWIl(216/11/B4)
I suggest from the evidence of the group record portrayed in Chapter 4, and
the synthesis developed from this in the present chapter, that parental
fears predominate in the group studied.
Structure hunger is especially prevalent in the initial meeting and the
Orientation phase.
Fears of losing control and self respect permeate all group phases.
Fears of being rejected and isolated, failing and being overwhelmed are
dissipated by the time Resolution occurs.
The above 'fears', on the whole, do not appear to be so evident an
expression in later phases of the group. They were essentially phenomena of
initiation - an adaptation process necessitating a working through.
In grouplife I noticed that while left unsaid, the energy beneath
unexpressed fears grew to haunt the group, but, once acknowledged and
shared this energy dissipated, fear waned and the group could move on. I
have since found this a common feature as a client, within my own therapy
group.
Though fears relating to an inability to control others, control self, and
rejection are relatively common-place, fears of failure were rarer phenomena
in the group studied. This is possibly explained by the resident culture. To
work in the said educational community was seen as prestigious, especially
by nurse teachers. Elitism was further reinforced in the way tutors
referred to their labours as 'the work'. This seemed somewhat sacred and
above question.
The uniqueness of belonging to the reputable hospital in which the group
ran, and 'the special skills of tutors' (22/2/84) surfaced fairly rapidly in
group life.
To work as a tutor in the area was itself thus a sign of success, and fears
of failure were perhaps out of place when everything around conspired to
venerate the reputation and favoured image of the work-place.
Bearing in mind that the first two phases were composed of five meetings a
piece, while the following phases were forty and nineteen respectively, the
reduction of expressed fears as the group progressed is the more
remarkable.
The ability of a facilitated group to reduce free-floating anxiety within a
community, while addressing specific fears of individuals therein appears
proven in the above example.
In summary we may say:
- Fears of losing control/respect of others predominated in the Orientation
phase of the group.
- Fears of losing control of oneself/self-respect surface throughout all
phases.
- Fears arising in the Orientation and Identification phases appear to
return as meat for the Exploration phase.
It is also significant, and surprising I find, that much of that information
arising in the first meeting (9/12/83) characterised the focus of
subsequent groups.
5.7 Therapeutic conclusions and insights
The crucial therapeutic problem of the group studied was - I believe in the
light of the arising themes and recently isolated fears - the symbolic
presence of the symbolic Critical/Controlling 'bad parent' which the
workplace had come to represent, and which in turn served to activate self-
punishment within the psyche of its workers.
In Freudian scenario: the 'death instinct' within was given life in the work
community without. Both the Parent and Child of participants was under
threat; in paranoid/persecutory terms the system was out to get then, and
senior agents of the system were invested by subordinates with like
motivation.
Some members appeared to be resisting the culture and emotionally rebelling
against it; others became a part of the system, intellectually becoming
Identified with it, repressing their feelings and adopting dutiful
obsessional/perfectionistic patterns of behavior.
This classic Child-Parent split, a conflict between the 'taught' and 'felt'
worlds, was not slow to emerge in grouplife.
Concerns with 'powerful others' - the power politics of the unit; the
'demands made upon the individual to be intellectual and emotionally
controlled; the perceived rejection of those who did not belong to the 'in
group', and the desire to evolve beyond this to a 'growthful way of
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working', all surfaced in the first meeting. These themes were dressed in a
far more socially acceptable guise during the Orientation phase:
- clarifying thoughts and feelings that we may communicate the clearer;
- the presence of a hierarchical 'class-like' structure within the group
and working community;
- the effect of the above on a members sense of social belonging or
rejection.
As a therapist/facilitator I am now alerted - and cximmitted to a closer
examination of the first meeting, even the very first moments of the
'orientation phase' to catch an indication of what is to came.
As this chapter comes to a close, I am drawn to conclude that a
facilitator acts something like a microscope, allowing insights to emerge
from varying levels of perceptive resolution. Everything that percolates
into 'group consciousness' is pursued; an individual's relationship to
themselves, others in the group, evocations of the past and present, future
expectations and dreams may all be explored. Everything and anything is
appropriate to experiential enquiry.
Reviewing my facilitation, it appears much effort was devoted to enabling
participants work through fears of the Parent (exteropsyche) and Child
(archeopsyche), which I addressed through engagement of the Adult
(neopsyche); which I attempted to educate towards experimentation, and
invited to put to test various suppositions and , new ways of being. Figure
outlines in transactional terms those value laden messages I suspect
STIMULUS HUNGERS
Fears of being rejected
CHILD
	
Fears of isolation
Fears of failing
Fears of being overwhelned
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FIGURE 14 TRANSACTIONAL DYNAXICS OF THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP DESCRIBED 
RECOGNITION HUNGERS
Fears of losing control	 -
PARENT	 Fears of losing others respect
Fears of losing of self
	 -
Fears of losing self-respect -
NEGATIVE OUTCOME
Ritualised life patterns where
routines do your thinking for you
Hide away in intellectual theories
Being authoritarian and dogmatic
Working through
of social prejudice
ADULT --- and enotive delusion
via intellectual and
experiential
experinentation
- Share your evidence rather than
defend your views
0
- Share your insights, observations
and feelings with others
- Give yourself permission to
V	 stay with your uncertainties
- Accept your emotions as energies,
rather than anxieties or symptoms
O to be locked away
U - Witness your responses rather than
• indulge or swamp yourself in then
O - Avoid win-lose situations
X
E - Stay aware of your defences and
work towards giving these up
NEGATIVE OUTCOMES
- Habitual rebellion
- Fantasise - look to 'Golden Future'
or lanent the passing of the
'Romantic Past'
- Deny own power and responsibility
myself of feeding into the group; defences and fears are seen here as
attached to the Parent and Child.
Returning to our earlier suppositions (section 5.3.), there is now sufficient
evidence at hand to indicate that the following hypotheses - addressing
facilitated groupwork - may be supported:
i.There is an initial regression to childlike (archeopsychic) function
during the Orientation and Identification phases; further more, this
persists into the Exploration phase of facilitative groupwork.
ii.There is initially reduced Adult (neopsyche) engagement, this takes
considerable time to rectify, but appears to increase throughout the run of
the group, as regressive (identificatory) phenomena diminish and objective
(data-processing) increases.
iii.Parent function seems less impaired than expected, especially in regard
to its Critical and Controlling attributes, which appear to increase in the
initial Orientation and Identification phases as the group fights to impose
a conventional social structure.
iv.Nurture is in abeyance in the earlier group phases; until this increases
little therapeutic address of the Child (archeopsyche) can occur.
v. Educationally, it seems necessary for the facilitator to develop the
group's capacity for self-nurture (Nurturing Parent) and analysis (Adult).
vi.Therapeutically, the facilitator needs to enshrine and support nurture,
perhaps to symbolise the Iurturing Parent, in order to enable the group
Child ego to emerge and repressed emotional energies to surface.
vii.As the group works through repressed emotional issues more energy is
made available to contact the objective world and negotiate a richer
orientation to 'the present'.
viii.As the group draws to a close, parental controls are re-established,
though with a greater degree of nurture than seen on entry to the group.
ix. If the facilitator devotes sufficient time the newly empowered Adult of
the group can take that responsibility the facilitator is to vacate. The
group may then become self-facilitating.
This chapter has Journeyed from a stage of 'propositional knowledge',
through 'propositional belief', it has ended one research cycle and is
beginning to stimulate another. This said, I still feel there is a missing
quality to this research, in that I am seemingly avoiding to address
leadership, and my own role as a group leader in particular.
Xanagerial manipulation is a quality I detest, it is anti my bias towards
open communication. This said, I speculate that leadership, management and a
manipulation of variables constitute a part of my experiential style.
Manipulation, which I suspect might be a function of the Critical and/or
Controlling Parent, is an area I am resistive to owning in myself.
Facilitation works to certain tasks, as a facilitator I lead and shape group
reality, lay down the boundaries and selected issues for further address;
some degree of managerial manipulation must surely attach itself to me.
I note that in the group under study, as facilitator I displaced the Head of
The Department; there must have been problems of parenting and some degree
of competition, yet I missed this entirely from my account. I was a
catalyst within an existing order of things, my presence and facilitative
role provoked restructuring; this too was seemingly omitted from my record!
It is as if I overlooked a whole facet of political group life. Perhaps it
is time I looked more closely at 'levels of experience' within the group not
Just its developmental phases. That is to say the group's depth, and to draw
a closer comparison between the individual psyche with its conscious and
unconscious levels, and the communal psyche of the experiential group? If
movement through time and levels of function are combined, a three
dimensional model of the experiential group will be created.
I have already observed a linear development in groupwork - Orientation;
Identification; Exploration and Resolution, plus the emergence of a group
personality. If such phenomena as a 'mind' and 'developmental progression'
exist in group-life, perhaps conscious and subconscious levels of
interaction - seperate to though influencing of those ego states discussed
- also occur.
In this chapter I have became aware of such dialectical questions (Rowen
1981) as: 'What do I take for granted?' And 'What ground do I stand on?'
When I started this chapter I was unsure as to how my values and beliefs
entered into practice, now, as I end this account I have a clearer view of
how psychodynamic group theory, stimulated by use of Transactional Analysis
shapes my group world. I an much more psychodynamically influenced than I
thought myself to be.
Transactional Analysis makes little reference to an unconscious; neither
does my humanistic orientation. I intuitively feel I will have to make
friends with my group analytic roots to investigate this phenomenon.
In the chapter which follows I will thus attempt to apply psychodynamic
theory so as to explore the possibility of conscious and subconscious group
function, grasp the nettle and diectly address that which I have so far
only hinted at, namely, the feasibility of there being a three dimensional
perspective applicable to group facilitation.
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CHAPTER 6
PSYCHODYNAIIC ANALYSIS OF THE FACILITATOR ROLE II GROUPVORK: REVIEV
OF THE AUTHOR'S DEVELOPING GROUPVORK VISION
Preamble. In this chapter the author shares his data base and
harnesses his experiential knowledge to psychodynamic theory
to explore leadership. It is suggested that a facilitator's
style of leadership, and the way they are perceived, has a
profound effect at both conscious and subconscious levels of
group life. An original synthesis arises from this analysis to
create a three dimensional model of groupwar.k, inclusive of
movement through time - development of the therapeutic
relationship, and social, transferential, protective and
primordial phenomena which are demonstrated as operating at
differing levels or depths of group consciousness. Psychoanalytic
literature, especially with regard to the large group, is seen to
support earlier supposition of this thesis relating to phenomena at
protective and primordial levels of group interaction (5.6; 5.7).
Psychodynamic influences described in participant observation
of Chapters 4 and 5 is now re-examined, but data is now reviewed
as to the therapeutic tasks a facilitator performs in the
leadership role. A knowledge of 'therapeutic tasks' is essential,
the author suggests, if we are to understand - or prepare
residential workers and experiential teachers to - the role of
group leadership and facilitation. Finally, the author demonstrates
how 'Dimensions of Facilitator Style' (after Heron 1977) may be
used to assess facilitative intention and produce a stylistic
profile. Though 'Propositional Belief' is primarily addressed in
this chapter, this is informed by and closely integrated with
'Propositional Knowledge'
6.1 Psychodynamdc features influencing leadership in facilitated groups
Alerted to the possibility that various levels of awareness operate within
experiential groups and speculative as to the effect of leadership (5.7), I
set about examining group dynamic literature and my own facilitative
performance. This account testifies to what I found, synthesised to my own
developing mode/ and experienced in the course of my investigative
experience of experiential groups and leadership.
Data during this period cane from participant observation, checked and
balanced by the comments of co-facilitators who followed the brief of
devil's advocate and selected student groups - who privy to my sense making
- shared my inquiry and helped tighten up my thinking. These participants
and co-facilitators, primed as fellow researchers of the groupwork we
shared together, confirmed or refuted my interpretations and hereby
functioned as internal checks upon data and evolving model.
During the two year period reviewed in this chapter I collected data from
the following groups:
- two intakes of student nurse tutors who elected to attend a fortnightly
peer support group in the final tern of their year programme within a co-
facilitated setting (5 x 3 hour sessions per year);
- an intake of trainee nurse managers who net monthly over two academic
years for skills development and supervision (16 x 2 hour sessions);
- two intakes of psychiatric nurses on a thirty day update course (20 x 1%
hour sessions per year);
- two intakes of multi-disciplinary carers on a groupwnrk course within a
co-facilitated conmunity group setting (28 x I% hour sessions per year);
- two nurse education teams who net weekly for supervision and support over
a yearly period (80 x 1% hour sessions each);
- a monthly humanistic leaderless group of six months duration (6 x 1%
hours).
In terns of time the above constitute some 455 hours of group attendance
and participant observation, and in terms of numbers the active involvement
of some 200 individuals.
After reflection upon how best I night check my observations, support my
findings and balance future suppositions, I chose a collaborative node of
data collection consisting of three interrelating processes:
1 - In half of the educational groups I facilitated my thinking was openly
shared and offered as supposition. Here students would debate, test out the
ideas presented in their own clinical or educational groupwork and report
back their findings in subsequent groups. Experiential exploration of
others was thus available to Be here.
2 - Vhere co-facilitators were present I chose to leave group members
uninformed as to my conceptual frame, so as not to influence group
development, but invited By fellow facilitators to examine the relevance of
my developing model - as refined by 1) above - in peer supervision. Expert
supervision and co-facilitative inquiry was available here.
3 - In the other half of n7 educational groups, in numerous 2-3 day
workshops and in group settings where I acted as a supervisor I reflected
upon the validity of findings from 1 and 2 above in the light of group
events and looked anew at group life. Reflection upon By own facilitative
practice and participant observation was available here.
In practice, I fed participant observations from supervision and 50% of the
educational groups into the other 50% of informed student groups and co-
facilitated settings for affirmation, rejection or modification. Insight
synthesised from this exercise was then carried back with me into naive and
supervised groups to inform subsequent participant observation. Conclusions
from here would then enter into the cycle all over again. This process
allowed discussion and a thinking through with others, on the spot
supervision of my field generated interpretations with colleagues similarly
expert and familiar with groupwork, while providing me with naturally
evolving groups in which to compare and contrast findings.
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As sweeps through the above group cycle were weekly and too numerous to
meaningfully record here, I have chosen to concentrate on the substance of
my findings. Several themes emerged for consideration alongside that of
qualitative group levels, the first of these was group leadership.
In the last pages of Chapter 5, I noted a reluctance to examine
'managerial' aspects of facilitation (5.7). Though my facilitation has been
addressed in terns of its processes (Chapters 2 & 3), and I have critiqued
my facilitative intentions, I have fought shy of anything renotely
resembling task-analysis. I note that I an resistive to viewing my
facilitation as 'just a job', an activity that can be broken down to a
series of specialist functions and applications.
Early in the above group cycling it was suggested that the leader of a
group occupies both a 'special' and a 'communal' position. Their
'specialness' was seen to relate to the authority they held, the trust
participants invested in them and the symbolic meaning they cone to
represent as leaders. As this process occured in a communal setting where
the facilitator experientially bonds with other members of the group, they
were also seen to hold the position of a community member.
Though a facilitator may be 'special' the mantle of leadership was seen to
do little to protect then, for although they called the tune they must also
dance to the various experiential dynamics at play.
Review of psychoanalytic literature (Tuckman 1965; Foulkes 1964; Yalon
1975; Bion 1961; Hinshelwood 1987; Kreeger 1975; Cox 1978) performed in
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this period alerted me to four levels of psychosocial function which
appeared to co-exist within groups: namely social, transference, projective
and primordial levels of engagement. Each of these was observed to serve a
distinct and seperate experiential reality:
/)The social level (or current level) - where the group is experienced as
representing the community and/or public opinion (Tuckman 1973); here the
facilitator Any be viewed as playing out a conventional leadership role.
2)The transference level - where the group is experienced as representing
the family (Cox 1978); here the facilitator moy be viewed as a parent
figure or other family nember.
Four varieties of transference are suggested by Yalom (1975) to influence a
group's perception of its conductor, who, by turns may be seen as:
- a 'super-being', infallible, all knowing and understanding;
- personifying authority and control;
- resembling a particular person in a group member's life;
- an emotional presence, relating to the actions and power of starting and
ending sessions and influencing the course of the group.
3)The projective_level - where members of the group reflect unconscious
elements of their individual selves into others (Foulkes 1964), especially
the leader; here the facilitator aoy be experienced as an idealised or
persecutory agent, their comments being seen as representing profound
meaning or attachment (Kreeger 1975), or yet again as an intrusive attack
upon the individual; splitting can occur at this level, individuals being
seen as 'nice' but the group as persecutory (Hinshelwood 1987).
4)The_primorsaaLlevel - where the group cones to represent the 'collective
unconscious' (Bion 1963). Symbolic images and rituals arise from out of
this level,individuals seemingly experiencing a magical resurrection or
rebirth, or rite of passage from 'sick' to 'well'; 'novice' to 'expert';
'initiate' to 'initiated'; here the facilitator may be associated and/or
incorporated into the subconscious symbolism which results.
The above literature - coupled with the ongoing reflection and observation
described - leads ne to suggest that the above levels - and their
corresponding 'experiential realities' - profoundly affect the performance
of facilitation and the 'groupmind'. I do not view these as nutually
exclusive to one another but rather as one shading into the other and
capable of sinultaneous engagement.
I will endeavour in the account below to dovetail my facilitative
intentions and group observations to theory, consistent to my experience
and group records, with a view to linking participant observation of myself
and co-researchers - gleaned from experience of the leadership role - to
the evolving nodel. I believe this will elucidate what I do in terns of
facilitative tasks and how I use my leadership function to bring underlying
intrapersonal and interpersonal agendas to light. It is also envisaged that
gains will cone through the act of writing, which I believe will serve to
spark fresh reflection and stimulate further knowledge, in the mode of
Intensive Journal Therapy (Progoff 1975) earlier described (2.6).
Though I recognise that clarity night be better served by a seperation of
review and reflection, in the following account I have chosen to dovetail
these together so as to give life to the model which evolved and to relate
theory more closely to practice, as in the nanner of its birth. Though I
speak in the first person and draw primarily upon experience of my own, the
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insights I share below were generated collectively, and owe much to the
collaborative inquiry earlier described.
6.2 Influences of the social level within group facilitation
When I facilitate, the social level of the group is present for Be when I
intrude upon, or venture into the conventional social world of group
members. This I see happening when I initiate a group, set the scene for a
therapeutic/educational group to comnence, or negotiate the facilitative
contract to which I am to work. In this, the orientation phase of a group,
participants are apt to resist and test out my leadership function (4.1),
to strive to retain those social roles they enact in their everyday life,
or denand of me a tutorial function with regard to the prospective use
(4.2), boundaries, or purpose of the group (see section 3.3 & Figure 7 for
review of those expectations and resistances that attend this phase of
groupwork).
Teacher-student dynamics, task performance and managerial concerns I
perceive as largely acted-out and supported within this level of groupwork.
The social level, I perceive as attached to - and in turn stimulated by -
the objective 'task' or social purpose of the group. Dynamics of the social
level which attend successful task performance and conscious, are described
in Tuckman's model of grouplife (Tucknan 1973). This model describes five
sequential 'task-centred' stages of group life:
Forming: the initial stage where anxiety and dependence upon the leader
predominate as the group tests out acceptable behaviors, experiments with
how critical - supportive - serious or humorous it can be, searches out
social boundaries, seeks to establish its norms and attempts to discover 'a
code of conduct' so as to answer the question: 'What shall we do?' (5.6).
Storming: here the group acts out conflict, rebels and resists social
controls. There is emotional resistance to getting on with the task at hand
and a testing out of the leadership function (4.4; 4.5). Implicit to this
stage are statements like 'It can't be done' or 'I won't do it'.
Horning: at this stage social cohesion develops as differences are
resolved, social bonding commences within the group and mutual support is
generated for a return to the task at hand (4.5 summary 3). This is
accompanied by a sharing of views and opinions and a sense of co-operation.
Implicit at this stage is the view that the task can be achieved. There is
a general consensus here that - 'We can do it'.
Performing: here the task is addressed, functional social roles performed
and workable compromises - rather than differences - enacted (4.5. summary
4). There is energy available here to do the task and a communal feeling of
'We are doing it'.
Ending: as the team function is achieved the group becomes resistive to its
pending dissolution (4.6). There is a social desire for the group to
continue and much reminiscing; often suggestions are nade to meet again.
The unsuccessful group, in Tuckman's terms, is one which fails to evolve or
remains stuck at the stage of Storming; which to my mind is when the social
veneer of the group is thinnest and energies from other levels most
threaten its conventional task ordained function.
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From a transactional perspective, it appears the initiation of a group -
its Forming stage - solicits a socially regressive response as participants
remain watchful, waiting for the 'authoritative role' of the facilitator to
emerge. As they have time to settle, participants begin to feel 'put down',
logically enough as they have lost touch with their own power which is now
projected upon the leader; whom they nay blame for their feelings of
inadequacy and enrole as a punitive, controlling and critcal parent figure.
Ye see here how transferential and projective dynamics of other levels
shade in to exert social effect. In transactional terms this self-generated
critique stimulates 'Critical Parent-Rebellious Child' energies which are
enacted first 'within' themselves, then 'without' at the Storming stage of
the group. Having catharted disruptive energies the stage of Horning occurs
as the 'Adult' of participants surfaces to question "dhat can be done with
the world as it is?' The following stage of Performing demonstrates a
successful social system in action, and the last stage of Ending the
reluctance to let go of social bonding once formed.
Interestingly, it appears from my observations that the social level re-
enacts and repeats the psychodynamics of socialisation - and the infant's
commitment to the conventional social world, in that participants seem to
recreate all they have learnt. Indeed, I have observed clients actively
regress on first meeting, then gradually grow themselves up before me in
subsequent meetings as our therapeutic relationship develops. I have also
observed myself socially regress in new situations where I felt unable to
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define the situation and had to depend upon imaginative perception. Social
regression such as this is a central feature of psychoanalysis, actively
encouraged by the therapist who usually stays remote, non-giving and opaque
to the client.
Xore usually at the social level, in a mundane setting such as the
classroom, I find the group facilitator is reacted to as a conventional
social entity, that is to say, as a leader and representative of authority.
Perhaps Tucknan's model, emanating from and relating to groups in the armed
forces is naturally biased to issues of authority and leadership? If a
therapeutic group remains solely attuned to concerns of the social level I
am apt to believe it is resisting and failing in its purpose, for I see
skills training rather than therapy or deeper levels of growth addressed
here.
Xy experience of external supervision (Clarkson 1990; Parlett 1990), self-
monitoring and ongoing self-assessment, leads ne to believe I am competent
at this level of groupwork, especially in relation to the working through
of social resistances. This said, I recognise that the beginning of a group
evokes the most discomfort within ne, not so much in therapeutic settings
where process concerns predominate, as in educational settings where the
obvious transferential relationship is often actively ignored, and I have
the task of orientating participants to experiential inquiry, and must
contract with them 'the rules of engagement' for the workshop. At this
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stage I an a little impatient to begin what I see as the 'real' work and
irritated with the polite veneer that so often characterises a new group.
This is a failing I am beginning to resolve.
6.3 Influences of the transference level within group facilitation
The transference level of groupwork is present for me whenever a
participant's past is rekindled by current group events or when earlier life
scripts are re-stimulated and clients view me, the facilitator, from the
stance of their infancy or adolescence, assigning to me a 'family-like role'
(4.1.). Seductive 'sexual gameplay' may also be enacted at this level;
possibly a remnant of earlier Oedipal influences? Where the social level
solicits conventional role-play, the transference level strikes a deeper
layer more akin to psychodrama.
Psychoanalysts, who deal primarily with psychologically disturbed subjects,
have a tendency to see transference as something which has to be worked
through, often because it represents a considerable confusion between the
present and the past: "Tihen the ego recognises and sorts out the confusion
between past and present, transference dissolves" (Blanck & Blanck 1974
p136). As a humanist and practitioner of Gestalt psychotherapy I view
transference in a less pathological light. Because earlier needs persist
into adult life does not necessarily imply to me a confusion between the
past and the present, so much as an unmet state of need. The reinstatement
of such needs might just as well signal a resumption of a previously
interrupted developmental timetable. This renewed energy to meet needs for
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long unmet, I see as more of an organismic movemen t towards completion,
than confusion of the present with the past. In this light transference may
be seen as the working through of developmentally appropriate needs, and
unresolved transference - in need of working through, as a necessary
requisite which fuels much social bonding, for it keeps us 'working
transferentially' together. This said, there is ample evidence of unrealistic
transferences developing in group settings. Indeed, Baron (1987) has shown
how unrealistic transference developed, was psychodynamically maintained,
and eventually led to the death of a day hospital community.
The hidden emotional agenda of the classroom is fuelled, I have found, by
energies eminating from the level of transference, when teachers act out the
part of controlling and critical parents. Such influences infiltrate the
teacher-student relationship to inspire unhealthy relationships such as
child-like dependence or rebellious acting-out. For example perverted forms
of parenting and dependency inducing transferences are commonly used - in
my experience - by authoritarian teachers Garber 1984).
As a facilitator I must also be on my guard against counter-transferences
that emerge in myself from this level of groupwork. If a client relates to
me as if from son to father, I may be seduced - or seduce myself - into
relating to him as if from father to son; if he relates to me as if 'all
knowing' I may delude myself that I am tinged with sagehood. Oedipal and
sexual scripts are also played out at this level. Obviously critical
reflection, as found in such as supervision is necessary if a facilitator is
to retain their facilitative clarity at this level of the group.
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The level of transference thus motivates much of our lifescript, lubricates
our social engagements and dovetails into much of our daily living.
Observations of grouplife performed for this study lead me to believe the
idiosyncratic style a facilitator adopts contributes to the nature of
transference arising In fact, group phenomena described in the work of
Randall and Southgate (1980) are indicative, I believe, of the kind of
'transferential parent' the facilitator represents for a group in any one
phase. Vhether the facilitator is seen to be a 'Nurturing' or 'Critical
Parent' profoundly effects the dynamic show a group generates; this
hypothesis will be returned to Later in this study.
Briefly, Randall and Southgate (1980) propose a four stage model of group
life: Nurturing; Energising; Peaking and Relaxing. Three differing degrees of
response are also cited as possible in each stage; the group may be:
'Creative' - productive and purposeful in operation;
'Intermediate' - rather lost as to its purpose; or
'Destructive' - regressive, angry and frustrating of any task involved.These
permutations of group response are illustrated below:
THE NURTURING STAGE
In the Creative group paticipants are seen to be honest and open, able to
give and receive support.
In the Intermediate group participants enter into polite chat without real
concern for one another, start into the task function of the group without
sharing of themselves and ignore those needing support.
In the Destructive group participants are desperately attentive or openly
discontent.
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THE ENERGISING STAGE
In the Creative group ideas and strategies flow freely with participants
demonstrating the confidence to debate, challenge and accept challenges in
return.
In the Intermediate groupwork is bogged down with a concern for details,
abstractions; subgroups form to meet their own needs regardless of other
membership of the group.
In the Destructive group participants fight for dominance and are angry,
frightened, rejecting and rejected by turns.
THE PEAK STAGE
In the Creative group participants feel fulfilled and excited as they see
the task of the group being fulfilled.
In the Intermediate group there may not even be a peak; exhaustion
predominating.
In the Destructive group the peak is replaced by open hostility and
feelings of paranoia.
THE RELAXING STAGE
The Creative group summarises, reflects on its gains and celebrates.
The Intermediate group dissolves leaving participants unclear as to what
has been achieved and despondent.
The Destructive group evokes fantasy or illusions to cope with its sense of
failure.
Participant observation suggested that the leadership style a facilitator
adopts does much to influence a group's transferential relationship to its
facilitator. A facilitator seen as empathic and nurturing is it seems more
likely to effect positive transference and to solicit a creative group.
Conversely, a facilitator taken to be remote and critical tends to invite
negative parental transference and reap a destructive group.
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Indefinite facilitation and parenting falling between these two is it
appears likely to solicit an intermediate group. A humanistic facilitator
working in a Rogerian mode (Rogers 1965), it seems is more likely to
solicit Nurturing Parent transference while an analyst working in an
interpretive psychodynamic mould attentive to facilitator opacity and
therapeutic distance, likely to invite negative transference.
Personally, when I have enacted and maintained a humanistic approach with a
group I have found a creative climate result, when performing critically and
analytically I find a group can return the same behaviour to me and appear
destructive.
At the level of transference, the facilitator is more of a transitional
object, a gate keeper between one reality and another; he is less of
conventional reality and more a symbolic representative of inner world
events.
I have been informed by co-facilitators that I perform well at this level.
My knowledge and experience of psychodynamic groupwork I believe informs
my facilitation and alerts me to the re-enactment of developmentally
necessary, transferentially determined relationships.
6.4 Influences of the projective level within group facilitation
Rycroft (1972) notes that the literal meaning of projection is: a throwing
in front of oneself. In psychoanalysis this relates to 'viewing a mental
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image as objective reality', and is seen to divide into two sub-sections: a)
to describe the process inherent in dreams and hallucinations; b) the
underlying dynamic by which specific impulses, wishes and desires or other
internal objects are imagined to be located in some object external to the
self. As this is often proceeded by denial, what tends to get projected onto
others are denied and unaware parts of oneself; that is, our own bits of
potential pathology.
In part all perception has aspects of projection, in that we can only
perceive that which we can conceive.
Phenomena of the projective level I perceive as providing the meat of
therapy and adding further to the hidden agenda of education. Projections
are addressed, according to Cox (1978) when a group leader attempts to
enable the 'unconscious-witheld' to became the 'conscious-witheld, so that it
may eventually became the 'conscious-disclosed'. This I find is a slow
client-directed process. It is also intensely personal.
Because phenomena of the projective level lie at a deeper stratum of
grouplife than those of the social and transference levels, they are less
affected by - or amenable to - intellectual rationalization. A facilitator
cannot hurry along therapeutic insight at this level of work; they must
learn to wait for their clients' 'readiness'.
I perceive my facilitation as at its most gentle at the projective level. I
watch very carefully for the group's own self-regulating mechanisms to
emerge, gauging my approach and matching the timing of my interventions to
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the group's own pace and tolerance. This is a tentative process which
requires me to tolerate a multiplicity of purpose, to stay with my own
confusion, and to respond in a sensitive person-centred way. I have found
intuitive rather than intellectual responses work best at this level.
At the projective level I find that as a facilitator I tend to function as a
repository of symbolic meaning. In this way they cane to incarnate
'projective meanings' for the group, fantasy figures created in reality
(1.5. summary 1).
In the 'projective eye' of the group the facilitator initially may be seen as
a powerful magical figure. How I as a facilitator tolerate such projected
Idealisation determines how these are worked through. If, when a client
transferentially rejects me and I in turn reject him, our therapeutic
alliance is lost.
I need a full store of well-being and self containment when working at this
level, and readily acknowledge the strengths I get from on-going therapy
and supervision.
Xy experience of facilitative work at this level suggests it stimulates
material needing therapeutic reddress in the facilitator themselves, for it
includes unconscious defensive patterns we take for granted and act out
unawarely. In my own case, I note how I used to fly into intellectual
rationale when threatened by a group. I was unaware of this until it was
fed back to me in supervision following an enactment of an earlier
facilitative experience.
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This level of work is difficult for any facilitator. Therapists, who work
for long concentrated periods at this level, as a guiding principle retain
regular therapy and supervision to purge those counter-transferences and
projections which are stimulated in the therapeutic relationship, which re-
stimulates past distress or parallels processes of their own. I own here ny
own need to maintain myself via continued therapy and supervision while I
an seeing clients, and how much my psyche seems to clog up when I go for
long gaps without either of these. Ity current psychotherapeutic training
and group therapy I find an invaluable remedy here.
6.5 Influences of the primordial level within group facilitation
The primordial level I see as relating closely to the projective level;
indeed, I believe it fuels the same. What is first sensed without - in the
subconscious 'primordial' fabric of the group - solicits projections from
within the psyche of participants.
Indeed, emotional energies from each level serve to influence other levels.
Activity generated at the primordial level, arising from the group's store
of unconscious emotionality is described in part under Bion's concept of
the basic assuaptim group (Bion 1961) which channels unconscious
emotional drives towards:
1) Dpeadency: where the group adopts dependent behavior and seeks to
entice the leader into making decisions for then.
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2) Fight/flight when the group attempts to seduce the leader to rally them
against external forces, or pursue vehicles for flight from the here-and-
now.
3) Miring: when two members are nominated as a chosen couple, nurtured,
and Invested with the power to 'give-birth' to a magical panacea that will
solve all the group's problems.
The above represent non-rational non-familial dynamics emanating from the
group's collective unconscious. Participant observation supported by
evidence of co-facilitation suggests that at the primordial level of
groupwork thinking is secondary to feeling and reflection is all too often
secondary to impulse; yet, if Individuals can be held at this level and
encouraged to reflect on the material which arises there is much to gain.
When working at the primordial level I have found intuitive, poetic
interventions inviting of visualisation and free-attention most fruitful.
The use of metaphor may here reach where cold reason and logic fail. But
such intuitive vision needs an anchor, and the facilitator has to
demonstrate sufficient inter-linking with social reality and the world
beyond in order to provide a route along which intuitive insights can
percolate into everyday reality. It is an important facilitative task to
build a bridge between the differing realities at play.
Some years heading a therapeutic community course and facilitating a large
group in the company of group analysts has served to polish up my
appreciation of this level, but, I believe my own engagement in group
therapy is my most valid support for work at this level.
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In educational settings I am resistive to staying over-long at the
primordial level; I note it, allow silences to unfold and value its presence
in group life, but it is my preference to verbalise observations and share
theory relating to the primordial level and so educate and prepare
participants, rather than leave then in a true group analytic way to the
helplessness and depression that so easily ensues from out of this level of
work. Frequent short spells (5-10 minutes at a time) are more my style.
I have came to know this level of work and not to fear or run from it; peer
supervision with my analytic colleagues has provided rich preparation for
work at the primordial level. I note that although all groups operate at
this level and all that teachers feel its effects, few educationalists are
able to describe this level of experience.
6.6 Towards a rudimentary groupwark model
An overview of the above levels and developmental phases as arose from
participant observation and collaborative inquiry is attempted in Figure 15.
Peplau's phases are taken to subsume all other developmental models as they
serve to illustrate movement through time. Subsequent models of group
development are suggested to primarily relate to a specific level - though
obviously shading Into others: Tuckman's Forming, Storming, worming,
Performing and Ending to the Social Level; Randell and Southgate's
lurturing, Energising, Peak and Relaxing phases primarily to the
Transference Level; and Bion's basic assumption groups to the Primordial
Level. All phases and levels - apart from Peplau's which narrates the
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FIGURE 15 EELAnasEuz_casom_EusEajia
Phases of the therapeutic/facilitative relationship
ORIENTATION	 4	 IDENTIFICATION	 4	 EXPLORATION	 4	 RESOLUTION
(Novement through tine - Peplau 1952)
SOCIAL LEVEL
0
Level of social engagement, pastimes, activities whichstructure
time, games we play (acting into cocktail party-like behaviour or
portraying cynical indifference), the roles we enact and tasks we
perform, maintaining socially agreed contracts, the social context
O of what we do, socialisation, attending to work and moral duty.
(Stages of a work group? - Tuckman 1973)
Forming 4 Storming 4 Horning 4 Performing	 Ending
TRANSFERENCE LEVEL
Evocation of earlier family dynamics, the acting out of unaware
behavioural scripts, recreating past patterns in the here-and-now,
attempts to work through earlier trauma, re-enacting the past in
the present, creating the developmentally needed relationship,
earlier issues brought into everyday life, looking for parent
O figures, resistances to awareness, restimulated anxieties and/or
fantasies, blocks to full relational contact, mental defences.
(Relational dynamics? - Randall & Southgate 1980)
Nurturing	 4	 Energising	 4	 Peak	 4	 Relaxing
0
U The Creative Group - The Intermediate Group 	 The Destructive Group
PROJECTIVE	 LEVEL
Unowned parts of ourselves we attribute to others, symbolic
interactionism, personal pathology, unconscious acting out.
0
(Pathological group processes? - Foulkes 1964; Yalom 1975)
FR INORDIAL	 LEVEL
0
Subconcious influences of the general field, an amalgam of
unconscious individual processes, influences of a mystical
and/or spiritual nature, the great unknown and unknowable.
(The Group Unconscious - Bion 1961)
Dependence	 Flight & Fight	 Pairing
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development of the facilitative relationship - may be perceived as having a
cyclic tendency, periodically resurfacing throughout the life of a group.
There is a similarity for me between the above levels of group function and
the human psyche from whence they are derived; social performance is
accessible to conscious control, transference is seen to hover in a semi-
conscious zone, and projective and primordial material to exist at an
unconscious functional level. Those colleagues who worked alongside me
especially sharpened my awareness of conscious and unconscious group
processes.
Tucknan's model was observed to relate especially well to the task function
of 'managerially' directed work groups, and Randell and Southgate's model to
serve best experiential groups of short duration.
In a transactional sense (5.1.), I view the Parent (exteropsyche) as our
major reference for social behaviour and the prime motivator behind the
conventional structuring that occurs within the group's Social Level; the
Transference, Projection and Primordial Levels I see as having root in ego
activity of the Child (archeopsyche), and the Adult (neopsyche) as a
computer working not so much at any one level, but rather acting as an
external constructor of 'the now' as it attends more to external events than
internal intrapsychic happenings, but nevertheless making sense of these
when they arise.
Vith the development of a model, one more bridge has been built between my
experience of the group and my conceptualisation of it. Soft research data
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from experiential engagement now feels more able to be related to hard
theory.
Finally, we must note that in real life the demarcation of phases and
phenomenological events merge far more than is figuratively suggested, and,
that function within any one level of group life is never mutually exclusive
to the activity of others.
6.7 The role of self awareness and perception in the emerging model
I would like before moving on to draw attention to the relationship of the
aforementioned levels to self 'awareness'. I also feel I should include
something about how each group level may be explored, and how I inquired
into the same in experiential groups of this study.
The Social Level I find is freely observable by self and others and readily
ownable; self observation and critique is possible and generally successful
here, as are socionetric techniques. Our special senses - especially hearing
and vision - inform us of this level of engagement.
The Level of Transference is amenable to self observation but not so easily
available because it does not have observable physical existence - but
rather exerts effect; practice of depth awareness and historical self review
Is needed before a subject may appreciate this level of his performance. As
it is historical, others do not have access to sense making here; they need
to share in a relationship where close observation and history emerges so
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as to understand the behavioural patterns that unfold. Psychotherapists are
trained to observe this level of function, and often explore their own
counter-transferential responses to do so.
The Projective Level is generally hidden to self. We need to work through
considerable resistance to recognise it within ourselves. Conversely,
because others do not share our personal resistance, they are more able to
see this area of our functioning when alerted to it. Psychoanalysts are also
expertly prepared to evaluate this level of behaviour, which they do by
implied experiential examination of their own feelings or counter-
transference and by examination of that which they in turn project out upon
the client. This level of exam iation has been crucial to this study, hence
the in depth analysis of my own position and intrapersomal processes.
The Primordial Level is out of awareness of self and others. It is virtually
unknowable in the conventional sense and does not present itself in readily
observable or intellectually conceivable ways; the more you look for it the
harder it is to find. When addressing their glimpses of this level group
analysts are usually driven to the use of metaphor and imaginative
perception. I have become aware of the operation of the Primordial Level in
while writing up this study. Reviewing my professional and autobiographical
history I begin to configurate new Actives and behavioural patterns which
underpin the whole: my quest for integration, flight from alienation and
developing need to bridge affect and cognition.
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Figure 16 illuminates the above discussion via co-ordination of group
levels to prospective inquiry tools; it also notes the ways each level has
been exposed and explored in this study.
Each level I see as building upon and expanding the boundary of inquiry.
For instance the social scale of operation deals with cultural tangibles;
the transference level Incorporates an historical meaning of events; the
projective level a hidden emotional dimension; and the primordial 'world of
shadows' an appreciation of what is without from our boundary of knowing:
as in a dream, the more we focus the more our vision blurs and we lose our
orientation.
Looking again to earlier discussion where a typography of inquiry was
suggested (1.15: Figure 2), a creative synthesis begins to arise for me in
regard to perception and types of inquiry, namely: a qualitative researcher
or experiential facilitator may be suggested to best address the various
phenomenalogical levels when the following states relate:
LEVELS
Social
Transference
Projective
Prinordial
PERCEPTIVE SETS 
Sensing/Thinking
Sensing/Feeling
Intuition/Thinking
Intuition/Feeling
TYPE a INQUIRY 
Analytic Scientist
Particular Humanist
Conceptual Theorist
Conceptual Humanist
Each of these perceptive sets, my ongoing participant observation suggests,
complements the inquiry to which they are linked. Taking this creative
synthesis further, and relating the above levels to Heron's (1981b) stages
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FIGURE 16 IWTERPRLAT/01 nF GROUP LEVELS TO AVARENIM NETWIDS OF INQUIRY 
LEVELS NETHODS OF INQUIRY
social
Layer of social gaming, convention-
ality, forming of contracts and the
breaking of rules, pastiming and
deflection into cock-tail party-
like activity and cynical play,
chit-chatting and gossiping, task
orientated vision, chores and duties.
Self assessment, diary,
review of published
papers, records of groups,
self reflection, socio-
metry, video and audio
recordings, participant
observation, peer and
student review, plenary
discussion.
transference
Phenomena arising from the
interaction of past development
and the parental type portrayed by
the facilitator:
The Creative Group - influenced by
the facilitator embodying nurture;
The Interzbediate_Group - influenced
by a facilitator offering little
direction or presence;
The Destructive Group - influenced
by a facilitator conveying critique;
here unfinished family scripts are
acted out and ideal relations sought
In depth self review
in peer supervision,
analysis of own scripts
as carried from family,
historical self review,
observation by others in
facilitator role, examin-
ation of counter trans-
ference, therapy,
witnessing events with
awareness, viewing group
in family dynamic terns,
studying the power-play,
and hierarchy, analysis of
Parent-Child relations
projective	 Exploration in therapy,
psychodrama, experiential
'embers project into others uncons- 	 groupwork, depth self
cious parts of their own. 	 analysis and supervision.
primordial
The effect of the 'collective
unconscious' of the group;
basic assumptions of dependency,
flight or fight and pairing
responses, Zen-like cosmic
consciousness, the creative void,
mystical and spiritual.
Intuitive inquiry,
meditation, creative
expression, guided
fantasy and dream work,
free association,
products of altered
consciousness and
exploration of the
world of shadows.
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of collaborative inquiry (1.5), as sugested in Figure 2 (1.6), an interesting
movement cones to light:
STAGES 
1)Propositional Belief
2)Practical Knowledge
3)Experiential Knowledge
4)Propositional Knowledge
FERCEUIVE sua
Intuition/Thinking
Sensing/Thinking
Sensing/Feeling
Intuition/Feeling
LEVELS 
Projective
Social
Transference
Primordial.
Logically enough, the researcher is seen to start in stage 1, primarily at
the Projective level, where, from an intuitive/thinking stance they project
out meaning - propositional beliefs/hypotheses - upon the field of study
for examination.
Next, within stage 2 the Social level is engaged as the researcher
experiences the field of study at first hand, primarily applying a
sensing/thinking perspective in order to nap the practical knowledge that
unfolds.
At stage 3 the level of Transference is entered as the researcher becomes
immersed in relational aspects of the study and primarily applies a
sensing/feeling combination to the experiential interrelationships
encountered.
Lastly, the Primordial level is contacted as the researcher primarily makes
use of intuition/feeling to create an original synthesis productive of
propositional belief. It is poetically fitting that out from the unknowable
- the fertile void is drawn new knowledge.
I am alerted here as to the application of what essentially arose from out
of group observation reflecting back upon individual performance, and my
own self inquiry in particular. I an also made aware via my co-facilitators
that I have a tendency to approach my experiential facilitation via the
same route: Projective-Social-Transference-Primordial, rather than
systematically journeying from the Social through to the Primordial. This, I
suspect, implies that I project out various unsubstantiated meanings when I
first encounter a group, and am far from the rational sensory alert
facilitator I imagined myself to be! I will be the more alert to this when I
return to reappraise my facilitative practice in the field.
6.8 Psychodynamics of the large group
The groups used for data collection in this study varied in size from 7-35
participants, the more usual group housing a membership of 15-20. As the
present study veers towards the Large group, this needs special address.
The text below outlines with recourse to the work of others my current
state of understanding of the Large group in relation to participant
observations relating to the evolving model.
In the small group - where the whole is appreciable at a glance -
individuals the more easily reconstruct their world. Here the social level 
can be especially active. In the large group the scale of operation prevents
the formation of 'habitual' behaviour. Little of the conventional world
enters and individuals are frustrated in their attempts to 'get into' and
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'act-cut' a conventional role. The transference level and pudective level
unfettered by social structure then some to the fore, and energy from the
primordial level may grow to an ego-threatening degree. Basic assumptions
can then arise to defend against, and give vent to those primitive
anxieties the heady mixture of power, alienation and depersonalisation of
the Large group stimulate:
'The group members thus set about their conscious task, but
constantly interfering with efficient execution of that task
are the unconscious emotional drives and feelings of members.
As these feelings intrude upon the mind of one individual
they are sensed by another, who may react in sympathy (...)
to a greater or lesser degree, according to his 'valency'
for a particular basic assumption. The unconscious ideas and
forces wax and wane, become prominent or insignificant, but
gradually enclose all in one or other farm of consensual
thinking or activity." (Whiteley & Gordon 1979 pp 16-17).
The above authors state that such mechanisms lose little, if any of their
energy within staff groups, and suggest that the 'power' of the Large group
can be harnessed to educate staff to experiential insights of their own
'mad' parts:
'The experience of being in a large group of 'non-patient'
peers induces the same regressive, competitive, exciting,
crazy, infantile or panicky nihilistic feelings that
patients frequently express in psychotherapy, almost as if
one has been given an abreaction injection. The large group
can provoke a simulated neurosis or even psychosis which
gives mental health workers invaluable insight into symptom
formation, e.g. the feeling of non-existence or, at best,
devaluation, when no one responds to a remark made. Staff
will often comMent in training seminars or sensitivity
groups that they 'haven't anything of importance to say
in the large group', or to the senior staff member that
'you always say it first, anyway', demonstrating the
same self-denigration and projection of all their good
parts into the idealised leaders that the patients display.
The same awkward silences occur, looking to the
leader for instruction, and crazy things are said just to
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register one's existence. There is a personal excitement
to speaking and taking part and then sometimes receiving a
flood of hostility and when the anxiety-laden session finishes
everyone breaks into animated chat over inconsequential
things with his neighbour! (Whiteley & Gordon 1979 pp 139-40).
The above commentary substantiates earlier observations made in Chapter 5
(5.45) pertaining to stimulus hunger and the climate which ensues when
social structure falls away; through the eyes of psychiatry such states are
equated with neurosis and psychoses. Stuart Whiteley - co-author of the
above passage - and myself have shared time together in large community
groups, and have had ample time to compare, contrast and talk through our
respective approaches. Though we differ substantially in our thinking, and
pay homage to different disciplines, we are agreed that the large group
releases regressive energies.
As to the nature of those neurotic and/or psychotic mechanisms released by
the abreactive effects of the large group, these appear to be regressive
states eminating from levels of transference and projection (be Mre 1975;
Skynner 1975; Turquet 1975).
Turquet (1975) provides an excellent example of how power transferences and
perception interrelate:
The projective endowment of those 'others' with positive
qualities, especially if there is a major degree of fit -
'You are not me in that you are more intelligent than I' -
where in fact the endowed 'other' is more intelligent than
the endower - can act as a powerful release of envy in the
endower towards the now 'richer other'. Many aspects of the
large group can be interpreted as exercises in the force of
envy towards this presumed 'richer other' (Turquet 1975 p104).
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The above certainly rings true for me. I have seen numerous cases where
group members, seemingly ill at ease in themselves, resent what they see as
'composure' In others and group move quickly to spoil this for then. As a
facilitator I find that I especially reap envy when I an seen as too-good-
to-be-true and lacking in vulnerability. Analytic co--facilitators, I have
observed, who stay remote and retain their person behind an opaque screen
ever so readily draw envious hostility from a group. I have found it a
truism that when a group experiences discomfort and this is not owned, an
enemy within or without its frame must be found.
Skynner (1975) notes in relation to such energies that:
"If uncontrolled, the forces concerned tend towards the
primative, disintegrative with break-up of the group itself
into warring fragments, leading to scapegoating and exclusion
of parts; or to the creation of an external enemy or 'bad
object' in order to avoid this internal conflict and maintain
unity" (Skynner 1975 p246).
At times like these the group seemingly requires a facilitator to lead it to
a place where it can 'witness' itself, work through and own those bits it
has split off and externally recreated.
Success in the large group, for participant and facilitator alike, means
they must foster in themselves an ability to tolerate discomforts emanating
from structure, stimulus and recognition hunger (5.15) - or indeed the
absence of these, plus the necessary energy to work these through. I believe
a facilitator Joust have achieved this in large measure for themselves if
they are to generate it in others.
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Skynner (1975) also gives us a clue as to what makes for constructive
group functioning:
1)"A capacity to tolerate silence (-.) this requires a capacity
of the individual to lose his ordinary boundaries without
losing himself; or to put it another way, a willingness to
abandon feelings of identity based on professional and social
roles, on 'doing things' or 'getting somewhere', and to trust
to a deeper identity based on 'being' what one essentially
'is'. This 'oceanic' feeling is indeed like floating in the
sea, which also requires a cessation of activity as well as
a trust in one's own essential buoyancy and in the support
that will be provided by one's surroundings" (aynner 1975
p247).
2)"It also requires a willingness of the individual to maintain
his separate identity and personal values despite the
destructive envy that this arouses in others, which is
experienced as greater and more terrifying as the size of
the group increases" (aynner 1975 p248).
3)"Vhoever can demonstrate to the group that it is possible
and desirable both to lower defences and became one with
the group, while at the same time maintaining individuality
and standing against it (or rather for oneself despite it),
is a true leader who enables the group to 'hind' its
ambivalence and move towards more creative functioning"
(Skynner 1975 p248).
1) above lends support to my observation of the 'Zen-like' state of group
encounter (5.15) when the social world falls away and 'structure hunger' and
'stimulus hunger' are met full on; 2) and 3) reinforce my belief that, if
facilitators are to maintain their developmental momentum they must
undertake regular supervision and therapy. I develop on my rationale for
this ethical stance below.
Though it is conceivable to me that a group leader may discover therapeutic
themes during facilitation which they may later wish to work through for
Themselves, it is not conceivable to me that they may 'do their own therapy'
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while they facilitate, for to do so means they relinguish their nurturing,
boundary maintaining and sense-making roles. If all members of a group
regress in quest of experiential, or therapeutic exploration, who is there
left to take care of them and promote a therapeutic outcome? Sloppiness,
especially in relationship to boundary maintenance, I find regularly in
educational facilitators who forego the rigors of supervision. Because we
are primarily blind to material of our 'projective agenda' we need others to
direct our focus to it.
Facilitators, so my developing professional bias goes, be they in
therapeutic or educational settings need an arena where they can address
personal issues that arise within themselves from the leadership role. This
view was supported by both group analysts and humanistic co-facilitators,
and was seen as necessary for educational groups as for therapeutic ones.
Xurray Cox (1978) also draws attention to the necessity for a facilitator
to maintain high levels of awareness; she likens the role of the group
facilitator to that of a conductor in an orchestra or the prompter in a
play, whose hovering attention has the quality of radar as he/she
constantly scans the group as a whole, while, at the sane time noticing
each individual. Open attention - as cited earlier (5.4) - can only be
maintained when the facilitator has both an opportunity and a venue to
decant intrapsychic themes that arise through the act of facilitation. Such
feelings as rejection, competitiveness, grandiosity and depression, impulses
to control and retaliate, may all arise within facilitation to threaten a
facilitator's perceptive processes and ability to successfully carry out
those therapeutic tasks their role requires. At the time of emotional
arousal, within the cut-and-thrust of groupwork, a facilitator needs to be
clear as to those therapeutic tasks to which he/she works.
6.9 The input of an informal collaborative inquiry within this study.
I have neglected to mention until now an area of groupwork which developed
alongside this study which provided me with my major store of clinical
supervision, an ongoing practical reference for my experiential vision and
exposure to group analysis, namely, The Certificate in Therapeutic Community
Practice. This course, which accompanied the writing of this thesis both
acted as a testing ground for its suppositions and paralleled its
development throughout its five year life. Essentially, the course milieu
compliments this study in the manner of an informal collaborative inquiry
into experiential groupwork; facilitators and students thereof being privy
to my thought and I to theirs; for we spent much group time together.
The Certificate in Therapeutic Community Practice, run conjointly by the
Association of Therapeutic Communities (A:TA:.) and the Institute of
Advanced Nursing Education (I.A.11.E.) at the Royal College of Nursing,
London, originated from out of the desire of the A.T.C. to effect a course in
Therapeutic Community Practice. The Institute was contacted with a view to
academically validating such a course, and I, as a mental health specialist
was co-opted into the initial meetings.
The culture which the R.C.I. and the A.T.C. both represented were not
conducive to one another. John Wells, the Deputy Director at that time was
essentially an educational manager who understandably wanted to see hard
evidence of a proficient curriculum. The Association representatives, in
turn, were unfamiliar with such demands and resistive to getting their act
so tightly together. This I believe was largely due to their high degree of
individuality and low level of synergy; they had had little practice in
playing as a team. As I had sampled the Henderson course, when a clinician
and as a tutor, and spoke up for the course and its educational worth, John
was prepared to give the A.T.C. sufficient time to draft a workable course.
Further meetings flowered. Eventually I sat down for a day, drafted a rough
document incorporating the aims and intentions of the Association in a
format acceptable to the Institute and we were on our way.
In the early meetings what I saw as the internecine rivalry and
individuality of Association members jaundiced John's opinion of their
ability. Sibling rivalry was always well cloaked within the Institute and
the hidden agenda kept hidden; here in contrast were people all too readily
leaking their personal agendas into everyday life, and more especially into
the business of course planning John - very much an officer in the Royal
Air Force sense - was not impressed, and the Association did not go out of
their way to impress him. Transferential and projective influences were as
strong here as in any group!
To me this coming together of the Institute (LILLE.) with the Association
(AS.C.) represented a meeting between a highly organised hierarchy with all
those qualities attendent to the sane, as described by Lawrence and Lorsch
(1969) in the shape of The Royal College of Nursing, with its cynicism,
need to dominate or be dominated, a sense that prejudice is all right and
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that ideas must come from the top, with that of the A:T.C.'s
psychotherapeutic culture which preached the danger of these and sought to
support democratisation via such qualities as related to this by Emery and
Thorsrud (1976) as open problem-solving, locating decision making as close
to information sources as possible, aimed to increase co-operative effort
and put emphasis upon the face-to-face working through of problems. This is
not to imply the A.T.C. were easy prey, but rather to suggest that while
both the R.C.H. and A.T.C. fought by similar rules they had differing values;
this said, they could both be as pompous as the other, act superior when
threatened and be just as bitchy. It was rather the Adult (neopsyche) of
the R.C.N. was informed by a strong Critical Parent and the A.T.C. played
out a role more openly influenced and acknowleging of Child (ardheopsyche)
references. In sun, the A.T.C. perverted therapeutic culture in the interests
of individualism in much the same way as the R.C.X. perverted educational
culture in the interests of institutionalism. In sum, both bodies had
normally developed egos.
This was not an easy time for me. My own parental (intellectual) and
mischievous and rebellious child (emotional) energies were awakened by the
unfolding drama. This may explain why I worked so hard to effect
integration of these forces and the courses success; in that a part of me
was refired which was still fighting medical psychiatry (12) and resentful
of authoritative parenting.
The original representatives of the A TC, namely Stuart Whiteley, David
Millard, David Kennard and Kieth Beech, joined with myself and John to farm
the Curriculum Development Group. From out this group a Board of Examiners
evolved, written tests and essays emerged. After a great deal of discussion
and debate within the I.A.11X. the course started. This was the first course
to bring other than nurses into the college. In the event it drew mental
health nurses, social workers, teachers, art therapists, social and
occupational therapists together as students, and brought experts in
therapeutic community practice and group analysis together. It became a
melting pot of styles, approaches and on-going debate as to how best to
represent therapeutic practice, teach the same and facilitate the numerous
residential weekends, large and small groups of the course; it also gave
focus to the A.T.C. and taught me a great deal.
I am reminded that the model which is evolving from this study has been
hard won and was subject to a good deal of empirically testing on the above
course. Xy theoretical stance thus arose from the field and was subject to
continual recycling. As to my own personal and professional development the
Certificate in Therapeutic Community Practice provided me with some 400
hours of co-facilitated experiential groupwork; 500 hours of peer
supervision; and 2,500 hours of exposure to psychodynamic theory over a
five year period.
Observations in this chapter were subject to much discussion in peer
supervision with my co-facilitators: Pat XcGrath - Group Analyst and
Principal Social Yorker; Norman Vela - Group Analyst and Phoenix Rouse
manager; and Andrew Oates - a Tavistock orientated groupworker and Social
Services Director, who together ran small experiential/therapy groups of the
course and co-facilitated alongside myself the large community groups; and
more latterly Ruth Davies, a fellow humanistic psychotherapist undergoing
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training in Psychosynthesis, who was a student upon the first year of the
course and latterly became my colleague within the Institute. These
individuals joined with me in facilitating the large group, and joined in
pre group discussions and post group peer supervision, and contributed
wisdoms born of their varied professional backgrounds to this work.
Group analysts and psychodynamic group leaders participating in the above
course, alert to issues of leadership, did much to hone my vision and
thinking. Our relationship together, analysts with humanist, was not always
smooth. Initially I saw them as over-controlling, shy of emotional energy
and critical in their parenting. They in turn saw me as uncontaining,
potentially dangerous and over-expressive. But we gained from working
together. I became more attentive to boundaries and they acknowledged
becoming more expressive in style.
The course team, led educationally by myself as course tutor, continually
thrashed out the relationship of therapy to education, expressive and action
based leadership in comparison to non-directed experiential group style,
and integrated such diverse influences as Gestalt, Group Analysis,
Psychodrama, social learning and systems theory to the evolving culture.
Philosophy attendant to this culture has entered this thesis.
A list of those involved in teaching upon the course gives some idea of the
calibre of the experience we shared in together. Dr. Stuart Vhiteley -
consultant psychiatrist and Director of the Henderson Hospital; David
Kennard - Principal Psychologist at Hampton Hospital and Group Analyst;
Dr. David Millard - consultant psychiatrist and Oxford don; Dr. Kick
Manning - Reader in Social Policy at Canterbury University; These notable
authorities in the field of groupwork who have published classic groupwork
texts quoted in this work, served on the Curriculum Development Group of
the course and contributed directly to my vision and indirectly to the
shape of this thesis.
The Certificate broadly took the form of a * hour student's business
meeting, a 1* hour lecture, a 2 hour workshop, a 1% hour small group
session with a large 116 hour group replacing the smaller one every 3rd
week. The course was started off by a residential weekend, repeated between
the 2nd and third terms. These weekends provided some 15 hours of
experiential groupwork. Students were assessed via two essays, two unseen
written papers and a project.
Teaching upon the programme were Dr. David Clark a founding father of
therapeutic community practice; Dr. Robert Rapoport the original researcher
into it; Dr. Bob Hinshelwood a reknown editor, writer and Kleinian analyst;
Melvyn Rose, Director of The Pepper Harrow Foundation; Dr. Jeff Roberts,
Raymond Blake and many other activists of group orientated care stimulated
me immensely. When listed like this, contributors to the course read like a
who's who of the therapeutic community movement.
I cite the above names for three reasons, firstly, so that the reader might
appreciate how rich the field was from whence I drew my insights; secondly,
to honour those colleagues who informed the Informal inquiry of this work;
thirdly, to provide the reader with sufficient evidence so that they might
draw their own conclusions as to the status of the informal collaborative
inquiry performed. I say 'informal', because I did not set this up purposely,
it rather developed, as we were unaware of what was cognitively unfolding
until long after the event. Immersion in the 'experiential field' (Heron
1981a) was total. It is only now I realise how the course experience
informed collaborative 'group' inquiry.
From the above it should be obvious how immersed I became with and in
psychodynanic group practice. Alongside this strand of personal inquiry, as
an advanced student of The Gestalt Psychotherapy Institute I was being
rigorously prepared to existential and humanistic approaches to clinical
practice and experiential groupwork. Psychoanalysis in the form of Group
Analysis, and Humanism in the form of Gestalt are both sutured together by
this study.
There were also many students who, while receiving supervision for their
projects sent my mind racing on new pathways; they too collaborated in this
work and illuminated my thinking.
The current study also influenced in turn my teaching and the course. Upon
the Certificate programme I introduced a qualitative study extending over
some two academic terms. Subsequently a Diploma programme was developed
for students with a suitable assessment profile (50% and above in all
examined work). These Diplomate students underwent intensive preparation to
qualitative research methodology in order for then to research into their
own professional practice. Replication of my own research process - though
admittedly in a shorter time and on a smaller scale - was now being
facilitated by me in others. Vatching them undergo processes earlier
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undergone by myself crispened my own appreciation of my intrapersonal
process. In facilitating their inquiry I also facilitated myself. I was also
able to verify how much of what I experienced as a new paridigm researcher
was idiosyncratic to myself, and how much was replicated in others.
The participant observation afforded in my role of research supervisor
constantly feeds back to inform methodological concerns of this thesis.
As I write up this work I an reminded of another parallel process, in that
I have provided students without formal academic qualifications a route of
progression to Xasters level work. Four diplomate students - without '0
Levels' and 'A Levels' - have lately been accepted into Xasters Degrees on
the basis of the Diploma, judged by interviewers to be at post graduate
level. Note, I was similarly without '0 Levels' when I was accepted for my
first degree, I have remained so since.
I think I learn best when teaching others, and am powerfully driven to
facilitate others in ways I have grown and developed myself; possibly a re-
enactment or undoing of my own earlier traumas and sense of academic
failure and deprivation?
6.10 Therapeutic tasks: an example of facilitative structuring
The facilitator, in his/her position of leader reaps much social prestige.
This honoured position means they have to hand enormous power to shape
'group reality'. 'Reality shaping' is a crucial function of leadership and is
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performed by timely sequencing of relevantly integrated therapeutic tasks.
It is well to remember that he who has the biggest stick is more able to
force his definition of reality upon you. The group facilitator has a very
big stick indeed.
How a facilitator is seen to parent - or decline parenthood, whether they
nurture or control, all are invested with meaning. In transference terms,
the leader may invite or refute comparison with the 'good and bad parent'
and all that this entails in the psyche of group members (6.3).
In sum, the facilitator, more especially as a leader in the large group,
must:
- be aware of the uniqueness of his/her leadership position;
- note his/her membership and experience of grouplife;
- accept a co-ordinating, leadership and sense making function;
- pay attention to large and small scale group processes;
- have a mind as to what constitutes therapeutic development;
- acknowledge the role fantasy plays in perception;
- be respectful of the power that attends their leadership role;
- and have the support of ongoing personal therapy and/or supervision.
Ever mindful of the above the facilitator attempts to add therapeutic shape
to the group, to create an emotionally safe environment where clients may
gain experiential insight into themselves and those relations they enact
with others, while all the time maintaining a nurturing yet realistic
experimental 'reality'.
As an educationalist I an well aware that facilitation skills are not easy
to teach. I am also mindful that too often the professional preparation of
group workers, such as psychiatric nurses and social workers in community
settings, entails a 'group experience' little different from the one enjoyed
by clients. That is to say, we subject them to the therapeutic group
experience in the hope that they will experientially derive the necessary
understanding and skills they clinically require as care professionals. In
the context of that disruptive energy flow described above, this becomes a
very slow learning process with little guarantee of outcome. The more so as
many experienced group facilitators cannot fully verbalise what it is they
do. It is well to remember that apprenticeship based upon role modeling can
inculcate deficits alongside assets, and to note that what makes for good
therapy does not necessarily provide for good educational practice. Staff
require very different skills from clients, and these skills need to be made
the more explicit.
A clearer way of learning and appreciating groupwork, I believe, is afforded
when a facilitator openly shares those 'therapeutic tasks' to which they
work, gives students practice and skills development - that is to say
supervision, and helps develop a grounded theory.
I endeavour in the remainder of this chapter to illustrate a technique for
clarifying the dynamics of large group facilitation through the disclosure
of therapeutic tasks.
Chronologically, I first became alert to the existence of those
facilitative/therapeutic tasks I performed as a leader, while facilitating
the educational community discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, but was not
sufficiently clear until later observation and co-facilitation confirmed
their presence for me.
The facilitative study below seeks to be illustrative of those intellectual
processes a facilitator employs to structure therapeutic nurturing. Though
what I describe occurred in many groups, I return to a previously explored
group so as to build on what has already been understood.
The reader may find it useful to refer back to the groupwork diary outlined
in Chapters 4 and 5 to verify the precise ancestory of those facilitative
tasks presented.
Therapeutic tasks are underlined as they arise and analysed within the
frame of Peplau's four phase model of the therapeutic relationship:
Orientation, Identification, Exploration and Resolution.
I will also endeavour to illustrate 'when' and 'how' I became aware of
differing levels, so as that the reader night appreciate the 'hidden logic'
of my facilitation and leadership role.
Sequentially, my groupwork diary reveals the following events.
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- ground rules for the
6.11 Facilitative tasks of the Orientation Phase (9/12/83-29/2/84)
Returning to review my previous facilitation armed with a newly forged
vision alerted towards facilitative tasks, I begin to appreciate that the
Orientation Phase (4.3./5.3./5.4.) was inaugurated as the facilitator-group
relationship addressed its initial task of 'establishing of therapeutic 
contact_and_conadentialityl. Here the personal impact of the facilitator
upon the group - and indeed the effect of the group upon the facilitator -
was interactively experienced as the groups therapeutic needs were 
solicited.
There was in this phase a concern with 'purpose', the 'role of the 
facilitator' and the 'responsibilities expected of the client'. I felt we were
at a 'social level' of functioning much concerned with establishing the
conventions and roles expected of us.
'Dependence' along with intermittent episodes of 'flight and fight'
characterised the influences surfacing from the 'primordial level' and
seemed to add fuel to the social need for a clarification of 'role' and
'purpose'.
Initially, such questions were asked as to how far the group process would
go and investigation made of the 'nature' of myself, as leader. Themes of
'trust', 'confidentiality', 'the desire to relinquish authority in order to
grow' and 'victimisation' surfaced as roles and purposes were clarified and
group - got underway.
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No sooner had the boundaries of the group been established than they were
tested, as the group tentatively confirmed its expressve and interactive
space. It seemed that 'storming' had begun.
Facilitatively, the working relationship began to take-off as fears,
fantasies and misconceptions were addressed and participants began to
believe in the groups ability to 'generate interactive safety and trust'. As
participants verified that they could test out their own expressive powers
in group-life without reaping rejection or punishment, signs of 'flight and
fight' began to diminish.
Xy portrayal of 'acceptance' was, I believe, an important ingredient here as
it role modelled an alternative to a dramatic outcome and appeared to
verify that the group was a safe place to experientially work. This phase
was essentially an educational one where questions of group procedure,
boundaries, the facilitative contract and rules of engagement were brought
into frame.
6.12 Facilitative tasks in the Identification Phase (7/3/84-4/4/84)
In the Identification Phase (4.4./5.3./5.4.) the facilitator-group
relationship was maintained and facilitatively enhanced. As facilitator I
felt myself obliged to make sense of the arising dynamics and, at times
when sharing of this process orientated the group to my facilitative logic.
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Regression and dependence issues, along with the caricature of residual
fears formed at this time. 'Flight and fight' expressed as aggression and
humour continued, while at other times the group appeared to stop working
and come to a halt.
Evidence from individual psychotherapy suggests that a plateau may occur in
the earlier stages of therapy as the client uses resistance mechanisms to
avoid the anxiety associated with pending therapeutic change (Cloud 1972 pp
112-21); it is possible that this was happening here.
As characteristics of the group's developing personality slowly began to
unfold and therapeutic objectives were discussed, I noted specific reactions
- basic assumptions such as 'flight-fight% pairing' and 'dependency';
transference and projective mechanisms; social games and projections - the
group employed to reduce its conflicts, and, as it was my style to share a
small portion of these observations I contributed to the identification of
themplautillamaa.. For example, on one occasion when we endured
a particularly long silence at the start of a group I shared that I was
wondering if the group was dependent and looking to me to begin for them?
When this was affirmed I asked if dependency was an issue generally within
the team? This solicited the response from a junior Renter of the group
that he felt there were 'powerful others' here, people who set the rules.
When I inquired as to 'the rules' it emerged that no one knew what they
were. I suggested we would need to risk breaking the rules in order to
locate them. Gradually as experimentation grew the group came to realise
how it bound itself by myths and untested basic assumptions.
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As therapeutic issues were identified and resolution patterns to these
suggested, group consciousness was directed towards the identification of 
gmakful (needs fulfilling) behaviours. For instance, individuals noted that
they often felt unsupported at work, but also came to realise that they
prevented support by working in isolation and rarely asking for help. In
issues such as this educative facilitation continued, but was now focused
more upon individual themes and emotions; as a facilitator - a being who
had been in many groups before - I was presumed to know what to expect,
and was seemingly looked to as 'a permanent object in a sea of change' to
convey a little of this 'permanency' in my demeanour and address. I felt we
were within a 'transference level' of work, my investiture as a 'superbeing'
being firmly under way.
'Privilege and authority'; 'acceptance versus rejection of authoritative
others'; 'thinking versus feeling'; 'honest expression versus politeness and
skill' surfaced as themes for address in the group. These themes introduced
In a disguised form much of the work which was to follow. The group had
been in the intermediate node to begin, journeyed to a creative mode and
was now becoming destructive. I felt we might have to fall out with each
other in order to believe in any subsequent 'getting together' or trust.
As facilitator I was coming to symbolise 'authority' and being used as a
repository for 'then', the other references of authority 'out there' beyond
the group. This seemed to be a transitional stage between 'transference' and
'proJective' levels of group experience. I felt: like I was being tested as to
how democratic I could be, how tolerent I was of emotional expression, and
how honest I was in comparison to others of the community. One of the more
senior female experiential teachers, and myself, were looked to initiate or
evaluate much of what occured, the eyes of members resting expectantly upon
one or other of us when emotional material was expressed. I reflected upon
the degree of 'pairing' attributed to our relationship.
Some 'Witting' was bound to occur in such a climate; I felt I was in
danger of becoming a wedge the junior members sought to use as a tool to
unhorse the seniors. Seniors likewise made appeal to my reason and
seductively suggested I was one of them. I an hereby led to believe that a
facilitator needs to be aware of his currency as a political tool. I felt it
a necessity to establish my political neutrality at this stage of the group.
6.13 Facilitative tasks in the Exploration Phase (11/4/84-27/2/85)
The Identification Phase seemed on reflection a transitional one, commencing
in educational mode but soliciting of therapeutic orientation and movement.
At the primordial level, dependency was evident.
In the Exploration Phase (4.5; summary 1; 2; 3; 4; 5.3; 5.4.) of group life
the main focus was upon the ' • tip •	 • Zsa	 I	 021 1	 The
therapeutic contract - shaped in earlier phases - was honoured as movement
•	 •••	 1	 • 14'	 a..	 :h.	 •• occured.
In relation to Randall and Southgate's model an Energising phase was
beginning, and - in transference terms - my *portrayal of a Nurturing Parent
seemed to lead the group towards a creative functional mode. In this phase
of the studied group isolation of determinants for non-therapeutiQ
reactions were gradually unearthed, located in the work climate and seen to
reverberate in the personal histories and habitual interactions and
collusions of group members. Interactive conflicts of the workplace were
addressed within the group as increased personal disclosure and
interpersonal feedback allowed, and Indeed encouraged the on-going analysis 
wicLexpluraticua_slfing_theatta. Contact with earlier themes,
initially disguised as communal issues were now owned, revealing persistent
individual behavioral patterns which fanned community conflicts. Speech
patterns echoed this process, qualities allocated to an external 'them'
became a more personal 'we', and were eventually owned as participants
began to speak in the first person singular - 	 'I feel that you dislike
me'; 'I think you compete with me'; 'I feel p 	  off with you'; because
unpleasent feelings could no longer so easily be deflected away a good deal
of 'flight and fight' was now able to be worked through.
As conflicts were better understood defences relaxed. Participants were
surprised to find others felt as themselves. In terms of Randall and
Southgates model we were beginning to Peak.
For example, at one stage the community's creative energy surfaced and it
commenced to view itself as if a family, with competitive behaviours,
sibling rivalry and symbolic parents in the form of senior community
members. Transference issues - akin to sibling rivalry were opened up and
factors inhibiting growthful adaptation owned. Conflicts between individual
members were thus made the more recognisable and amenable to clarification.
As fears dissipated, group resistances diminished. A feeling of communalism
evolved which further encouraged sharing. Active experimentation, such as
expressing feelings at the time of their occurence, rather than sitting on
them and building up passive resentment that might poison interpersonal
team relationships later, now yielded experiential insights. Permission for
-Itial enactment was an essential requisite for this work as well as
an implicit facilitative task. I believe I encouraged experiential enactment
and emotional expression by holding the boundary of the group secure,
staying objective, balancing destructive energies with positive ones and
keeping participants aware of the facilitative contract we agreed together.
The development of an Inquiring group climate tolerant of emotional
expression, accepting and limiting of authoritative put-downs, helped to
support and enable a climate of creativity where experimentation of
alternative strategies could be freely enacted. Ky facilitative role was
similar here to that of a collaborative researcher in that I drew together
and illuminated experiential insights while suggesting alternative routes of
inquiry when interpersonal and/or intrapersonal blocks farmed. The group
appeared to be fulfilling its task - contracted at the social level - to
provde a climate wherein its members could better understand one another
and grow.
Along with a growing confidence to express emotional energies, there grew
an appreciation of the need to 'control' and to 'appropriately express'
feelings. At this time the group seemed to move from fixation on 'hurts of
The past' to a concern with the present; chronologically, it appeared to be
growing itself up fast, leaving its hurt child parts in favour of action in
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the present. This noted, there was considerable tension between 'old' and
'new' ways of being. An example of this was afforded by the introduction of
art-work, which arose from the request of younger, less senior members to
work non-verbally. When art materials were made available 'fears of change'
and 'resistances' to let go of verbal, known ways of work refired regressive
dependent themes and a fear of the critique of seniors, but this time the
seductive pull of the 'lions' was contrasted with possible gains and
recognition made of the 'cost' of resisting and laying up further resentment
born of another missed opportunity. Initially the group fell into a
destructive pattern of response, but gradually cane to the conclusion that
sitting on anxieties perpetuated rather than redressed feelings of
loneliness, rejection, and depersonalisation. Though for some weeks the art
materials stayed in the centre of the group as a potent reminder of 'a
resistance to the new', there was a willingness to stay with, rather than
disregard this and other problematic areas of grouplife. This suggested we
could stay with distress and tolerate conflicting interests, rather than
feel blamed, got at or punished as had previously happened on these
occasions. Emotional themes were thus now able to be worked through rather
than reacted to.
As problem solving strategies, the acceptance of personal responsibility,
reality appraisal and other reality orientating reactions were rehearsed the 
coping skills of participants were reinfored.
Gradually, understanding and insight was behaviourally implemented within
the work environment. This application of insight from 'group' to 'work'
increased as inhibiting intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts were
I.	 I	 • I	 • I	 6," • SIG	 I•
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further contacted, recognised as contributing to work stress and
interpersonally worked through.
Benefits from the group were reported to permeate other facets of community
life. Recognition was made of the similarity of the content of the 'group'
and staff meetings. What had previously been part of a 'hidden agenda',
rivalry for instance, was now owned and made the more explicit.
Confrontation was now openly permeating the work community, some saw this
as negative, some as positive, but most agreed that a greater proportion of
'honesty' had entered the work climate than had been evident before. Though
this phase was tinged with some degree of idealisation, in a positive sense
policies and people were now being checked out rather than merely
acquiesced to. Seniors of the community seemed to especially feel the 'oast'
of this as managerial ploys now necessitated the sharing of ever more
political and personal rationale.
'Status' was now less effective a defence against questioning. If seniors
had at one time enjoyed a projective distance as symbolically remote
figures, this was no longer so. Indeed, when organisational errors occured
seniors were now specifically reproached with their managerial
embarrassments by Junior colleagues within our sensitivity group. This
process was not always overtly therapeutic, but sometimes appeared rather
like a settling of old scores.
Seniors needed much support at this time. It became necessary for a careful
•	 I	 I • •.'	 S • 	 •	 •," I • • • within,how IS	 S
01-Ajle-ZEOgp, especially within the work climate, and to assess the effects
of this at a personal and communal level.
As individual work was contracted into the group and members shared the
origins of their behavioural scripts deeper insight was afforded into the
formalised defences of participants and the process by which their personal
history was apt to be enacted in the work community. The recognition of
and without with the frame of the group became a salient theme at this
stage and demanded much facilitative time.
In the final stages of the Exploration Phase the future of the group was
introduced and the facilitative contract revised to give an indication of
when facilitation was to end. With this knowledge to mind the group slowed
down a little and began to limit its therapeutic work; members seemed to
take stock of themselves and consolidate their gains rather than open up
fresh avenues of personal work.
Overall, the affective (therapeutic) domain presented the essential focus of
the exploration phase.
6.14 Facilitative tasks in the Resolution Phase (6/3/85-18/7/85)
The Resolution Phase (4.6.15.3.15.4) began with a re-evaluation of the 
facilitative contract; the facilitative benefits of the group were
acknowledged as members first toyed with the idea of 'no group', a further
spell of 'groupwork with a new facilitator' and, a 'self-facilitated group'.
The last option gained the most supported; possibly because it provided
opportunity for participants to explore their own facilitative skills.
Problems of termination surfaced naturally in the Resolution Phase. Evidence
from one to one psychotherapy cite this phase as characterised by
melancholy, denial, and finally solitary grief (Vennen, X. 1970 pp 218-21).
Although overt melancholy and grief briefly entered into this phase denial
appeared to be the cardinal reaction. Though much facilitative effort was
expanded in drawing attention to the end, it took some time for the
realisation that the facilitator was 'really going to leave' to enter the
group-mind. Everytime the issue was raised there appeared to be a shift
towards something - or indeed anything - else. I had to repeat my intention
to leave time and time again. The group entered a destructive mode, feelings
of rejection arising, as it slowly dawned that I was really going to go.
During this phase of group life I believe I was seen transferentially in the
guise of a parent who had chosen to walk out on their kids.
Repression, regression, acting out, open expression of anger, followed
finally by acceptance have been cited as reaping effect in this phase
(Xal:Iceman & Davis 1974); this was also enacted in the studied group, but
with one qualification, namely, repression took on a guise of
intellectualisation.
Although I had endeavoured to educate the group in way of self facilitation,
and the transmission of facilitative skills had been an on-going intrinsic
feature throughout the life of the group, the genaratkan_a_52,,U=auppimuud
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self-care skills returned to the fore now. I reasoned that if a self-
facilitating group was to be enacted, and the general consensus of members
was that it would be, participants had to take back from me those skills
they had accorded to me but split-off from themselves. At the projective
level of the group, I would have to be killed off as an all knowing all
seeing nurturing parent. To enable this transition I employed a greater
degree of self-disclosure. Though the opacity of my facilitation may have
furthered regressive work in earlier phases of the group, I deemed that
facilitator transparency was required if participants were to acknowledge
my facilitative skills as something they could relate to themselves. Getting
participants to take back those projections they had lain upon me was not
easy; indeed there was a resistance to let go of the 'mythical me'. I also
noted in myself a little sorrow at letting my 'specialness' go.
With the form the group was to take in future resolved, an intense working
period followed in which unfinished issues were ardently addressed.
Initially this took the form of 'confessional sessions' where individuals
first owned their collusions and defences, chastised other members for not
making greater progress and then acted out expressions of anger towards
the group and myself. It seemed necessary for members to reject before they
felt safe to face the reality of an ending, and to attack and make others
vulnerable when they became vulnerable themselves. Any remaining work at
the transferential and projective level was seemingly being worked through
at a gallop. After this abreactive spell idealisation of myself and the
group again arose. These swings between negative and positive transference
seemed to purge the residual energy relating to my leaving. At times the
funeral-like oratory glorifying the group and my facilitation felt a little
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like I had already departed and was being treated to my own orbitury. Perhaps
this was a symbolic funeral, a rite of passage allowing transition to new
status to occur, for after this premature service of mourning participants did
indeed appear freed to say goodbye and lay the group in its facilitated form
to rest. Through this grieving process qualities earlier projected into me were
reclaimed.
Ny final facilitative task entailed the sharing of gains from the group. I
prompted this when I chose to relay to each member my impressions of their
contributions to the group, to thank them for trusting me with their honesty
and to acknowledge the many growing pains we had shared together. I was
careful to temper such feedback with brevity and gentleness, so that it could
the more easily be dismissed and so not hook-in the receiver to a new cycle of
intrapersonal work. Much therapeutic processing was necessary here to work
with the grief of ending.
I have endeavoured to give more neat to the emerging model - and my
facilitation, linking summative evidence to theoretical supposition. The general
thrust of my findings relating to facilitative tasks was supported by those I
taught, co-facilitators, and in peer supervision. Though we differed in the
terms we used, the activity described was recognisable to all.
I note in this report a good deal of psychoanalytic rationale which was absent
when I first commenced this study, which may be suggested to have brought out
the 'group analyst' in me.
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6. 15 An educational review of facilitation
As a series of sweeps were performed through the various groups, participant
observation, co-facilitation and peer supervision enacted, findings discussed
by learners and cycled back for further refinement, a similie emerged for me
between the progressive facilitative logic implied above (6.14) and the
hierarchy of educational and affective domains described in Figure 8 (3:I). In
Figure 17  I illustrate what was unfolding for me; facilitative tasks, framed by
Peplau's (1952) relational phases are seen to journey from 'knowledge' and an
orientation to externals - such as perceiving and responding to social
boundaries; through to 'characterisation' where insights are internalised to
construct a new vision and personal reality. Those therapeutic goals which
facilitators work towards, are suggested, in a similar manner to the
educational hierarchy, to require increasingly complex levels of
conceptualisation and ever more internalisation.
From an educational stance, the psychodynamic phenomena you meet along the
way serve to illustrate resistances to learning, blocks to the letting go of
old knowledge without which new synthesis and understanding can not occur. In
this sense experiential groups enact an educational process. Xy experience, and
that of co-facilitators, testifies to the presence during the earlier phases of
grouplife of educational processing. This comes to the fore as participants, in
an effort to make a conventional sense of things, evoke cognitive processes. As
the group matures, higher levels of perception and conceptualisation are
seemingly more rapidly achieved.
CONPREHENSION
(Identification)
sharing of facilitative logic
identification of therapeutic themes
assessment of growthful behaviour
establishment of political neutrality
(Exploration)
APPLICATION
RESPONDING
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FIGURE 17 EELATIoLuEuEgiuunc_Lizica_TajzocAnuAL_BELKEsz
Educational Focus	 Therapeutic Focus
Cognitive Domain	 Affective Domain
Sensing and Thinking	 Feeling and Intuition
THERAPEUTIC TASKS
ENTRY
4
(Orientation)
KNOWLEDGE
ANALYSIS
SYNTHESIS
contact and confidentiality
soliciting therapeutic needs
defining purpose
role of the facilitator
expectations of the client
recognition of group boundaries
generation of safety and trust
portrayal of acceptance
exploring and redressing conflicts
moving to goals suggested by the group
determing non-therapeutic reactions
permission for experimentation
exploring arising themes
owning factors inhibiting growth
testing out alternative strategies
reinforcing coping skills
examining effects beyond the group
exploring how attitudes shape behaviour
(Resolution)
RECEIVING
VALUING
ORGANISATION
CONCEPTUALISATION
re-evaluation of contract
drawing attention to the end
EVALUATION	 generating self-support skills
sharing gains from the group	 CHARACTERISATION
4
EXIT
My experience of 'working' experiential groups attests to their ability to
stimulate higher levels of cognitive and affective development than
conventional settings. I will return to this point later when I review at
greater depth the effect of experiential groups in an educational setting.
6.16 Facilitative choices in groupwork: dimensions of facilitator style
Having examined the role therapeutic tasks play in the structuring of
facilitation and the meeting of therapeutic goals, I employed the collaborative
framework earlier described to assess my own facilitative/leadership style.
Though I had shared from 'the driver's seat' the logic I employed (6.14), I was
aware of the need for a more objective tool to assess my facilitation.
During the educational community facilitation described above (6.10-6.14) I
recorded the 'aims' I entered with and worked towards within each session.
These, when dovetailed to Six Catagory Intervention Analysis promise further
insight into my facilitative intentions. Though Six Catagory Intervention
Analysis has been introduced in this work as a vehicle for the analysis of
educational (authoritative) and therapeutic (facilitative) aims and
interventions, Heron (1977), has demonstrated its facilitative currency by
application to groupwork:
Figure 18. Terminology changes occur in this transition: Prescriptive
interventions become 'Directive'; Informative - 'Interpretative'; Catalytic -
'Structuring; and Supportive - 'Disclosing'. This is a logical sequence, for the
interventions are now 'ends addressed' and descriptive of their facilitative
effect upon the group. For example, catalytic interventions encourage 'sense-
FIGURE 18 
	
DIWENSIONS OF FACILITATOR STYLE
Prescriptive: Directive.	 Ion-Directive.
The facilitator clearly 	 The facilitator encourages
directs the group 	 the group to make decisions
for itself
Informative: Interpretative.	 Non-Interpretative.
The facilitator offers
	 The facilitator encourages
the group interpretations
	 the group to interpret its
of its behavior 	 own behavior
Confronting: Confronting.
	 Non-Confronting.
The facilitator interrupts
	 The facilitator encourages
rigid repetitive forns of
	 the group to confront
group behavior	 itself or each other
Cathartic:	 Cathartic.	 Non-Cathartic.
The facilitator encourages 	 The facilitator steers the
the release of emotions in 	 group into less emotional
the group	 territory
Catalytic:	 Structuring.	 Unstructuring.
The facilitator uses gas, 	 The facilitator works the
exercises to bring structure group in a relatively
to the group	 unstructured way
Supportive:	 Disclosing.	 Hon-Disclosing.
The facilitator shares their The facilitator keeps their
thoughts, feelings and	 own thoughts, feelings, and
experiences with the group 	 experiences to thenselves
and plays a neutral role
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making' and a subsequent 'structuring' of the facilitative climate.
When Dimensions of Facilitator Style (Figure 18) is applied to my catalogue of
facilitative aims shared in Chapter 5, of the 196 aims entered some 31% are
catalytic (Structuring), 21% supportive (Disclosing), 19% informative
(Interpretative), 17% confronting, 9% cathartic and 4% prescriptive (Directive).
The breakdown of my groupwork intentions, and the allocation of a rough
percentage scale, produces a facilitative profile of group culture:
35% 30% 25% 20% 15% 10%	 5%
Directive	 * Hon-Directive
Interpretative	 Ion-Interpretative
Confronting	 Ion-Confronting
Cathartic	 Ion-Cathartic
Structuring	 • Unstructuring
Disclosing	 • Ion-Disclosing
It would appear that I was - in the context of my stated aims in the group
highly non-directive, interpretative as well as facililitating of the group
generating interpretation, personally confronting and facilitative of group
confrontation, significantly structuring of the group through catalytic
intervention, and role modelling of support through active disclosure but
soliciting of group generated support.
Dove tailing the above perspectives to their intent (Figure 6) certain
therapeutic goals may be said to be addressed in the facilitative dimensions
described:
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Facilitative Dimensions
Directive/Ion-Directive:
Interpretative/Non-Interpretative:
Confronting/Kon -Confronting:
Cathartic/Jon-Cathay-tic:
Structuring/Unstructuring:
Disclosing/Hon-Disclosing:
Therapeutic Goals 
'self determination'
'informed independent thinking'
'intentional growth'
'aware release of feelings'
'self-insight'
'celebration of self'
When a facilitator is Directive, it may be said they are actively role
modelling a 'self-determined' behavioural role; when Ion-Directive they invite
the same of group members by providing the necessary space for others to
become 'directive'; this is like pushing from behind rather than leading from
the fore.
Relating the above facilitative dimensions to the studied group my facilitation
aims to encourage members to be 'self determined', allows for others to inform
me in the hope that 'informed independent thinking' will occur within them,
confronts to the degree that others became self facilitating and take charge
of their own 'growth process', is at times cathartic and at other times non-
cathartic in address of 'aware release of feelings', is highly structuring of
the 'insights' that arise and veers towards the modelling of disclosure and a
'celebration of self'.
As a facilitator, in the period studied, / appeared as biased to a Bon-
Directive and Structuring style, which lets others determine a menu but very
much sets the scene for arising insights to be reinforced. In this I pre-
determine the boundaries of the group but allow consummate freedom within
these constructs.
This exercise, plus discussion of the same with co-facilitators who observed
my work, confirmed the profile produced. Ve also identified in discussion post
co-facilitation that a facilitators over-use of Direction, Interpretation and
Confrontation leads to intrusive parenting and was apt to generate regressive
- adolescent-like - rebellion. Too little of the sane and it was felt the
facilitator denies his leadership function and provides an arena tailor-made
for fights for leadership. This was supported by ongoing observation post co-
facilitation, which also suggested that too much Cathartic, Structuring and
Disclosing, caused the group to loose its way, regress, or for members at a
superficial level to feel fine but too readily depend upon the facilitators
ability to make sense of events for them. Too much 'care' - it was felt - can
deskill in the much the same way as a lack of safety and too little nurture.
The above critique we saw as applying equally to humanistic and analytic
facilitators. Indeed, I have found group analysts less controlling of process
than most humanists, and most humanists more interpretative than the average
analyst with whom I am acquainted. In my experience it is the developmental
state of the person rather than the school they subcribe to which determines
facilitation.
Classically, therapeutic group facilitation has trod a path of Non-Direction,
Non-Confrontation, Non-Interpretation, allowing of Catharsis rather than
actively soliciting the same, Unstructuring and allowing of Disclosure. Such
groupwork does not readily 'educate' its clients, but rather relieves their
symptoms. What is evident in the group is let surface, addressed by
participants and gently and non-intrusively tolerated by the facilitator, whose
'activity' is to provide a screen upon which projective material may be placed,
gradually acknowledged and owned. Indeed, this 'therapeutic process' to which
the traditional group analyst works may initially appear to be 'educationally
bereft' and more mystifying than clarifying of the task at hand. It is in fact
discovery learning at its most pure. It is desirous when soliciting the
regressive work of the projective level that:
'Group therapists are viewed far more unrealistically by
their group members. In part, the therapist's deliberately
enigmatic and mystifying behaviour generates this distortion.
The therapist has entirely different rules of conduct from
the other members in the group; is rarely transparent or
self-disclosing, and too often reveals only a professional
front. It is a rare therapist who socializes or even drinks
coffee with group members. In part, however, the distortion
resides within patients and springs from their hope for an
omniscient figure who will intercede in their behalf. They
do not view the therapist merely as an individual similar
to themselves aside from specialized professional skills;
for better or for worse, they attribute to the therapist
the archetypal abilities and powers of the healer.
Although, as the group proceeds, the therapists' role may
change to be more like a member's, it is never that of a
full group member: the therapist almost never presents
personal problems in living to the group; the therapist's
statements and actions continue to be perceived as powerful
and sagacious regardless of their content. Furthermore,
the therapist is not concerned with teaching his or her
skills to the group members; rarely does a therapy group
member use the group experience to start out on a career
as a group therapist." (Tabs= 1985 pp 509 510).
In the light of the above model I fit the criteria of being Hon-Directive,
largely Ion-Interpretative, Hon-Confronting and Non-Cathartic; but am distictly
more Structuring and Disclosing than my analytic colleagues. This is possibly
because I see my facilitative mandate as including the inculcation of
facilitative skills, and so allow the acquisition of personal and interpersonal
competence to enter the agenda of those clients/groups who employ me. But,
there is also another reason, as a Gestalt psychotherapist I believe the
cognitive - educational - domain has a role to play in therapy. I try not to
limit my facilitative function to any one level of groupwork. My humanistic
and 'holistic' values bias me towards working with the whole and a belief that
each group level rests and relates intimately to the others. I also try to work
with everything that enters into a client's social, transferential, projective
or primordial field.
Contrary to the group analytic view - expressed in the quote above - I
actively seek to derole myself in later phases of grouplife from the mystical
parental Imagery clients attach to me, and so am led to work the more openly
with Transference and Primordial phenomena; disclosing to participants that
which is going on for me intrapersonally, making known my interpersonal
awarenesses and encouraging others to do the same. Mot that this appears to
make the dynamics of my groups significantly different to those of my analytic
colleagues, there are still long periods of silence, the mystery still unfolds,
but before I leave an individual group session I like participants to be clear
as to how their experiential group Journey may be used as a source of
experimentation in life.
In my facilitation I endeavour to provide my clients with the neccesary skills
to make good their therapeutic insights; hence the high degree of Catalytic
structuring I employ. It appears to me that analytic group therapy - in its
purist form - seeks 'symptom control' through experiential exposure rather
than 'self actualisation' and 'growth'.
More recently Heron (1989) has refined his model further. What in Six Catagory
Intervention Analysis was essentially a focus upon counselling and one-to-one
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interventions, was transmuted in Dimensions of Facilitator Style to leadership
interventions in groupwork, and now becomes in Dimensions of Facilitation a
model which describes how a facilitator influences experiential learning.
Interestingly, although transference is briefly mentioned in the more recent
work (Heron 1989) any pretention to therapy has been removed, educational
processing being to the fore. Terminology has again changed as earlier
concepts are subsumed to the new perspective:
(Six Cat's)
4
Prescriptive
Informative
Confronting
Cathartic
Catalytic
Supportive
CF. Style)
4
Directive
Interpretative
Confronting
Cathartic
Structuring
Disclosing
(F. Dimensions)
4
The Planning Dimension;
The Meaning Dimension;
The Confronting Dimension;
The Feeling Dimension;
The Structuring Dimension;
The Valuing Dimension.
It appears the model is journeying to ever higher resolutions of theoretical
exploration; it could now quite easily became a typology of organisations
and/or socio-cultural type. For example, the Royal College of Nursing strikes
me as a Planning-Meaning-Stucturing organisation; the Association of
Therapeutic Communities a Meaning-Structuring-Valuing organisation
Heron (1989) also notes three modes of facilitative leadership:
The Hierarchical Mode: where learning is directed, power exercised, structures
laid down, things done and decisions made for the group by the facilitator. .
The Cu-operative Mode: where facilitative power is shared, the facilitator is
student centred and works to enable corporate decision making, learning is
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negotiated and the facilitator's view is one among many and his leadership co-
operative.
The_Autonomou,s_1(ode: where the facilitator allows freedom for a group to find
their own way, learning is unprompted and takes the form of self directed
practice.
Taking these as representative of teacher directed, process centred and student
directed learning styles, a facilitative continuum is suggested:
HIERARCHICAL MODE
(Teacher directed)
(Focussed)
Facilitator directs
group process, leads
from the front to
shape group reality,
challenges resistences
A provides structures
for earning, assumes
responsibility & is
active in setting
group culture.
4- CO-OPERATIVE MODE 4
(Process centred)
(Collaborative)
Shares within the
learning process,
confers with the
group & prompts
student centred
processes, shares
own view as one
amongst many, allows
for self directed
practice.
AUTONOMOUS NODE
(Student directed)
(Open)
Respects group
autonomy, gives
freedom for group
to find its own
way, provides
space for self
directed discovery
& exploration,
creates conditions
for inquiry.
Shades of autocratic, democratic and laissez-faire management style (Lewin
1938; 1947) are evoked for me by the above. In brackets I have made suggestion
as to the quality of the system described and the power it employs.
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Returning briefly to the organisational application of Heron's typology, and
his three modes specifically, the Institute (IAJEJEJ as a limb of the Royal
College of Nursing very much operated in a 'Hierarchical lode'; the Association
of Therapeutic Communities, without a parent institution and placing emphasis
upon role rather than status, operated in the 'Co-operative lode'. From this
perspective another level of tension is perceptible.
There is a further refinement possible which Heron overlooks; if we apply
these 'leadership modes' to the earlier discussed 'Dimensions of Facilitator
Style' (Figure 18), and add to this a percentage scale, a tool is created for
the evaluation of the various dimensions: Figure 19.
In Figure 19 the Hierarchical mode is described by me as 'teacher directed',
the Co-operative mode as 'process centred', and the Automomous mode as 'Student
Directed'. I have also briefly described each mode. Interventions are listed
alongside a scale by which each of the 'Leadership nodes' might be evaluated.
Referring to the earlier profile of my facilitative style, I am low in The
Planning Dimension (10%); strong in leaning (20%) and Confronting (157.)
Dimensions; low in The Feeling Dimension (n); highest in The Structuring
Dimension (35%), and strong in The Valuing Dimension (20%), that is, in the
context of the staff sensitivity group reviewed.
I will use this schema to evaluate subsequent group facilitation.
In this chapter I have returned to my theoretical roots to investigate and
link my budding store of 'propositional knowledge' through to 'propositional
FIGURE 19
	 A CONPOSITE Tom FOR FACILITATIVE EVALUATION
DINEISIONS
	 OF	 LEADERSHIP	 STYLE
(Interventions recorded in a given period)
+ 35% 4- 30% 4- 25% E 20% E 15% 4- 10% 4- 5% 4- 0%
Directive	 Planning Dimension: aims & goals of
	 Ion-Directive
of the group, programme & strategies:
Tow we achieve the objectives'
Interpretative Reaning_axeuraim: cognitive aspects, Ion-interpretative
making sense of experience;
glow we inform & attribute meaning'
Confronting	 Confronting jDimension: challenging & 	 Ion-Confronting
raising awareness, raising resistences;
glow we raise the hidden agendas'
Cathartic
Structuring
Disclosing
Feeling Dimension: affective aspects,	 Ion-Cathartic
managing & addressing feeling:
Tow we deal with our emotions & energy'
aniciaringjailenaton: methods of	 Un -Structuring
learning & the farm it is to take;
'How we farm our boundaries & rules'
Valuing Dimension: building trust & 	 Ion-Disclosing
support, celebrating authenticity;
glow we express & meet our true self'
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belief'. I now need to move out from self reflection, attend to the outer world
and begin another research cycle.
I have not sought to criticise others in this address but rather to critically
analyse and tease out the differences of my awn stance. Analysts. I
respectfully suggest work primarily at the Projective and Primordial levels;
educationalists at the Social and Transference levels, and I, as a facilitator
alive to Gestalt psychotherapy attempt to dovetail the benefits of both 	
orientations to my work.
I have attempted to extract as much personal and interpersonal insight as
possible from the group and personal analysis performed, especially in way of
therapeutic change, so as to establish a base-line of propositional knowledge
with which to investigate facilitated processes in others. To this end, in the
following chapter I will turn to explore what happens to members of
experiential groups in educational settings.
In this chapter I have attempted to tighten up my reseach design so as to
produce collaborative evidence. Through this findings have emerged from the
field, been shared with expert others - from group analysis, psychosynthesis
and humanistic backgrounds - and a model applicable to educational and
therapeutic groups refined. Via this process I have attempted to address the
'positivist-efficiency' dimension of this research; confronted my own
philosophical assumptions; surfaced 'dialectical questions' and sought to
illustrate this study's 'legitimacy' and 'relevance' (Rowen 1981).
For instance, I have demonstrated in this chapter my familiarity with
groupwork and facilitative issues, sifted out earlier supposition for focus,
generated what I believe to be imaginative yet usable hypotheses and set up
controls to monitor my findings and preserve my objectivity: to address the
positive-efficiency dimension of this research.
Questioning and reinterpretation of data has also taken place, relationbips
have been let inform the research and resistances surfaced: to address the
dialectical dimension of this research.
Information has also been fed to interested parties, such as co-facilitators
and student groupworkers, conflicts and change noted; multiple analysis of data
has been performed and the relationship of arising insights to facilitation
recorded: to address legitimacy and relevancy dimensions of this research.
In its many cycles my research has started to move out from a piloting of the
arising model and nearer to 'the real thing' - group facilitation itself.
Reviewing my reporting style, I note a resistance to examine parts in isolation
from the field studied. I believe this is due - in part - to a desire to honour
the group experience as an integral whole. If I reduce my experience of
experiential groupwork to brief superficial explanations, merely to remove
confusion, an essential part of the process itself I feel will be lost.
Confusion is part and parcel of grnupwork and experiential research, I feel
strongly it must not be explained away.
Having now operated the group observation and cycling earlier described (6.1),
and found it useful, I intend to keep this active throughout the remainder of
this study. This said, I feel a need to move out from speculation upon the
general and return to subjective inquiry where individual case histories may be
explored, so that I might examine in closer detail the intrapersonal and
interpersonal effects participants report in groups.
CHAPTER'?
DIMENSIONS OF PERSONAL CHANGE: REPORTS OF FOUR COLLABORATIVE ENQUIRIES
BUDD EXPERIENTIAL GROUPS
Preamble. Raving examined the ancestory of this study (Chapters 1
and 2), his personal biases (Chapter 3), and the dynamics and
facilitative tasks attendent to groupwork (Chapters 4-6), the
researcher now explores the experience of learners exposed to
experiential groups. Isabel Nenzies (1960) is seem to support the
researcher's premise that preparation to 'nursing' exerts a profound
cost within the carer, fostering a split between states- of inner
feeling and external performance. This in turn are seen to effect
the experiential climate, feeding those professional resistances
noted earlier in this work (Figure 7). Transactional Analysis is
also refined in this chapter to effect linguistic analysis of
participant reports. Finally, a relationship is discovered between
'unstructured time' and cognitive dissonance; which is suggested
to be a catalyst generative of much intrapersonal change.
7.1 Influences antagonistic to personal development within nursing
Vith good quality participant observation, co-facilitation and supervision
established I now began to focus upon the experiences of learners exposed to
my facilitation. For this purpose I employed a combination of self-reflection,
written evaluation and participant observation. Ay field observations coupled
with student report thus form the major data source of this chapter.
Having overviewed the whole while examining leadership, levels and
developmental phases of group experience, I now saw a need to examine
specifics; a case study approach was chosen for this.
I entered into my teaching during the period described (October 1986 - April
1988) attuned to Transactional Analysis, retaining of those checks and
balances previously refined (6.1), and sensitised through previous facilitation
(Chapters 4, 5 and 6) to the emergence of psychodynamic material.
Nevertheless, I did not then, and do not now, whole-heartedly accept the
psychoanalytic thesis that all human life may be understood by an analysis of
subconscious mental forces. This said, I was at the time intrigued by the work
of Isabel Menzies (1960), a Kleinian analyst whose conclusions I saw as
further illuminating the intrapsychic nature and origin of that 'splitting' and
'covert hostility' associated with nursing practice (2.1). As a regular visitor
to experiential groupwork this deserves further exploration.
Xenzies suggests that in caring for an ill population nurses are caused to
confront death, disease, mental disorder, nakedness, blood, faeces and urine;
topics when as infants we were taught to repress. Concentrated impact with
social taboos such as these, Menzies suggests, restimulates phantasies of
infancy linked to life and death buried deep within the psyche:
The elements of these phantasies may be traced back to
earliest infancy. The infant experiences two opposing sets of
feeling and impulses, libidinal and aggressive. These stem from
instinctual sources and are described by the constructs of life-
instinct and death-instinct. The infant feels omnipotent and
attributes dynamic reality to these instincts and impulses. He
believes that the libidinal impulses are literally life-giving
and the aggressive impulses death-dealing. The infant attributes
similar feelings, impulses, and power to other people and to
important parts of people (...)" (Menzies 1960 p6).
At the above level of magical thinking, 'good' feelings are felt to nourish
others, and 'bad' feelings to be murderous and capable of harming others. The
crux of Nenzies thesis is that nurses split-off their professionalised thinking
parts from their more sensitised emotional parts because their ego, which
provides reality orientation, is first bombarded - then overwhelmed by
primitive stress; simply, they regress to the time these issues first arose.
Few people come to terms with such material as death and disease, or indeed
the ensuing sense of vulnerability that occurs when these states are fully
incorporated as tenets of personal reality. Add to this the very real lack of
emotional support the Nursing Profession provides (Barber & Norman 1987;
1989) and it seems natural for the carer to feel desperate and needy, and
occasionally, even revulsed and with clients who represent psychological
threats and demand nourihment which they themselves need.
The ward, we should note, is a place Imbued with threat. The prospect of
killing someone when 'things go wrong' is a constant reality forever lurking
around the corner. As few nurses receive personal counselling or qualitative
personal supervision regarding their work, intrapersonal stresses are largely
left unchecked, and phantasy is let proliferate within the carer's psyche.
In developing her theme Xenzies describes how phantasy effects objective
reality, drawing attention to a process paralleled within the nurse:
"Through his psychic experience the infant builds up an inner
world peopled by himself and the objects of his feelings and
impulses. In the inner world, they exist in a form and condition
largely determined by his phantasies. Because of the operation
of aggressive forces, the inner world contains many damaged,
injured, or dead objects. The atmosphere is charged with death
and destruction. This gives rise to great anxiety. The infant
fears for the effect of aggressive forces on people he loves
and on himself. He grieves and mourns over their suffering and
experiences depression and dispair about his ability to put
right their wrongs. He fears the demands that will be made on
him for reparation and the punishment and revenge that may fall
upon him)" (Menzies 1960 p6) .
This regressive reality, Menzies suggests, is evoked by the nature of the
clinical climate in which nurses work. Xy experience and reading (Lanond 1974)
leads me to believe that nurses - especially during training - perform their
duties in constant fear of failure and retribution; the risk that 'you' will
make the mistake that 'kills' a patient being a constant companion of training.
In this light caring becomes a fraught occupation with a degree of almost
unmanageable responsibility.
"The poignancy of the situation is increased because love and
longing themselves are felt to be so close to aggression.
Greed, frustration, and envy so easily replace a loving
relationship. This phantasy world is characterised by a
violence and intensity of feeling quite foreign to the
emotional life of the normal adult." (Menzies 1960 p6-7) .
I earlier noted that carers themselves need care (2.1), and that nurses
appeared to remain somewhat undeveloped as individuals and had low levels of
self esteem (2.1); Menzies suggests here why this is so, namely, they are apt
to become stuck at a projective and/or primordial level of function.
Indeed, a lot ferments on an intrapersonal level for nurses, and it is litlle
wonder experiential groupwork in the Nursing Profession often appears to be
'a study in resistance'.
Personally, I am struck by the impression of pent-up fury I have net in many
carers; their fury at the system, fury at their seniors, and fury at
themselves; and how little and hurting they appear when they remove their
furious mask in the sharing climate of an experiential workshop. The presence
of a sensitive facilitator presents a very potent force to individuals who are
straining to contain an emotional melting pot, and who rarely feel listened to.
Nurses, Xenzies purports, structure their care routines in ways that help
distance then from full and concentrated impact with situations where patient
contact arouses strong libidinal impulses; impulses that threaten to break the
bounds of personal - let alone professorial - control.
From my reading of Xenzies (1960), I have solicited the following as examples
of how nurses attempt to avoid 'intimacy':
•	 g-off of the nurse-patient relationship: concentration upon 'task';
listing of duties; restriction of one to one relationships.
0-•-e,emalisation and categorisation: Patients seen as conditions; uniformity
of management and performance stressed.
Denial of feelings: emotional show controlled; involvement feared.
Ritual task 	 anxiety of free choice reduced by instrumented systems;
decisions shelved until new procedures formed; questioning discouraged.
Ayaidance_pf_decisicala: responsibility for decisions pushed upwards; blame
pushed downwards; role-blurring.
Avoidance nf_czhange: full consent of every one is sought before change can
take place; fear of facing new situations outside of existing social defences.
Checks_andsmaitacjiecka: everything has a tendency to be obsessionally
recorded; trust a rarity; fear of failure the norm.
Behaviours such as the above do much to contribute to that dehumanisation
patients often report in their experiences of professional care (Holmes 1986;
Seligman 1975; Stockwell 1974; Barber 1990), and the cultivation of an
authoritarian professional persona (Moscato 1976).
In light of the above social and intrapsyche influence it is understandable
that the entry behaviour of nurses exposed to experiential encounter (described
in 3.3. of this work) is so resistive, for reflection upon emotional issues and
introspective examination runs counter to everything the professional ethos of
the workplace seeks to reinforce.
With the above awarenesses to mind and alerted to the possibility that those
self-same social defences and attitudinal sets employed in the workplace may
be transported into the classroom, my examination of experiential facilitation,
from the participant's viewpoint began.
72 Evolving a methodology: piloting a collaborative approach
I entered into my examination of learners aware of my increasing
psychoanalytic bias, speculative as to the use of Transactional Analysis and
sensitised to the belief that carers themselves have therapeutic needs (Menzies
1960).
I was also aware that my redress of others stress was informed by memories of
earlier professional distress of my own (2.1). There was thus an element of
'undoing', working through my own past within my current tutorial role.
Objectively, I was concerned as to how the hidden agenda, subconscious
elements of the intrapersonal learning process and facilitative experience -
the level where personal change seemingly occured - could be addressed.
Having earlier made use of structural analysis to illustrate the development
of the group mind in facilitation (Chapter 5), I was optimistic to ways
this tool night be further developed. Underpinning this awareness was a
firm intent to let the research field dictate its own methodology. I was
prepared to change my approach in favour of another route, should one
surface.
Staying with uncertainty in the hope that the social process will solicit
its own meaning was a process I was used to in groupwork; even so, it felt
strangely unfamiliar when applied to research, the more so when I
remembered the end product for which my research was begun, namely, the
generation of a doctoral thesis.
Initially, I asked learners to evaluate my work in terms of their own
perceptions of it. I had used to effect with clients - in counselling
situations - a classification pertaining to perception; namely, nominal
groupwork where individuals performed self analysis of the data they
collected via their Thoughts, Feelings, Senses and Intuition. Drawing a
client's attention to these headings and the way they perceived the world, I
found extended appreciation of themselves, the way they constructed reality
and how they had arrived at their present state of awareness. As I was
privy to this process my own understanding of them was likewise enhanced.
This orientation to thoughts, feelings, sensations and intuitions has
surreptitiously entered this work already; thoughts and senses being
attached to the cognitive (Educational) domain and, feelings and intuitions
to the affective (Therapeutic) domain of learning - Figure 14; 6.10. of this
work).
Practically, my approach took the form of my asking students what they
'thought' and 'felt' about the group experiences we had shared together, and
how their 'senses' and 'intuitions' contributed to their sense-making of
what had occured. Discussions with learners identified a major weakness of
this approach. Sensations, which related to the five special senses: to see,
hear, smell, touch and taste, though effective with clients in the
facilitative generation of here-and-now awareness in a one to one
relationship, did not appear helpful in retrospective group evaluation.
Senses, it appeared from our discussions, were things of immediate reality
and of little use in post-event reflection. Learners when presented with a
section on 'sensations' either left it blank or reported observations more
aptly described under the other headings of thoughts, feelings and
intuitions. The heading of 'sensations' was therefore withdrawn at the
request of students, and I thereafter looked to my groupwork diary for
sensory evidence.
Having gleaned in discussion with learners some indication of the
usefulness and limitations of the above evaluative tool, over an initial
piloting phase of three months, I set about formalising my approach so that
a comparative study of subject groups might be made. Adhering to the
principle that my approach should remain person centred and group
orientated I negotiated a collaborative questionnaire approach to
evaluation, which, when linked to a five point scale enabled learners via
the casting of individual votes to produce an individually generated and
group supported rank order.
The whole of the original exercise - subsequently much modified by
individual groups in practise - consisted of six steps:
1. Firstly, individuals reflected upon - and nominally recorded their
thoughts, feelings, senses and intuitions regarding the experiential
teaching to which they have been exposed. They were requested to make these
as succinct as possible.
2 . Learners then shared their perceptions, first in pairs, next in fours,
and then with the whole group and myself in plenary Anyone wishing to
refrain from sharing was deemed entitled to do so.
3. The next step, post a lunch break or in the following session, involved
me entering all reported perceptions on a series of flip charts under their
appropriate headings (thoughts, feelings, senses and intuitions). Each of
these was placed alongside a five point scale; an example of which is given
below:
Strongly Agree Ieutral Disagree Strongly
Thoughts
	
Agree	 Disagree
How will it all go
Vhat will I have to do
etc.-
Feelings 
Scared at start
Enjoyed sharing
etc-.
lutailluna
I have changed
xy feelings have awoken
etc.-
4. With the above statements in sight, individuals were invited to seek
clarification of any that appeared unclear, to cull out repetitive
statements subsumed by others, and to indicate their degree of agreement-
disagreement with the statements on view via tick on the five-point scale
provided.
5. Following this it was a relative easy process to work together, add up
the supporting ticks and to rank order the statements provided, and, in
discussion with the group overview the educational experience we had shared
together.
6. Lastly, in plenary, the group and I discussed those impressions,
interpretations and ideas that arose with regard to the rank-order we had
produced. Data analysis retained this collaborative analytic mode
throughout.
When first piloting the tool I employed a three-point scale alongside the
arising statements; the group chose to modify this, suggesting the need for
a wider spectrum. Group discussion also reaffirmed the need for a neutral
grading, as some statements - such as 'Fia not aware of any feelings' -
were found to be confusing, antdguious or seemed to make no impact at all
upon participants.
For the above format I an greatly indebted to an evaluative exercise
introduced to me by Pat Cryer at the University of Surrey. Reflection upon
her work in a research methods workshop, further germinated and modified
by discussion in various experiential groups, eventually suggested the above
qualitative assessment frame.
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7.3 The initial use of the collaborative questionnaire: Study 2 (seven
health service managers)
The initial testing of the collaborative questionnaire was performed in the
Autumn of 1985. The first subjects were seven nurses completing a two year
part-time management course at the Institute of Advanced Nursing Education
(I.AJW.E.) at the Royal College of Nursing CR.C.N.), London. All subjects were
registered nurses with at least five years professional experience.
As specialist lecturer responsible for the Personal Development strand of
this course my contact time was of the order of half a day per week within
each of the ten two week study blocks, plus a half day on the introductory
weekend of the course which ran at a large South London hotel, plus two
days within the final weekend at the sane hotel venue.
In our last college based session within the Institute of Advanced Nursing
Education I invited students to make brief comments relating to our
groupwork together. This followed the six stage process earlier described
(7.2). Comments were shared, duly collected, similar statements culled out
in group plenary, and the remainer written-up over lunch on a flip chart
alongside a five point scale. On return individual subjects ticked their
degree of agreement-disagreement with the statements recorded. These were
then totalled together - see Table 4.
In group discussion it was felt that attention upon the first two columns
was all that was necessary to produce a rank order. Totals of these
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columns were then made, rank ordered inclusive of thoughts, feelings,
sensations, and intuitions to overview the group experience: see Table 5.
In discussion the neutral column was confirmed as useful, for it was seem
to allow the registration of confusion, frank don't know's and apathy,
especially for statements of 'feeling' and 'intuition' that tended towards
ambiguity.
Statements supported by three or more participants seen worthy of
recording; consent was also sought - and given at this time - for the use
of data within this research.
Collaborative reflection in plenary upon the data surfaced the following
insights:
- facilitated groupwork was perceived as beneficial, especially in terms of
expanded awareness and growth;
- headings of thoughts, feelings and intuitions were suggested to solicit
different types of response:
* thoughts tending to be the more objective, critical though positive in
tone;
* feelings most varied, positive and negative features intermingling;
* intuitions as broader in perspective and judged - surprisingly - to be
the most balanced of all;
- overall, data appeared attuned to self and social dynamics rather than
the tasks or formal aims of the course;
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Table 5: Study 2: rank order of statenents 
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- statements addressing affective elements were found to predominate over
ones addressing cognitive gains.
On reflection, some days post the above inquiry I mused upon this research
and my next step forward:
a) to consider if Transactional Analysis could be used to analyse
statements - a long-term aim;
b) to employ the collaborative questionnaire techniques to the beginning
and midway points of experiential group encounter so as to form a
developmental profile in order to better assess the dynamics of personal
change - a short-term aim;
c) to retain my impression of the group's insistence on how much they had
changed as a consequence of, and specifically because of the group.
Collaborative evaluation of experiential groupwork appeared worth pursuing
further, so with the above to mind I set about applying this framework to a
much Larger sample.
7.4 An illustrative account of subsequent collaborative evaluation: Study 3
(twenty-five student teachers)
The second group to which I applied the aforementioned questionnaire was a
group of trainee nurse tutors nearing completion of the second term of a
one year full time course. This inquiry was also enacted in the Autumn of
1985. Again, this sample is drawn from within the Institute of Advanced
Nursing Education (I.A.N.E).
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During the year some twenty five hours of experiential groupwork were time-
tabled. These sessions were loosely structured, night have as a central
theme counselling, groupwork, facilitation styles and experiential methods,
but veered in the direction of the expressed needs and interests of
students upon the day. In the third term of the course an experiential
group was provided by me for those who wished to pursue at greater depth
the issues raised within the workshops. Approximately a third to a quarter
in any one year elected to enter into this latter - more therapeutically
driven activity, where intrapersonal issues such as marital problems or
personal bereavements, or interpersonal conflicts within the course might
be addressed. Private material of this last tern has not been entered into
this account.
The inquiry about to be described was initiated in the second term of the
course and followed the procedure earlier described (7.3).
In discussion participants decided that statements supported by fourteen or
more participants (50% and above) were significant enough to record. Those
statements falling below this level of support were deemed insignificant
and discarded. Again, five columns were seen as superfluous for rank
ordering purposes.
Again permission was sought - and given to use the resulting data; but on
the proviso that statements below 50% of support were not shared beyond
the group. This request was made because certain individuals were unhappy
about their unsupported personal statements reaching an audience beyond
their peer group. These statements are thus excuded from analysis.
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Table 6 illustrates statements and rank orders these under headings of:
thoughts, feelings and intuitions; Table 7 rank orders the sample as a
whole.
In plenAry the group noted the degree of objective judgement and attention
to external social reality that attended those statements grouped under the
heading of 'thoughts'.
'Feeling' statements were seen to disclose information of a more personal
nature; they also seemed more attuned to socially dynamic processes:
'Challenged to be involved in making change'; 'I am changing and feel more
comfortable'; 'I feel more liberated'.
'Intuitions' were deemed geared to long tern goals: 'I shall use some of
this next year'; Long term sessions will benefit me as a teacher and
person'.
Ny degree of disclosure drew comment: 'I agree with tutor
exposing/modelling'. This latter statement when discussed in group plenary
was a contentious one. I was seen as enacting a student-centred mode of
education often spoken of but rarely performed within the College (R.C.F.).
Other lecturers, it was felt, paid lip-service to this concept but portrayed
classroom behaviours contrary to it. Though I was pleased to have my
authenticity confirmed, I felt ill at ease to be singled out.
I was also made aware of another feature of 'disclosure', learners felt it
reduced the distance between teacher (myself) and student (them). This in
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Table 7: Study 3: rank order of statenents 
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turn, I speculated, frustrated aspects of transference; it was less easy
with a disclosing teacher, one who shared their own uncertainty, to be
enroled as a distant and/or Critical Parent figure. The group supported this
supposition.
Intrapersonal mechanisms which allow blame and responsibility to be split-
off from the self - of the student - and allocated on to another - the
teacher - could not so easily occur in the experiential climate I created,
where the dynamics and politics of the teacher-student relationship were
continually raised and explored; not that this prevented our falling out,
rather it permitted class politics more often hidden from the teacher to
surface and to be worked through.
In plenary the group admitted to a substantial degree of personal
discomfort when it first became apparent that they really had an active
role to play and were required to accept responsibility for the learning
process. Some remembered that at first they resented having responsibility
thust upon them and recalled thinking it 'was my job; why did I have to
burden them with it?'
Although I was seem as disclosing, I was aware of witholding certain
awarenesses regarding internal staff dynamics from plenary. I believe it
useful here to share what I witheld, for it provides a clue to the
educational culture in which I taught.
Xy sessions and teaching style continued throughout the course to solicit
extremes of evaluation: being seen as an excellent input essential to the
course by most students, while a fearful experience and a waste of time by
a smaller portion of others. This was a continuing bone of contention in
many of the Cirriculum Development Groups for the course I attended. Xy
sessions did not fit the College mental set; they remained an enigma, defied
neat labelling and raised passions.
Sessions which stood out from the rest were generally ignored by fellow
staff. I believe this was a symptom of covert competition. It was not
seemly, in the educational nursing climate then enacted, to fall outside the
fold; the more so as dependence and compliance were seen to be rewarded
with promotion, and as 'change' was seen as an affront or critique. This
said, there was an abundance of back-stabbing behind closed doors and in
select meetings, and a fierce rivalry for favour and student adoration.
The course tutor, who chaired the Curriculum Development Group - composed
of regular contributors to the course, the Assistant Director of the
Institute, the Registrar, student and external representatives - remained
generally perplexed as to what happened within my sessions. He also
regularly declined my invitation to join with me to sample at first hand
what was involved. His confusion was abetted by his self-appointed role of
student advocate/rescuer; was he to support those students who spoke highly
of my sessions or those who were negative towards it? Obviously, as
colleagues within the sane 'tutorial family' we were both subject to
sibling rivalry. In plenary discussion with students I witheld these
awarenesses to avoid fuelling the developing relational split.
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Interestingly, students upon the course seemed to themselves fall into two
parts, those more dependent individuals who were seemingly drawn into the
rescuing behaviour of the tutor described, and those more developed - or to
my mind awakening individuals who were excited by my approach. I accept my
bias here. Though I own this 'projection', I note it did not come out of thin
air but had a good degree of fit to the person concerned. Likewise, I own
my rebelliousness and the degree to which I stimulated challenge and take
this into account.
Though I had been a staff member of the Institute some three years I was
still a 'new boy' with new ideas, the more so as I owned a bias towards
'psychiatric' rather than 'general' nursing. Xy stress upon groupwork,
experiential learning and intrapersonal growth were viewed by a proportion
of my general nursing peers as at best suspect, and at worst as dangerous.
Undercurrents of philosophical and relational difference between other staff
and myself had already begun to reach the student body, as students had
now gained representation upon Curriculum Development Groups. In tutorials
individual students had relayed their concern that my work was under
attack. This did not initially concern me greatly; I reasoned that the
splitting-off of staff by students seemed a natural ploy, likewise, that
'good' and 'bad' parents should be formed.
For the most part I endeavoured to relay the motives for my tutorial
approach to my colleagues and stay detached from the internecine dynamics
I saw around me. This was not easy and I felt somewhat isolated at this
time of my carver. I sometimes, defensively, caught myself over-stating the
rationale of my approach. This may possibly be seen as one of the costs of
initiating an experiential groupwork approach in a conservative body
without support.
Perhaps the difference of my approach contributed to the glamour of it, if
so, this might explain a little of the idealisation - both positive and
negative - which was attached to it in student evaluation.
A new synthesis is arising as I write this. I note that the more negative
comments in Study 3 fell below fifty percent of support; these negative
comments were in turn in evaluation excluded by the group. It is no wonder,
if negative comments were generally overwhelmed by the postive majority,
that discontent students felt unheard, deprived of a voice and took their
grievences to their course tutor. I think I may have erred here, for it was
my style to reinforce positives and to listen to, but not comment upon
negatives.
There was still at this stage of my facilitative development a tinge of
rebelliousness, a legacy of my familial script, in that I enjoyed the
excitement of experimentation and felt special occupying a radical position
within such an august body as the Royal College of Nursing. This no doubt
incited colleagues to further challenge my work.
Insights like the above alerts me to the supervisory quality of research
such as this which encourages qualitative reflection and raises personal
material within the researcher. Indeed, I believe qualitative researchers
could be much supported by personal therapy; I certainly was. I an also
reminded that I need to further explore the politico-cultural context of
research and facilitation.
7.5 Study 4: (nineteen mental health nurses)
This sample consisted of 19 students upon an English National Board
GE.I.Bi course entitled Developments in Psychiatric Iursing, consisting of
some 30 study days divided into an initial two week block, a final two week
block and weekly study days - extending over a 3 month period. All
students had worked in mental health for a minimum of two years post
qualification.
The course contained at least 20 hours of set groupwork, plus workshops
taught in an experiential and group centred way concerning counselling and
interactive skills. Essentially this course examined the philosophy
pertaining to facilitation and mental health.
Ny role regarding this course was two-fold: firstly to act as course tutor
who planned, co-ordinated, developed the philosophy of the course and
chaired its Curriculum Development Groups; secondly, to function as its main
contributor, addressing its core speciallams of groupwork, the development
of self and interpersonal awareness, models of care and supervision.
The data collection procedure started out in the farm previously described,
but similarly underwent metamorphosis once evaluation began. Inquiry was
performed at the halfway stage of the course after some 10 hours of
facilitated groupwork. This sample represents a group into the Exploration
Phase of group life but not yet fully at ease with experiential groupwork.
Table 8 shows statements obtained under headings of 'thoughts', 'feelings'
and 'intuitions'; Table 9 rank orders these statements. Permission was given
in group plenary to use the data obtained in this study, and to retain
statements in their totality.
Examining the above tables I find the contrasting nature of statements of
particular interest. Under 'thoughts' some degree of commonality is seen to
be emerging, along with a recognition of the usefulness of a groupwork
approach. There is also some questioning of 'is it worthwhile' and a sense
of not fully knowing what is going on. For some this is intriguing, for
others puzzling. Reflection upon their own function as group facilitators is
evident for some; on the whole negative statements have far less support
than positive ones.
'Feelings' show closeness evolving, the beginning of sharing and trust plus
safety. Contrary to this tentative process of bonding confusion is noted,
along with tenseness and annoyance. Some feel warm and pleasently confused,
others angry, tired and embarrassed. What is an awakening for some
produces a headache for others.
The person who originally reported 'wanting to walk away' did not on later
reflection choose to support their own statement. This is possibly another
example of a pressure for postives to carry the day?
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'Intuitions' also show bonding and the development of empathy; though, there
Is acknowledgement of one's own weaknesses in contrast to other's
strengths. Thinking is felt to be difficult. /Caking sense of group events is
treasured by those who are beginning to do SO, and greater guidance is
requested by those who are not as yet secure. In general critical and
pessimistic statements are less supported than optimistic ones.
Just as educational group dynamics fuelled the research inquiry, insights
from the inquiry now returned to the field to fuel the educational process
and discussion. This cycle was a constant feature of my work. One day we
would unravel the experiential process we were emerged in, the next pool
together insights born of relection and the evolving record of this
developing research record.
As with earlier samples it was noticed in plenary how the heading of
'thoughts' drew statements of a judgemental nature and that thinking was
under duress in groupwork; statements under 'feelings' were seen to solicit
internal emotional reactions; while 'intuitions' seemed generally more
speculative and needy.
With regard to the acceptability of experiential groupwork to this body of
workers, when all returns are rank ordered together (Table 8), of the 45
statements supported by 50% and above only 'a little confused', 'tense',
'hopefully some guidence% 'uncertainty of where its going and its benefits',
'puzzling', 'puzzled', 'annoyance', 'angry', tired', 'something will be
unleashed' and 'lost' (11 statements in all) have a tendency to be negative
in tone. Of the 21 statements falling below 50% of support 9 tend towards
the negative. In the total return of 66 statements a ratio of 46 tending to
positives against 20 tending towards negative appraisal are found. It would
appear that at the half-way point of the group any resistance to this kind
of approach is in a process of resolution.
7.6 Study 5: (thirteen nurses trained in mental handicap)
This sample entailed 13 nurses from the field of mental handicap who
similarly to Study 4 were engaged upon a thirty day English National Board
update course. Xy role within this course was likewise similar in nature to
that described in Study 4.
The procedure adopted was essentially the same as in earlier samples,
though the timing differed, in that evaluation was performed immediately
following the first spell of experiential groupwork (first session day 1)
and on completion of the two week study block (day 10) which commenced the
course. I hoped by this means to glean information relating to the initial
response of students to experiential groupwork. The data below is thus
illustrative of first exposure within the Orientation Phase and that cusp
where Identification slides into the Exploration Phase of experiential
groupwork.
Table 10 rank orders statements - under their respective headings -
relating to first exposure to the experiential group; Table 11 rank orders
the sample in total; while Table 12 and Table 13 perform a similar function
at the end of the Introductory Block two weeks later.
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Whak! would cour.s. P.
9	 ermnOmur of building . out of plmc.. within conteowt of hohnq icmp carom.
Middle cle R.C.N.
Group froagmmntgiod, uncohowmiv., unsupportiw n of 4.4.ch
Would I 0.1n cony knowl.dgm.
Tutor will b	 our 1.emdmr.
7 Cour.e would not Poo umu.1 'spoon feeding .
Would I Om bormO.
Unintructur nd.
Tutor looktod	 Pit odd, did not do mm ..wpnct.od.
6 Tutor moommrmO oulmt.
6 Cour.e moommrmO dimorgmnimed and unplmnn.d.
stroLnge conc.opt of how to run = COul- Mort.
A	 Tutor pl 	 t Out not dynmmic.
Time being w 	 int..d.
FEELINGS
13 Ewpfactmnt.
11 Unce.rtmin.
Curlomity.
10	 pre 	 lw.,
Uncomfortme.1..
Whmt did I 14mt mym.o/f in for.
a	 Shy.
7	 Halo CilAr1V-Via milmrnicano.
Inhibitoad in group.
A	 La t. dowr, in dowpmctmtionm.
00,4WCI witp. milancoom and th.ir m..ningl 	
3 Angry with tutor.
Quilt rm my A...plow/or paying for me on di.org=n1..od S. unplmonn.od
course.
Worri..c1 about mmmting new mmt.
..... d to pokek up and lormw.o.
Lott . s coot it ower w1th quickly.
INTUITIONS
9	 Wow Id I do yam,
 1 1 .
Difficult to .hare dowpooriernclo. with pmopl. I don • 11,- know.
Fear=of moomrmr11-.0 foolionh in group.
1.1e area all in littlest world, of our own.
7	 I.Pould we .11 g.ot. on.
R.C.N. unfriendly.
6 Group like a chmrom ......
A	 Courmm would imp ll ma. ..w.irything ...Pout handicap 711,11"Min42.
3 Couram would tn 11 m.
I statements
13 Exp.ctent.
12 Un.w.re of what was wanted
Wn.t. would cour.n be
1/ Unc.rtftin.
Curiosity.
10 Appr.rha.n.iw..
Vncomfortabl...
Wn.t. did I lekt. my..lf In for.
9 grand.ur of building out of pl.c. within contnxt
Would I do well
maddi n class R.C.N. building/image.
g roup fr.gm.nt.d,
	 unsupportiw. of cacti other
Would I g.in any knowledge..
Tutor will. be our 1...der.
Shy.
Difficult to ..h.re fmkompri.nc.a with p.opl.. I don't know.
V....a of mop...ring foollah in group.
W. are .11 In lIttle world. of our own.
7 Dour.e would not be UsUal =poon leading format.
Would I be bor.d.
Unstructured.
Tutor looked a bit odd, did not do as ....b.ct.wd.
Mn 24. CkArlrlial silence.
unfri nndly.
Would we .11 get on.
CT support.d by SO% of ...ample)
6	 Tutor m.ppe.r..d
InhibIt.ad in group.
Group like. a chftvgar nurser. m.mting.
Cot.. r.. appeared disorg.nimord and unpl n nned.
excmndingly st..1. 411,4an concapt of how to run a course.
4 Tutor p1
	
t but not dynamic.
t_ort down In akmporct.tione.
Bored with milencfte and their mimminingl 	
Course/ would tell mc ewarrything mbout handic 	 p nurming.
a	 TIremem being tomato..a.
W.rot-e,O to pack up and 1 n411,em.
Angry with tutor,
i.e my ...plover paying for me on a disorg.nimmrd unpl.nned
c ..... .
Worried about mowmp ting new mmt.
Courtso will t./11 ma. toseerything.
2	 Let's' wet IC ovapr with ouickly.
•
S	 II:1•	 ft	 •	 1 •
THOUGHTS
la Laparrt1ng new mobromchmm.Course more cohmtructivm andWm are more oomitiwm as m C111^OuR.
I Can TOW mhmrm my knowledge.Mmhtm/ Hmarwalcmp, Nurmmm hmmd to define thmir role become agents of
chat-Kim.
la Momt grouo mmmbmrm hmwm fouhd thmir voicm.Theory S rmcticm seem to relate 111. show mvid.hcm in GprOURin Z.,  V. C t b on .Quiet., ohmtm are now active in group,.Realising my own failings.Wm listen more mttmhtivmly.11 Wm are more aware of each others hmedm.flora aware of my Job and its rmmoohmib 	 mm.I'm dmwmlooing et tar iTILn epn 	 1 mkillm.Courma mhould bm cal led 'dmwmlooihg thm Skills of the MentallyHmndicmoomd Nurses'.10 Mmmbmrm I mmw as strong also need suoport, but I'm too ml ow to
I've lmmorh't m lot but cmh't define it if asked.
• am morm mmlf MA0n 1-41m.Real icing what goals I would like to mchimvm.Interaction between collmmgums has improvedUm are morm tolerant.I havm gained much more information, many more ideas, de increased
mkill.Other ..... are not aware of what nursihg mmhtmlly hmhdicaoomd
omoolm really 	I hawc rmflmctmd on orofmmsionml/Rmrsohml 1 ..... snore./ am learning to assert mymmlf, listen to pmopl n and omyticlomtm.9	 Oven 1 e.g t..ap 01 my on 1 rid.W. will make ft good 11,00.m.01MCOTILn11Card with my orofmmmioh.I know what. I can do mbout my discontent how.Dissatisfied with my work role as it is ”ow.Find it hard to to mkolm1h to those at work mkmctly what. I'm dot rig.
I	 ..... rwal omoolm more1	 Whmt m mhmmblem we are
FEELIIGS
13 More trustApormcimtion of courseMore self aware.1M I'm starting to enjoy it.Surorimm by my own lack of thmrmomutic skill.Enthwmimmtic,
Interaction flora rewarding.More comfortable in group.11 flora mw000rtivm.Less mmlf cohmcioum re sp....king in
10 I'M more oomitivm,9	 Ekomctaht that courme will satisfy mm.1	 I feel likm crying whmh another of the group muffmrm.
IITUITIOIS (Non offered)
Table 1.3: Study 5b: total ranking of statenents (leek 2) 
la Learning new approach....
Course more conatructive and interesting.
We are more positive as a group.
I can =flier. my knowladga.
Mental Handicap Hurls. naad to define that, rola a. become ...wants of
change.
Appraciation of course.
More trust.
More sal! aware.
12 Moat 61,0%.47 MeMbeTS 1 .1M,40 found their
• haro,y a. practice Saolipm to relate	 mhow avidanc a in group
1 ntarac t 1 on .
Quieter ones are now active in group.
Realising my own faalinga.
We listen more a 	 iva/y.
I'm starting to enjoy it.
Surprised by my own lack of tharepautic skill.
Enthualaatic.
Optimimtic.
Interaction more rawarding.
More comfortable in group.
I'm do...eloping batter interpersonal =kills.
Court.e should be called developing MID Plant-ally Handicappad Hursa.
We are more aware, of aach others needs.
More aware of my job and responsibilities.
More supportive.
Less Meif COV,SCIOtas Mel.60-Vt apeaking in group.
10 Mambarre who I saw as strong also ....ea support. but I'm too slow to
	  it.
I've 1
	
 lot but can't dafina it if asked.
I'm snore self aware.
Reeliming what goals I would llka to achiava.
Intarection between collaaguas has improvad.
We are more tolerant.
2 hava gainad much more Information. many more ideas a. increased
mk1/1.
()Char sitar sea are. not MUOMTe of what nursling manta/1y handicapped
paopla raally maans.
X hmva reflected on professional and personal .a 	  more.
i C U. 111 ions flA,V`Mr hel ped me cOMa an.If.. Of my... 1 •
I am learning to ammrt mysall, limtan to people and participate.
I'm more positive.
Expectant that courae will satisfy ma.
OPerling up of my mind.
We will make M 000.131. 'Leafs's.
Diac ..... ted with my profession.
know what I can do with my discontent now.
Dissatisfied with my work role as it is now.
Find it hard to arxplain to those at work exactly what I'm COOirtg.
6	 1 undap restand paopla mora.
1	 I feel like crying when another of thw 12,04.474 suffers.
What a hamblaw we arm,.
Thoughts, post the first exposure to facilitated group inquiry reveal a high
degree of uncertainty. Students are seem to be questioning what was wanted
and what the course would be like. The grandeur of the R.C.N. building (it
was originally the town house of the Asquiths and is be-decked with
moulded ceilings, heavy polished wooden doors, carved wooden pillars, regal
dimensions) was noted to be in sharp contrast with the venue where most
mentally handicapped clients are nursed.
Nurses from mental handicap often view themselves as poor relations of the
General and Nental nurse; the 'middle classness of the R.C.N. building'
struck at the working classness of course members while highlighting the
impoverished clinical environment in which they worked.
Initial thoughts wondered over the function of the tutor - myself. Would I
be a 'leader'. I did 'not do as expected' and establish my leadership
authoritatively, and there was not the usual 'spoon-feeding'; indeed, my
apeness was seen to be indicative of my being 'strange'. Participants
expected me to tell them all they did not know. When I failed to do this
speculation arose as to the course being 'disorganised and unplanned', along
with the fear that 'time' was 'being wasted'.
Feelings show 'expectant uncertainty' and a degree of 'curiosity'. Students
identify themselves as being 'apprehensive', 'uncomfortable', not knowing
what they had let themselves in for. The group experience is seen to be
inhibiting. Some are angry with me, express guilt at being on a
disorganised course their employer was paying for, and, are reluctant to
remain.
Intuitions were equally expectant, fearful, and idealised: 'course would tell
me everything about handicap nursing'. This is especially obvious in the
total ranking of statements, Table 11.
This first exposure to experiential groupwork appears most unsettling and
draws negative commentary regarding the approach adopted. By the end of
the second week there is a marked change in this stance as the group moves
into the Exploration Phase.
'Thoughts' now demonstrate a healthy investment of positives. Students say
they are 'learning new approaches', find the course 'more constructive and
interesting', the Vamp' is seen to be 'more positive', they are sharing,
noting the need for nurses of their field to 'define their role and become
agents of change', and most appear to have 'found their voice'. What is
more, 'theory and practice' are deemed to 'relate and show evidence in group
interaction'. Individually, students testify to 'realising' their 'own
failings', to having gained attentiveness and increased listening skill, and
are now 'aware of each other's needs'.
'Feelings' expressed now highlight 'more trust'; 'appreciation of course' and
enthusiastic optimism. Contort, loss of self consciousness and greater
positivism are some of the rewards we see identified.
Interestingly, the heading of 'intuitions' drew no comment in the second
sample. In plenary, I raised this topic with the group. Some felt that
earlier comment under the headings of 'thoughts' and 'feelings' had
exhausted the need to reply to 'intuitions'. There is also suggestion that,
at the time of the former sampling much speculation and fantasy existed
regarding how the course would 'turn out'. This speculation was now allayed.
There was less speculation at this time and more attention to the evidence
provided through experience of the environment. Possibly, it was suggested,
increased understanding defused much of the need for fantasy.
Further discussion brought forward the proposition that fantasy/intuition
was a product of that anxiety felt on entry to the course, it served the
function of sense-making, filling in the gaps prior to actual experience of
the course.
Familiarity with each other, the course and its methods seemingly
generated a sense of safety and defused the intensity of intuitive
speculation. This hypothesis is supported in Study I (Chapter 5) where
acquaintance with experiential groupwork appeared to diminish fantasy and
emotionality as influences of the archeopsyche (Child) were expressed,
explored and understood (5.4). This said, I viewed this sample as a very
defended one, insecure as a group and more reluctant than most to let go
and engage with intuition; they also struck me as less creative than
previous samples addressed (Studies 2, 3 and 4).
7.7 Review of initial sampling
My sampling of Thoughts, Feelings and Intuitions of students exposed to
experiential educational settings did not provide me with any startlingly
new information, it rather served to reaffirm and supplement earlier
observation (Chapters 4 and 5) where participant observation had prior
stood alone, untested and unanalysed by participants. Isolation of the
researcher's vision from those he observes is amended in the collaborative
studies now described, for subjects here participate as co-researchers and
share in the analysis. Indeed, the way each group approached its evaluation
added a further dimension for study.
Generally, I find that educational settings encourage greater participation
and open exploration, therapeutic ones more catharsis but a reduced
willingness to engage in researchminded sense making. This I perceive as in
keeping with the respective domains to which each is attached (Figures 8
and 9; 3.8): therapy to affect, education to cognition. I note that the
sensitivity group discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, which had a therapeutic
flavour to it was chronically reluctant to engage in research. Therapy
seams to invite inward looking self reflection, is by nature private and
secretive; education by contrast is outward looking, more often performed in
public and thus the more easily shared. Feelings and intuitions born of
therapeutic inquiry are perhaps less accessible and transferable than
thoughts.
My movement from 'expert observer' nearer to 'paticipating inquirer', coupled
with participants enrolement as co-researchers, though true to the spirit of
collaborative inquiry produces a divergent synthesis resistive to
orchestration into a singular conceptual frame. Earlier I noted that
Transactional Analysis had promise as a tool for linguistic analysis (7.3),
now, with sufficient statements to hand stipulating aspects of
intrapersonal change, it appears an apt tine to refine such a tool.
Electing to explore Transactional Analysis (TA.), as to its currency in
linguistic analysis, is to turn the handle of a door never before opened.
Review of the literature provides ample examples of Parent, Adult and Child
dialogue at a general level (Steiner 1974; Harris 1973; Berme 1961	 1975),
but specific analysis or thinking through of how the exteropsyche,
neopsyche and archeopsyche enter into Language does not appear to have
been done. If I am to use a Transactional framework with which to address
individual commentary other than 'the group mind', the model must undergo
further refinement prior to application. I will this refinement below.
7.8 Reappraisal of structural analysis as a research tool
Two authors are especially responsible for the philosophy attendent to
Transactional Analysis: Eric Berne and Thomas Harris. There is substantial
difference in their approach, and I find myself ideologically caught between
the two; this demands resolution.
Vhem we contrast the work of Berne (1975) with that of Harris (1973)
certain qualitative differences are apparent. Berne appears to concentrate
on 'structural analysis' and 'script analysis' and the role of the
preconscious function of the Child (archeopsyche). Harris, conversely,
directs his focus to the Adult (neopsyche) and the emergence of rationality;
his interest is primarily in sense making and with 'healthy adjustment'
(Ammy & Thomas Harris 1985). While Berne subdivides the Child into Adapted,
Natural and Rebellious parts - so as to better address subconscious and
emotional forces, and subdivides the Parent into 'Controlling' and
'Nurturing' elements to allow intrapsychic analysis such as 'good' and 'bad'
use of parental power; Harris focusses upon the here-and-now of
environmental transactions, reality testing and information updating.
While Berne seemingly develops upon psychoanalytic and psychotherapeutic
rationale, Harris philosophically enquires into personal growth and the
emergence of self actualisation, all the while addressing the Adult's
function as a data collecting, reality testing and updating agent
characterising 'the thought concept of life' (Harris 1967).
The Parent, in Harris's eyes is seen to record external social events and to
represent 'the taught concept of life'; the Child to record internal events
and to represent 'the felt concept of life', while the Adult, Harris
emphasises, re-sifts archaic material of the Parent and Child:
The Adult is a data-processing computer, which grinds
out decisions after computing the information from three
sources: the Parent, the Child, and the data which the
Adult has gathered and is gathering." (Harris 1973 p30).
New data - we should note - does not replace the old archaic message, but
rather displaces it:
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"We cannot erase the recording, but we can choose to
turn it off!" (Harris 1973 p 31).
The Adult thus reflects on archaic information stored within the Child and
Parent, compares it to the external world and updates accordingly.
More recent experiential data relating to the 'World as Taught' (Parent) and
World as Felt' (Child) is thus held in limbo within the Adult, which in
part constitutes updated portions of these.
The Adult essentially concentrates upon the here-and-now of functional
reality and of necessity demands engagement in education and therapy; it is
'the inquirer', the persons own 'qualitative researcher' we must awaken in
experiential groupwork (Figure 14).
This review reaffirms for me differences various authors have imposed upon
the model and resistences within myself to aspects of their thought. Berne,
in his subdivision of the Child, sees the Natural Child as representing the
'Parent in the Child', the Adapted Child as representing the 'Adult in the
Child', and the Rebellious Child as representing the 'Child in the Child'
(Berne 1975). This classification does not appear entirely logical. The
allocation of Parent influence to the Natural Child I believe is
inappropriate; the Parent is not so much a natural endogenous phenomenon so
much as a socially constructed one (Figure 10). The word 'natural' as used
by Berne in a sense I find confusing, for it goes against what I consider
to be the internal logic of the model.
Likewise, the proposition that the Adapted Child is Adult (neopsyche)
motivated, rather than a creature of social influence alike to the Parent
(exteropsyche) leaves me at a loss. Social influence seams to me more
logically a determinant of the Adapted Child than the reality testing
function of the Adult. I also feel that Child (incheopsyche) influence
within the Child in being deemed rebellious: the Rebellious Child, places an
unnecessary negative connotation upon emotions, that is, the 'Vorld as felt'.
I suspect this latter interpretation of Berne is greatly influenced by his
analytic background.
The idea that emotional energies are essentially rebellious erks my
humanistic bias. Feelings provide wholesome energies such as empathy and
care, besides unruly drives.
Psychoanalysts, in my experience, do not generally view emotions as
positive, they are rather taken to be potentially destructive forces which
require forever vigilant intellectual controls. This appears to have been
the case with Berne. Certainly Berne's life script, as reported by Steiner
(1974 p17-24), is described as work orientated, shy, with short lived
loving relationships, highly conscientious, uncomfortable with 'strokes' -
positive emotional reinforcement - publically pronouncing 'anyone who
touches their patients is not doing Transactional Analysis', and ineffective
in gaining for himself or addressing of positives. Of Berne's 2,000 pages of
writing on T.A. only twenty-five are devoted to soliciting satisfaction Or
'strokes' (Steiner 1974 p 23).
Emotions in the psychoanalytic tradition are often represented as unruly,
regressive and hence dangerous. As analysts deal with pathological
processes it is not surprising they give emotions a bad press. As an
educationalist tuned to humanism and Gestalt psychotherapy I view emotions
as energies, appropriate or inappropriate in the context of their release,
and find this imputed negativism a prejudgement, erroneous to the objective
study of emotional phenomena and unnecessarily condemning of the human
condition.
Steiner (1974), in his reworking of the Child ego seems to share similar
reservations to myself, he allocates the following terms to the Child: the
'Adapted Child' (Parent influence within the Child); the 'Little Professor'
(Adult in the Child); and the 'Natural Child' (Child within the Child). Xy
own orientation, though closer to Steiner than Berne, is not entirely
satisfied with the term Little Professor, that is to say, that source of
intuitive wisdom that eminates from the Child. I prefer to give this agent
a descriptive title, namely, the Intuitive Child.
The bias I impose upon T.A. relates to perception, in that I place emphasis
not so much on 'what' so much as 'how' something is being perceived (Figure
12): the Parent's intellectually structuring stance, the Adult's sensing
function and the Child's feeling and intuitive role. Xy own subdivision,
attuned to perceptual functions and subdivided so as to enable linguistic
analysis, leaves the Parent of Berne's work largely intact, incorporates
Barris' Adult - with its subsections of Parent/Adult/Child, and presents the
Child as Adapted Child (Parent in Child), Intuitive Child (Adult in Child)
and Natural Child (Child in Child). These structural divisions, plus those
qualities/statements that may be allocated to them are shared in Figure 20 
and married to the phenomenological reality each ego subdivision serves.
For subsequent reference ego functions are coded as follows:
Critical Parent: Pc;
Nurturing Parent: Pn;
Adult reworking Critical Parent: A/Pc;
Adult reworking Nurturing Parent: A/Cn;
Adult witnessing itself: A;
Adult reworking Adaptive Child: A/Ca;
Adult reworking Intuitive Child: A/Ci;
Adult reworking Natural Child: A/Cn;
Adapted Child: Ca;
Intuitive Child: Ci;
Natural Child: Cn.
The Parent ego I see as embodying Ile Social Self', the Critical Parent as
servicing the role of 'Social Boundary Setter' and the Nurturing Parent a
'Care Giver' role.
The Adult's reflective computer function is subsumed under the title of 'The
Self Witness'. Here six phenomenological realities are suggested to co-exist.
To that area of the Adult concerning the Critical Parent I relate the
'Social Witness', to that part addressing the Nurturing Parent the 'Care
Witness'. To that part of the Adult reflecting upon itself I link the
'Objective Witness' role; and to those three elements of its fabric
FIGURE 20 
SUBDIVISIONS OF STRYCTITRAI ANALYSIS RELATED TO STATENEWTS & F :CTION 
SOCIAL SELF
CRITICAL PARENT (Pc) 	 Statements protecting social stereotypes and
(Social Boundary Setter) 	 defensive of social position and status
NURTURING PARENT (Pm)	 Statements offering support and
(Care Giver)	 encouragement, nurturing of growth
SELF WITNESS
ADULT/CRITICAL P (A/Pc)
(Social Witness)
ADULT/NURTURING P (A/Pn)
(Care Witness)
ADULT	 (A)
(Objective Witness)
ADULT/ADAPTED C (A/Ca)
adaptation Witness)
ADULT/INTUITIVE C (A/Ci)
(Intuitive Fitness)
ADULT/NATURAL C	 (A/Cn)
(Emotional Witness)
Statements reappraising Critical Parent and
reworking of social prejudice and defences
Statements reappraising Nurturing Parent and
reworking of care values and strategies
Statements of objective awareness,
questions and witnesses external events
Statements reappraising Adapted Child and
reworking adaption to social authority
Statements reappraising Intuitive Child and
reworking intuitions and fantasy
Statements reappraising Natural Child and
reworking of emotional energies
ORGANISXIC SELF
ADAPTED CHILD	 (Ca)
(Social Slirviver)
INTUITIVE CHILD	 (Ci)
(Intuitive Sage)
NATURAL CHILD	 (Cm)
(Emotional Energiser)
Statements concerning personal adaption to
authority and social norms
Statements addressing a personal world of
fantasy and intuition
Statements addressing emotional experience
and impulse
addressing the Child egos function the 'Adaptive Witness', 'Intuitive
Vitness' and 'Emotional Witness' are prescribed.
Finally, I allocate the title of 'The Organismic Self' to the Child,
allocating three sub-orientations of: the 'Social Surviver' (Adapted Child);
'Intuitive Sage' (Intuitive Child), and the 'Emotional Energiser' (ffatural
Child).
This is then the structural framework I employ in this thesis for
linguistic analysis. It is derived from the five years of field observation
I accorded to this study. For this model to have research currency,
recognisable behavioural characteristics need to correlate to each
subdivision; I have therefore incorporated examples of how each subdivision
operates dialogically.
Understandably the Adult (neopsyche), the organ of the psyche most involved
In adaptation and growth, is to the fore of my vision. It is now possible
to revisit the material previously produced by the collaborative
questionnaire (Studies 2 - 5) with a view to pilot Figure 20 as a sense
making tool, and in so doing to speculate a little on what happens to the
personality of participants exposed to experiential learning in groups.
There is of course an obvious limitation to such a study, as the model is
to be applied retrospectively to data already collected, the validity of my
assumptions cannot be cross-checked with those individuals who compiled
the original sample. I need also to remind my-sedf that I an dealing with a
model born of intellect rather than reality, and with data (Studies 2 - 5)
itself distinct from life.
7.9 Transactional Analysis as a means of linguistic analysis: a theoretical
application
Returning afresla to studies previously shared in this chapter (section 7.3.
- 7.6.), via application of the model described in Figure 20 it is now
possible to pilot linguistic analysis of their material. It is hoped this
will provide evidence as to what happens in way of intrapersonal change to
members of experiential groups in educational settings.
In depth study in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, showed considerable change to the
group psyche, in that the Child (archeopsyche) and Parent (exteropsyche)
were redressed and Adult (neopsyche) functioning enhanced. It is hoped this
will be further supported in the present study, where, statements of 50%
support and above are seen as indicative of significant movement and
worthy of linguistic analysis (Tables 14 - 18).
Table 14: Study 2 
Pc:	 A mamaRn:	 Growth of mll of us ma individuala within the CITODAAPs , It iM an
	 Sal componant of the C04.4,1•• n/ Tisrao for your-m.1f
AZec: Varying vallus, What you put in datarsinaa what you get out/ Timsto ascamins your own 11n 1241Cti ,e. & poultivs point'sAZen: Affirmation of awl', S. otharm/ CoNsmivsnsamA:
	
Being 	 f your option/ SmcosIng mare of youramlf S. your
ralationsf,Apom L using such inaighta mt work L hoe/ EascosIng ftwarsof mind S. body ralationshipm, Hsightanad wanmitivity, explorationGupportsd/ Want morm loxpariancs S. groupwork akilla/ Emotive attissa, Intallactual uncartaintyA. C..:A/Ci: Acceptance.A/Cn: Loss of m 	 f riak
Ca:Ci:	 Sall ftwar 	  Sanuitiva/ Unidu	  I. alhalrard fsaling, Like ft ass
saw up A. down/ Continuoua, FloatingCr,:	 exhaustion/ intansity, Gad Its coming td and and irritability/Anticipation
A fair amount of Adult activity appears evident, especially in relation to
reworking of the Critical Parent (A/Pc), but, the maJor proportion of
attention is focussed within witnessing type statements. There is also a
notable degree of comment from the Intuitive Child (Ci) and Natural Child
(Cn).
Table 15: Study 3 
Information estr/ler on T.A. 8. G. Category would rsave he It
would neve helped to nave mometnino to rend in tne first term/
out of line wit/no rarmt of =Leff/ Insecurity at firmt flowed downlearningI've grown in self awareness to am fair degree/ Interesting
unumuml experience of at different style/ I've learnt a lot & hopeto share it more/ / can relate to these sessions r I admire you fortackling it so well
A/Pc: Could be useful if properly umed, IL now seems a valid way ofteaching/ This approacn to nursing Am long over due, I think I'mChanging from authoritative to facilitativeA/Fn: Education is ebout people/ These sessions will probably help mefacilitate learning/ These lessons are a very important part oftne cota rse/
 r011,0 Led U/1 11 innars.wina to think M. learn ”Ort-CCP.0 rotetninge, Agree with tutor exposing L modellino7 I'm beginning togain a lot from t.ha• sessions/ Being is-arai-ecl as an aclwu t. al lows
me to think as an adult/ These sessions put my thought= InperapectiveA:	 Themc are ti-sought provoking sessions/ You have influenced mytemcning/ Open ended Leeching/ I'm aware of how to us. groups/I hove learnt a lot - sometimes uncomfortably/ A completelydifferent peempectiveA/Ca:ACA: Subconsciouely noting difficulties 8 /imitations/ A course 71.
wtructure I did'nt expectA/Cn: Its given me space to look at my feelings and ideas about
t.achlhw, challenged to be involvad In making change/ Thathopefully I will look before I leap in future/ Inc reamed security
wriaii• a	 rciinatanc es
Cm:
	
Long term tin...ft sessions will benefit me as a teacher 8 pa,aoh,
IO.ms 8. technioues used in these sessions will Ow he 	 in my
own lessons/ Will Oa waluatila in my l'ut-wra y careerCi:	 I hope to learn more in future/ I =hall use some of this nextyear/ Were only scratching . .Ile. surface./ I'm reconfirming my own
nature/ I feel I could try any method of teaching once, I getemtmblished 8 feel more confident/ Frwm expremmion, Futurepractice will clarify these melons/ The meaning of thesesessions comes laterCm:
	
Uncomfortable at time./ I wa y-It to go on moving towards thisliberation/ I Teel more liberated/ I am changing Al feel more
comfortable/ Sorry that others weren't prepared to accept thisstyle initially
Study 3, also taken on the completion of a course shows more Critical
Parent (Pc) involvement than the first sample; though Critical (Pc) and
Nurturing Parent (Pn) statements are generally in balance.
Adult (A) activity is again pronounced, especially with regard to reworking
of the Nurturing Parent (A/Pn).
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The Child ego seems especially stimulated in the above sample, the Intuitive
Child (Ci) and Natural Child (Cn) demonstrating a good deal of activity.
The Intuitive Child - a prime source of creativity, in experiential learning
groups is allowed considerable space and expression. This causes me to
speculate upon the feasibility of experiential learning being especially
generative of creativity.
Table 1E: Study 4 
Pc:	 Uncertain of where we are gOITV MOO Its OenTOPfILISUmeful/ It is worthwhile/ Strengthened
A,Pc: Hopefully .ome guidencmA/Pn: Group can be ummd for a learning experience/ Beginning to trustIn the mein poeitivm, To be able to expresa ones thought= freely./Should I be more careful about what I may, An awakening
A:	 I'm learning/ A /ittle confused/ Some interesting people' How and
when doss it endA/Ca:A/CI: 1—MMOIT-10 LO MOT.Who.r.. I'm iu.t beginning to graspA/Cn. Comfortable after mhering/ Most people fee/ like me
C.:
	
CI:	 Group beginning to be M group, Wm 1,4MV.  different ..17.riiierIces i=of-Vt
much in common/ Peel group. is growing/ Close to some people/ It
will all fit into place daring the cour me, My own weakness mantri
o	 =CI-art.:21.n/ Ita going to be difficult to end	 grotrA mt.the encl of the course/ Intr . toque/ Sm. f .ty	
	
/ Lost.
	
:	 I ncr 	  inter-et/ Expectant, Climinisshing anxiety/ I enjoy thisgroup/ Exciting/ Tens P.m= ..,=1/ Not wanting group to iipinclAnnoyance/ Angry/ Tired, Wermth
Nuch appraisal of nurture (A/Pn) and intuitive activity (Ci), as found
before, similarly occurs in Study 4 - alongside vigorous Child activity.
The cumulative pattern emerging from the above samples (Studies 2-4) offers
considerable support for Chapters 4, 5 and 6, in that Adult (neopsyche)
activity predominates and reappraisal of the Parent (exteropsyche) occurs
along with exploration of the Child (archeopsyche), which is much
stimulated in the experiential groups described, especially within the
domain of the Intuitive (Ci) and Natural Child (Cn). By contrast the
Adapted Child (Ca) does not seem much affected - nor reappraised (A/Ca).
The Parent (exteropsyche) is least involved in the above responses; the
Critical Parent (Pc) being the most dormant.
Studies 2-4 appear to predominately rate the groupwork experience
aspositive. I suspect that this is because information was generally
solicited at the end of a course of experiential sessions when the major
portion of the adaption process had been worked through and largely
resolved. Sample 5 differs from this and tests this hypothesis, information
being solicited immediately post the first experiential group experience,
and repeated two weeks into the course. This group is also noted to be
especially resistive (5.15).
Table 17: Study 5(a) 
Pc:	 Carer...deur of building out of plece within
context of hendicap are Middle clams R.C.N. building imaged
Group fregmented-uncohemive-unsupportive of each other/ Difficu/t
to where experience.. with people I don't know/ Tutor looked	 bit
odd - did not do as expected/ R.C.N. unfriendly/ Group 11h. a
charge ...... meeting
A/Pc: Whet did / /et myself in for
A:	 Whet would coure. be like/ Would / gain any knowledge,
Unstructured/ Tutor appeared quiet
A/Ca: Would I do well/ Would we all get OT
A/C1:
A/Cn:
C.:	 Unaware of what was wanted, Tutor will be our leeder, Veers of
appearing foolish in group/ Help during silence
CI:	 W. are all in little worlds of our own/ Courew would not b. ueuel
spoon feeding format
Cr.:	 Expectant/ Uncertain/ Curiosity/ Apprehensive/ Uncomfortable,
Shy/ Inhibited in QTOLADD
The above sample is atypical of earlier ones. The Critical Parent (Pc),
dormant in earlier samples is in this one pronounced in activity. Adaption
(Ca) is also more pronounced than usual, and the Child and Parent egos
demand more attention than the Adult. Perhaps we use our Critical Parent
and Adapted Child when we feel the more vulnerable and defended?
Subsequent evaluation some two weeks later changes this picture:
Table 18: Study 5(b) 
Pc:
Pn:	 Courme should be called developing tine mentally hendicapPed
..
A/Pc:
A/Pn:
A :
A/Cm:
A/C1:
A/Cn:
Ca:
Ci:
Cr.:
Mental nandicep nurwes need to define Their role a become agents
of cnenge, Surprised by my own lack of thermpeutic skill/ Otner
nurses are not ewere of wnst nursing mentally Nandi capped
people really 	  Oiscontent with my profession./ Dissatisfied
with my work role me it is how/ I know .,nat I can do with mydiscontent how More aware of my job S. responsibilities
Learning new approaches/ Course more constructive 2. interesting/
Appreciation of course/ Theory S. practice seem to relate a show
evidence in group interaction/ We listen more attentively/
Interaction more rewarding/ More supportive/ Members wino I saw
m= strong also need support but I'm too slow to ..... It/ Wm
are much more tolerant
I can snare my know/edge/ Realising wMat goals I would /ike to
achieve/ I understand people more, Most group members nave found
tneir voice/ Quieter bhwe are now active in group/ I'm more
self 	 I nave reflected upon personal & professional
matters more
I'm developing better interpersonal skills/ We have gained much
more Information many more ideas Z. increased skill/ I'm learningto assert myself listen to people 2. participate
We will make a good team/ Opening up of my mind/ Discussions
nave nelped me come out of myself more
I'm mtarting to enjoy it Realising my own feelings
Find it hard to explain to those at work exectly wnat I'm doing/
Less self conscious about speaking in a group/ I've learnt a lotbut can't define it if asked/ More comfortable in group
More trust/ More self aware/ We are more positive as a orbugor
Expect that course will satisfy me
Enthumiastic/ Optimistic
Certain obvious changes have occured between the time of the first sampling
and the second, less then two weeks later.
Critical Parent (Pc) activity pronounced in the earlier sampling has now
completely diminished; in fact Parent activity generally is in recess.
Adult ego activity is now greatly increased, and is displacing of all other
attention.
Reappraisal of the Critical (AtPc) and Nurturing Parent (AfPn) is now
especially in evidence.
Child activity has generally remained the same.
Overall, the impression which radiates from the above sample is one of
enhanced positive feeling. Whatever happens in experiential groups in
educational settings to tip their culture from negatives towards postives
appears to happen early on and is not so much time linked.
The above experience also seems to have a conversion-like quality; my
experience testifies to this, intrapersonal movement has a feel here of
being far reaching and largely irrevocable. This I suspect night be linked
to group pressure, plus structure and recognition hunger. This cusp, between
resistance and conversion demands further address.
7.10 A synthesis of theoretical concerns: the role of cognitive dissonance
and unstructured time in experiential groups
While analysing the above material, discussing it with students and co-
facilitators, and looking for support in other groups (6.1) I was caused to
reflect upon the interpersonal and intrapersonal dynamics at play.
'Unstructured time', a concept introduced earlier in this work (section 5.6)
appears to be a catalyst adding a critical tension to experiential inquiry,
without which neither structure nor recognition hungers can surface, be
contacted or meaningfully resolved.
iy speculations, based on field experience supported via ongoing
collaborative inquiry, pursue the following steps:
-
Learners enter experiential workshops soon to discover that many
personal qualities and skills they treasure, for example emotional
detachment, maintaining polite distance, charismatically entertaining or
authoritatively manipulating others are now persona non grata.
- Defensive behaviours often engaged at times of threat, are, within the
workshop climate challenged by competing demands to move in the direction
of emotional honesty, environmental contact and negotiation. In this context
individuals no longer feel rewarded when they structure time or their
social encounters in known conventional ways.
- This in turn stimulates conflict, a dissonance between what they were
originally taught and the holistic values now present within the 'growth'
orientated culture of the workshop. This quandary causes learners to re-
examine earlier social messages and scripts in light of current demands and
their present state of need. This necessitates much self reflection and
intrapersonal analysis. In experiential groups individuals must work
together in order to mobilise new interpersonal mechanisms acceptable to
all.
- Cognitive dissonance now ensues stimulated by an arising dichotomy
between taught reality (Parent/exteropsyche) and the emotional reality
(Child/archeopsyche) evoked within the workshop. The individual's value
system now begins to waver. Are they to stick with what they already know
or move out from this perspective to question lessons of the past, risk new
skills and experience themselves afresh (Adult/neopsyche)? The longer this
remains unresolved the more interpsyche conflict arises.
- Some members of the group take longer to work through this quandary than
others. When more risk 'the new' and engage in the experiential
experimentation - which the facilitator models - than are antagonistic
towards it, the group may be said to have 'turned'. After 'turning' the group
works holistically, opens everything to question and uses the facilitator as
a resource. In the annals of groupwork groups that do not turn are seen to
be facilitative failures.
Later in this work it would be useful to critique the above values I
associate with turning, for whose to say that what I model is better than
something else, or that an holistic approach and opening everything to
question is really so desirable?
In experiential workshops I an aware that activity tends to be
externalised; there is less non-directed silence than usually found in
analytic groupwork but, here to, learner groups can resist facilitation and
also fail to turn. This is more likely to occur, I would suggest, when a
facilitator is seen to symbolise a Critical/Controlling Parent rather than a
Nurturing one (6.3). Support cannot be mobilised from others in the group
if they have 'turned' and you have not and continue to remain resistant to
their value orientation. An individual so placed is under tremendous
pressure to conform.
This represents the politics of experiential group work; in a negative sense
experiential learning may be seen as a seduction or political wooing of
participants.
Reworking issues of adaptation through to their conclusion, in an effort to
conquest functional equilibrium causes pertinent insights to arise. Via this
process personal change can develop, as individuals reflect on Just what
scripts (5.6) are being played out within their personal and professional
lives. But cognitive dissonance is, I suggest, a catalytic agent which
shapes this process.
Cognitive Dissonance Theory (Festinger 1957) was originally devised to
explain attitude change; it later became generalised to explain a
multiplicity of social behaviours. It 	  not - to my knowledge informed by
a search of literature - been applied to experiential groups or therapeutic
processes.
Simply, cognitive dissonance theory suggests that people experiencing
dissonance need to make certain mental shifts to resolve the ambiguity they
experience when their behaviour and feelings are placed in conflict. For
example, when the external environment makes a demand upon you to act
contrary to your beliefs. The dissonance inducing situation requires a
subject to either create new commitments or alter their old ones. In order
to do this subjects experiencing dissonance need to alter ties with the
source of their dissonance. Festinger and Aronson (1960) suggested that
people preferred messages which supported their own views. In circumstances
where personal views are in conflict with the host climate dissonance
Festinger and Bramel (1962) related dissonance to psychoanalytic theory.
Both theories are concerned with cognitive conflict, both deal with conflict
resolution, and anxiety results in both from the operation of dissonant
cognitions. For instance, this is evidenced in mental defence mechanisms
where restructuring of the psyche occurs in the face of unremitting anxiety.
Festinger and Bramel (1962) in their examination of projection observed
that projections of unpleasant but accepted affect brought about by
dissonant cognitions were aimed at persons who were liked in one's own
group; projection only being aimed at an outgroup when a dissonant aspect
was denied. In an experiential workshop, when cognitive dissonance occurs, a
facilitator has much to gain in terms of those re-educative agents at his
command within the group; for the group - inclusive of the facilitator -
presents a screen upon which dissonant material can be projected, worked
out and, in time reowned.
Interestingly, the credibility of the source of dissonance - in this
discussion the facilitator - has been demonstrated to affect a subject's
degree of attitude change (Bergen 1962). Studies reviewing the dynamics of
attitudinal change in 'forced compliance settings', suggest that dissonance
only occurs when subjects feel responsible for their actions (Cooper 1971).
Experiential groupwork, which emphasises individual responsibility, should
therefore be expected to stimulate pronounced dissonance.
Sequencing I find is also an important variable. If dissonant information
is given in an unknown situation it leads to a greater degree of
conformity, than if it is given when the environment is better known and
the subject is aware of behavioural alternatives (Gotz-ilarchand 1973). This
seems to offer supportive evidence as to why learners new to the learning
environment engage in such high levels of compliance (3.3.); and why
student nurses so quickly adopt the authoritarian defences of their
profession (7 .) .
Even more central to nurses, who have been identified in this work as high
In anxiety and defensiveness (2.1./7.1.), research with anxious and defended
subjects suggests that once committed to a decision where the outcome is
seen as undesirable, they will nevertheless insist that they are satisfied
with their strategy; conversely, subjects low in anxiety and defensiveness
readily engaged preferred alternatives (Kogan & Wallach 1964). )(any years
of teaching nurses alongside other groups, leads me to believe that
experiential approaches to education meet resistance nowhere near as severe
as in the Nursing Profession. I say this, though I have taught
experientially and facilitated groups with the Police, the Armed Forces and
managers at the highest level.
Nurses, in my experience do not start out defended and resistive to change,
it is more a consequence of prolonged exposure to unremitting anxiety
(Festinger & Bramel 1962), enculturalisation to nursing's systems of social
defence (Kenzies 1960), the sequencing of information in nursing education
(Gotz-Narchand 1973) and the ensuing development and reinforcement of
anxious defensiveness (Kogan & Vallach 1964). Entrants new to the
profession are a joy to teach; by the end of the third year of nurse
training questioning, opeuminded discussion and enthusiasm earlier found
are now departed.
Cognitive dissonance, and those re-evaluative dynamics that ensue from it
may be used for good or ill. A facilitator could well use their knowledge of
sequencing and leadership skills to act out sr!riarios that met their own
needs, rather than educational or group generated ones. Such manipulative
behaviour may occur irrespective of the intentions of a facilitator, their
projections eminating from an unconscious level of function (see Figure 16).
I attempt to prevent the leakage of my own projective material by earthing
myself in my humanistic beliefs and retaining ongoing therapy and
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supervision to protect my learners and clients from subconscious aspects of
my own manipulative nature. I also try keep reseanchminded Inquiry to the
fore, introducing arguments counter to my own to enable further testing
and/or checking out that which I present.
My own use of cognitive dissonance theory is in line with the thinking of
Ben (1967), who, in his critique of generalisations associated with it,
noted that much dissonant behaviour could be explained by the influence of
external cues and self perceptions. At a later stage of this work I hope it
will be possible to identify - in transactional terms - Just what these
cues and perceptions might be and what effects are wrought in the psyche
of those who engage within experiential groupwork.
The above rationale constitutes the theoretical sense-making I hold in mind
at this phase of my inquiry and the perspective with which I approach the
next step of my investigation.
Within this chapter I have extended upon the 'positivism-efficiency'
dimension (Rowen 1981) of research: further tightened my research design;
correlated information to problems; addressed research questions;
demonstrated my stamina to pursue issues in a non-reactive way; and sought
to present my data in illuminating ways. Issues of the 'political-
patriarchal dimension' (Rowen 1981) have also been raised: I have shown an
awareness of how social influences affect my practice; stayed alert to how
my facilitation and research might contribute to patterns of domination -
and attempted to break these down. I now need to examine political aspects
of my work and focus upon the question: 'what exactly is personal change?'
CHAPTERS
I:KIR/PERSONAL GROWTH: CASE ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL CHANGE
Preamble Building upon previous investigations the researcher
examines in more detail the culture of experiential groups. Using
the reports of participants as a guide, be speculates upon those
psycho-social factors grenerative of intrapersanal change and bow
he as facilitator contributes to this process. Looking beyond the
boundary of his sessions the researcher now starts to examine
variables external to the experiential climate. To this end the
politics of experiential facilitation are examined and incidents
relating to interpersonal conflict within the host organisation
analysed. Detailed analysis of participant response through case
study analysis is seem to support earlier observations relating to
group process and intrapersomal change.
8.1 A methodological review
Vith an evolving technique, namely the ability to relate statements in terms of
Transactional Analysis (Figure 20), though I feel more confident to make sense
of arising data, I also sense a caution. Vhat if I apply this linguistic tool
to ever more studies - reiterating earlier patterns and establishing ever
more validity for my position in the process - but discover nothing new!
I remind myself here that I embarked on this study to grow, not to defend my
vision quantatitively by repeating my findings via ever more samples. I think
I know how this research tension arises; too much qualitative inquiry and too
little quantitative support and I feel my observations will be disbelieved,
too much quantitative processing and I fear I will lose the qualitative thread
of this work.
Having recently performed a good deal of quantitative synthesis I now feel a
need to balance this with a freer less intellectually structuring approach. To
resolve this friction I need to step closer to the field, reflect more upon my
own experience and possibly continue my investigations via a series of in-
depth case studies. This process, in research terms, causes me to journey from
a stage of Practical Knowledge to one of Experiential Knowledge, and to move
out from my previous role of 'analytic scientist' to one of 'particular
humanist' (Figure 2). Such movement dictates that I switch from a 'sensory-
thinking mode' to one of 'sensory-feeling'. This perceptive shift serves to
remind me that every group is unique and that it is my job to attune to what
arises rather than impose my beliefs.
Adopting the above rationale I have opted in the following case studies to let
participants report what they choose to, free of my influence. I an mindful of
the cost of such an approach, without a frame I may end up with no one study
comparable to another. On the plus side, I speculate that this approach night
say something I would otherwise remain blind to and miss.
Having decided upon the above approach I immediately begin to feel 'at sea',
the more so as I contemplate releasing the hard won clarity of Chapter 7. This
is unsettling.
I think it useful to review the route by which I arrived at my present
position. I originally decided to work in a collaborative inquiry mode (Chapter
1; 1.4.), but a focus upon my own process and its attendent biases skewed my
perception inward (Chapters 2, 3). Xy vision next went outward as I examined
the dynamics of facilitation (Chapter 4), but when making sense of group
facilitation (Chapters 5, 6) I again re-attuned to intellect. Intellectual
structuring was also a feature of the preceding chapter (Chapter 7). There is a
need now, I feel, in the interests of this study to free myself from
introspective model creation and return to observation of Just what is going
on.
I am aware of a new cycle of dialectic synthesis emerging here. Holistic
influences are leading me towards a new map and a series of more
sophisticated analyses informed by feeling. But Just when things get clear new
tensions surface. For instance I pause, realise a more subtle level with new
inputs is open to me, and Just as I start another cycle of inquiry and the
route seems clear I an again thrown back into a personal world of uncertainty
and confusion as the new levels of understanding emerge. This process, feeding
back into the study then permeates the whole - SO unifying it again.
The above discussion suggests to me an internal letting go, the relinquishing
of my residule need for quantitative Justification.
At this stage of my inquiry, having spent some five years upon this study I an
beginning to feel more able to value my work, and experience myself more
comfortable in a qualitative research perspective. I believe I have undergone
my confirmation as a new paradigm researcher. The time is ripe - I feel - for
me to unfocus my research vision and look to the wider field. I intuitively
sense I an nearing the end of my research Journey.
Pondering upon my research Journey, I am aware of an omission, in that I have
- in part - neglected to examine the infa-structure of group life, and the
culture of the host organisation in which they unfold. To right this, in the
present account, while examining the facilitator-group relationship I will
include interpersonal politics of the group along with organisational effects
of my work.
Following upon Chapter 7, where I was alerted to the intrapersonal movement
individuals made in experiential groups, I now extend analysis with attention
to the social milieu within, and out with the group.
82 Case Study 6: participants at the Resolution Phase of experiential
groupwork
This sample is similar to Study 2 (7.3) in that it concerns nurses,
predominately at Charge Nurse and Nursing Officer grade - drawn from General
Nursing (medical/surgical), upon a health services mamagement programme.
On entry to the experiential strand of the management course, entitled
Personal and Professional Development', participants were at best expectant of
a 'hard core' of factual information with which to pass the course exam and, at
worst, felt the inclusion of experiential work an insult to their professional
standing.
The amount of cognitive dissonance felt by this group - and upon managerial
programmes generally - appeared to be of a very high degree. This was no
doubt influenced by my approach during this period (1984-86), especially on
first meeting; it may he expedient for me to say a little more about this.
Vithin the first session I generally invited participants to explore with me
how best we could use our time together, to contract what they wanted of me.
This was usually followed by a period of resistance.
As initial energy born of flight-fight died down and the climate grew more
attentive I might ask the group to explore their response and reflect upon the
dynamics of our immediate situation.
Sometimes silence would ensue for several minutes. It was my style at this
time to wait and remain listening but non-directing. Eventually participants
would usually begin to reflect upon their behaviour, draw comparisons between
their present situation, relate these to their professional experiences and
speculate as to how we got to where we were. Before the end of our first
session a participant might note that they were beginning to share and trust
one another, and, that the group was now becoming a 'real group'.
A participant's first impression of unstructured time, plus subsequent periods
of silence seemed to make a lasting impression. Likewise, memories of these
times and the intrapersonal gains associated with them remained fresh.
Students I meet many years following our sessions, often remark that their
memories of our earliest meetings, and their lapses into silence are the
clearest of the time they spent within the College CR.CS). Not that there
appears to be any idealisation attached to these memories; participants share
how hard these sessions were, especially at first, but add they wouldn't have
missed them for the world. If I ask why this is, the response is usually that
they still think of and use insights from these times. Scumetimes, when I feel
particularly self-doubting, I catch myself believing they mean that they gain
strength from knowing nothing will ever be as bad again; the worst that can
happen has happened and the rest is easy When 	 feeling more positive I
feel its because the sessions we shared are foremost to mind because
participants felt most listened to, moved by, or, dare I suggest, self-
actualised at these tines.
To recap, the initial session of experiential groupwork tended to follow a
format where:
1 - learners were invited to take responsibility for what and how they learnt,
to reflect on their present state of need and to negotiate ways these needs
might be net;
2 - a period of resistance arose, where participants by turns actively pushed
responsibility back onto me or passively withold from engagent via an extended
spells of silence;
3 - I asked participants to attend to their arising awareness, consider the
interpersonal dynamics of the group and relayed psychodynamic theory
pertaining to group formation all the while relating this to current events
within the group;
4 - participants commented upon their experience, shared irritations,
interpreted events and related these to similar times, collaboratively
processing the situation in which they were engaged;
5 - in plpnftry we explored the interpersonal and intrapersonal insights which
had arisen in relation to the wider field of professional and/or organisational
practice.
The sessional example above demonstrates how a group of two hours duration
could itself progress through mini-orientation, identification, exploration and
resolution phases of its own. Group phases, can thus be appreciated as
operating on differing time scales and levels, simultaneously, occuring in
short and long lived cycles throughout the life of a group. Later sessions, in
an established group more usually start from 3 above, only fleetingly returning
to stages 1 and 2 when the group felt threatened.
Evaluation of experiental groupwork from this sample was initiated at the end
of the course, some two years after we had begun, by the question: 'how best
can we assess our experiences together?' As the group felt 'intrapersonal
movement' rather than academic competence should be assessed, methods used to
evaluate other strands of the course were discounted, for these evaluated
'content' rather than 'process'. Eventually, after much discussion, other
strategies were rejected in favour of four relatively simple questions:
1. What have you liked least as a consequence of this strand?
2. What have you liked most?
3. Bbw have you changed as a peTSOU as a consequence of your personal
development' experiences?
4. Row have you changed as a manager due to your experiences of this strand?
Forms depicting these questions were duly typed-up, photocopied, distributed,
answered, and brought back for plenary discussion. Apart from the possibility
of my recognising the handwriting of respondents, an unlikely event as few
formal course papers were submitted to me, responses were deemed anonymous. I
asked the group if I might use the resulting data to add to my chronicle of
experiential research. This was seen as acceptable.
The results of the above exercise are presented sequentially and commented on
below:
1. What have you liked least about this strand?
s. Not knowing whmt w.m woIrso on, particularly mt tine borginning, or how to
hmndls my submpusnt mnpqmr7f nar. S Cf..mict of of...h.r courms sammberm,
b. Initial Issling= of halolsmansms S. a lack of undsrstanding, Omirl.a totally
unmwsrm of the tsaching msthod us dad.
C. Ths difficultims & anwistiss of moms CITOW In at. 	 orowoksd by this strmnd;
my ability to intsllsctuslims about Q,04.4p.
d. The disunity this strsnd crsatsd to group cohmoslymprormin in early atsgss.
a.Being sad. to come to tsrmm with my own short comings,
f. Other ssmbsrm not mllowing thssaslsoss frssdom of sworssmlon: my own
inability to come to torrss with othsr ssmbers and function st a highs, lorwsl
of committmsnt.
Q. Lack of commltmsnt of othsr it am 	 — was ths mmthod to blasts or tine
psoolsT That I could haws achiswsd more from tAhm strand.
Earlier engagement with unstructured time and the ensuing distresses are still
fresh even after the passAge of two years. The emotional states of others
appears to compound this process and remain sharp in memory. These others are
noted to be resistive and uncommitted; possibly this is projective material?
There is also cognition of missed chances and recognition of the discomfort of
facing up to personal short comings. What is described as 'group cohesiveness
in the early stages' - in 'e above - was to me more a conspiracy to avoid
intimacy, superficial cock-tail party-like chat with little purpose.
I an reminded that breaking through light-hearted social chat, which served to
deflect away from group processes and desensitise members, was an essential
facilitative task in the beginning . I doubt if experiential group encounter
would have made any impact if such deflections had not been undone. Indeed, I
have seen more educational groups sabotaged by this than any other process.
2. What have you liked most?
a.„ Coming throuoh all thm mooro — bmoInnino to undemtmnd; rmcoonlmIng
bmhmulour pmttmrnm In othmrm a. knowIng how to dmml with thmm„ Im ChlId—Adult
rmmponmmw; omttlno rid of momm of my Inhmrmnt dmfmncmm A. b.M1TICI morm opmn about
mymmlf as othmrm.
b. Althouoh =low, I hmum mpormcimtmod thm oroup mupport, group dynamlcm a. thm
mbl/ity to mxamlrem mymmlf.
c. To mit back in	 oroup in teed of baking under prmmmurm to a...mum. thm
Immdmrmhlp roles I mm ummd to; to bm olumn fmmdbmck about my participmtlon.
d. TI.m procmmm .thouoni slow of opmnIno up L being morm rmummlIng in onmmmlf.
eaansi a a. amber of aoroup
V. My Inuolummmnt in m Lim ulmtlno soma. eon t.of 1,041lCt.i.071 ILWA ILI-1 ITN 't.-VMMa 1211-Colipm; Cot..tlmar
pmoplm mmmIno them light Cmommtlmmm I didn't mwwn rmomIlmm wm up wrw ln m tunnel).
0. INem mnJoymd undmrmtmndIng and bmino mblm to apply Chmory to practicm, Im:
1,1".•n n•nn =1/j/rUnarTUt. or. modkatIno 111nMnalyst•I am COM arlia TA. am	 work .
Group support is especially appreciated; to be seen and to have effect -
meeting recognition hungers, to learn and to Just belong via participating in a
shared process - meeting of structure hungers - appears significant to
individuals
Surviving 'the aggro' and learning about oneself, not having to lead and assume
control, and applying theory to practice are noted as gains. Simply, sharing
and opening up to the group experience is taken to be beneficial.
One member focuses upon the processes of others, I wonder if this is
deflection? I remember how communication itself seemed to nourish
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participants, as if by contacting another an individual's own contact with self
became enriched. Superficial contact, by contrast, though providing social
structure appeared to leave untouched deeper and more meaningful levels of
relating (Figure 15). As defences slowly fell away more authentic degrees of
sharing were it seemed revealed in the self which in turn encouraged the same
in others.
3. How have you changed as a person as a consequence of your'personal
development' experiences?
M. More to 	 I hope; More able to understand wny people benm ye as tney do;
more openminded; lea= opinionated Cis tnim possible I ask myeelf); able to
control my per=onal relations/nape better by understmnding my own behavior &
otherm.
b. YES (printed in capitals). I feel time t. I nave developed more of an
underatanding of other people. & developed trust in my=arlf & others.
C . I don't adopt a leadership rola at WOOT-k lin group arltumtiona. y is RM,Mrlt rola;
my knowledge ha= improved througn the various handouts; I am ...ming individual
=tag / = treng i.et 	 more in counselling; I mm les= anxious at. work .
d. Yee. I am lams authoritative & murcn more prepared to listen to otnerm; I
feel more confident in groups & more able to gumge & analyse responsea.
ar. Mora confident.
I. Subiectively. I would say 'eery little but others disagree; I'm a pretty well
toollpmethorr owrwor, - aren't IT
sp. I feel ti-tat I can now sepereate the emotion= from anger ; I an now more
	 • bM1V-112 1•M.M.C1 by otnerm.
Changes are noted to have occured in ways of increased tolerance, anxiety
reduction, and via enhancement of personal and social understanding.
Trust and self control are reported to have increased, work roles are less
parental and self and social analysis can now be performed, further enhancing
interpersonal performance and understanding.
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One participant does not feel different but is told by others she is so.
Listening skills are also seen to be increased.
Integration seems to result from the qualitative interpersonal processes we
shared in together. It is note worthy that cognitive as well as affective
change is at shift here.
4. Bow have you changed as a manager due to your experiences of this strand of
the course?
.. I naa ec oabe 1ess prescriptive a motherly; more able to let otIners grow
and	 ;	 y Sc mem to Gil, at other s tine is a_be CflaflC a as I have had in
luaus, OC own do more open up I. tin m y stat & mow dome cro..rr age tin.pro to mac loroca 41w
prior to a t tending tri is c our ea I *a as a rt. 1 caarls	 the risk imuolueci I n the
ao..-e.
c Use of ets. • • t rem g tin; =ATI ap Ling miL	 p a n ••• nnrt t-a 1 ro le; 	 I no gr oup
tec v-1 1 dues more or staff %AR port ; adop ted a strategy of work to here 1 nd	 um 1
s tot f f help eacin other — pair ing tec Joule= .
d. I have med.., myself more epproechable 3. tolerant of individum/m waleknesses;
I try and make time people help themeelves.
m. I face ,to problems and don't let them worry mei as such.
f. Sliohtly More tolerant; clothes are lens loud that, before — pliwrhap n
becoming more conventionell Depressing saint itH
I feel I em a more a incferer manimger; I now say whet. I mean whew-moms before I
did not.
In their work role as managers, participants appear to be less controlling of
others and more developing of their personnel. Managerial strategies seen to
be following in the group mode, in that others are now let develop and
encouraged to do so.
Openness has been carried into the workplace, staff support systems are now
encouraged, sharing occurs and sincerity has entered the working managers
role. This echos other reports, notably in Chapter 4, where group culture was
observed to begin to permeate the workplace (4.6).
I also note the humorous, unguarded and intimate way participants have
approached their evaluation - the humour in 'f' above; such ease suggests to De
that this exercise is more than a mere duty, consequentially, it is possibly
mare honest?
Tolerance and integration is noted along with reduced anxiety. Veaknesses in
others are now accepted and those in need are facilitated towards self
enablement. As we begin to address our awn vulnerability it appears we can
tolerate and work with it in others all the moire. Perhaps we must own our own
projected weaknesses before we can truthfully help others?
Personally, though I have no evidence from the participant's workplace to
substantiate their claims, my two years acquaintance with them suggests to ae
they were indeed more able to identify and voice their needs, to ask for
support and to trust in themselves.
8.3 Review of researcher's facilitative style during the study
I an reminded when reading the above of my groupwork style at the start of
this study. At this time I was essentially psychadTnamic in style and reserved
my humanistic vision predominately for the format of experiential workshops.
In a group proper - that is to say in groups where it was desirable for
participants to 'experience' the process they were engaged in rather than work
towards a definite task, I was passive in facilitative style and economic of
offering. Conversely, in educational facilitation I tended towards being active
and energising In hindsight these areas of influence seen uncharacteristically
remote one from the other; this is in stark contrast to my current facilitative
style - some five years later - when, partly as a consequence of this study,
as well as my own intrapersonal and facilitative growth, my educational and
therapeutic influences more fluidly relate.
The style of my approach at the time of data collection - upon the above
course - was to remain essentially opaque and reflective. I summarised, was
interpretive in my sense making process and tolerant to remaining with the
fraught silences that arose from time to time. Participants had to get
themselves out from the unstructured time we encountered; I did not rescue, but
neither did I lubricate their passage from discomfort via overtly facilitative
interventions.
As our sessions together progressed I would share more theory and enact
experiential inquiry Into such as assertion, counselling, and intervention
analysis, with the result that roleplay, psychodrama and pair exercise would
punctuate our periods together. The group and my facilitative style would thus
undergo change accordingly. At the first the newness of my method would
seemingly draw negative projections, later on positive ones. Finally, I would be
taken for what I was, another human resource.
Periodically, employing the profile created in Chapter 6 (6.11) derived from
reference to Rerun's work (1975), I would enter this on a flip chart and ask
participants to rate ay facilitative style on the dimensions provided.
Synthesising findings from the six studies todate: participants tended to rate
my style in the beginning of our sessions together as:
+7 +6 +5 +4 +3 +2 +1
Directive	 * Non-Directive
Interpretative	 Non-Interpretative
Confronting	 Non-Confronting
Cathartic	 * Non-Cathartic
Structuring	 Unstructuring
Disclosing	 * Ion-Disclosing
As the group evolved, themes arose and more active experiential inquiry began
I would volunteer more information and structure, encourage experimentation and
share my own sense-making processes within the group and actively work
through resistances. Transferentially I seemed no longer to represent a
Critical Parent so much as a Nurturing one. Participants would often at this
point idealise me and project onto me their own abilities and skills. During
this period my style tended to be assessed by participants as:
+7 +6 +5 +4 +3 +2 +1
Directive	 Non-Directive
Interpretative	 Non-Interpretative
Confronting	 Non-Confronting
Cathartic	 Ion-Cathartic
Structuring	 Unstructuring
Disclosing	 Ion-Disclosing
As the months rolled on and facilitator dependency diminished participants put
into practice their own new found skills. Educationally, I was now used as a
resource rather than a projective agent or a transferential figure; this in
turn prompted a change to my facilitation. I no longer needed to direct the
group as it became self facilitating:
+7 +6 +5 +4 +3 +2 +1
Directive	 * Non-Directive
Interpretative	 Non-Interpretative
Confronting	 Ion-Confronting
Cathartic	 Non-Cathartic
Structuring s	 Unstructuring
Disclosing	 Ion-Disclosing
I believe the above transition was born of educational and developmental
appropriateness, for the educational menu underwent change as the group - and
the individuals within it - evolved. Unstructured time and emotionalised
stresses called for therapeutic address of the affective domain (Figure 9), as
this subsided cognitive address was called for.
The above facilitative style - and its transition through time over the
duration of a course holds true for most - if not all - of the studies
described in this chapter. The last profile I note is nearer the one shared in
Chapter 6 (6.15) gleaned from some 18 months of facilitated groupwork; it is
possibly nearer to my cure, how I am between demands, resting between
facilitative gears.
The above profiles are drawn from collaborative assessments of my style
within experiential groups following initial exposure, subsequent resistance,
and Just prior to completion of our time together.
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Something of the effects of my initial style can be seen in Case Study 6's
'least liked' area of response where the beginning of the group merits especial
citation.
The provision of 'unstructured time' and the anxiety that this creates may not
readily seem facilitative. Why then do I retain this facilitative feature? The
more so as it does not make the beginning of experiential groupwork nor my
facilitative role any the easier.
In 3.3. of this work I note the resistances and expectations that learners
bring with then into the learning climate. Unstructured time I propose
confronts these resistances and provides a venue where these can be contacted
in the raw and worked through. It allows an interactive arena to form where
learners and facilitator may de-role. In 7.10. of this work I suggested via
implication of cognitive dissonance how this de-roling process might possibly
occur. These sources (3.3; 7.10) provide the educational rationale for my use of
silence and unstructured time in facilitation, but, from a learner's perspective
this night well be perceived as punitive.
I feel I must ask of myself if I house a tendency or desire to punish or
chastise my learners.
Xany nurse learners I meet are heavily defended and dismissive of much of
their own and their client's humanity. This attitude in professional carers can
indeed irritate me. Unstructured time is a rigorous tool with which to confront
this pernicious professional disease; namely, the rejection of needy client-like
parts in ones self and dehumanisation of the same in others. Perhaps there is
something about that sector of the nursing profession I facilitate that
restimulates earlier angers within me?
I ask myself if I am possibly over-sensitised to those nurses the Institute of
Advanced Nursing Education draws into the Royal College of Nursing (R.CJI.);
many of whom have a middleclass veneer and are generally elitist in attitude.
A high proportion of R.C.J. students are drawn from London teaching hospitals;
they are primarily white and polished in home county manners. This is in sharp
contrast to the multi-racial nursing community which has developed in nursing
generally, more especially in the fields of mental handicap and mental illness
which have a much more pronounced a working class feel.
I acknowledge within myself the remnants of an earlier 'class' bias, but, this
said, it feels an issue more alive in my adolescence. Ny working class biases
are now historic, rapidly metamorphosing into middle class ones, and do not
rule my head. I an aware of many workingclas, black, male participants from
psychiatry who house the sane bigotry I have isolated in white, female,
middleclass general nurses. I believe depersonalising influences within care
are the real enemy along with the ignorance and tradition that supports them.
On reflection - and with a mind to the evidence of my therapy and supervision
- I think I am addressing a parental defence common to authoritative power
holders: be they managers, teachers, carers or any others who act into
Critical/Controlling aspects of Parenting to avoid contact with their own
vulnerability and pervert values of humanism and care. I believe this might be
part of a reoccurring script (1.2; 2.1) left over from childhood - a reaction
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to non-trustworthy adults who let me down, and senior carers who perpetuated
uncaring attitudes in the hospital who stimulated rebellion within me.
I an aware that I am sensitised to the inner suffering which superficial
systems of control may cover. This stems from my childhood (2.15). Xy
facilitative skill, in this light is a tool I have evolved with which to melt
defensiveness, orchestrate change and liberate the underlying humanity. This I
feel is as much my need as those I facilitate.
Understandably, there are opponents of my view; individuals who are content
with the social order of things and have gained political power and respect
that way; to then my commitment may be percieved as missionary zeal, rebellion
or anarchy. Xy encounter with one such traditionally orientated individual is
described in the incident below.
8.4 The politics of experiential teaching . examination of an intrusive
encounter by an manipulative other and projective level work
I note a hesitancy within myself as I begin to share this account, namely
because I have not asked for consent for this information to be shared.
Although the main actor has read and received a copy of this record, I note I
am tempted to withdrew it from this work. This said, I feel strongly that
critique of my facilitation should be central to this research, and that the
sensitivities of the individuals concerned are of secondary importance to the
lesson entailed.
I believe I have disguised the actors sufficiently so that only they and I can
recognise the circumstances recorded. The passage of years also safeguards
their identity.
This is an emotive account which I an sure would cause discomfort if read by
those involved. Still, my energy is to commit it to print. If I knew where the
actors were I would contact them but, I do not. The choice is thus mine, and
rightly or wrongly - and I feel rightly - I choose to go ahead, for I believe
this record is an important one much can be learnt from. It also serves as a
sobering caution to those who wish to follow in my foot-steps, don a
facilitative role before they are have developed the necessary interpersonal
skills or done the necessary intrapersonal growth, and are blind to the
dangers that attend experiential groupwork. I strongly believe that
considerable harm has been done by facilitators who write 'how to' accounts
(Burnard 1985) and leave out cautionary material and facilitative warnings
such as this.
Indeed, there appears a conspiracy - an unconscious ego defensive one - for
group leaders to exclude from their publications their mistakes and the
distress which can emanate from the facilitation of experiential groups. This
is as true for psychotherapists as for educationalists. I now attempt to undo
this, and break the taboo that facilitators are omnipotence figures who always
'know' what is best.
In the account which follows example is given of where an educational agenda
slid against my wishes and iaspite of all my skills into an therapeutic one,
and where all my skill was needed to enact facilitative first aid.
The tutor who originally engaged me to teach on the management course in
question, invited me in into her domain with scant regard to my approach. She
knew I taught experientially, was accepting of this but naive as to what it
implied. Eventually she type-cast my sessions as 'encounter groups'. I tried
unsuccessfully to expand this viewpoint, but she was old in years, I rather
liked her as a colleague and did not pursue the issue of re-educating her. I
did though invite her into my sessions, but, this was refused.
In these early days of the management programme two external trainers were
involved in its teaching. As they were familiar with person centred teaching
and openly appreciative of my work - the course tutor herself felt comforted
and trusted to my methods. Subsequently she left, a new tutor entered and the
team changed around me. In quick succession my external managerial allies
departed. To replace this loss a colleague who taught physiology entered into
the management team
This was typical of the mentality of management at this time; one tutor could
easily be exchanged for any other; they would Just read up a little more prior
to teaching!
Xy new colleagues had a poor appreciation of process and scant regard for the
concept of personal development, seemingly viewing their role in an
instrumental task directed way. If my previous colleague had had a naive view
of experiential learning, these two were bereft.
I did not dislike them as individuals, but, this said, professionally and
personally I felt far from supported.
Knowing that my sessions caused initial turmoil within the student group I
endeavoured to relay this to the new team. Experiential groupwork, I said,
though in the short term generative of negative emotional material, would after
a few sessions be seen as positive. This was a natural part of the process. I
also stated the necessity for the staff team to appreciate that students might
at various times show dependency and even treat tutorial staff as parents to
be split and played-off one against the other.
I felt it important to emphasise that the boundaries of the course needed to
be strong and united to enable emotional energy to be contained. Though at the
time I percieved I was being heard, it will became evident in the account
which follows that I was not.
The following incident made clear to me that my input into management courses
was untenable given the existing staff. I originally wrote-up this experience
shortly after the event with the intension of drawing upon it should my
withdrawal from the programme be called into question. This incident more than
any other made me aware of my own need to be a political animal if I was to
survive.
In the context of this thesis the report below offers up - though it must be
admitted under pressure and in extremis - example of my facilitative style
under crisis at a time when the educational menu gave way to a therapeutic
one.
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Context: The following event took place in the ornate room of a large Victorian
provincial hotel on the outskirts of London, on the occassion of the final
weekend block of the aforementioned course.
The content of the weekend had been previously decided by students who had
invited me to attend.
Actors: The course tutor who has sat in two previous facilitated sessions and
who appears to be appreciative of my contribution. Six students. The researcher
as group facilitator for the programme
Time: Sunday morning, 9.35am, I walk In to the ordained room, exchange
greetings with the students and attendent course tutor and Join them for
coffee.
Event: At 10 o/c we sit in a circle to mark it is time to begin our session. I
have been requested by students to enact further exercises upon assertion and
to help work towards 'group closure'.
I set the tone for our work to begin, drawing attention to our previous two
years together. I observe it is two years to the day since we first net in
this hotel to initiate the course. There follows a reflective period. Ve those
who are no longer with us, students who gave up the course.
Silence ensues this reflection for some 40 seconds.
A participant expresses her relief to be back in the group - a situation where
she can feel supported and experience a climate of acceptence and trust.
I suggest we use interventions which facilitate support or 'check things out'
rather than reject or criticise. I suggest at this late stage of grouplife, the
Resolution Phase, that it is best to avoid being over Judgemental or
confrontative and opening up of new work.
As I finish speaking I note the course tutor appears restless and
uncomfortable; I pause. He commences to speak in a cynical and attacking tone:
"It's all crap. You're as authoritarian as anybody. You can't believe all that.
It's not the real world.*
Both ay facilitative position and the trust I am attempting to establish are
now threatened. Any resemblance of group bonding appears to ebb away. A
growing anxiety pervades the group with regard to 'Just what is going on?'
I repeat the rationale behind my earlier comment, gently emphasising the
inappropriateness of awakening fresh conflict now. Xy fantasy at this stage is
one of having offended the course tutor in some way.
Students are as confused and perplexed as myself with the unfolding drama;
they voice concern regards the motives of the tutor concerned, who they ask:
Have you set this up as part of the assertion exercise?" 'What game are you
playing?"
I feel that the non-Judgemental approach has been well and truly sabotaged. I
stay quiet, waiting for more to be revealed and wondering what is behind this
drama Vhen in doubt I usually wait to see what is emerging. This is a trained
response, when a crisis is emerging I go into a reflective 'over-drive', an
objective witnessing state removed from the turmoil of my usual 'emotional
being', yet finely attuned to the here and now.
A stream of thoughts starts to enter my head: the behaviour of the tutor is
out of context, he had time over coffee to iron out any personal issues, I
don't seem to be reaping appropriate responses!
I stay receptive and non-combative, but the attack resumes. I am accused by
the lecturer in attendence of not meeting the needs of the group: "Are you
prepared to face upto reality? How about hearing what others want?"
I state I am willing to meet whatever group needs I am able, or to support a
process mutually agreeable to all.
This intervention to consider 'group' needs rather than 'individual' ones seems
too subtle, for the tirade continues.
I start to feel a little bemused. The protagonist continues to demand the
group's attention and time but nothing tangible is offered for us to work upon.
I share my confusion with what is happening. How am I to run a session on
assertion yet alone work to group closure in the present climate where new
needs are surfacing for attention?
The tutor in turn states he has no needs.
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He goes on to make public what sounds suspiciously like 'privileged
information'. He alludes to the needs of a certain member of the group to face
upto conflict.
This information is relayed in a cold factual manner devoid of support with no
eye contact. It is remote and without sensitivity to the person.
Suddenly, a student to my left makes a loud groan and runs out of the room
weeping.
Another participant, now tearful, says she thinks she knows whats going on;
the tutor is making points she earlier told him in confidence.
He admits to this.
She then erupts, verbalises her anger, and reiterates fears of the past year
when she has felt suicidal and in much dispair. 'The Personal Development
Group has made her aware of parts of her self she has earlier been able to
deny. What right has anybody or the course to do this? Is it all worth it?'
The course tutor is now mute and looking downwards.
Others within the group shake their head and generally disagree with the
allocation of blame upon the Personal Development strand; and indeed, myself
by implication.
During this flow of blame I stay attentive, my eyes stay in contact with the
distressed student and I find myself switching levels of consciousness;
detached yet alert, hearing her distress while meditating on her emotional
presence. Vith little objective evidence available I attune to my intuition and
heighten my senses.
Vhen the pressure of her speech subsides I intervene. I observe how throughout
the year she has kept her sharing skills dormant; she was often missing from
my sessions and today is the first time she has made an effort to be seen and
known within the group. I share further observations. She appears to be
blaming others for what are essentially her own feelings, and sadly, placing
her strengths and assets also upon others. This is de-powering; it leaves
little for her and implies others must bale her out.
At this stage she looks very needy. I an aware that though this is not
specifically a therapy group - yet, here is an acute therapeutic situation.
Ion-intrusive facilitation I view as unsuitable in this situation; a crisis has
arisen which I have but a little time to put right. This crisis, of a
distressed student within the last hours of a course, requires active redress
in order to allow the individual concerned to work through her experience and
reap the support of the group. ethers of the group also need to let go of this
issue so that they may complete their 'course gestalt'.
It appears to me that a sensory and tactile route will be the most immediate
route for support. Her present developmental level of function feels pre-
adolescent, desperate and isolated. I decide to follow my intuitions, move
nearer to the distressed student, kneel beside her, wait for her to look up,
and offer my hand She takes my hand, bends forward and starts to sob. As she
draws towards me I put my arm around her; she now feels as if she is
regressing rapidly back in years. I hear myself saying it's OK to let her
feelings out here. She sobs loudly now. Intuitively I sense her to be very
young; this issue may be reminicent of childhood. Her crying continues.
During this period the course tutor remains quiet and the group watches
attentively.
Gradually the crying subsides. It has been a hard year for her. Gradually she
shares specific incidents of the year. She acknowledges these were not my
fault but the sessions were hard and she never felt she really belonged. I
acknowledge the truth of this statement; she never seemed 'here', appearing
proccupied and distant. I felt she was never available, never let anyone in,
and consequently, was little supported by her peers upon the course.
Eventually, after some minutes she surfaces in the present and thanks me for
my warmth and concern; repeatedly, she says she's sorry for what happened
earlier - namely the course tutor's intrusion - for which she feels
responsible.
Internally I reflect on events. I suspect the student's need for succour and
sympathy led her to approach the course tutor, the educational parent of the
course. He no doubt for a time became the 'good parent', an ally to help her
fend off her sense of failure and/or persecute me, for I had became the
repository of all those ills that befallen her over the past year. It has taken
courage to openly confront me and test out her vision of me; but, I regretted
the manner of approach she made; it was collusive and manipulative. But then,
perhaps this was the only way she knew how.
I break out from my reflection to convey that I feel privileged that she is
able to share with me at last, and regret she did not approach me sooner. I
also say I feel a little sad that our relationship is ending when it feels like
it Just began.
She still thanks me, but now with eye contact, a smile, and a verbal
recognition that something has changed for her.
I note to the group: 'We may be poor but we see life!" Ve end the group sharing
laughter together and break for coffee.
Over coffee I talk further.
For the last two years she has been avoiding me, today she risks full contact
and over coffee we chat like friends.
I speculate that catharsis has liberated attention, that insights of this may
now be consolidated in conventional world reality. Through emotional release
material of the transference and projective levels has seemingly been re-owned
and begun to be appreciated and anchored in everyday life.
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During coffee the student who earlier left in tears returns to demand an
explanation of the course tutor for his 'uncaring and insensitive
confrontation'.
He in turn says he felt he was doing it for her own good.
It appears last night the student lately disressed had in confidence dicussed
her troubles and criticised the experiential group. Though others disagreed
with this the course tutor had taken it on himself to attack me on her behalf.
I suspect in this he was also rescuing himself from an emotional danger zone.
It is possible he was also competing with me for student favours? In
conversation I had noted how the person-centred, facilitative, and caring
approach I portrayed appeared to rankle with him. Certain individuals, who see
my values as diametrically opposed to business acumen and such 'street wise'
beliefs as 'you get then before they get you', often disniss the tenants of
'personal growth' as unrealistic. I believe he was such a one.
The second theme he worked to was, I believe, that of injecting a bit of harsh
reality into the session; a participant was failing her interviews for a senior
grading because she was not facing the 'real world'; ny sessions compounded
this process of unreality; he would therefore put ne straight.
subsequent tutorial dealings with the tutor concerned become more
structured. I never allowed him into my sessions again, I also withdraw from
further teaching on the management programme as I felt it unsafe to continue
to practice facilitative groupwork such a climate.
As I write this account I an reminded that the above tutor cane to respect me,
and I to like him. yself and )(arc - my son - joined him as crew on the
maiden voyage of an old Edwardian trawler he bought. He chose me to crew it
due to my tugman background, and because he felt I could handle what cane my
way. He had to test people before he trusted them. Half way between the Isle of
Vight and Hayling Island it began to sink! I remember Xarc and myself manning
the sluice pumps either side the wheel house, the boat pitching and rolling,
the hull leaking and steam rising from the engine as sea water entered. I
would not have missed that crazy scary day for the world. This event typifies
this tine for me; in that I would good naturedly trust too readily and end up
having to bale myself out; as with the group so with the boat.
Since the above incident I have never been as careless with my professional
boundary. I have attended more closely to containment, organisational
boundaries and put emphasis upon the 'learning contract'. I an also no longer
prepared to work with anything and everything that percolates into group life.
I think I take care of myself more and treasure my ability to be a 'thinking
facilitator'. For too long I felt it my duty to attempt to work holistically
with everything. Learning for me, personally, meant staying with conflict and
facing every risk. It was if I was living a belief that 'what did not kill me
made me stronger'. Xy learning at this time was great - but so were the risks.
In relation to this thesis, I hope the above incident illuminates a little of
the resistance I met as a facilitative teacher, plus the culture and ground in
which I worked while collecting data for this study. It also provides example
of the cusp between transferential and projective levels of the group, and the
way a facilitator needs to straddle these.
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8.5 Observations upon culture and influences resistive to experiential
facilitation
In reviewing the previous events (8.4.) certain Impressions are raised to my
awareness. Those professional defences outlined by Menzies: splitting of the
nurse-patient relationship; depersonalisation and categorisation; denial of
feelings; ritual task formation; avoidence of decisions and change; and the
need to check and counter-check (7.1.), I find are extremely common and
especially virulent in nurse managers and managerial culture. At one level this
does not surprise me, for the ward - and the management of patient's
constitute the cure of nursing's 'traditionalism' and, as such, should be
expected to be highly resistive to change.
Possibly the task vision required of most health service managers supports and
maintains organisational defences, and frustrates reflection upon the social
processes involved? Whatever the cause, individuals entering into management
training appear particularly brittle and defended.
My experiential sessions, process based and person centred caused considerable
dissonance for nurses within the College (R.C.I.). Professional preparation has
a tendency to be elitist, to epitomise a 'right way' and to be ends directed
towards formal qualifications. In this context experiential group inquiry
appeared as an unnecessary diversion; Just how could it help students pass the
examination?
Mot all my colleagues were so narrow in vision, indeed, more recently a
younger wave of lecturers have entered - some of whom are ex-students of mine
- who approach care holistically, teach experientially and value personal
development. But, for the greater part of my time in the Institute (IJII.N.13.) its
culture was reductionist and far from experimental in ways other than
curriculum design.
Teaching in a resistive climate tended to hamper the formation of group trust.
I do not see it as coincidence that nursing groups, such as the one described
above, initially spent much time hovering in a 'destructive made' at the level
of transference (6.6; Figure 13). This was much more of a rarity when I
facilitated in other venues.
Perhaps 'culture shock' goes some way to explain why dissonance was itself so
protracted and heightened within the studies described. It would perhaps be
useful to say more about my experience as a facilitator of experiential groups
in general here, focussing perception on how groups developed within the
aforementioned culture.
Initially, in the Orientation Phase I felt myself viewed as an agent perveying
expertise superflous to course needs. Groups in their Orientation Phase were
especially resistent and fought to cling on to the social level of function.
Time and again participants appeared to conspire to hang on to collusive
social resistances, enacting 'cocktail party' games where everything was kept
light and frivilous and issues of consequence could be kept at bay and
sabotaged by mild cynicism Gradually, one member then another would tire of
such subterfuge, which was ultimately seen to be sterile and frustrating of
social nourishment, devaluing of the group, participants themselves, and the
ethics of professional care. As the facade of gaminess began to crack and
members began to volunteer true feelings, I would see this as evidence that the
group had begun to 'turn'. The deflection of feelings long prevented movement
of the group into the Identification Phase. Later, as students began to settle
into the Identification Phase of group life personal contracts for development
were identified and sense-making appeared to supersede emotional rebuff.
Reflection upon self and the course as a whole was often identified as a need
at this point. During the Exploration Phase of the group the contribution of
other approaches tended to came in for critique. It was my practice during
these times to let discussion proceed, share insights as to the dynamics
involved, for example scapegoating, but refrain from direct comment.
Confidentiality both encouraged and allowed for such discharge, but I wonder
at the degree to which my sessions contributed to and fuelled organisational
splits.
In the Resolution Phase as my sessions drew to an end their worth was well
established and a fair degree of grief at the death of the group would be
manifest.
The Orientation Phase, prior to its turning, often presents a period when I
experience the greatest ambivalence for the group I facilitate. Xy experience
of being in similar circumstances in previous groups - and my knowledge of
previous postive outcomes and expectancy of the same - does much to support
me at times like these.
In highly resistent groups my tolerance and containment of negative emotion
without undue retaliation seems to encourage participants to trust themselves
to deeper levels of their being. This is a little like the experience I reported
In my encounter with John Heron (3.3.), but now with the roles are reversed.
In terms of the organisation in which I worked, experiential groups seemed to
raise the hidden agenda, give voice to frustration born of conformity and
generally raise spectres of the organisational shadow otherwise repressed.
8.6 ('.ace Study 7: 15 participants at the Resolution Phase of experiential
groupwork
This study concerns the experiences of seventeen mental health nurses exposed
to educational facilitation over the duration of a thirty day course composed
of blocks and study days addressing personal and professional development.
Participants were involved in regular facilitated groups and experiential
workshops. The latter focused upon counselling, nursing models of care,
facilitation styles, assertion and self-awareness.
Facilitated groupwork occurred alongside lectures, seminars, clinical
placements and visits, the group process being attended to also in these
sessions. The course's short time span tended to concentrate its experience and
Intensify its effect.
In this study we find a group prepared prior to the introduction of
experiential learning and interpersonal skills in the shape of the 1982
training syllabus.
Most participants of the course were staff nurses and charge nurses from
hospital and community care settings; though occasionally a nursing officer
and/or tutor night be drawn into its frame. As selection was on a first come
first served basis this group is representative of a casual sample of
psychiatric nurses of mixed race and sex.
Though of a similar vintage to those trainee managers discussed in Study 5,
these participants were far more questioning and less hampered by
considerations of status or conformist behaviour. For the most part they were
more concerned with personal rather than professional values; pride in their
craft and skill rather than promotion drove then on.
On a average study day participants would meet and the commence the day with
a community group. There would often follow a silence of 2-5 minutes. Feelings
relating to the previous day would usually emerge from a participant who felt
strongly about situation of the previous day. Others to which these feelings
related would be singled out, misunderstanding aired and attempted resolution
performed. During these times I would often the groups view of events.
Gradually feedback would surface. Vhen the energies for investigation waned,
further issues tended to emerge. At some stage a participant might
spontaneously share something that happened at work and seek supervision; this
night be acknowledged for further work in role-play or other workshops
scheduled for the day. All this was very much in the mode of therapeutic
community practice and drew substantially from its psychodynamic traditions
(Kreeger 1975; Hinshelwood & /tanning 1979).
These morning groups became a central feature of the course and served to
orientate participants, check-out issues of relations pertaining to the
previous day, and set intentions for the day. Roughly a third of course time
was taken up by Large community groups, these served to illuminate theoretical
input relating to interpersonal dynamics, self Image, personal skills and
through personal engagement with the sane - 'the client experience'.
As course tutor I planned the said course and taught three quaters of it. Xy
relationship with participants was closer upon this course than upon previous
studies described; this was no doubt because my own professional heart lay in
this specialism. Any respect I was afforded cane from my skills rather than
my status. Formal presentations by parental lecturers were not received well
by this group.
The educational menu of the course, which primarily addressed personal and
professional growth, encouraged a greater depth of personal reflection than
previously described. Comparisons between the 'student and client' and 'teacher
and carer' roles were the common meat of discussion; likewise, educational
aspects of therapy and therapeutic aspects of education. Reflections were more
likely to be owned in such climates where personal skills were an intrinsic
input into professional practice.
There also was no outside interference in the shape of an unfriendly team to
contend with.
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As in Case Study 6 participants upon this programme selected their own
evaluative tool, which they enacted on the Friday of the final week of the
course.
Four questions were selected to assess the course experience:
Areas liked most
Areas liked least
Gains from the course
How to iwprove
Lastly, an 'Overall rating' section was provided:
+++++	 ++++	 +++	 ++	 0
Responses were initially shared in pairs before discussion in the group.
Subsequent findings are individually explored below:
Areas liked most:
1. Group exercises, group discussions, workshop on behaviour psychotherapy.
2. Role-play, workshops, groupwork, self-awareness, eye contact,
counselling skills.
3. Groupwork, sharing of thoughts-feelings-fantasies; meeting colleagues
from different quaters.
4. All groupwork, counselling especially; education v training;
experiential learning; relaxation techniques.
5. Groupwork; sharing experiences; role playing; taking part in planning;
last week of course.
6. Counselling sessions; visits to other hospitals, touching exercises
were very good.
7. The unstructured groupwork; the silence; the use of energies; the
honesty of people expressing their feelings; negative feedback and
confrontation.
8. Participation in subject areas; chances for personal growth; groupwork.
9. All the relaxation/fantasy therapy; much of the roleplay etc; the work
on counselling styles was excellent.
10.Participating and finding out about different group and counselling
work. I liked the informal teaching; the uncertainty of each day.
11.Groups, self-awareness, self assertiveness, facilitation style,
therapeutic relationRhip, eye contact and sharing of grief.
12. I enjoyed most sessions, with particular reference to the counselling,
behaviour therapy, and models of nursing care sessions. I found the
group great value as each member was able to show and express ones
own view.
13.The groups; when we discussed personal and wary problems. When we had
thee. unstructuring groups.
14.Time away from the work situation to "recharge myself. Depth of
knowledge of Paul and his ability to articulate.
15.Groupwork; learning through experience; sharing skills and knowledge
and feelings and insights.
The area liked most upon the course appears to be groupwork - which is
mentioned in twelve of the above accounts; general gains in areas of personal
skill are also heavily cited - self-awareness, eye contact, sharing of
thoughts-feelings-fantasies, touching and relaxation and 'sharing' as a general
theme emerge as supported. Interpersonal skill enhancement in such as
counselling - reported in six accounts, meeting colleagues and sharing skills-
knowledge-feelings-insights, and assertiveness seen greatly appreciated.
The general impression is one of pleasure at experientially exploring of 'self'
and the knowledge which eminates from this. Participation is also favoured.
Areas liked least
1. Theories, especially on nursing models.
2. Formal teaching. Vs talk was secretive and he wanted to predict his
his place of work as being exclusive.
3. I's talk. Did not like when I was being confronted at the tine. Formal
teaching. r15 lecture on models of nursing.
4. Speaker from I - too exclusive. Models of nursing.
5. Lecture on Roy's model of nursing. Talk by I. Four days spent an
placement/visits.
6. Formal lectures from the general field of nursing.
I's lecture.
7. Placements, I would have preferred more groupwork. Course divided into
days and blocks.
8. Some outside lecturers - too formalised in comparison to rest of course
which made it difficult to tune in.
9. Groupwork, much of it directed to self-awareness, feelings, thoughts,
and fantasies, I found this very indulgent.
10.The formal teaching sessions. The placement and visits.
11.Formal teaching like 'how to learn'. Roy's model of nursing. Theory
talk by
12.Although I could see the benefit of the bereavement session, I still
dislike the practical thing we did. I also did not like the break for
visits and I still do not see the relevence of it.
13.The bereavement session, even though I saw the relevance of it and I
feel that it has helped to accept death more.
14.Formal teaching sessions - two day visits could have been conducted in
shorter time - i.e one day.
15.Formal lectures, which are not in harmony with the content and style of
course.
Least liked areas seen to be predominately theory, especially relating to
nursing models, one session specifically relating to Roy's model of nursing
which was formally rather than experientially delivered by a middle-class
teacher with a formal London teaching hospital manner reaped much comment -
directly noted in eight accounts and alluded to indirectly by two others. I
wonder if my own bias in this area has been fuelled by my own psychiatric
nursing experience?
Interestingly, I have found my experiential sessions poorly tolerated on
courses which have a predominately formal transmission mode. SCapegoating may
perhaps occur regards any feature that ill fits into an existing expectation
pattern?
The bereavement session, an experiential experience where we explored our
previous meetings with death and the dying and said what was left unsaid re
our departed evoked induced much emotion; it is viewed as a two-edged sword,
relevent but uncomfortable.
Visits and placements though warmly welcomed in the briefing day for the
course when first planned, did not live up to expectation.
Gains 'ram course:
1. Re-evaluate my own skills and knowledge, testing out my own beliefs
about psychiatric nursing skills, reinforce these skills and
consolidate knowledge.
2. The course has been a new learning experience for me - giving me
insight into new methods of learning and teaching, nursing process,
besides being a refresher course. I can now participate more in a large
group.
3. lore aware about myself. Tremendous improvement of self-awareness
skills. How to run groups effectively. Counselling skills. Improvement
on eye contact. Lure rlsertive.
4. As a tutor I have gained a great many ideas about facilitating
learning. Professionally, experience in groupwork. Personally,
validation of my ideas and philosophies and interactions with people.
5. lore insight into some of my weaknesses and strengths. Ideas to take
back and apply to my working environment. Opportunities to take part
in constructive discussions.
6. lore experience, more expertise. It taught me to be more assertive.
7. lore relaxed, confident, less communication barriers, accepting of my
feelings and energies as something positive which I try to understand
and deal with. Different approaches to people and psychiatry, new
skills. Unity with the group and some interesting people.
8. Insight into a less hassled life-style - awareness of having to be
yourself, taking it easy. Insight that change can be brought about even
in difficult situations.
9. To have reflected on my role and what I've been doing. To have had some
insight into our clients and their problems and how to help.
10.Greater knowledge of groups and different counselling methods.
different ways of teaching.
11.Counselling styles, roles, self awareness, eye contact, assertiveness.
12. I am aware of my faults and how to correct them. There is no doubt
I've gained a lot in this course. I feel my attitude has changed - I
am able to accept people for what they are; I feel I am a carer now -
but not before I did this course. lost of all I have learnt a lot about
myself, and new nursing skills.
13.Confidence, assertiveness, knowledge, friends and new ideas, how not to
became stressed with people. Accepting more and to be broadminded, and
most of all, self awareness.
14.A better insight into groupwork. lore self-awareness. lore aware of
how other people see me. Total confusion by brainstorming from Paul!
But very well done.
15.Personal growth and greater insights into the nursing process, how the
nurse (me) can apply my skills to the greater benifit of the patient.
I understand better how I feel. Xy counselling skills have improved.
Gains from the course appear mainly personal; re-evaluation and reflection upon
self, increased awareness of self and others, gains in personal and social
skills, understanding and alertness to ones own weaknesses and strengths,
gains in confidence-acceptence-assertion-facilitative ability, new knowledge of
the care role, counselling, and a general ability to better face and manage
'change'. To see oneself as others see us appears as a theme.
Theoretical input does not appear to have suffered, experiential group exposure
seemingly enhancing cognition. On this course the community group, seminars
and workshops fed into the group format. Professional and personal skills seem
Jointly tailored to by the experience provided, plus an ability to combat
stress and appreciation of the client's position. In sum, a fair degree of
attitudinal change is reported.
How to iaprove:
I. Xuch more group exercises and workshops as we had on Vednesday. Too
much time spent on visits and placements.
2. Visits and placements on study days rather than on block release. lore
participation in real group situations - maybe involving clients.
3. On briefing day every individual to introduce himself or herself to
the group. The course would have been more beneficial to me if
organised on a six-week block.
4. Reduce visits and placements to two days and use the study days for
these.
5. Less time on visits and placements. Some sessions changed to mornings,
le role play.
6. lore visits should be made to hospitals which specialise in advanced
psychiatric techniques.
7. Be more provoking, get people moving. Do not let the group become cosy.
8. Difficult to assess as group 'managed' the progress of the course -
I thought that to be important.
9. Less emphasis on what I have seen as ideological stance, but put
forward as undisputable fact.
10.To continue in study-day form, to take a chance in complimenting what I
have learnt from the course.
11.By attending follow-up courses organised in groups like self awareness,
assertiveness.
12. I feel visits could have been on the Tuesday sessions instead of mid-
week, as it does break the continuity and interest of the week.
Members should formulate and sign a contract at the beginning of the
course.
13.To have visits and placements on Tuesdays.
14.Visits/placements cutdown to a day per week.
15.Remove or reduce the visits; if they remain put in one block.
Improvements suggested tend towards the practical, less visits and placements,
shifting of these around, or better still - the replacement of these with more
groupwork and workshops. One participant seeks clients to practice on; another
wants formal introductions adhered to. On this course the participants were
generally relieved not to go through the ritual of introducing themselves on
the first day; one though, was all prepared and looking forward to performing
in this way.
Some sessions are deemed by individuals to need reprogramming to the morning,
others want the group to be kept non-cosy, criticise the way ideology seemed
to be taken as fact, seek clear examples of advanced practice, want more of
the same and follow up sessions post the course.
One individual notes the 'contracting' upon the first day and suggests
participants should sign their contracts.
Participants to the course seemed to fall into two broad camps, those who saw
mental nursing as 'Just a Job', and those who sought to develop themselves
within the climate of their profession. In the farmer, the status of 'nurse' was
the end point of their career; in the latter, it was Just the beginning, a road
to further development. In terms of supporting change, the former were slow to
welcome challenges the course presented.
'ore progressive participants often felt held back by the slow movement and
holding position of others. What seemed to occur within courses - such as the
one described when this happened, was that a 'split' developed. What began as a
difference between two participants at the extreme ends of the 'static' and
'progressive' continuum, could easily escalate, others being drawn from the
middle position progressively into either one of these stances. This 'split'
was especially potent when the original protagonists were respectively mmde
and female. Such a division was not entirely negative, it could be used
positively to engender understanding of the influences and effects of
institutional career patterns, sexual and/or social stereotyping and life
choices. Working on a split such as this was often indicative of much growth:
Overall rating:
Participant 1. +++
Participant 2. +++++
Participant 3. +++
Participant 4. ++++
Participant 5. +++
Participant 6. ++++ Course has been very beneficial and very informative.
Participant 7. +++++ As I've had experience of this type of work before
to contrast with formalised teaching; it was excellent.
Participant 8. +++++
Participant 9. +++
Participant 10. ++++
Participant 11. +++++ Very good.
Participant 12. +++++
Participant 13. +++++ Very good.
Participant 14. +++++ Excellent work, very tiring but very worthwhile.
Participant 15. ++++
Evaluation appears positive in the extreme, considering that a ten point scale
was provided and only the three most favourable headings have been used. Of
the more negative respondents, respondent ND' dissents most consistently.
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8.7 An example of student dissention: a critique of experiential groupwark
In the above presentation individual analysis is possible as individual
responses are numerically grouped.
All respondents apart from '9' seem generally satisfied with the content,
teaching style, and those personal and professional experiences they identify
with the course. With regard to '9', to better understand their critique I have
chosen to examine their answers in greater detail below:
Areas liked most: All the relaxation/guided fantasy/therapy; much of the
roleplay etc; the work on counselling styles was
excellent.
Areas liked least: Groupwork, much of it directed to self-awareness,
feelings, thoughts, and fantasies, I found this very
Indulgent.
Gains from course: To have reflected on my role and what I've been doing.
To have had same insight into our clients and their
problems and how to help.
How to improve:	 Less emphasis on what I have seen as ideological stance,
but put forward as undisputable fact.
Overall rating:	 +++
Skill centred sessions such as counselling and investigative techniques as
role-play are praised, as is reflection upon the care role. What is particularly
disliked is groupwork, and what the respondent deems to be self indulgence
upon the feelings, thoughts and fantasies that were shared in the pursuit of
self-awareness on these occasions.
Coupled with the latter is a critique of the 'ideological stance' of the course
which the respondent saw as presented as if it was 'undisputable fact'.
The respondent accepts the experiential inquiry and self reflective node of the
course, but finds the groupwork and intrapersonal perspective indulgent.
The 'ideological stance' of the course, I suspect, refers to my proposition that
as carers we also have an obligation to experience those self-same processes
to which we expose our client's, namely, training to interpersonal skills and
self awareness, groupwork and intrapersonal inquiry. The course was very much
biased to the philosophy that to enhance care 'the person' of the professional
carer needed to be addressed.
Noting the above commentary, perhaps the respondent has a case. They praise
sessions geared to professional skill enhancement: counselling, roleplay, and
even the relaxation and guided fantasy, so they cannot be entirely anti-
experiential approaches.
Essentially, the respondent questions the need for groupwork, which they deem
to be indulgent, and the ideological stance of the course.
Though personally and professionally my whole educational thrust and the
premise of this work rests upon the need to develop the self of the carer, I
feel I must beg the question: does self reflection within the context of
groupwork really belong on a professional update course? Personally, I believe
it does; though my approach is well thought through it nevertheless represents
an ideological stance. I do not desire to change this, and, as a bias, it
represents a core value I refuse to compromise.
In light of this respondent 9's critique is an accurate enough critique.
8.8 Case Study 8: seventeen participants at the Identification and Exploration
Phases of experiential groupwork
The following study focusses in detail upon the first and second weeks of an
Introductory block for an E.J.B. professional update course for nurses from
mental illness similar to Case Study 7.
For the most part nurses from psychiatry - Dental illness and mental handicap
- are more isolated from influences of the profession at large, less served by
post basic education, and hence more likely to show greater rigidity of
attitude and institutionalisation. Long ignored, they were also more prone to
be grateful for whatever educational offerings they received.
The first week of any new course, especially one such as this geared to
experiential learning and regular groupwork was particularly confusing and/or
stressful to students drawn from traditional nurse preparation.
As a tutor within The Royal College of Nursing, an organisation which did not
admit men until 1960 and had steadfastly stood against political action for
increased pay and represented general nursing rather than psychiatry, I was
Initially seen as a part of this ethos and little trusted. This I believe
contributed to high levels of suspicion, distrust of myself and a prolonged
phase of Identification.
I note here that at any time a group may simultaneously house participants
still at the home in the Identification Phase alongside others well in to the
Exploration Phase. A group termed to be at the Exploration Phase should
therefore be seen as substantially in this phase more than wholly so.
The subjects of this study were mainly from large institutions, that is, two
thirds of the group worked in an asylum setting. Most had also been trained
prior to the introduction of the experiential and person centred mental
nursing curriculum of 1982.
After a week of experiential learning and groupwork, when such topics as 'the
role of the nurse', 'care versus control', 'models of care', and various
interpersonal and self awareness exercises had been addressed, I entered the
group on a Friday afternoon and invited participants to collaborate with me in
assessing their experiences of the course, suggesting they considered a similar
venture at the end of their second week. This homework-like task, to be
written up over the weekend, I suggested might serve to make sense of the week
In a researchminded fashion and fuel subsequent discussion of the nature of
experiential learning; a topic to be addressed later in the course.
Participants seemed generally enthusiastic to this idea and were willing to be
quoted in any subsequent research as long as their identities stayed secret to
me.
Generally, the group were resistive to structuring their response. I shared
with the group how earlier courses had found it useful to write under such
subheadings such as Thoughts, Feelings, Sensations and Intitions, or to
ref lecton 'what they most liked' and 'what they least liked'.
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After discussing the options available most chose a diary format to report
their experience, that is, they selected to write a personal account without
headings.
Subjects wrote as much or as little as they wanted; they also chose not to
share their specific written responses with one another.
Subsequently, individuals shared their reflections indirectly, in sessions
addressing qualitative research, process recording, experiential learning,
therapeutic change and groupwork; so informing the themes addressed with
aspects of personal experience.
The first week, described below by respondents, incorporated a morning
community group where we recapped our findings and awarenesses to date. This
community group occupied the first 1% hour session and took us to morning
coffee, following which the main theme of the day was addressed in seminar.
Subsequent to lunch this theme would be further developed in workshop and via
experiential exercises. Finally, the day would be evaluated and prospective
changes in the light of new insights and/or needs made to the morrow's course
programme
The teaching mode throughout, excepting an occasional external speaker was
learner centred and group based. Theory was continually applied to illustrate
psychodynamics of the community group, the outcomes or findings of
experiential exercises, or offered up for further exploration and validation
through the course experience.
8.9 The first week: participant reflections upon the Orientation and
Identification Phases of experiential groupwork
In the responses below, which I let speak for themselves prior to analysis, I
have edited out overlong description of course description and tasks, but left
integral statements addressing of person and process, explanatory statements
of my own are Included In brackets ( ):
Response I.
The last week has been very stressful to me; the reasons are:
I) too much theory crammed into too short a time;
2) many topics discussed were very new to me, I would have liked more time
with the tutor involved to ask many more questions;
3) as the course progresses it is becoming much harder, and it is getting very
hard to understand the logic behind some of the topics;
4) group discussions are interesting when one knows the group participants or
have some idea where they are from but can be threatening when you find to
your horror these people are actually going to analyse and give opinions in
your own private circle. I often wonder what the tutors aim in doing this
really was. Perhaps it was a way of testing the group's capabilities or was
this another form of teaching. Perhaps I shall never know.
I always thought I identified myself as a strong parent figure, but alas this
past week, I was seen too often as the child.
Response 2.
The week began with a feeling of excitement, apprehension and expectations. I
was aware of the opportunity to extend my professional skills.
Xy initial thoughts were very muddled and I found difficulty in focusing on
any particular topic.
Once I took time to think things began to fall into place, some topics were
familiar, the others made me aware of what I need to research.
I feel stimulated and find my interest increasing.
Response 3.
Xy thoughts prior to the commencement of the course were ones of how
necessary this experience would be to my future. However, as I have been in
conflict in the past with much of the philosophy of the course I had great
feelings of anxiety and apprehension.
Its been valuable in giving me time to consider my practice, to gain a little
self awareness, but it hasn't included as much experiential and groupwork or
skill learning as I expected (I wonder about this statement, perhaps the
absence of group games and warm-ups is what is meant). Hence I haven't felt so
apprehensive or anxious. I hope there will be more of these topics, my
weaknesses to cane and that I will participate in them.
Intuitively, the first week seems to have been one of having barriers removed,
or reduced, of confidence improved, perhaps a week to build foundations for the
lessons ahead.
Response 4.
I feel it is necessary to state how I felt before coming on the course and
what I expected from the course.
I felt burnt out and depressed yet keen to make a new start in psychiatric
nursing - a need for new knowledge - stimulation and reassurance.
My first impression was that the course tutor was quiet and received and would
not give much away. I was pleased with the composition of the course
membership, the mix of experience and skills. I also expected lectures on the
Mental Health Act, :monitoring, new training syllabus, community care and to
share my views of the sane.
What has happened is that I have been forced to examine my feelings, needs,
energy levels and how I input into my life routine.
I have enjoyed the week and find the course tutor (myself) is active but not
demanding - gives not demands and as a result a very stimulating course.
Response 5.
This week has been most surprising in many ways, and it has been an eye
opener in many respects.
Thoughts: I thought that I would be doing more writing and taking many notes,
it was therefore a very pleasent surprise to receive so many interesting and
Informative handouts. I thought that I would be rather shy when I had to
express myself in a group setting, but was rather relaxed when my words did
not fail me. I thought the tutor would have been much more strict, but his
personality and informality has done a great deal to make light work of very
heavy topics. Finally, I thought that EIERCISES (reported in capitals) were for
kids, but after having done then throughout the week, I found how beneficial
they could be.
Feelings: On the first morning when I saw some very strange faces I was filled
with anxiety. I wondered how we would get on together and function as a group,
given the different age ranges and disciplines represented (nurses from
community, acute and chronic wards, managers and tutors came to the course).
I was filled with elation at times some members of the group were quite
humourous, and one individual in particular always made me laugh.
Boredom crept in, mostly during the afternoon sessions, and last but not least
this great feeling of Anticipation is taking me into the second week, because I
know it will be more Interesting and Informative if the programme details are
similar to the first week, and then my hopes and expectations will be partly
met to some degree.
Response 6.
For me I felt the week had been leading upto and was 'summed up' by Fridays
relaxation session (here I employed muscle relaxation, guided fantasy and a
regression to earlier years).
I was powerfully aware of all the 'bad' attitudes plus self-limiting feelings I
have learnt over the years and how different I felt when I was five or less. I
felt warm, safe and naked. I had strong feelings of innocense but paradoxically
was strong and aware. I had so much to look forward to and had no self or
time limitations. I found myself not wanting to come back and found it painful
and strange when I did.
Reflectively, the week for me had built me up or rather 'broken down' some
defences so that I was able to experience so much in one short session.
I think there is a strong bond between myself and every member of the group.
Perhaps that is individual to me but I think that we've shared a great deal in
such a short time and that has created some kind of camaraderie. I don't feel
I've ever experienced that camaraderie with any group before.
I am very interested and excited about what the rest of the course holds, yet
still have a certain amount of apprehension.
Response 7.
Lost after the briefing day prior to this week, I must admit I an more with it
now. But, still I did not think that it was going to be as such - interesting,
knowledge sharing and most of all mental exhaustion at the end of the day.
When Paul said about this course being 'Ours', I thought he was going to be the
'Tutor' as such and us the 'Pupil' behind the desk, taking notes all day long. I
thought he was going to ask questions to each individual and whether I would
be able to answer.
In the beginning, there seemed to have been some personality clash and a bit
of aggression, but as the days passed by, their was more closeness, friendship
and enthusiasm among the group, which alleviated my anxiety a lot and gave me
more confidence to participate a little more.
Some of the group exercises I felt were silly, but at the end of the day when
I wasd able to relax at home and did a post nortem of the day, I was able to
understand the ideas behind them and was looking forward to do more the next
day.
Although the course subject's were interesting, I felt it would have been less
so if the group's enthusiasm had not been as great. They were sympathetic,
helpful, understanding and very close.
All through the week, I was aware of my faults, my weaknesses and myself. At
times there was anger in me, as well as frustration and embarrassment.
I think I can now say that I an 10% better with what I learnt last week. I
hope I will be able to use that knowledge constructively towards my clients
and my colleagues. I cannot wait for the course to finish so that I can use it
in full as I an sure it will be a 100% useful. I am also sure that I will be at
least 50% better after, but I am hoping that I will not just forget about it
after a while.
Response 8.
I am reluctantly putting pen to paper about the first week of this course.
Paul, your Last words on Friday have bugged me (you would call it mental
activity) for most of the weekend (too long).
All week you try to derole (my word) all of us from the teacher - pupil role
(I agree with what you are trying to do) and you walk in on Friday and say
your homework/exercise is, and this to me is putting us back into the teacher
- pupil role, so on this note I an signing off (signed at this point).
Response 9.
Thoughts:
1 The course would have been different, mainly based upon the 1982 syllabus.
2 What does Paul think of me.
3 What do other people in the group think of me.
Feelings:
Felt frightened at first but as week went on I started feeling relaxed and
less tense as I got to know group members.
Felt course has widened my awareness of job.
Also felt it has been a good learning experience.
Fantasies:
I hope that at the end of the course I shall be able to put into practice at
least * of what I've learnt.
Response 10.
Thoughts:
Can I cope with this?
I am going to cope with this - be positive.
What do other members of the course and Paul think of me?
What do I think of other members? Who do I like? Who I an not sure of?
How can I use this course - get the most out of it? Row and in the future.
About Paul's style - what can I use as a tutor? What should I reject - why?
I ant talking too much. Am I not contributing enough?
How much there is to learn and 'internalise'. Xostly questioning thoughts.
Feelings: relaxed, warn, safe at times. At other times quite threatened,
pressured - assumption that as a tutor I know more about group work - feel
flattered in a way. Feel angry, frustrated, impatient sometimes - selfish -
ashamed about my outburst on thursdny about only scratching the surface -
wanting to rush things - one of my problems I recognise. Annoyed with myself
for initiating something while waiting for Paul on Thursday morning - why do
I feel it was my responsibility to do so - Parental Tutor.
Intues/Fantasies: in a classroom with a group of student nurses employing
group techniques.
Being a young student again.
About my image - trendy, non-authoritarian.
Found myself fantasising a lot, on the train, at home, about using open
learning techniques as a tutor and in my contact with patients.
Response 11.
March 10th triggered off a whole new process of thoughts, feelings,
intuitions/fantasies, many if not almost all had remained dormant for years!
Apart from an occasional study day which rekindled my spirit!
I breathed a sigh of relief when I heard that the teacher/blackboard method
would not be employed, though I enjoyed school I knew their were other methods
of imparting knowledge. I felt a little uncomfortable being away from the work
situation - but quickly settled down with some warming up exercises -
excellent for starters.
From X's session on Tuesday I got a certain amount but it's still being
churned over in my 'brain-box'!
Being a facilitator in one of the groups I felt very conscious of being
measured against you Paul! Did I measure up? Yes and no it takes time to fit
into your shoes!
I like the small groups and get more from them than the large one, however, I
feel that the exchange that follows from the big group is valuable.
Vandering back through the years (the guided fantasy) provoked joy and sorrow,
I know you can't have one without the other. I had a wonderful happy childhod
which I've taken into adult life, wonderfully happy home and friends - the
sorrow, friends die, in fact before Christnas a school friend was killed
tragically in a car accident - on Friday I received a phone call from hone
telling me of the incident. I shed sweet tears of sorrow and afterwards felt
the need to tell my colleagues as we walked along Oxford Street.
It's been a very beneficial week and how I wrestled with Freud and Jung, Paul
you gave too much in a short tine, that could have caused me an accident on
the way hone!
Yes, Paul, you do herd and provoke and I see far more colours at the end of
the week. Continue the good work! I'm looking forward to next week.
having a daily battle with myself since you raised the issues of
'likes' and 'love'. I've never been so tired for a long tine.
Not for circulation please. (Signed).
Response 12.
My impression of the first week was good. By 'good' I mean, all that we
discussed was relevent to psychiatric nursing. I still think that we could
spend more time talking about other subjects like 'Groups'. Because upto now
everything that I was told about 'groups' I did not challenge. Now that I have
a little knowledge, I an beginning to think for myself.
I feel this course will allow me to see things in a multi-colour way. Up to
now most of what I saw was in black, white or grey. I feel I will be able to
deal with staff and patients in a more appropriate way. Pin looking forward to
the rest of the course.
Response 13.
The week began with a feeling of excitement, apprehension and expectation. I
was aware of the opportunity to extend my professional skills.
My initial thoughts were very muddled and therefore I found difficulty in
focussing on any particular topic.
Once I took time to think things began to fall into place, some topics were
familiar, the others made me more aware of what I need to research.
I feel stimulated and find my interest increasing with the firm conviction at
the end of the week that I have made the right choice.
Response 14.
At the commencement of this course, I thought then that I made an error of
judgement by choosing to pursue the Sit:B. course 953.
I must admit that I was not very impressed and this was probably due to the
fact that I was at a loss. This feeling of loss and uncertainty gradually
increased as my expectations were not being met - if not remote.
The new environment and faces around were not much assistence either.
When I opted to undertake this course, I was full of enthusiasm and had great
hope for the future. I thought then this course was just the stimulus I needed
to enable me to extend my knowledge in recent developments and trends in
psychiatric nursing.
To my great astonishment the very first day puzzled and bewildered me so
extensively that I felt less motivated to proceed with the course.
The introduction, in my opinion, was complex and meaningless as I was
struggling and experiencing great difficulties to understand the aims and
objectives entailed (the introduction - in the form of a pre-course briefing
day - took the shape of the course members sharing with me what they saw as
their needs, planning ways in which the course could meet these, and my
sharing what I could offer and stating my willingness to buy in any expertise
course members themselves could not provide). Nevertheless, as the week
progressed, I started feeling more at ease with myself and the group. At this
point, it became clearer to me what the alas and the objectives entailed. Now
having participated in various exercises, group work and discussions, I can
now feel confidently intued.
So far this study has given me an insight into the significance of
interpersonal relationships in nursing care, a wide range of approaches,
including psychodynamic and behavioural approaches particularly in group
settings and also in self and personal awareness.
Response 15.
The initial impressions were from the shock of being taken out of my cosy
safe world and having to be one of a group in such a context.
The exposure made me realise how often I hide behind the role of
Sister/therapist/Queenbee - it pointed to the myths I'd built around some parts
of my work, uncomfortable.
Aware of the skills of Paul - prodding when needed, pushing people, or pulling
back - sensitive, sharp, appropriate - in tune.
Exasperated when some people didn't grasp the mood or theme at times, and
presented their misunderstandings in some sort of attack. Aware of my
intolerance.
A summary of the days:-
Monday - warn up exercise useful - physical contact good. Liking to touch and
being touched. Good start, created the right feel to the day.
Tuesday - the discussion on confrontation without aggression, interesting,
subtle differences - promoted body sensations - heat, anger, - reminded of
incidents at work and things to sort out. Thought about session all way home.
Vednesdny - X gave good material - but she reminded me of nuns and convent
school days - probably her dress - kept thinking of stress laden days at the
convent, couldn't concentrate - did not get the best out of it.
Thursday - Small group provoking, eye opening - how quickly I want to be
O.K. and not give too much away and talk a lot as well. Didn't like parts of me
- salutary feelings o 'Yes' I see ... Yes I'll try to change this.
Afternoon aware of strengths - I often take risks and don't realise how much I
do it.
Friday - Brainstorming with Freud and Jung. Exercise on thoughts, feelings,
sensations and fantasies with parner X became very moving - both sensitive to
each others sadness and love of family life. The relaxation and trip back to
childhood filled me with such sad thoughts. My father not being a part of our
lives - the happy days of being loved and wanted, the security of family life.
The joys of being loved and wanted - But also the rows and sibling rivalries -
The bad memories are hard to face.
I felt grateful for I's maturity and gentleness - and to Paul for breaking the
day. X and I spent the next hour around Oxford Street talking and sharing our
stories. A pleasent experience, full of warmth and kindness.
This week was a flavour of what I expected - yet a lot more. I think wer'e
still warming-up, and there will be more prickly, uncomfortable, growing events
ahead. I felt some change within myself. Hard to pinpoint whether grieving
makes me sensitive to every move around me and that enhances what's going on
in the course - or it's the course that encourages me to grieve (this
participant had earlier lost a close relative).
This week at home I faced some unfinished business with some one from the
past - 2 years on. Also did some tasks in the home that I'd put of for a long
time. Feelings of change and growth. I like the people in the group - the
people you love to dislike, the ones that are quiet and the politicians.
I like the provokative mixture and look forward to whatever happens next.
Response 16.
(This participant opens with a complex and rather rambling definition of
thought before saying) I thought the first week would follow-up on the
guidelines of the syllabus le: developments in psychiatric nursing. However, it
turned out to be role-playing, which is a method of teaching principles
affecting interpersonal relations by living the subject and assumes a part in
a spontaneous play. Whether in psychotherapy or leadership training.
I have experienced and appreciated group discussions and group activities with
a therapeutic purpose participated in by more than one client or patient at a
time. I have also experienced self awareness which is personality appraisal
through complex observations and judgements, usually based in part upon
behaviour in contrived social situations.
(Feeding is defined here in a similarly wordy and complex way as "thought' was
above before the participant shares) I felt throughout the week much more
relaxed for simple reason that I was in a friendly group from the sane
professional background. (Intuition is likewise defined in the manner of
'thoughts and 'feelings' before the following statement) During some part of
the week I felt as if I was back at nurse training school all over again. I
also imagined that having had the experience in self awareness and groups, I
would be able to use these experiences when I return to work.
Response 17.
Very enjoyable week though extremely tiring. The first few days defensively
relaxed did not feel threatened as a member of the group all in the same boat
though as time went by it became quite evident that I was and had been feeling
extremely anxious at times with all this energy locked away it became very
uncomfortable, with the opportunity of using up this energy I was still very
reluctant to risk it at first, I intellectualised to cover up, gave all sorts of
arguments against performing the tasks but as I found out later once I had
completed the task I used up most of the energy which made me feel
comfortable and realised how the rest of the group who had not performed a
task must have been feeling at that time. So to me the most important thing
was to try out and burn off this energy, but I was cautious not to become a
sheep.
I found the touching, physical groups very helpful and conducive to being more
aware of how your body was actually feeling before and after the exercise. The
whole new awareness of my body, feelings, thoughts, fantasies made me realise
how controlled we are and hoe we feel we need that control.
The first week has really highlighted how unaware we are of ourselves and
other people, especially people we meet through our work.
The method of teaching makes you think and work harder, but its also nice to
have the teacher-student set up with X to compare and realise how difficult it
is to learn by this way, but I found when we had to point out the negative and
positive sides to Roy's nursing model in small groups it was difficult but
very rewarding and easily understood when we eventually got down to it and
completed the exercise.
Before summarising the whole, I feel it a useful exercise to condense the above
material. This, besides rendering it more manageable will help me isolate the
salient features of each report, and enable me to appreciate the atitutudinal
base-line from whence participants start. With this established I reason that I
will be better able to compare and contrast evaluations of the second week,
nap directions of individual change, and more easily recognise underlying
dynamics of the group.
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Reawadenta notes stress, which is suggested to be caused by too much new
theory, the threat of new people and their inability to understand the logic
behind the week.
Realm:del:11_2. reports initial excitement, apprehension and expectation, plus
muddled thoughts and an inability to focus. At the time of writing further
reflection has changed this to an awareness to research the new, raised
interest and increased stimulation.
Reapondeni_a notes that before the course they were hostile to experiential
development and felt anxiety and apprehension. They now note that the course
has been valuable to reflect on practice, to gain self awareness, but has not
been as experiential as they expected. Consequently they haven't felt as
apprehensive or anxious as expected, but observe that barriers have been
removed and confidence Improved.
Respondent I says they felt burnt out and depressed prior to the course and in
need of a new start. I was seen as quiet and receptive rather than giving and
they expected formal lectures. Alternatively, they have been caused to examine
their feelings, needs, energy and routine. They now look back on the week with
enjoyment, now find me active but not demanding and attribute this to the
success of the week.
Respondent 5 notes his surprise with the week, it has not been as formal or
embarrassing as expected, indeed have been relaxed in discussion Handouts, my
facilitative style, and experiential exercises are seen as valuable.
Anxiety 	
 given way to humour, and although boredom has been observed in
some afternoon sessions they look forward to the second week.
Ref,pundent_t was much affected by Friday's relaxation and regression. They
note their own self limiting 'bad' attitudes, and the warmth of earlier years.
They feel built up rather than broken down by the week, and pays attention to
the developing camaraderie. Apprehension coexists with interest and excitement
for the unfolding course future.
Respondent 7 is surprised at the interest and knowledge the course generates,
as well as the mental exhaustion at the end of the day. They expected a formal
teacher-pupil relationship even though I said the course was 'ours'. They also
note the clash and initial aggression of the group, and the friendship and
closeness which has since developed. Exercises though they felt silly at the
time are felt to aid understanding later. Group membership is positively
appraised, the participants own faults, weaknesses, anger, frustration and
embarressment recognised, and a feeling of being 10% better noted. Clients and
colleagues are seen as benefiting from the respondent's exposure to the course
which is expected to bring 50% improvement.
Respondent 8 is vexed with me and my suggestion of this exercise which they
reluctantly perform but feel placed in a pupil-teacher relationship by.
Interestingly they choose not to refrain from the evaluation, possibly for fear
of rejection and/or being seen to diRsent with either myself or the group in
general?
Respondent 9 expcted a more formal course, wonders what myself and others
think of her, felt frightened at first but now feels relaxed, states they have
acquired job awareness, acknowledges the course as a good learning experience
and hopes to put into practice at least t of what she learns.
Respondent 10 questions if they can cope with the course and wonders what
course members and myself think of them. Many questions arise, how to use the
course, how can they use my skills as a tutor themselves, are they
contributing enough or saying too much, all is under question. As to their
feelings these are reported as warm, safe at times, at other tines threatened,
that they ought - as a tutor - to know more about groupwork, angry, ashamed
and see themselves as playing out the role of parental tutor. Sometimes they
imagine they are back at school again, but, they also note the usefulness of
the approach and contemplate using open learning techniques with their
students and clients on their return to work.
Respondent 11 notes guided fantasy and regression has opened many dormant
perceptions. They expected formal tuition but settled into course mode after
warming up exercises. This participant reports that they identified with me at
one stage and enjoy small rather than the large groups. Memories of the past
have arisen; the recent death of a school friend is linked to heightened
sensitivity; this has been shared with selected course members. My session on
Freud and Jung was seen as brainstorming, more colours are now seen, and the
issue of 'like' and 'love' is pondered upon. Finally, tiredness is noted, along
with a request for this report to not be circulated to others of the group.
Respondent 12 sees the first week as relevant to psychiatric nursing but would
like more discussion as they are starting to challenge their earlier knowledge
and see things in a multi-colour rather than a black and white way. Staff and
client dealings are expected to improve because of the course.
Respondent 13 notes the week began with excitement, apprehension and
expectation, their thoughts were muddled and they found it difficult to focus.
Later, reflection clarified this and now their interest is increasing and the
course seams right for then.
Respondent 14 reports that on first meeting the course they were unimpressed,
the first day left them puzzled and bewildered and let down in expectation,
nevertheless as the course progressed they felt more at ease with themselves
and the group, they participated in the exercises, and now have insight into
care relationships, psychodynamic and behavioural approaches and themselves.
Respondent 15 states shock on meeting the experiential course culture and on
confronting the scope of my facilitative style; they also share a realisation
of how they hide behind their formal and/or special roles. Going through the
first week day by day they point to the usefulness of warm-up exercises, a
discussion on 'confrontation without aggression' provoked body sensations and
was thought about long after; I's style also evokes convent memories. The
participant is awakening to their group behaviour their risk taking ability,
partner exercises were found to be moving and empathic, and the
relaxation/guided fantasy brought memories of their fathers distance, being
loved and wanted and rows. Informal sharing with a fellow student has been
beneficial, and prickly uncomfortable growing events are further expected.
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Sensitivity, grief, the facing at home of unfinished business '2 years on' have
been stimulated by the course. Finally, feelings of change and growth, a liking
for individuals upon the course, and expectancy reguarding it's provocative
mixture are acknowledged.
Respondent 16 expected the training syllabus but believes they got roleplay.
They demonstrate a need to define and share their knowledge. They state they
were relaxed in the group (contrary to how I saw them) and note the
friendliness of the group and its like professional background. They felt at
tines as if back at training school, but imagine their group and self
awareness experiences upon the course will be useful when they return to work.
Respondent 17 notes enjoyment but tiredness. At first they felt relaxed, but
with hindsight now see this as a defense covering anxious excitation.
Intellectualisation is cited, this occured when energy was sat on rather than
expressed. The participant also notes they held back from performing for fear
of becoming a 'sheep'. Physical encounters are seen as a helpful mode of
inquiry. An exercise addressing thoughts, feelings, fantasies elicited awareness
of personal controls and the way we formally control others. The method of
teaching is seen to make the participant think and work harder, formal
teaching upon the course - by contrast - is seen as useful in providing a
negative contrast. Finally, small groupwork is seen as useful.
Support is found for the premise that experiential groupwork, with its
emphasis upon personal responsibility, community processing and ongoing social
and personal analysis reawakens and restimulates threats associated with
psyche survival. Initial address and working through of this breeds confidence,
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reaffirms the self, and seemingly helps bond to the learning community. The
crisis intervention style of staying with and learning from difficulties, and
the therapeutic community premise of talking problems through on a face-to-
face basis adds to this. Sharing our vulnerability with similarly vulnerable
others in a facilitated climated where people are prevented from blindly
deflecting from issues, sinking into isolated despondency or flight and fight,
seemingly helps to keep attention and energy to the fore.
Contact, even with conflict appears more nourishing than avoidence. In a
facilitative climate where you win - or you learn, as is also found in play
activity where Judgements of failure and campetion are suspended, allows much
to be risked and much to be achieved. Old uncompleted gestalts - from the
evidence above - are hereby able to be Spring-cleaned and completed, possibly
on the transferential and projective level, and new confidence is seen to
sprout from having taken successful risks.
I am aware of certain themes emergent in the above which support my awn
experience of experiential studentship. Insights from self observation, largely
drawn from Journal notes are offered as supportive evidence bracketed below;
(note 14' = Respondent):
Entry behaviours to the workshop have been variously described as puzzle and
bewilderment CR14), stress (R1), apprehension CR2; R13), shock (R15) and fright
CR9), veering to excitement CR2; R13), surprise CR5; R7), interest CR7), and the
sense of expectancy CR2; R13); the initial meeting with the course and its
demands appears to also induce physical tiredness (R17; 1211), muddled thoughts
and an inability to focus CR2).
This is much in keeping with By own impressions of how I feel when I first
enter into experiential courses as a student: initially, I find a mixture of
physical energy and mental excitation arises; when I feel comfortable with this
my interest and attention is enhanced - when I feel uncomfortable this energy
is interpreted by me as stressful. I need at such tines to take risks to feel
comfortable, find my voice and check out how safe I am before I can conquest a
sense of ease. Indeed, confirming this observation one of the above respondents
CR14) notes more ease with themselves and the group emerged from
participation in the various exercises.
Though from a tutorial stance, as facilitator I view the cognitive input as low
to moderate in amount, learners experience 'too much new theory' (R1) and
'brainstorming' CR11) and mental exhaustion at the end of the day (R7). The
powerful combination of cognitive and affective learning, when first met within
the experiential group is experienced as tiring; as resistance reduces I find
tiredness gives way to excitement CR11; R17).
The facilitator, that is the author, seems an important reference point for the
group. Initially one respondent saw me as 'passive and receptive', but later
reframed me as 'active but undemanding'. Another notes they did not really
trust my words that the course was theirs CR7), and one feels angry with me
for suggesting this present evaluation as homework and making them feel pupil-
like OM). One member, a tutor, compares themselves to me and speculate as to
how they will employ those skills I demonstrate in their own work CR10).
Transferential levels of personal work seem here to have rapidly begun, and my
presence seemingly ref ires earlier issues relating to other authority figures -
both good and bad.
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I ponder my role; possibly my tutorial function restimulates teacher-pupil
transferences and memories of school days. Vhen I enter as participant into
new experiential encounters I feel myself regress, but quickly find myself
growing as I engage actively with others. Though I am well versed with
experiential groupwork and therapeutic processes, child-parent transferences
still fleetingly arise. My skill is in my recognition of these; my confidence
comes from having accessed their roots in therapy.
Other behavioural changes are generated by this first week of the course:
excitement and apprehension along with muddled thoughts give way to
researchmindedness, interest and increased stimulation (R2). Hostility to
experiential development is superseded by self awareness and valuable
reflection upon practice, the removal of barriers and the growth of confidence
(R3). Depression and burn out is seemingly resolved by self examination,
consequently the course experience is stimulating (R4). Anxiety likewise gives
way to humour (R15), and the interest and knowledge the course evokes, plus
recognition of personal weaknesses, angers and embarrassments lead to feelings
of betterment and an expectancy of improvement at the end of the course (R7).
Fright also succumbs to relaxation and practical professional awarenesses
(R9), and much questioning (R10) and previously repressed memories (R11) are
brought to life as earlier knowledge is challenged and perception enhanced;
consequentially, professional interactions are expected to improve (R12).
There is much evidence of reintegration of unintegrated material, and
reownership of portions of self previously split off.
Xuddled thoughts and difficulty in focussing are replaced via reflection with
increased interest and belonging CR13). Initial bewilderment and disappointment
change to insight into care relationships and self (R14), and insights into
rolep lay and reaffirmation of risk taking lead to the completion of an old
unaddressed problem (R15); relaxation is subsequently questioned and deemed
defensive in nature, as reasons for holding back from the course and
deflecting from meaningful contact are identified CR17).
The above leads me to speculate that experiential learning when conducted
primarily through the medium of a group, fosters a similar working through
process to group therapy, in that initial rejections, discomforts and anxieties
are put into context and the more clearly understood. This is supported when
we consider that cognitive and affective growth, and education to intellectual
conceptualisation and emotional awareness, appear similar to that found in the
earlier case material of Chapter 6 (6.10). There is also another feature that
has commonly arisen throughout this work and is seen here to return again,
which similarly echos therapeutic process, namely, regression.
Regressive features are evident, especially in relation to the relaxation/guided
fantasy on the Friday of the week in question; the warmth of earlier years
CR6; R15), the pupil-teacher similie CR7; R8), imagining being back at school
again CR10; R16), and memories of the past CR11; R15).
The presence of regressive phenomena testifies to the origin of the
emotionality reported, suggests Just what is being integrated, and explains the
attachment of parent-child and teacher-pupil qualities to my role. This is
likewise comparable to a therapeutic relationship.
I am reminded that in experiential groups everything seems to speed up,
possibly because we are firing on all cylinders at once: thoughts - feelings -
sensations - fantasies; like real life but faster and more intense. The threat
of new people - according to one respondent (R1) adds to this. Cognitive
material at this time I find is readily devoured and committed to memory. My
own experience suggests to me that learning linked to 'feeling' keeps it sharp
and fosters better retrieval. My experience also leads me to believe that when
group dymaics are addressed and the hidden agenda of educaton attended to
cognitive learning flowers the faster alongside personal growth.
A lot has happened in this first week by way of intrapersonal shift.
Orientation to myself, the course and the community group, plus Identification
of an intrapersonal personal menu for address emerges, and, Exploration is
well on the well. What interests me now is the direction in which this is
going and just where it is - intrapersonally - leading to.
8.10 The second week: participant reports of engagement within the
Exploration Phase of experiential groupwork
Insights from the first week's evaluation were discussed and shared within the
daily community meetings of the the second week. Participants reported upon
their impressions, I shared the budding ideas arising in my mind, and we
sifted these through together. My facilitative role, inclusive of helpful and
hindering aspects of it were likewise appraised.
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Some insights I witheld from the group, namely my suspicion that those least
able were prone to blame me for their own short comings; possibly a projective
allocation of personal failing to others. I am mindful here of possible
projective material of my own. Perhaps I blame those students I have little
educational impact on and/or who reject me? To check this out I ran the idea
past four experienced group leaders I had co-facilitated with for a number of
years on the Certificate in Therapeutic Community Practice. In their view, and
from their experience of me in facilitative climates, I am informed that I do
not seemingly project blame on students so much as upon authoritarian systems
or unquestioning traditions! This is indeed in keeping with earlier themes of
my life script (2.6).
The second week was evaluated in like manner to the first, that is by open
ended personal reportage:
Response 1. (Unsubmitted)
Response 2.
The week began with a feeling of anticipation and expectation, the least I
hoped for was to maintain some level of enthusiasm, but this did not last for
very long, instead I felt frustrated and disappointed, the reason being that I
was 'attacked' by the flu' virus which left me feeling lethargic with difficulty
in concentrating.
I was aware of and regretted not functioning as part of the group as I showed
signs of disinterest but seemed to have very little control over my feelings.
Having said this I gained more insight into models of nursing care and group
dynamics.
Although progress was slower than expected, this week did have its gains.
Response 3.
I was very apprehensive when starting the course. I thought that I'd have to
sit behind the desk again and take notes and listen to lectures. (Continues to
discuss the difference of the first week to expectation).
I, for myself, quite like groupwork and group discussion about matters that are
of concern in the field of psychiatric nursing. It has been quite an experience
for me to be sharing views with other people with such varied experiences. I
am quite aware of the fact that I am not as active as I could be in
discussion, but when I look back I feel that I have come a long way from my
passive existence in the group. My confidence is growing all the time and I
feel this course is really a stage for me where I have been able to test out
my learned and experienced experiences. (notes that they have attended
experiential awareness workshops before, and that this course has provided
opportunity to explore more meaningfully earler learning).
Obviously, my training as a psychiatric nurse was quite different.
Response 4.
I am more content with me in that I can accept my feelings as they emerge. I
have gained some reassurance as to my ability to do psychiatric nursing, my
knowledge base compares with the going rate.
What is difficult is to comment on the course in a logical way, as I am not
sure how deep my learning is. Will I react in my old ways to life or will my
experience in the course came into play.
I feel happy in the group, I believe in sharing feeling yet at times this is
difficult. I am sure learning by feeling and experience is the better way - yet
in the normal workplace one is often rushed into action without the neacessary
time to feel your way. Xy task is to become more expert in making time to
allow more of me to be involved.
The video session showed me how my body movements followed my speech. The
intruders exercise gave me feelings of insecurity plus concern for others not
in the group.
The T.A. exercises gave me new insights as to how patients feel and I would
like more knowledge on unhealthy mental habits and preventative care.
The counselling day was well organised and opened up new views on the
counselling process. (Other topics appraised in turn). I believe the group
could give more 'person to person' and collective experience - it is coming, I
am looking forward to this.
Response 5. (Unsubmitted)
Response 6.
(The respondent notes they are writing this at a time distant from the course)
Anyway, I enjoyed the week, save that of the insertion of a few new faces into
the group. I must admit it made me resentful, and to use your word 'precious'.
However, it certainly made me very aware of my feelings and attitudes towards
change - very unsettling! (Formality of I's session noted), and she called me
dear!!
The groupwork I find very hard to evaluate in a communicative fashion. I enjoy
it, I find it helps me to develop personally, I feel more assured, more
assertive and more comfortable being me.
I continue to enjoy sharing experiences with all members of the course. I
valued the opportunity of getting on a better footing with you. I still hold
resentments and very childish feelings towards you and rim glad I've got rid
of these as I know it gives me more space to grow without impediments left
over from the past. (This participant had some 4 years before been a student
of mine in a small psychiatric unit; I am unsure as to her resentments, but
remember that she was in a student group who I believe was critical of me; I
divorced at this time and wonder if this has bearing upon her attitude).
Response 7.
Already eleven days have passsed now and I am still seeing faults in me which
I an sure I nay never have known existed. Mind you, I am more aware now that
one never stops learning.
At the beginning of the second week, I thought it was going to be tougher,
more exciting and valuable. I thought this is it, I must get something out of
it to share among my clients and colleagues. I found during the week all my
bad feelings about some of the group members were disappearing, I was
beginning to welcome and accept them more. It was getting like 'a kind of
intimacy I was aware of my weakness, my childish behaviour, and my attempt
to be a parent at certain stages.
There were moments when I felt very 'down graded', unable to express myself,
and stupid. At times during that week, I was so embarassed about my behaviour,
i.e. things I had said and/or dome. My heart rate increased and decreased. Some
of the things other members of the group experienced and felt made me sad, but
at times I also felt unable to help. I did not know what to do and at other
times I feel I should respect their views by not doing a thing. One thing that
was fresh in my mind, on Friday, when Paul (the researcher) was helping I to
solve her anger. During the course I felt like calling Paul a 'Bastard'. I tried
very hard to hold myself and it was not until they stopped and I smiled that
I realised Paul was being the 'good guy'.
To conclude the second week, I would like to say that it has put more 'insight
into me', already I am beginning to feel my clients and colleagues are going to
enjoy my company and work. That week has made me realise how often I hurt
people, do not listen as I should, which means I do not help as I should. We
all think we are the best and are doing the right thing. It is only when
someone else comes along and puts something else in our thoughts that we
realise we must change. I am so glad and grateful that I am part of that
group. But my only fear remains - how long will it be before I forget it all.
Response 8.
My thoughts on the course so far. I went on this course for two reasons.
a) To get away from the ward for 6 weeks. b) A piece of paper after 6 weeks.
have changed. I can state it in writing or say it but I have changed. I'm
becoming more aware.
When I discuss this course with people at work at times they think I an
cracked. In the way I think you are at tines Paul, but the more I think of the
course I personally feel it would be so beneficial to all qualified Ifla's
(Registered Mental Nurses), if not SRN's (State Registered [general/medical]
Nurses) as well.
Response 9.
Before I started the course, I thought it was going to be a sort of refresher
course but as the course progressed, I found out most of the course subjects
were practically new to me.
So far, the course has been a an excellent learning experience for me. Before I
was int actually very keen on group work but so far the course has opened the
door for me to change my attitude and my role as a nurse.
The various role plays and the groupwork, plus the teaching methods has
increased my awareness and improved my approach and intervention with
patients and staff.
I hope that by the end of the course, I shall be able to help my colleagues
and the patients by putting into practice what I have learnt.
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Response 10.
Back to work after two weeks of the course. What a lot to think about. Feeling
very stimulated. Wanting to put my ideas into practice. Good opportunity as I
am preparing a group of students for their 8 week psychiatric secondment.
Have abandoned formal classroom sessions. Resistance but still persevere.
Found the study day on Tuesday very revealing - never seen or heard myself on
T.V. before Ca video recording), not sure if I like what I see and hear. Well
thats how I am so will have to get use to it.
(Notes a counselling session gave food for thought) ... find it hard not to
allow my own feelings to intrude negatively. Had an opportunity to practise
with a distressed student this week. Pressing on with my informal, group
approach to theoretical sessions in the school. Find it quite exhausting but
beginning to be accepted by some of the students. Still resistance from others.
Response 11.
Paul, I'm afraid I'm very much behind - I mean I'm still in week one. I
wrestled over the weekend with Freud and Jung and having battled with them
went on to 'take-on' a previous days work of 'likes and loves'. What a weekend!
(Describes a formal session by I when he/she switched off into 'likes and
loves; continues with a role play account for a member who was applying for a
job, which following this exercise - in real life - they were later offered).
Wednesday yes, Paul a good day 'to set the cat among the pigeons' enter
the 'invaders', 'aliens', clinical teachers in training - I could sense an almost
feeling of 'hostility' from our group, indeed, I felt embarrassed at some of my
colleagues reactions - a valuable experience (a time when I brought two
experiential course groups together).
I recall being supportive to a course colleague in the afternoon when she was
being tearful about childhood experiences - this carried on until we pasted
company at Oxford Circus station.
(Describes factual course topics, a contract regarding what they feel they can
and can't do in the group). The afternoon found us discussing some of our
colleagues sex life, a scoring session - this for me is lust - not interested
in lust discussion, switched off. (Relays a holiday in Ireland starting next
week) I can wrestle in the heart of the country with Freud and Jung and 'likes
and loves' and this is what I hope to do - among other things! Thankyou for an
excellent week.
Response 12. (Unsubmitted)
Response 13. (Unsubmitted)
Response 14.
Ny concepts and intuitions about the new trend in psychiatric nursing today
are now very much justified as the course progresses. In my mind and without
prejudice, I am benefiting immensely. As an individual, I am able to examine
and learn from my own experiences and simultaneously share these experiences
with others. It has also given me an opportunity to extend my knowledge and
widen my self awareness skills which are vital for all therapeutic
intervention. The course also provides a model on which one can construct,
develop and evaluate one's skills in the profession.
The topics and the structured exercises, including games and role plays are
very much the sort of training necessary to develop the skills of the
psychiatric nurse. They lead to a greater depth of meaning and understanding
to the consumer and practitioner likewise.
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Response 15.
Monday: (discusses lecture topics)
Tuesday: Mock interview for X - I got swept in a tide of harsh and critical
comments - thought how easy I dish them out and how hard I take them myself
Didn't like myself in that experience. Checked with X later - he said he didn't
mind. Relieved when he got the Job - especially after we adamantly agreed he
wouldn't get it.
Wednesday: Strangers added to group (I here introduced tutor students to the
group). Hostilities and changes in group culture - felt frustrated and wanted
to get on - irritated by games people play.
p.m. Feeling sad - comments of being too compliant flashed memories of a
sadistic nun in convent school making me kneel on floor and hitting me for not
being compliant. The memory was so unexpected I felt frightened at the
feelings the memory provoked - I felt sad and angry at my father that he had
to pay fees to send me to that school - and the realisation he was int part of
our lives anymore. I could int share this at all, felt relieved that group did'nt
push me and accomodated me quietly. Finding it difficult to own my awn
feelings. Did more grief work at home with X. Felt drained but relieved that
something is happening.
Thursday: Fed up with the men discussing their sex life in scoring terms -
felt very conscious that there were'nt enough females on the course. I find the
body awareness type of work very good for myself.
Friday: Unsure feelings when group was doing group work - felt alien and
unsafe. My experiences have been mainly as a member of a small group, felt
difficult to have personal intimate disclosure in such a large group - general
mental unease. Finding it hard to look at self behind layers of defences.
Alternative type of groups that form outside in pub are Just as useful and
interesting - really enjoying the movement and change despite the unease and
fear of acknowledging all the feelings provoked.
At work since course I have had conflicts -	 (Director of Nursing
Services) trying to take some staff nurses and replace with auxilliaries - we
said we would leave if they made us compromise our standards - got final
backing of Prof; I wonder if I'd have been so challenging and risked my job
had I not had input from this course.
Response 16.
(Starts off defining observation at some length) Upto now I have observed a
relaxed atmosphere which I think has encouraged members in the group to relate
to one another. I have experienced self awareness as well as awareness of
others; which has helped to discover myself and my feelings. It has given me
strength to go out and not only meet other people but also to experience true
communication with them. I am also learning about myself and my reactions to
situations, and learning about other people.
I have also learnt about group techniques (describes a list of these and their
own use of same in groupwork).
On the whole, members of the group have participated, listened to others and
confronted each other during group discussions. Lastly, I have observed support
for each other in the group. To me it is more like a family setting.
Response 17.
(This participant opens by praising the course and her fortune to be on it,
and relates its usefulness in personal life and work). Now I am more aware of
'me', the feelings I hide, guilt, loneliness, selfishness, happiness. Now I talk
openly about them with my friends. I question why I carry out routines, I stop
aid think how I feel. What I'm running away from or running to. I listen more.
I give people time to relax to say what they would really like to say. But I
try not to adopt the role of a philosopher or a psychiatrist or priest.
I also notice at work that my work colleagues feel uneasy when I behave in the
manner above and I have great difficulty in convincing them that I feel great.
In my personal life I feel much more confident and relaxed in new company.
(The participant goes on to say how she looks forward to the RCN, the people
and group). I have great difficulty in switching back to expressing my
feelings early on in the morning to the group. I just feel blank especially if
I am tired, and to be fair with myself and the group, the best thing to do is
to opt out.
(The respondent then describes a meeting with an ex-client who went high after
a management course where confrontation and groupwork were enacted). I wonder
how I will feel after our next two week block.
The group has become very cosy, probably just as we would like, and its nice
when this cosy feeling is disturbed it increases the interest and a whole
new story begins.
To me the above reports testify to the enactment of cognitive integration. It
testifies to the truth of experiential groupwork to marry together and generate
higher levels of educational attainment (Figure 17; 3.4; 6.15) along with
emotional growth. Perhaps culture shock and/or the conversion phase of meeting
and owning something new has begun to wear off and issues can now more
thoroughly be worked through?
Respondents 1, 5, 12 and 13 chose not to submit a second week evaluation; no
reasons were given for this, and as the activity was a voluntary one I did not
pursue the matter. On reflection, bearing in mind the personal nature of the
above disclosures, I wonder if this was a rejection of myself and/or the course
rationale in any way. Examining the dissenters evaluations of the first week
for evidence of this, I note that respondent 1) reported stress and too much
theory, did not appreciate the logic of the course and feared being analysed;
they also felt they were often seen as a child. There is a noticable absence of
positive regard for the course.
Respondent 5 noted surprise, was expecting a more conventional approach, but
reports benefit. They also note their boredom, and hope the second week will
meet their expectationsd in some degree. Xy general impression is that they
are not overly committed to the course.
Respondent 12 differs to the other two, they were enthusiastic about the
course (week 1) but noted a need to spend more time talking; this said, they
were looking forward to the second week.
Respondent 13 is likewise positive and feel they have made the right choice to
come to the course.
Overall, the non-respondents are divided into two at the negative end of the
evaluative continuum and two at the positive. Also, though respondents 12 and
13 write little, the accounts of respondents 1 and 5 are of average length; any
Lack of motivation or resistence to the act of writing is thus unproven and
the motivation behind non-return speculative.
Standing back from the level of Individual response, the experiential community
process has seemingly slowed down GR2; R7).
Reflection on 'the past' from the vantage point of 'the new' CR3; R7; R8; R9)
orientates and synthesises earlier gains. Xotivation is not so much concerned
now with surviving the experience as contacting this more fully CR3; R6).
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Impulsivity is diminishing and acceptence upon the increase (R3; R4; R15);
transferences are entering awareness (R6) along with hidden aspects of self
XR7; R10; R4); emotions are more clearly recognised and appreciated in oneself
and others (P7; R11; R15; R17) and new behaviours are risked (R4; R7; R g ; R10;
R15; R16; R17). It appears participants are beginning to take charge of their
own change and identify and appraise ways they wish to grow and to attend to
the directions they desire to go in. In part this appears to be an anti-climax:
the initial excitement fades as fantasy, magic and excitement are replaced by
aware reflection and finer degrees of perception and attention. In a way the
work is Just beginning, and tiredness attends awareness of the enormity of
sustaining the intrapersonal change now begun.
In sum, there does indeed appear to be increasing integration of social and
personal insight, higher order learning in both affective and cognitive
domains, therapeutic menu setting and some redress of this.
8.11 Comparisons of first and second week experience: a synthesis of what
constitutes personal change.
Comparing the earlier reports of the first week to those of the second week
the following observations of individual participants may be made:
(Respondent 1 no submission)
Respondent 2 moves from excitement, apprehension, a recognition of the need to
research and increased interest in week one towards ... frustration and
disappointment - attributed to an attack of flu, consequently, progress has
been slower than expected.
Respondent 3 moves from earlier conflict with the course philosophy and
acknowledgement of having barriers removed In week one towards ". further
reflection on their apprehensive entry behaviour to the course, their previous
expectancy of lectures, and an admission that they now quite like groupwork
and value sharing with others. They also note their own Inactivity in
discussion, though feel themselves less passive than previously. They report
their confidence as growing and that the course has provided an arena where-
their skills can be tested and meaningfully explored. Finally, they note their
psychiatric training was quite different to this.
Respondent 4 moves from examination of their feelings, needs and energy levels
in week one towards ... more content with how they now accept their feelings,
professional reassurance, and a concern that the gains they have made will be
Lasting. Experiential groupwork approaches are now preferred to other ways,
they note how the workplace pressures them into impulsive action and that they
need to become expert at making time - so that more of themselves will be
able to contact reality. Personal insights are arising from bodily
communication, mental defenses and counselling, and they look forward to the
evolving nature of the group.
iiffilcbinndent 6 moves from awareness of bad attitudes and self-limiting feelings,
earlier memories, acknowledgement of bonding with the group, and excitement
tinged with apprehension in week one towards ". resentment with the exercise
where new faces were introduced to the group - even though this has provided
insight into change. Recognition of growing through groupwork, enjoyment in
sharing, and previous resentments towards myself are owned, along with an
awareness that the latter is being worked through.
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Respondent 7 moves from interest and mental exhaustion, surprise at the
student-centred approach and closeness and enthusiasm of the group, plus
awareness of personal faults in week one towards ._ seeing even more personal
faults, a conclusion that we never stop learning and a realisation that their
bad feelings towards others are now disipating. Intimacy is seen to be
developing, but alongside this runs an awareness of times when they felt down
graded and embarrassed upon the course. At times they have been sad for/with
others, but felt helpless or witheld from intervening out of respect for the
same. Note is made of when the researcher - as facilitator - was engaged in
pairwork helping another to deal with anger, a time when the participant
wanted to call him a bastard, but later saw the helpfulness of the intervention
being made. Greater insight into self and relationships plus speculation on how
long the effects of the course will last is reported.
is 'dent 8 moves from reluctance to report and irritation with my suggesting
the first week's evaluation exercise towards .- an admission that they cane on
the course to escape the ward and gain a paper qualification. They speak of
the course at work now and have come to see it of potentially benefit to all
nurses.
Respondent 9 moves from speculation on what I and others think of them,
orientation stresses and increased professional awareness towards -. further
reflection upon the newness of course topics, new enthusiasm with groupwork
and the potential available for attitudinal change, and its enhancement of and
application professional skills.
Respondent 10 moves from questioning how they would cope, how others will
perceive them and how to adopt my teaching skills to their own role, the
feeling they are only scratching the surface of what is available, reflection
upon their own parental tutorship and concern with their authoritarian image
in week one moves towards -. awareness of being stimulated towards a desire
to put ideas into practice. They share that they have abandoned formal
classroom approaches, reflect upon the unfamiliar sight of themselves on video,
and describe - with example - how they invest negative feelings into
counselling. How exhausting their new found facilitative teaching is, they
reflect, and how divided in response to their experiential methodology their
students are.
Respondent 11 moves from awe with memories rekindled by guided fantasy,
recollections of early family life, old and recent bereavements and wrestling
with new subject areas in week one towards -. a feeling of being still in week
one and preoccupation with its themes (Freud and Jung). Embarrassment with
their colleagues hostile reaction to new members is owed, though the experience
itself is valued. They recognise - also with example - their ability to be
supportive. Finally they review what they can and can't do in the group,
reflect on a time when participants discussed their sex life and they
personally switched off, and look forward to next weeks holiday and further
reflection on course material.
Respondent 14 moves from initial puzzlement and bewilderment with the course
approach, evolving ease and clarity and increased interpersonal and personal
gains of the first week towards -. recognition that they are benefiting
immensely from sharing in experiences with others, extending their knowledge,
awareness of self and therapeutic effectiveness. The experiential approach of
the course, inclusive of its games and exercises is seen to lead to greater
meaning and understanding of and for care givers and clients.
Respondent 15 moves from shock of being plucked from their own cosy world and
a loss of formal roles, awareness of my facilitative skills, their own
intolerance, ability to risk take, sensitivities to others, grief and change
within self and completion of unfinished work towards .- review of lecture
topics, awareness of how they can dish out harsh criticism but how poorly they
take the sane, frustration with new members and, irritation with colleagues
games when they themselves want to get on. Xemories of convent school days
and earlier grief flood to mind. Such memories of the past co-exist with
current feelings of being fed up with men discussing their sex life, a
reluctance to disclose in the large group and finding it hard to look at self
behind defences. Informal groups, such as those in the pub are deemed useful.
Finally, movement and change is seen as enjoyable and new found assertion at
work is suspected to result from the course.
Respondent 16 moves from an over concern with definitions and unease with the
teaching method, and developing appreciation of group discussion in week one
towards ... further definitions, an observation that the group atmosphere is
now relaxed and that self and social awareness has increased. Renewed
discovery of self and feelings, enhancement of communication skills and group
awareness are seen as due to the course, which is now viewed as supportive.
Respondent 17 moves from description of the first week as enjoyable though
tiring, recognition of own defences, awareness of locked up energy and later
release of same via structured exercises and an awareness of feelings, body
sensations, controls and the benefit of experiential exposure towards ... praise
of the course experience and recognition of their own good fortune to be on it,
an increased awareness of self, the feelings they hide, their guilt, loneliness
and selfishness. They say they now talk openly about their feelings to their
friends, question their need to carry out routines, motives and roles, and
report the unease of work colleagues with their newly acquired behaviours.
There is speculation upon future growth, concern with where this may lead them
- a client went high after an experiential management course, and recognition
that the disturbing of cosiness increases interest and provokes new themes.
When we step back again to review the experiential group process as a whole,
it appears as one where individuals new to the experience report a good deal
of culture/reality shock, a weakening of the usual social threads which hold
the world together, resistance to the new, a sense of vulnerability and over
exposure, self confrontation and questioning. In this, the Orientation Phase of
experiential groupwork, participants experience:
stress, feeling over burdened with too much new theory, confusion,
excitement, anxiety, apprehension, muddled thinking, quietness,
weakness, anger, embarrassment, inability to focus, the ability of
the course and its experiential groupwork to remedy burnout and
depression, awareness af ones own self limitiv attitudes, boredom,
frightened, puzzle and bewilderment, an expectation of teacher-pupil
relationship and formal tuition and a sense of feeling let down in
expectation when such as these are not met, there seems to be so nmmy
questions, participants note their imaginings of being at school
again, the clash and aggression of the group, feeling silly in
exercises, self-conscious re what others think of them, an awareness
of their own intellectualisation and holding back, questioning
if they can cope and bow to use the course and if they are contributing
enough or saying too much, feeling ashamed at being parental,
identification with the tutor, memories of the past, shock on meeting
experiential culture of the course and expectations of meeting the
training syllabus.
This seems to give way to an intermediate phase where participants begin to
reflect more deeply upon themselves, to give themselves permission to
experiment, to experience a high as they realise they are beginning to belong
and find answers to those questions they previously raised. Here, in the
Identification Phase of experiential groupwork, the following experiences are
reported:
examination of feelings, needs, energy and routines, gnawing
researchmindedness, raised interest and stimulation, humour,
reflection on practice, increased self awareness, the removal of
barriers, improved confidence, activity, enjoyment, a sense of
success, increased excitement for course, surprise at the degree and
range of knowledge generated, feeling 10Z better, relaxed, hopeful
of putting their new learning into practice and questioning of
how they will change as a consequence of their experiences,
finding themselves settling after warm-up exercises, pondering
upon issues, tiredness, acknowledgement of relevence to psychiatric
nursing, developing less black and white vision, being at ease with
themselves and the group, gaining insight into care relationships
and psychodynamic approaches, realisation of defences, awakening to
risk takiRg ability, expectations of provocative mixture of course,
feelings of change and growth, expectations ofprickily growthful
events, friendliness, and an awareness of the usefulness of the
small group.
Vith environmental safety established participants reflect ever more deeply
upon events. Confidence is on the increase and potential recognised. In their
second week participants begin to synthesise and cognitively map where they
are, what they need, and where they want to go. Limitations are now recognised,
but alongside this runs a commitment to grow, a celebration of self and
speculation on what the future holds. In this newly acquired Exploration Phase
of community life movement is thus towards:
reflection upon earlier apprehensive entry behaviour and previous
expectations of course and an emerging liking for groupwark and
sharing, feeling less passive, growing in confidence, an awareness
of the coeuse as venue for skill testing and exploration arises,
plus the difference of earlier training from the one they are now
experiencing, contentment with acceptence of own feelings,
professional assurance, preference far experiential ways of learning,
recognition of the need to be less impulsive and make more time to
better contact reality, insights also into body movements and mental
defences, acknowledgement of better counselling skills and growing
through groupwork, a looking forward to the future of the evolving
experiential group experience, owning previous resentments, being
aware of personal faults, the dissipation of bad feelings,
acknowledgement of times of sadness during the course, growing insight
into self and relationships, speculating upon how long course
effects will last, a confession that they came to the course to escape
work and to gain a paper qualification, realisation of course being
of benefit to all nurses, enthusiasm with groupworA- and its potential
for attitude change and the enhancement and application of professional
skills, stimulation to put ideas into practice and movement from formal
instruction, awareness of own negative attitudes in counselling,
recognition of own ability to be supportive, review of what can and
can't be done in the group, recognition of benefits of course, a
switching off when sexual topics were discussed in group, awareness of
self and therapeutic effectiveness, gains from an experiential
approach and belief that course has given greater meaning and
understanding regards the caring relationship, aware of how they dish
out criticism but are poor in taking the same, frustration with
group response to outsiders, memories of earlier grief, reluctance to
disclose in large group and look at self behind defences, usefulness
of informal groupings, movement and change is enjoyed and assertion
newly found, relaxedness of group atmosphere, increased social vision,
renewed discovery of self and feelings, enhancement of
communication skills and group awareness, celebration of being on
course, knowledge of feelings, guilts, loneliness and selfishness
often hidden, being able now to share feelings openly with friends,
questioning of routines, motives and professional roles played out,
speculation an future growth and where this may lead.
A two week period on an experiential course gives the impression of being a
very long time indeed. Su much happens and so much is awakened and learnt.
Though not therapy, there is much therapeutic change, in that individuals
travel deeply into their own psyche and share profound aspects of their being.
Participants, in light of the above evidential base, enter into experiential
groupwork with expectations of meeting a traditional teaching format where a
conventional teacher-student relationship will be enacted and lectures
performed. When they find these expectations unmet participants react with a
variety of emotions in which anxiety, threat and confusion predominate.
Cognitive dissonance appears to develop at this time. When the initial wave of
emotional energy recedes, when the group is found to be safe and divergency
tolerated, reflection begins at a deeper level upon the issues involved and
relationships of the host environment. Bonding now develops along with
intimate sharing. Heightened awareness is retained as contextural re-framing
of the experience occurs, no doubt due to the progressive experimentation and
exploration enacted in the community group at this stage.
As the Exploration Phase continues gains from personal and social integration
are further acknowledged and reinforced, limitations identified, and effects of
the future duly considered.
Standing back from participant report to consider the whole, when
interpersonal processes - as recorded in this chapter - are arranged
sequentially, a developmental model of group movement emerges: Figure 21. This
model, synthesised from respondent reportage, discussed with learners and in
peer supervision with co-facilitators in this study's collaborative research
frame (6.1), suggests which levels, intrapersonal and interpersonal engagements
are brought into play as the group evolves. This seemingly supports all that
FIGURE 21	 PHASES OF INTRAPERSONAL XOVEMENT VITHII EXPERIENTIAL GROUPS 
Entry 4	 ORIENTATION PHASE
Initial holding back from the new experience, regression,
engagement with experiential inquiry resisted.
Social Level of group clung to, dependent and counter-
dependent swings in Transferential relationship with
facilitator, Projective Levels of interpersonal relations
begin to emerge out of participant awareness, Primordial
energy high, erratic influences from this within the group.
IDENTIFICATION PHASE
Gradual working through to experiential engagement, gains
from change perceived, faults with traditional vision
and professional culture isolated, resistances less overt.
Projective relations to group may now be glimpsed,
facilitator may begin to reap positive Transference.
EXPLORATION PHASE
Testing out of group bounderies and facilitator's
authority, experiential culture questioned rather than
impulsively responded to, conversion to experiential
culture as own needs net, change strategies filter
through to the work place and effects of these fed back
to the group, confidence in process grows, role and self
move towards integration.
Transferential, Projective and Primordial Levels of work
explored, conceptualisation of these processes now helps
participants to psychodynamically appreciate then in group-
work terms.
RESOLUTION PHASE
Final synthesis performed, issues now seen in less of a
black and white way, working compromises produced, themes of
grief and loss arise with imminent death/end of group.
Social Level appreciated for what it is, limits and benifits
owned, and Transferential interpersonal insights and
Projective intrapersonal effects recognised as part of
relational process for future acts. Reluctance to end.
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has gone before, relating experiential levels (Social; Transferential;
Projective; Primordial) to developmental phases (Identification; Orientation;
Exploration; Resolution) and intrapersonal and interpersonal affects. All this
happens alongside, and possibly because of the performance of those
facilitative/therapeutic tasks identified earlier: Figure 17; 6.11-6.14).
As to my part, with an eye to the behaviour I role model in my facilitation of
the above processes, evidence of my facilitative record and co-researchers
(6.1) suggests I embody the following qualities in my leadership role:
- distress free authority working to an open agenda previously negotiated with
the group;
- supportive confrontation to raise to awareness unaware projections and group
transferences;
- the sharing of my own sense-making as it emerged so as to provide
orientation to what I was perceiving in the midst of experiential groupwork;
- non possessive warmth and sensitivity to individual and social processes;
- respect for the autonomy of the person and their views and intrapersonal
process when different to my own;
- a thirst to explore and test out all that percolated to group consciousness.
The above qualities, also appear to be what I ideally, hope to instill in
others, and are representative of the end to which I work.
Pausing to reflect on this chapter, I sense the germ of another cycle
beginning. Intuitively I start to scan back through the data for evidence of a
completion. It is becoming hard for me to know when to break off; I catch
myself wondering if this study will ever really be finished?
As I stand back, conscious of my need to synthesise the whole, I realise that I
have arrived at a point where there is a lot of data and a fair degree of
interpretive review. Evaluation is again necessary before I engage the next
cycle of inquiry.
From detailed analysis of this chapters case studies I now have better
appreciation of what Rowen (1981) calls the 'political-patriarchal' dimension
of this research, its social context and those patterns which subvert it.
A great deal of detail has been cohesed in this chapter. I now need to reflect
on where I have been, where I an, and to perceive what is unfolding from what
has already occurred in the whole of this work. In order to do this I will
further surrender my present role as a Particular Humanist (Figure 2)
attentive to experiential knowledge, and engage a conceptual role more suited
for exploration of my arising Propositional Beliefs (1!5).
Intuitively, I also feel a need to examine what holistic research means to me,
how this and experiential group facilitation relate, and to look to my initial
account as a member of an experiential group; so to complete the cycle from
self, to group, and back to self again to draw this research to a close.
CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS: THERAPEUTIC PROCESSES AID OUTCOXES OF ElPERIENTIAL GROUPWORK
ataille In the following account the author reviews the data
of previous chapters relating to experiential group encounter,
suggests hypotheses as to the effects of experiential groupwork,
and supports these by evidence of this study. Initially, the
researcher reflects on those processes he engages in his
experiential psychodynanically Informed approach to research.
From this introspective exercise a model for holistic research
is framed. Qualitative processing is suggested to be similarly
present in experiential groups. The experiences of Individuals
exposed to experiential groupwork are then analysed at depth,
contrasted with experiences of the researcher's own, and elements
common to both Isolated for commentary. Further individual reports
and case histories are now drawn into the study to supplement
existing data illuminating the causal link between individual
experience and developmental group processes, and the role that
conflict plays in experiential groupwork. Finally, this chapter
examines transpersonal factors generative of intrapersonal growth
and altered states of consciousness in experiential groups.
9.1 Insights pertaining to holistic research
As a researcher who chooses to honour personal and interpersonal process, I
often find it necessary to straddle several dimensions at once. I must be
aware of the particular - the group studied, while attentive to the abstract -
the research process, stay intimately involved as a participant observer - in
order to process the unfolding experience - while simultaneously detaching
myself to conceptualise the relationship of my experience to the group and the
study as a whole. This rJkange of dimension and scale is a constant frustiation
and returns to haunt me afresh every time I return to write up my field notes.
As an ever constant thread in this work it deserves further consideration.
While acting as a participant observer I an aware of being primarily attuned
to my feelings and sensations; later, when writing up my field notes I catch
myself attuned to my intellect and trusting to my intuition to provide creative
insights. Intellect and intuition I find need time to ferment and come best via
quiet reflection. Feelings and senses, by contrast, follow rapidly from external
events.
When I list the differing dimensions at play in my research frame, these
appear in this thesis to cluster around five continuums: Figure 2. Of these
dimensions thoughts and intuition are primarily engaged as I write up this
work, and feelings and senses when I engage the field: Figure 23 
This continual jumping between microscopic and macroscopic levels of problem
resolution, attention to inner and outer realities and use of differing
perceptive sets is not dissimilar to the act of group facilitation. Within the
cut and thrust of group activity I am bombarded by the immediacy of my senses
and feelings; later, as I write up or reflect upon the group experience -
thoughts and intuitions predominate. There is also another perspective involved
in research and group facilitation, that of orientation to the past, present
and future.
In relation to the dimension of time, I find I may think about the past or
find myself alive emotionally to previous events I relive, but it is to
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(Vhere the research has been)
FEELINGS
(Rmotional motivating energies)
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(Creating new syntheses)
FIGURE 23	 FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF REFLECTION AID DOING 0 RESEARCH 
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objective model making	 emotional energies
balanced against creative	 balanced with external
insights, world as taught	 data, engagement with
modified by world as	 world as felt modified
imagined	 by world as found
intuition I look to comprehend the future. My senses are essentially of the
present.
In Figure_24 I have attempted to convey the multiple realities I see myself
pursuing as a researcher, the questions these respective perspectives raise for
me, and what they each contribute to the study as a whole.
Four dimensions are seem to be to the fore:
- the 'External Present' - physical and social phenomena of the objective
conventional world I inhabit informed by my thoughts and senses;
- the 'Inner Present' - my own internal subjective experience much shaped
by my feelings and intuitions;
- the 'Past' - my orientation to my history and reflections;
- the 'Future' - my awareness of change and progress and possible future
aims or permutations of the inquiry.
These four dimensions, I suggest, are addressed by separate perceptive
processes - which in turn form the inner quadrants of the model:
- my thoughts: from whence speculation and reflection arise to form
'Theories of Reality';
- my senses: from whence feelings and special senses emanate to form an
appreciation of 'Reality as Sensed';
- my feelings: which provide my energies and inspiration for 'Reality as
Felt'; and
- my intuitions: from where my meanings and hypotheses rise to effect a
'Creative Reality'.
•Reality as Felt 
"Where do my energies
lie and how an I
affected?"
Creative Reality 
"What does this
mean to me and
what can be done
with it?"
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These perceptive functions we have noted also interrelate within my
facilitative role; indeed, good therapy is itself researchminded and the type
of research in which I an involved is itself essentially therapeutic and
facilitative.
Whether I perform research or therapy four questions are readily to mind:
- What do I think is happening in the light of my previous experience?'
- 'What do I see and hear in the world about me?'
- 'Vhere do my energies lie and how am I affected?'
- 'What does this experience mean to me and what can I do with it?'
On reflection, as I pause from writing this account, I acknowledge surprise at
what my experience as a researcher is starting to generate in terms of
unplanned awarenesses. One such awareness, starting to reoccur within this
study, is that common processes may be at work in qualitative research,
experiential education and therapy.
As to the form this commonality takes, speculation upon previous testimony
leads me to believe this to be in the area of ego related perception.
Already in this work I have suggested that the Parent (exteropsyche) relates
to thinking and 'the world as taught'; the Adult (neopsyche) to sensing and
'the world as found'; and the Child (archeopsyche) to feeling and intuition and
'the world as felt' (see Figure and Chapters 7 & 8). It is but a small step to
apply Transactional Analysis (LA.) to Figure 24 and perception and to suggest
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that 'theories about reality' relate to the Parent (exteropsyche); 'reality as
sensed' to Adult (neopsyche) function; and 'reality as felt' and 'creative
reality' to Child (archeopsyche) functions.
The way in which I now speak of the qualities of the above egos takes them
substantially beyond the conceptual frame of Transactional Analysis, indeed, I
think the terms Parent, Adult and Child are now too 'worldly' and in a social
sense too 'conventional' for the use I am now beginning to make of them. I am
drawing nearer to a model of perception than one of ego formation and
structure, though I still acknowledge the interrelationship of these within and
to my model.
The reduction of perception to four elements, as suggested in Figure 25 is not
wholly my own, it originates from Jungian theory concerning functional types.
This said, I believe I have taken these 'functions' further and used them in
way that evolves a uniquely new perspective by which social processes and
individual reality may be explored.
It is perhaps wise here to examine how my use differs in type and kind from
Jung's own.
Jung related perceptive function to extraversion and introversion, and
postulated that thinking was opposed to feeling and sensation to intuition. A
person who adapted to the world in a predominately thinking mode is likely to
function poorly in matters of feeling; an intuitive individual would likewise -
he suggested - be deficient in areas of sensation (Starr 1973 p76). I do not
subscribe to this scheme of conflicting opposites nor find the extraversion-
introversion continuum a particularly useful tool. Storr (1973), in his account
of Jungian theory quotes from Jung's Tavistock lectures (Jung 1953-79) to
explain the four functions:
'Sensation is the function by which men realise that a thing exists.
"Sensation tells me that something is: it does not tell me what it
is and it does not tell me other things about that something; it
only tells me that something is".
Thinking is the function by which one tells what a thing is. "It
gives a name to the thing. It adds a concept, because thinking is
perception and judgementTM.
Feeling, in Jung's view, is concerned with questions of value.
"Feeling tells you for instance whether a thing is acceptable or
not. It tells you what a thing is worth to you".
Intuition is concerned with time. The intuitive person is able
to "see round corners', to have hunches about things, and is
more interested in the possibilities of things than their
present experience.' (Starr 1973 p76).
Superficially I support the above statements at a general level, but sake a
substantial departure in the specifics of their use and inter-relationships.
Sensation, I accept as verifying the existence of a thing; but an aware that
sensations come from two different environments: what we see and hear in the
outside world and, from physiological organic movement and change within our
bodies.
Thinking, I suggest, occupies itself with as much time constructing labels for
experience as analysing and judging, but, as I accept that we by and large only
perceive that we can first conceive, I support Jung's view of thinking being a
Perception.
Feeling, as described above I have most resistance to. Emotions liberate
Internal energy so that we might better engage the world. Acceptability and
meaning I suggest are attributed later and come from thoughtful reflection
and/or intuitive synthesis post emotional arousal.
Intuition represents to me a synthesising agent which proceeds by creative
leaps - rather than by logical progression - to generate meaning.
Jung puts thoughts and feelings together to make an introverted view of the
world, senses and intuition to make an extraverted one. My portrayal of
thoughts addressing the 'external present' and feelings addressing the 'inner
present' (Figure 25) depart from this. I am essentially more concerned with
how people make sense 'now', in the moment of their occurence, and how
perception relates to this on-going current processing. I look to a much wider
field than that represented by psychological type.
In sun, though Jungian texts may have planted the seeds within me, the growth
recently produced has evolved along routes of it's own.
Exploration of 'what is happening now' I see as relevant to all By research
endeavours; it is a central process which threads through each of those roles
I enact and examine in this research frame; for example:
- my experience as a qualitative researcher;
- my experience as facilitator of groupwork;
- my experience as a groupwork participant;
- my experience as an observer of others exposed to facilitation.
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I notice that as I Journey further and further into this study the boundaries
between the above roles become ever more blurred as my attention is drawn
towards those COMIROD underlying process illustrated in Figure 25.
The personal development this work has enacted for me, my growth as a person
as much as researcher, has to do with my becoming ever more 'role congruent'.
Though I still maintain boundaries, there is more similarity in what I do now
than difference; this was not so when this study began. Integration is thus a
very real gain.
As a teacher I approach my facilitation therapeutically with attention to group
processes, as a therapist I an alert to my educational function. In either the
educational or therapeutic domain I an a qualitative researcher.
Whether I act as a researcher, a facilitator of education or therapy or as a
group participant there now exists a co-ordinated core of knowledge and belief
within me that remains constant without. This feature, more than any other,
suns up for me the developmental growth available through research. Simply, it
is as if this work has enabled me to csharacterise information which prior to
this venture was known but not really owned by me. This is possibly a
'therapeutic' side-effect of qualitative research, in that it acts as a catalyst
and integrator of the researcher's own ego functions. This is an important
process of research which should not be under-estimated; it will be addressed
in detail Later in this chapter.
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9.2 Review of the model: current insights and future directions
Having examined the research process and its intrapersonal influences upon me,
I feel more able to stand back and focus on this study 'as a whole' so as to
appreciate where it is taking me. Overview is an essential part of this
research. Now, when numerous studies have been performed and much has been
assimilated, review is both a constant companion and a lifeline, for it is all
too easy with so much data to hand to wander into a maze of my own creating
by losing sight of what has gone before.
In this, the resolution phase of my research I feel a compulsion to firm it up,
conceptualise and draw it to conclusion. This desire for completion is partly
because time is running out and this study is due in a few months time, but,
it is also because I have never felt entirely up to date ever since this work
began. I am forever writing up events from which I have moved on. As soon as I
complete a study it is past and gone, yet, in writing it up I am condemned to
relive my history in place of my present.
Tension, born of a need to be thorough - holds me back from completion. I want
to speed ahead but having to finely sift through data continually brakes my
progress. Intuitively I 'know' what awaits, but working intellectually I can
only manage gentle movement ahead. A part of me is impatient to get on with
the experiential hunt. This research could so easily become the whole my life.
Again, I ponder on the similarity of my experience to that reported by
participants in experiential workshops: they express a need to re-engage with
their everyday world, but are often reluctant to let go the intensity of group
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life. This again suggests a need to investigate my own process, for, if the
experiential dynamics I experience as a qualitative researcher are cxnamon to
those I facilitate, and I am beginning to believe this is so, then by studying
my own intrapersonal process - which I suggest parallels theirs - considerable
insight will be afforded into experiential encounter.
Parallel processes, I an reminded, are capitalised upon in psychotherapy
training, where personal therapy forms an integral part of the trainee
therapist's experiential education. While performing qualitative research I
believe I re-enact experiential learning in a similar way to those I study. I
also suspect that self aware introspective research processing is both what I
do and what I facilitate in others.
Before I pursue the above theme I feel it necessary to step back from the
specific, review this work and synthesise the evidence to date.
Evidence suggests that those therapeutic tasks previously identified in group
facilitation and staff sensitivity, such as establishing contact and
confidentiality or exploring the expectations of the group and drawing
attention to its boundaries (Chapter 6; 6.10), are necessary to educational
groups (Chapters 7 and 8) in a like manner to the therapeutic/staff
sensitivity one originally described (Chapter 6).
Data and field engagement also leads me to suspect that Orientation,
Identification, Exploration and Resolution phases of group life are comparable,
whether or not facilitative activity occurs within a therapeutic, educational or
staff sensitivity setting, and that facilitative/therapeutic tasks, as portrayed
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in Figure 14 (Chapter 6) progress in a general form up the educational
hierarchy irrespective of venue as the facilitator-group relationship develops.
Groups may pass through the various phases at differing speeds, and
therapeutic tasks may appear more covert in some groups than others, but the
general developmental process remains intact.
Ancestory of the above developmental theme has been thoroughly recorded in
this work: it was first suspected in Chapter 4, refined to a model in Chapter
5, used to frame the analysis of Chapter 6 and reapplied to the field in
Chapters 7 and 8.
Though participant reports are absent from the study of Chapter 5, which went
some way to suggesting a model of group evolution, I am caused to suggest from
the vantage point of participant observer and subsequent process analysis of
the studies to date, that experiential groapwork, whether in sensitivity,
therapeutic or educational settings kindles a similar process.
This process, is one which:
- restimulates repressed and/or forgotten memories and emotions;
- allows updating of intrapersonal material in the present;
- facilitates experimentation and support within a group setting;
- enables safe regression so that intrapersonal redress may occur;
provides opportunity for individuals to re-write their behavioural scripts.
This restimulation of earlier material associated to nurture and the family, is
abetted by the attendance of a therapeutic parent in the shape of a
facilitator.
In Chapters 7 and 8 we find support for the developmental model described, in
that collaborative questionnaires (73-7.6) subject to linguistic analysis (7.8.)
and case studies of personal change (8.9-8.11) suggest therapeutic outcomes
Can occur in educational groups as readily as in the sensitivity/therapeutic
group illustrated in Chapters 5 and 6. This process is similarly confirmed
when we pool together data amassed by this study.
9.3 'that happens in groups: structural analysis of experiential cxmwmunity
development
In the beginning of this study a schema of variables attendant to experiential
groupwork was described (1.5; Figure 1). It was proposed that participants
brought to the group their intrapersonal processes (IP), were in turn
influenced by the group context (GC), the facilitator (P), his facilitative
influences (EI) and the interpersonal relationships (IR) enacted within the
group; subsequently participants reaped intrapersonal effects (IE) from their
experience which they carried with them after the group had run its course.
Interpersonal PrncesPes plus the Group Context and Interpersonal Relationships
divided by the Facilitator and their Facilitative Effects generate
Intrapersonal Effects:
The above variables have since been expanded upon in this study:
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intElpenaional-Bcocessea:
Participants entering into a experiential group bring with then their personal
history, personality, life script, transference and present state of neediness
(5.3; Chapters 4 and 5). Developmentally, they look for special kinds of
relationships within the group which meet their needs for recognition,
structure and stimulation (5.15), recapitulate unresolved psycho-social issues of
their life and enact relationships which allow them to exercise control over
psychodynamic events.
InteEPP-Esoatil-&-LaticuaralaPa*
Vithin the group participants act out their individual scripts in the presence
of others, creating a dynamic community where social relations take on a life
of their own (Chapter 4). Lf left to itself the group will tend to remain
social and unco-ordinated - I have evidenced this at first hand - but, if
facilitatively engaged, heightened levels of intrapersonal awareness and much
social insight can be produced (Chapters 7 and 8).
At various tines influences of the Social, Transferential, Projective and
Primordial levels of the group emerge to effect individuals and the evolving
community (Chapter 5). As a community the group acts as a surrogate family
where individuals can recreate and act out earlier familial patterns, learn
from these and have opportunity to try something different. Whatever has been
learnt can be unlearnt. The group here provides a social mirror in whose
reflection a participant may appreciate his behaviour and test out new ways of
relating (Figure 21; Chapter 8).
Facilitator:
Into the group comes a facilitator of a given age, sex and personality, who is
hopefully aware of his/her transferences and countertransference, who
represents leadership and in part invests their own idiosyncratic and socio-
cultural value base (Chapters 1 & 2). Physically, the facilitator may embody
earlier figures of an individual's life, come to represent authority, split off
elements of a participant's psyche, or come to symbolise a resource to be
fought over. Sexual agendas and issues attendant to leadership will be
stimulated by his/her presence, plus earlier emotional themes linked to a
similarly sexed parent. A skilled facilitator keeps such issues as these to the
fore - as psychic grist to the mill.
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Facilitative In 
The school to which the facilitator belongs, whether he/she is analytic or
humanistic, disclosing or non-disclosing, directive or non-directive in style
(6.15; 8,3), plus the experience and values they bring with then into group
life effect community growth (Chapters 1-3). If the facilitator is seen in a
nurturing light by the group - creativity is high, if seen to be critical -
destructive dynamics ensue (6.3; Figure 15).
When a therapeutic facilitator-participant relationship forms phases of
Orientation, Identification, Exploration and Resolution developmentally emerge
(Chapters 4 & 5); how a facilitator engages these phases and addresses the
problems therein will in turn effect participants and the community. High level
qualitative interpersonal and social processing can result from skilled
facilitation (Chapter 4).
C.;roup Context:
Prescribing the boundaries of the group, its life span and general purpose is
Its context. Is it created for therapy or education? Dues it occur in a work Or
educational setting? Is it to be open or of closed membership? Answers to
these questions plus the effects and power of the authorities and/or
organisation who set it up or host it (7.4; 8.4; 8.5), all influence
participants, leadership and facilitation, and the expectations and aims of
those involved (Chapters 6-8).
intrapecaunal_Effecta:
After a period of time the group begins to exert effect; if the facilitator is
skilled and the participants committed, considerable personal and interpersonal
gains can accrue (Chapters 4-8). These gains - and or costs when groups fail
to be productive - participants take with them when they leave the group.
To date, this study concentrated primarily upon interpersonal relationships,
facilitative influences and interpersonal effects. This said, I have performed
considerable analysis of myself and my facilitation and considered the effects
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of experiential grcupwork upon the host organisation wherein these were
performed (5.7; 6.16; 7.4; 8.4).
Though I have concentrated the focus of this study upon experiential groups in
educational settings, nevertheless, groups facilitated in other settings have
served to acquaint MR with universal processes (see the Introduction to this
research), that is to say, problems and effects uneffected by situational
change 077-0.
Concentrating upon groups referenced in this study, when data is pooled
together and ordered as to the developmental phase to which each relate, the
following sequential pattern unfolds to illuminate what happens in
psychodynamic informed educational groups.
In the Orientation. Phase, Study 5, we find that participants on first exposure
to experiential groupwork (7.6.) invest interest coupled with unease:
they are unaware of what is wanted, expectant (13/13) as to what
the group will be like (12/13), experience uncertainty, curiosity
(11/13), apprehension, discomfort, reflect on just what they have
let themselves in for (10/13) and wonder if they will do well (9/13).
Study 1 highlights this questioning process, participants illustrating such
quandaries as:
embarking on a journey but to where? How cxwmitted an I? How
committed are you? What are we committed to? Have we really
chosen to be here? Who will be boss?
Evidence of this work suggests that regressive features predominate in the
Orientation phase as participants realise that their social word will not be
maintained in a conventional way (5.4). Fears of losing control and/or the
respect of others, or of losing self respect also peak at this time from out of
unmet recognition hunger needs (5.6).
Initially, such deflective ploys as cock-tail party banter and mild cynicism
may arise in an effort to hold onto social reality (Figure 7), but pastimes
like these tend to quickly give way to dependency and transferential levels of
work (6.6) and/or stereotyping and projective communication when time is not
constructed as expected. Silence and day-dreaming may follow (5.6) this, or
active resistance in the form of counter-dependency and scapegoating emerge
(3.5).
As primordial influences arise within the group, silences, may be felt to have
taken on a noisy quality (6.6). Needs for structure and recognition are now
overwhelmed by stimuli. Cognitive dissonance flowers (7.10), critique is to the
fore, there is a dearth of nurture and a good deal of acting out and resistance
(7.9).
Archeopsyche influence is most disturbed and stimulated in the Orientation
Phase and hampers the computation ability of the neopsyche; it is now
difficult to think, unstructured time having aroused much primative energy
(5.4).
Study 8 (8.7) participants, reflecting upon the Orientation Phase from the
vantage point of the Identification Phase notes such effects as:
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stress, the threat of new people, confusion as to the logic behind
experiential groupwork (R1), excitement, apprehension and
expectation, inability to think or focus, but coupled with this
experience increased interest and motivation (R2), the removal of
barriers and new confidence (R3), introspective self analysis (R4),
surprise, anxiety giving way to humour, boredom (R5), identification
of own 'bad attitudes', apprehension plus interest CR6), mental
exhaustion at end of each day, aggression giving way to closeness,
a sense of betterment CR7), a feeling of being back in a pupil-
teacher relationship (P8); though fright gives way to relaxation
CR9) fears of not being able to cope still occur; there is
uncertainty as to what is an appropriate degree of participation,
threat and warmth (R10), the opening of dormant perceptions, the
surfacing of memories, tiredness (R11), increased awareness (P12),
awareness of bewilderment giving way to ease (R14) and a
realisation of hiding behind formal roles; participants begin to
review previous relationships, start to identify unfinished
intrapersonal issues CR15) and begin to see the relevance of the
group to work CR16) while noting their defenses CR17).
I an aware how imperceptively close the Orientation and Identification Phases
appear in print, though in reality, qualitative changes are more obviously
perceivable.
In the Identification phase social conservatism continues as participants quest
after clarity; fantasy tends now to be less to the fore (5.4). Though
regressive features continue these feel the more balanced, and resistance is
the more rational and may be presented as a critique rather than unaware
acting out (5.4).
Study 8, (8.9) newly entering the Exploration Phase find they are:
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beginning with a sense of anticipation and expectation but note a
loss of enthusiasm CE2), are aware of their holding back but realise
they are nevertheless moving away from passivity and growing in
confidence CR3); they are now amble to accept their feelings as
they emerge, identify future areas for intrapersonal growth, are
beginning to realise how clients feel R4), find that the group
helps them feel more assured and assertive, and note they are
comfortable being themselves; they now enjoy sharing, are aware
of earlier traumas CR6) and perceive 'faults' which they were
previously unaware of, and now observe that their negative
feelings about the group are beginning to recede; participants
recognise their parent and child parts, report increased insight,
realise how they hurt people CR7), are still resistive and feel
exhausted CR10); the previous weeks material is still fore-
ground but they now tackle issues and wrestle with the new CR11);
prejudice is lessening, benefits are felt, and intrapersonal
exploration is underway and it is now much easier to share;
self awareness is now seen to benefit professional activity
CR14), intrapersonal scripts are being worked through and repressed
memories are returning to mind; old griefs are felt at this time
and irritation with others is owned; intrapersonal change is
celebrated CR15); the group as family emerges as a theme CR16),
routines are questioned, and listening skills are seen as on
the increase along with social confidence CR17).
Here thinking through has obviously begun and emotional energies are more
openly acknowledged than at earlier phases (5.4).
Study 4, further into Exploration (7.5.) after the group has turned, that is to
say when it has moved out from resistance, bonded, and begun to use the
facilitator as a resource rather than a threat, note that:
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the group can be used to support learning, they have different
experiences but much In common, confirm that the group is
beginning to be a group (19/19) and acknowledge that learning
does indeed take place (18/19); interest is still increasing and
the group is growing, they are Just beginning to appreciate where
the group may take then (17/19); there is also general recognition
that experiential groupwork is worthwhile; they now expect gains
and note that people have bonded (16/19).
As critique and anger recede a reflective Zen-like state nay arise (5.6); when
this in turn subsides there is new won confidence at having come through.
Vith Exploration well established supports are clearer and objective appraisal
is able to begin (5.4). Critique is now lessening and archeopsyche influence is
seen to be more positive and trusting (7.9). Study 5, in the midst of
Exploration, have likewise begun to converge towards a more positive outlook,
they note:
they are learning new approaches, that the course has become more
constructive and interesting, appreciate that they are more
positive as a group, can share their knowledge, are aware
of the need to define their professional role and act as agents of
change; they are appreciative of the course, trusting and self aware
(13/13) and find theory is coming alive, relevent to professional
practice and evident in group life; previously quiet members have
became active in the group; individuals appear to be coming aware
of their feelings, are more able to listen and starting to enjoy
the group; participants note surprise at their own lack of
therapeutic skill, but remain enthusiastic and optimistic and find
the group to be rewarding (12/12); gains in areas of interpersonal
skill are reported plus personal development; participants are
becoming aware of the needs of others as well as realising that
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they are growing in awareness of those responsibilities their
professional role involves; they now feel more supported and less
self conscious about working in the group.
The group mind is now highly active in neopsyche energies, the archeopsyche is
seemingly held and positive, and the exteropsyche dormant.
In Study 3, twenty-five student nurse teachers in the Eaaclutiaa Phii-s±a of
experiential groupwork (7.4.) report increased person centred awarenesses and
self discovery, and in evaluation note that:
education should be about people (25/25), that experiential groups
are thought provoking (24/25), provide reflective time to examine
personal feelings and ideas regards teaching, and have expectations
that the learning they have acquired will be on-going (22/25); they
also note the Importance of experiential groupwork to teacher
preparation, wish to develop further upon their insights in practice,
note how beneficial experiential groups are when properly used,
acknowledge that the group has influenced their teaching style, and
believe that in the long term their experience of the group will
benefit them in personal and professional ways (21/25).
During this phase analysis is performed to further integrate the experience as
it nears completion; work is now reality orientated and takes place in the
here-and-now as gains are consolidated and plans for future development made
(4.5). Analysis of the group mind parallels this process (Chapter 5). Synthesis
is now obvious, neopsyche activity is sufficiently higher than when the group
began, and archepsyche activity is broader in unctional range as evidenced by
Increased intuition and emotional expression (7.9).
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Study 2, participants, at the end of a two year nurse management course with
the Resolution Phase drawing to a close, further confirm the above
intrapersonal change when they cite themselves as more:
affirming of self and others, aware of their options, themselves
and their relationships, able to make practical use of these
insights, aware of intrapersonal mind-body relationships (7/7).
They also report that they:
feel they have grown as individuals within the group, describe
heightened sensitivity, acknowledge exploration and support as
eminating from the group, want more experiential groupwork and
now see this as an essential componant of their management
course (7/7).
Such gains would not be out of place in therapeutic, let alone an educational
settings. Indeed, with the exteropsyche considerably more nurturing at this
stage (7.9), participants appear to give themselves permission to be more self
caring and intuitive. The expanded awareness and ability to witness self and
others described by the sample as a whole (7/7), suggests to me that the
neopsyche and 'reality as sensed' is especially enhanced.
Participants of Care Study 7 in their Resolution Phase note:
re-evaluation of their value base has occured, skills have been
reinforced and knowledge consolidated; counselling and groupwork
skills have been transferred to them along with assertion and
the ability to make good eye contact; feelings and energies are
now viewed positively and person skills are seen as increased;
role analysis is now ongoing, strategies are now seen available
to correct personal/professional failings and they reportedly
have gained an ability to appreciate themselves as others see them.
Finally, the evidence of participants in Care Study 6 suggest intrapersonal
shift is manifest in the direction of:
increased tolerance, ability to understand the behaviour of
others, openmindedness; perceiving themselves as less
opinionated, better able to monitor and control their relation-
ships, to trust in self, and have less anxiety and are less
authoritarian at work; participants now note they can guage
and analyse the responces of others better, are better able to
differentiate between emotions and are less prone to mamipulaton.
An earlier insight is again in the bud for me here. Those reality quadrants
illustrated in Figure 25 and ascribed to the research role, do indeed appear to
be facets of groupwork. In this light the gains described above may be said to
result from the inculcation of 'researchnindedness' within the group, inclusive
of enhancement of perceptive clarity, education to external and internal
realities and the organs of perception, and an integration of perspectives
relating to the past, future, and the eternally unfolding present. I wonder if
this is an independent grnupwork phenomena or one largely influenced by my
own researcher and/or facilitative bias' Xy experience of individuals - co-
facilitators and psychotherapists - who have sampled a considerable period of
personal therapy in various disciplines, suggests to me that integration and
characterisation of qualitative intrapersonal processing is a universal
process. Rogers (1983) supports this unversality premise in his view of the
person post therapy, namely:
- This person would be open to his experience;
- This person would life in an existential fashion;
- This person would find his organism a trustworthy means of arriving at
the most satisfying behaviour in each existential situation (Rogers 1983
p285-90).
Qualities as the above are essential to a qualitative research and need to be
cultivated in the researcher themselves.
Reflecting upon the reports of participants newly exposed to experiential
groupwork (Study 8; 8.9) I an struck by the image of people coming alive,
gaining hope and enthusisn, acknowledging distresses and Joys, and awakening
to the life within and around then. By the time they are in the Exploration
Phase this introspection seems to have deepened and personal contracts for the
future begun to form. Life still abounds but idealisation is now tempered with
realism.
Participants do not always need extensive exposure to experiential groupwork
for this release to happen, a few hours, or more usually a day within an
experiential workshop is enough to start the process off.
In field notes recording numerous one day workshops and inaugural sessions, I
have observed a developmental processes, similar to the above occur, though in
a less robust way and at substantially less depth than in groups of long term
duration reported in this work. It might be useful to share this now.
My field informed view suggests experiential groups Journey - in the broadest
sense - through six stages. This sketch, representative of the expectancy set I
carry with me into new groups, serves as a rough guide to what I might
intrapersonally and interpersonally be expected to meet:
1) EXCITATION: In the Orientation Phase initial meeting with experiential
groupwork awakens participants to their internal energies. Sensory awareness
is also heightened at this time, the facilitator is watched very carefully,
and silences are generally filled very quickly.
2) PERSONAL GAXEPLAY: As the Identification Phase begins and the facilitative
agenda unfolds, there is a clawing back of social normality as participants
act out their individual scripts to avoid the unconventional world immediately
to hand. Here there may be 'doing for the sake of doing' and performance of
such Individual scripts and personal gameness as:
- The Cocktail Party: where an individual attempts to keep interactions light
and shallow and of little consequence.
- The Show Must Go On: an individual attempts to make something happen,
anything Just so long as there is movement.
- Work Hero: there is a plea for some task to be enacted, it is Implied we
can't sit here wasting time and doing nothing; at its most desperate the
individual may ask 'tell me what you want me to do and I'll do it'
- League of Gentlemen: where everything is kept light and Jocular, mildly
cynical and avoiding of confrontation.
Habitual individual scripts - such as rebel or victim - may be played out at
this time and the facilitator tested with regard to how good or authentic a
parent/authority they represent.
Such behaviours especially arise when the social menu appears exhausted and
silence threatens or has begun.
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3) GROUP DEFLECTION: Emotional energies are now acknowledged and projected
into grouplife, catharsis is enacted in disguised forms and there is flight
from personal responsibility. What was previously personal avoidence now
becomes group deflection with:
- Intellectualisation: theorising out of context with events as experienced;
- Pairing: two or more individuals team up to debate in animated fashion;
- Invalidation: denial of the group's effect and process reality;
- Counter-dependency: critical attack of facilitators worth and authority;
- Dependency: waiting for instructions;
- Scapegoating: blaming of individuals or systems external to group;
- Rescuing: individuals approaching an emotional zone feared by the group are
compulsively rescued and prevented from infiltrating group culture.
Group silences at this time are poorly tolerated, feel noisy and emotionally
busy, and may be used to get back at the facilitator or stop group movement.
4) PERSONAL INTROSPECTION: As the Exploration Phase gathers momentum
participants begin to own their reality and emotional energies, acknowledge
earlier life events, identify intrapersonal crises as yet unresolved and
rekindle repressed griefs, angers and joys. A group reaching this stage has
begun to turn; now earlier beliefs and behavioural scripts can be redressed,
gestalts worked through to completion and more intimate sharing and contact
develop. Group silences are now reflective. Groups sticking at this stage never
evolve into true groups, but rather act as a receptacle for individuals;
personal work may be done but there is a dearth of empathic interelationships,
individuals appearing together but isolated.
5) CONTACTFUL ATTENTION: Participants reflect upon the reality they are
experiencing, check out thoughts, feelings and fantasies they hold about others
and invest more self honesty and empathy into communication. Personal
contracts start to emerge, and participants are able to function as a group.
Silences may naturally arise and continue for some fifteen-thirty minutes,
being perceived now as non-threatening and as having a meditative 'shared'
quality. Groups sticking at this stage produce 'converts', individuals who are
confluent and have difficulty critiquing or communicating their experience.
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6) INTRAPERSONAL CONTRACTING: During the Resolution Phase participants
evaluate and firm up for themselves those awarenesses they wish to retain and
reaffirm, and refine those experiments and strategies they intend to further
try out and live by. Here the group experience is integrated to life - out
there - beyond the group.
I am aware that a series of practical and experiential insights arise as I
read the above, for instance at the point of Personal Introspection the group
may be said to have turned, resistances are on the wane and the real work of
the group can begin. Relating the above stages to the setting of a days
experiential workshop - irrespective of topic, I find the following processes
generally hold true:
- Excitation has a startle-like quality, participants tending to be wide eyed
and watchful, searching for cues as to how to behave and what to expect. This
stage is usually short lived, the first 15-30 minutes, though some individuals
may hold onto their excitation considerably longer.
- By coffee break, some 1% hours into a group, I expect Personal Gameness and
Group Deflection to be partially worked through. In groups newly formed where
participants are unknown to one another, I find Personal Gameness will be
protracted while participants establish their postion in the group. Vhere
participants are known to one another and group culture formed, I find the
stage of Group Deflection is often more established and used to test out the
facilitator - the new member.
- Vhen I an found credible, my authenticity established and I an perceived as
a worthy group member Personal Introspection unfolds. Here, participants relax
their defences - which are strenuous to maintain and become faintly ridiculous
in the absence of overt threat - and test out authenticity as a way to be.
This nay be rapidly reached in mature working groups, who may even start off
at this stage, but in a days workshop can take until lunch - some three hours
into the experiential group.
- With Contactful Attention comes a checking out of all that was previously
accepted. Participants, now more in touch with themselves begin to get more in
touch with others. Experimentation is high at this time.
- As the day draws to a close participants begin to reflect on their
experience, evaluate its gains and costs and Intrapersonally Contract what they
wish to take with then from the group.
The stage of Intrapersonal Contracting was not so obvious to me when I began
my facilitation, it rather emerged gradually to perception as I followed the
Internal logic of process unfoldnent.
As a raw facilitator some years ago I felt my work complete at the stage of
Personal Introspection; later I had a tendency to stop at Contactful Attention;
now, nothing short of Intrapersonal Contracting feels satisfactory to me. There
may even be another stage I have yet to conquest; indeed, I feel this exists
and I have already had glimpses of it in the transpersonal domain.
Returning to the evidential base, when we review Rogers (1973) observations of
encounter groups, individuals are noted to progress in a similar fashion along
an authenticity continuum towards greater integrity and group maturity:
- Communication is about externals and there is an unwillingness to
communicate self;
- Feelings are sometimes described but as unowned past objects external to
self with the individual remote from subjective experience;
- There is much description of feelings and personal meanings but these tend
to be seen as unacceptable or bad;
- Feelings and meanings are described as present objects owned by self though
their intensity is described as not now present;
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- Feelings are freely expressed in the moment of their occurence and
experienced in the present where they are now owned and accepted;
- Feelings previously denied are now experienced with both empathy and
Lmmediacy and are accepted rather than denied - feared - or seen as something
to struggle against.
I am aware that a process of intrapersonal growth has been inculcated within
me as a consequence of qualitative research. That is to say, this experience
has wrought affective change upon me. I have increased awareness as a result
of a much broadened conceptual frame, increased group and self understanding,
and by reflection upon my own process have gleaned more intimate appreciation
of how my intellectual and emotional functions interrelate and are informed by
my life history. This causes me to speculate further upon the therapeutic
effects of qualitative processing, and to wonder how long lived an individual's
change is post their experience of grnupwork. Simply, is there 'growth' after
group death suggestive of that characterisation I have made claims for? Follow
up studies could validate this.
I also speculate upon how my facilitative influence stimulates and/or
consolidates the above stages.
In experiential groups of short duration I an aware that I work primarily to a
gestalt format (after Zinker 1977) where I:
- set the climate for inquiry;
- negotiate a learning contract;
- locate the energy available within the group;
- focus attention upon arising themes;
- generate self-support systems;
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- choose a series of experiments;
- enact these with reference to the learning contract;
- encourage participants to share their findings in plenary;
- evaluate the whole.
In Figure 25 I have attempted to relate the aforementioned six stage process
to the above facilitative map in order to reflect on the interrelationship of
the facilitative and group agendas I experience in new groups. There is
obviously a link here, in that my 'Facilitative Intentions' solicit something of
the 'Interpersonal Effects' I reap.
I find in day workshops with time at a premium I have a tendency to speed
things along; this may be why more resistances flower here in the
Identification Phase, rather than the Orientation Phase of those longer lived
groups earlier described (9.3).
Sequentially, the following processes appears to naturally jig-saw together in
a general cause and effect way:
ENTRY 4 1) Excitation 4 2) Setting the Climate of Inquiry
4 3) Negotiating the Learning Contract 4 4) Locating the Energy
4 5) Personal Gameplay 4 6) Focussing Attention on Arising Themes
4 7) Group Deflection 4 8) Generating Self Support Systems
4 9) Refining Experiential Experiments 4 10) Personal Introspection
4 11) Encouraging Qualitative Exploration 4 12) Contactful Attention
4 13) Sharing Findings and Celebrating Gains 4 14) Evaluating Whole
4 15) Interpersonal Contracting 4 EIIT
:
fa•FIGURE 25 ; I	 •	 :
Facilitative Intentions	 Intrapersonal Effects
4
ORIENTATION
-
	 Iii
inquiry: sharing of expectations,
defining the rules of engagement.
ffegotiating a learning contract:
what we want to work on, how we
want to work, what we wish to aim
for in the group.
Excitation: internal energies
evoked, flight and fight plus
heightened awareness manifest,
facilitator watched for behavioural
cues and depended on for cultural
lead.
IDENTIFICATION
Locating the energy: identifying
interests and emotional energies.
Focussing attention on arising 
thaaaa: alerting participants to
is psychodynamically unfolding.
Generating self-support systene:
fostering permissiveness, reality
confrontation, experimentation,
communalism plus humanism.
EarisJawiLiliumapt]Uw conventional
action, maintaining social self via
acting out of personal scripts:
Cocktail Party, Work Hero, League
of Gentlemen, Victim, Rebel etc.
Group Deflection: as in Pairing,
Intellectualisation, Invalidation,
Counterdependency, Dependency,
Scapegoating and Rescuing.
EiPLORATION
collaboratively selecting issues
and themes for investigation.
4• 5 4	 •
supporting interpersonal inquiry
and psychodynamic experimentation
as determined in the learning
contract.
Eharing findings and celebrating 
gains: results of experiential
experimentation shared, awarenesses
reaffirmed and celebrated.
Personal Introspection: individuals
attune to themselves, rekindle
awareness of intrapersonal issues
left unfinished or incomplete,
intimate sharing of self.
Contactful Attention: participants
empathically relate, share with, &
check their perceptions of others.
RESOLUTION
Evaluating the whole: sense making,
sharing gains and costs of group,
and the fresh gestalts glimpsed.
Intrapersonal Contracting: members
decide what insights to take beyond
the group as strategies for life.
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Overt to educational group facilitation, I believe the above is nevertheless
present in therapeutic facilitation to constitute the hidden agenda of therapy.
Indeed, when facilitating therapeutic sessions, groups and individuals, the
above qualitative experimentation cycle is present for me. Co-facilitators have
confirmed those 'intrapersonal effects' I report, as have informed learner
groups (6.1); my participant observation from the driver's seat - plus co-
facilitator feedback - similarly supports the above sequencing of my
'facilitative intentions'. With collaborative evidence fresh to mind I find
myself looking out from a perceptive frame awake to:
Experiential groupwork as generative of reseanchmindedness in action.
- My own research/facilitative bias as an influence within and upon the group.
- Role congruence and integration as a product of experiential encounter.
- The ability of the group to bridge internal and external experience.
- Vondering how individuals fare after group life - post resolution.
- The role conflict resolution plays in intrapersonal development.
The last point appears to follow most naturally from the present stage of
review, but I an also aware of conflict resolution at stages 5) Personal
Gameplay and 7) Group Deflection, when dissonance seems most pronounced.
Conflict as a catalytic agent needs further address in this study.
An earlier awareness also now returns to mind: I an reminded that the
evolution of a group through its Orientation, Identification, Exploration and
Resolution phases is not linked to time, so much as the catalysation of the
above intrapersonal processes - Figure 25.
A short term group - or even a single session I have found might Journey
through all four developmental phases - Orientation; Identification;
Exploration; Resolution - but at a level and degree substantially shallower
than that of a regular group meeting weekly over the course of an academic
year. This is similar to the experimental process described in this research;
though each chapter begins a theme and works this through, at a mega level of
resolution - as we step back to review the whole - further cycles are
descernible. What we find at the level of case study fades into the background
to form another pattern when we look to map 'the story so far' in our research
Journey. Old patterns - new patterns, close ups and long shots, microscopic and
macroscopic vistas, glimpses of grains of sand and of the universe, it is this
multi-faceted world that this qualitative study seeks to appreciate, and it is
this rich contrast of perspectives which infuses the researcher's world. Though
I speak of 'a group', or the intrapersonal gains of certain Individuals, I am
still exploring me, and in exploration of myself glean a glimpse of the cosmos
itself.
As I reflect back upon the above passage, I an reminded of how richly poetic
qualitative research can be, how enlightening and expressive this interweave of
science and art is for me personally. I hope my enthusiasm also reaches out to
the reader and that I have brought this inquiry to life. As an educater I do
not want this study to lie dust laden on a library shelf, one more academic
tombstone of learning long since dead. As I write this sentence I feel as
resistive as ever to neatly packaging my learning so it might be read the
quicker, examined by learned men, and ultimately - forgotten the quicker and
put out to pasture alongside other bovine theses. I feel passonate about my
life, personal growth and this inquiry. The conferring of a doctorate upon this
work is now secondary to it being a true expression of my own process. This
firing of my own intrapersonal processes, seemingly born of aware reflection
and a newly acquired sensitivity to self, are illustrative of the culnulative
effect of this research to be growthful for me - personally. At the beginning
of my research journey I hoped this would occur and framed an intrapersonal
contract to this end (1.4), I even suggested how this night happen, namely,
that the research record would itself rekindle processes similar to intensive
journal therapy (2.6) as reported in the work of Progoff (1975), where new
connections, self directions and intrapersonal threads night arise; this has
occured.
In this research I an aware that I have engaged in a process, similar to that
reported in Figure 25, where this inquiry and my intrapersonal processes have
followed a general route of:
PERSONAL PROCESSES	 CHAPTER THEMES	 CHAPTER
9 Excitation	 4 Setting the Climate of Inquiry	 1
4 Negotiating a Research Contract
9 Locating the Energy 	 2
9 Personal Gameplay 	 9 Focussing Attention on Arising Themes 3,4
4 Group Deflection	 4 Generating Self Support Systems 	 5,6
4 Refining Experiential Experiments 	 7
4 Personal Introspection 4 Encouraging Qualitative Exploration	 8
4 Contactful Attention
	 4 Sharing Findings and Celebrating Gains 9
4 Evaluating Whole
4 Intrapersonal Contracting
This is an exciting new insight for me, a totally unaware pattern has surfaced
which offers an exciting and appropriate research design for future
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collaborative inquiry into experiential groupwork. Sadly, coming at the end of
this study it is too late for me to consciously explore it now. This said, it
appears to have already informed my research at a subconscious level.
Reorientating myself to the study at hand, as I move on I take with me
speculation on 'catalytic moments' generative of group movement, group
participants as engaged with researchminded processing akin to qualitative
research, and a desire to look at long term effects of experiential groupwork.
9.4 Study 9: participant reports regarding the long term effects of
experiential groupwork
To examine intrapersonal change in the longer term - whilst staying alert to
the presence of Icalalysts' and qualitative processing - I will now draw
evidence from a recall day enacted some six months following an experiential
programme
Participants for this post course review are drawn from a mental handicap
professional update programme, 30 days spread over a six month period. Being
the nominated course tutor for the said course I provided a similar core
component of facilitated groupwork to Studies 4, 5, 7 and 8 previously
addressed.
The recall day, facilitated in a fluid person centred way without prearranged
agenda, consisted of an initial community meeting, a series of student
initiated activities, and a final community meeting at the end of the day.
The purpose of this day was to assess the effects of the course, its heavy
component of experiential groupwork and, the longer term effects of this upon
professional and personal practice. These themes were addressed in a
collaborative research manner, inclusive of community, individual reflection,
pair and subgroup work.
Information for evaluation was first obtained nominally, participants
reflecting upon and Jotting down their personal impressions. Those responses
participants chose to share with the researcher and others of the community
entered group discussion. Participants early in the day chose to relate their
'impressions' experientially with a minimum of writing. Assessment was
therefore performed in an open ended way without overt recourse to structure.
With hindsight, participants on the recall day 6 months post their course,
report their gains from the course's experiential groupwork as:
Sharing our personal and professional experiences and coming
together as a group (...) reviewing my own thoughts and
perceptions of my professional role as a nurse in a service that
lacks adequate resources (...) confronting - and to some degree
accepting - the initial feelings of pain re self disclosure in
the group (...) the feeling of pleasure when sharing thoughts
and feelings (...) support as a group member on course (...)
enjoying opportunity to be away from the work situation and to
reflect on opportunities to facilitate and initiate change C..)
helped me to question the things I do and to question people in
authority more, which I did not do before Has helped me
understand my residents and talk to them as people on the
sane level as me. Where before I spoke to then as children I now
have more patience to listen - even to slowest talker who
stammers (...) helped me to understand my staff and give praise
when due (...) have enjoyed and noticed my personal development
- even my husband has noticed it C.J able to communicate
better, think of the other persons point of view - residents point
of view C..) hope I am a better person (...) tend to stop and
think while making decisions, able to communicate with higher
management with a positive attitude, not so negative now, more
assertive and able to join in group discussion (.-) right up to
last block did not seem to be getting anything from the course,
since course ended realise how much it has helped me in work and
outlook (...) found it much easier today to Join in group
discussion and share (...) have gained insight Into myself and my
profession and gained a tremendous amount of energy to explore
options and openings (...) it has opened my eyes to what others
should experience, insight re my Job, awareness of clients and
staff, given me a more professional approach to work, more
realistic and more contented with my Job than before (...)
beneficial to my self confidence and skill (...) able to apply for
new Job - accepting risk of Interview - though in past frozen (...)
knowledge and analysis comes back to me at work, reflect more
constructively (...) fired me with renewed enthusiasm for my work
C.J my feelings about mental health substantiated.
Participants following the course appear to be applying their insights to
practical situations at work and subjecting to question professional values.
Catalytic periods remaining fresh in mind centre around:
- sharing with others;
- bonding to the group;
- stepping off the treadmill of life to reflect the more deeply;
- surfacing questions which cause re-examination of self and work;
- the pleasure and intial pain of self disclosure.
Participants evidence in their reports increased reflection and questioning,
the two essential components of qualitative research, and find a newly found
assertion eminating from this. They are now seemingly able to function as
change agents, clients are approached more as people than patients, and
learning is still active and undergoing consolidation six months following the
course.
Professionally, there is an increase in enthusiasm, energy to explore and take
risks, along with increased contentment and job satisfaction.
Generally, the risking of new behaviours along with gains from enhanced levels
of intrapersonal and interpersonal skill are reported, researchminded
processing is present and personal conflicts are the more able to be resolved.
I am reminded that conflict is an ever present factor in groupwork. I suspect
it is 'conflict' - and its facilitative resolution - underpins major
intrapersonal change.
Interpersonal conflict is ever present but is rarely faced - let alone resolved
- in traditional educational settings where it tends to undergo repression,
thus feeding the hidden agenda. Consequently a good deal of conventional
education Lacks energy, is reported as boring, and, in remaining unrelated to
the person and denying of reality breeds further conflict via its laying up
ever more layers of unmet need. I note my own bias surfacing in the previous
sentence.
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Conversely, experiential groupwork, which addresses hidden emotional agendas -
and treads where education generally fears to tread - treats conflict as grist
to the mill. I have in mind two forms of conflict here, iatarapecamma conflict
where internal values within the individual psyche contest one against the
other (7.10), and interpersonal conflict where Individual members - and/or
subgroups - enter into rivalry (7.4; 8.4; 8.5; 8.6).
I note an earlier study where intergroup conflict provided a continual tension
within the group.
I would like to break with the review convention of this chapter and include
this new data, as it provides a useful reference to the role and effect
conflict plays within groups, and offers insight as to how this may be
facilitatively approached within the experiential climate, for I suspect there
is a general lesson to be learnt here. In educational groups - and educational
theory - intrapersonal and interpersonal processes are often overlooked;
consequentially, conflict is often unproductively handled because teachers are
provided with few facilitation skills and little psychodynamdc vision. If group
awareness was taught in more teacher trainer programmes, personal development
could be fostered alongside general education. Emotional growth and
interpersonal understanding might then flower within our schooling.
Sadly, I perceive much schooling as working towards social control, and see
creativity and intuitive perception as too often left behind in the
kindergarten. Vhen education forgets intrapersonal and relational processes
learners grow ever more mechanical in heart and mind.
9.5 Study 10: the role of conflict in experiential group encounter -
individual reports
This sample, which was drawn from mental health nurses on a professional
update course similar to Study 4 and Study 7, on the last day of their
experiential programme, typifies a phenomenon I find common to many
professional groups, namely, a contrast between high flying aware professionals
and traditionalists who fought change every inch of the way. This is a common
group event, it acts as a demarcation between 'caring as just a job' and
'caring as a vocation'. Those participants who hold it to be 'Just a job' seen
to house no great professional ambition; those who see it as a vocation
conversely, appear to seek further personal satisfaction and recognition
through professional activity and merit.
As to the mode of data collection, we adopted a cavalier attitude to this,
respondents reporting what they saw fit, leaving these unsigned and giving me
permission to publish as I saw fit.
Facilitative impartiality was hard for me in this group, my ideological
sympathies lay with the progressive challenging group, yet, I believe I
achieved it, as both parties treated me with respect though generally resentful
of each other.
Xy response as a facilitator to the split which formed and intergroup conflict,
was to keep this to the fore and participants in negotiation, and, to generally
encourage members to own those projections they placed upon each other. I was
not entirely successful in this endeavour and a good deal of unresolved feeling
remained at the end of the course, as is evident comments of a participant
from the more progressive sub-group below:
"Created experiences for sharing of experiences, feelings and beliefs,
and provided opportunity to develop and explore ideas (._) freedom
of self expression (._) thought provoking and at times threatening
in demands for self- disclosure (.-) better self awareness,
heightened consciousness of strengths and weaknesses of my
interventions (-.) gained courage to take risks and share feelings
C.J the need to be more questioning C.J frustration with banal
comments passed around for hours within the group."
Here the exploration, testing out new behaviours and sharing are to the fore.
Interestingly, the need to be more questioning is isolated, plus frustration
with the banality of others. There was a considerable split in this group
between those who wished to travel quickly and squeeze everything they could
from the experience, and those who resented this high flying group and wanted
to go slow and survive the course without undue change. The above respondent
felt very much held back by the slow movement of others. This said, gains from
the group do not appear diminished.
Participants of the slow moving 'nursing as a job' sub-group also made gains,
conflict did not appear to hamper learning, in fact the reverse:
"I had a lot of energy but I don't think I was channelling it very
usefully C.J receptive to doing and feeling but very few seemed
to feel the same way C.J sharing ideas increasing my knowledge,
and awareness of role (..) gained ability to look at conflict
more objectively and increased my self awareness."
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Here focus is alluded to, plus again recognition of unwilling others. This said,
knowledge and self awareness are increased along with a new found objectivity
when dealing with problems.
Perhaps people learn best when emotionally inspired. Competition and conflict
generally serve to spur people on, but I find these need to be highlighted and
opened up for discussion for learning to occur, rather than let them fade from
consciousness and fuel aspects of group reality which remain essentially
unseen.
A lack of confidence is cited by one member to hold them back, yet, when group
interaction was faced, intrapersonal conflict due to interpersonal threat gave
way and liberation occured. Celebration of this 'experience of a lifetime' is
indelibly etched upon the mind, along with learning laid down at conflictful
periods;
"Often uncomfortable, experience of a lifetime for me when I was
able to overcame my fear of interaction within a large group (...)
improved insight Into aspects of nursing (...) I came away totally
mixed up as to how much I knew and what if any skills I possess, I've
been working over-time on this matter and still find my thoughts
'mumbo-jumbo' (...) much information in a short time, feel brain-
stormed, it will take some time to digest (...) don't like the
negativeness and how we think of each other in group (...) annoyed
because I feel nurses have been trained rather than educated and
this is responsible for many of the problems which exist within
the profession (...) why did I get so worked up the 2nd week (...)
pace seems to have generally slowed down, don't feel we have really
started to really share feelings as a group. I felt that if we had
the full two weeks together we would have got rid of the shit that
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still persists in the group. I still feel there is a barrier in the
group - we are all too nice - are we honest with each other (...)
back at work I feel I an putting into action much of what I've
learnt in the group, confidence to be myself more. Ma more
assertive, honest and flexible."
Facing up to discomfort, staying with this and working it through seems to be
foreground for this individual, who was one of the most negative and fell - to
my mind - into the slower moving, resistive sub-group. Nevertheless, there is
much processing still on going at the end of the course, much information
still in ferment and questioning as to earlier responses which now - in
hindsight - seen foreign to then. Professional preparation is critiqued. The
group process is seen to have slowed down, the quality of sharing speculated
on, and its problematic nature acknowledged. Intrapersonal change by way of
assertion, confidence and honesty, plus ability to be flexible and oneself are
noted. There are obvious gains for this individual eminating from the acting
out of resistance.
Polite non-contactful cold anger, the type that hides behind social nicety was
especially resented by the participant below, who seemingly projected her own
holding back upon others:
"I felt there were two groups not one within the group. I thought
we were supposed to be helping one another but everyone was directing
anger towards someone else, everyone was putting on an act of
friendship and closeness, we want others to be like us. To me this
Is disgusting and selfish, I an so frustrated and angry with group
(.-) these past weeks have taught me more about the group's
attitudes to each other."
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Again, interpersonal conflict does not appear to have prevented intrapersonal
learning, though irritation and intergroup rivalry was ever present.
Interestingly, the stages of Personal Gameplay and Group Deflection (Figure 25;
9.3) which individuals initially fought to hang onto - are now dispised;
anything other than emotional honesty is rebuked by the above respondent.
At the end of the day, in plenary - post this collaborative inquiry into the
group experience	 a good deal of bridge building was further undertaken by
the group. I did not attempt to overtly peace make, it was rather I asked the
group to consider finishing any remaining business, for individuals to
consider how they usually ended relationships, and this tine, for then to give
themselves permission to try something different. What trmnspired was a good
deal of sharing of resentment, but also the owning of qualities liked and
respected of individuals in the opposing group. All or nothing judgements were
thus undone.
I am also alert to a psychodynamic feature which might be at play here, which
is, that it is often easier for participants to fall out with each other rather
than fall out with me.
In family terms, sibling rivalry may be unconsciously felt as preferable to
disagreements with the parent on whom you depend. In this context, gripes with
me may have become displaced and expressed via participant conflicts. There is
a fair degree of circumstantial evidence to support this supposition. The less
receptive and resistive group was seemingly frightened of those new approaches
to care I represented. They felt less equipped. But unlike those who were
excited by the 'new' these individuals appeared to cling together for support.
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They were as much dependent on me as they were on each other, although, what I
was purveying was discomforting and cloying for then. With this group I
believe therapeutic redress was more to the fore than educational update; they
were also the most regressed and dependent of subgroups.
The more progressive camp by contrast were less dependency-bonded and
functioned more as individuals in their own right. They were impatient to get
what I had to give. They were thus more competitive with me, accepted the
symbolic challenge I represented and took me on.
Looking at the sample as a whole, generally, the insights and gains of earlier
phases remain, but there is an impatience to get on and become immersed in the
group before the course ends. This is where the energy seems to lie. This is
similar to a process described in 'the career of supervision' (Atherton 1986),
where, in the final fortnight prior to leaving, an individual supervisee will
discover renewed enthusiasm to take risks previously denied in order to
squeeze out the most in the time which remains
Experiential group encounter entails much threat. Strangers meet, are thrown
together in an unconventional setting where personal vulnerabilities rapidly
surface and bonding born of forced intimacy cements group relations.
Intrapersonal conflicts must now be contacted head on, as escape into flight
and flight are prevented. Facing up to and and working through conflict in a
reflective social climate highlights skill, which is acquired through
understanding formed during crisis intervention.
In this study conflicts are listed as being:
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- a threatening demand for self disclosure;
- frustration from having to endure long periods with banal others;
- fears of interacting within a large group;
- being subject to brainstorming;
- having to remain with negative group feelings;
- being with angry others.
In situations where conflict is on the social menu, open and contactable,
skills which have previously lain dormant now of necessity come to the fore.
As in the supervisory relationship individuals travel through such stages as:
Stage fright: 'I can't do It'; a startle-like effect when learning is paralysed.
Sink or Swim: when an individual has started to be committed and asks: 'Is
this really me doing this?'
Trial and Error: where the initial fears abate and experimentation begins,
failure is acutely felt and success brings an emotional high.
Relative Xastery: when things are felt to be turning out more often right than
wrong and confidence grows.
Those Who Can Teach: knowledge is now passed onto others and the individual
is able to verbalise what they do without fear of it destroying it; they can
now develop furthertheir skills (Reynolds 1965).
At the latter stage fears are now faced and degrees of awareness and levels of
skill previously hidden behind defensive structuring released. Consequentially,
participants develop in ways of self expression; assertion; questioning;
sensitivity, honesty and flexibility, and find themselves better able to risk
new ways of being; engage in qualitative processing; deal with conflict and
work towards problem resolution.
Conflict in this spectrum is productive; harnessed to learning it enriches
contact, commitment, and stimulates greater self insight as realisation of the
negatives surface and hidden agendas are worked through. Conflict avoidence
groups travel slower in my experience than conflict addressing ones who appear
to develop better degrees of trust.
Where conflict exists it appears learning may be enacted.
9.6 An individuals account
In my experience, even the most negative course members who act out rejection
of experiential groupwork, on severance from the course, were able on
reflection, often many weeks or months following to acknowledge intrapersonal
gains. One such extreme case is chronicled below.
This account, covering some 14 sheets of hand-written script and entitled
'Unaware - Xy Experience', was handed to me on the aforementioned 'recall day'
(9.2), and is condensed below to illustrate the nature of that post course
process and shift from a negative to positive stance as experienced by one
Individual.
Xy inclusion of this report fulfills a request the respondent made of me: to
use it as I saw fit to inform and raise the awareness of others.
Words in italics have been inserted by me to improve the communicative flow.
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The aim of the following piece of writing is to increase awareness
and understanding among health care providers.. .It is extremely
important that the health care profession be recognised as a
stressful occupation by health workers themselves _. and that
people who who administer the care to clients are at risk with
respect to their own well being -. It is important for care givers
to be able to recognise danger signals and avoid the pitfalls, to
utilise the support systems and organisations available to ._
plan and manage and modify their own stress _. and to have a
humanistic approach to each other."
Raving set the scene, which echos much of my own intrapersonal/professional
history described in Chapters 2 and 3, the respondent shares his experience of
that stress syndrome he attributes to carers:
'Stress is a much abused word today, used by most people to give
some meaning to the unpleasant feelings they experience such as
anxiety, anger, frustration, fatigue and restlessness due to
the excessive physical and psychological demands being thrust
upon them. But I like most people used words such as stress with
-out ever really understanding their meaning or how it was
actually effecting my mind and body. I never gave myself the time
or opportunity to try and understand my feelings and anxieties,
but went along with them without recognising how they were
changing me or evaluating my coping methods - of lack of them,
and found it difficult to ventilate my feelings for fear of
embarrassment and a feeling of being a weakling And I'm supposed
to be caring for people from an understanding basis 	 On my
arrival into nursing I was baffled by the way carers treated each
other, they appeared to have two personalities, one caring for
clients and the other nasty side directed towards the Junior
members of staff. Switch on switch off techniques. The training
schools and senior members of nursing management did not - and
do not - seem to realise that Junior care givers have feelings
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and needs which need to be expressed and dealt with, if ignored
or ineffectively dealt with or combined with over work and
commitment they may eventually lead to burn out. A syndrome
which I felt I touched on 3 years ago which finally led me to
leaving nursing, holidaying for a few months and reflecting
back on my two years in nursing. I believe I was fortunate
enough to realise that I needed a break, plus I had no
financial or family commitments, and it was only during this
time out that I could see so clearly the stages of stress
gradually moulding and taking up permanent residence in my
body. How I would like to take you through my experience in
the following piece of writing ...
The split so aptly described by Xemzies (1960) reported in Chapter 7 (7.1)
comes graphically to life, along with the consequences of emotional repression
and the sense of helplessness that eminates from out professional
infantalisation.
The author goes on to describe his completion of general nursing and his
staying on to staff on a ward and in an area his heart was not really in. Late
duties and short breaks are noted, 'being told off like a bold child" when he
questioned procedures, little encouragement, the attitude of qualified staff who
seamed more interested in maintaining the system than attending to the clients
or helping Junior staff.
The unwholesome parts of the senior carer, their denied and shadowy areas were
projected upon juniors who dared question the professional parent; reminiscent
of all too familiar events already related in this work (2.1; 7.1):
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"They smile politely and mechanically when face to face but
gossiped about each other later -. the questioning, confronting
student was singled out and taught a lesson -. I started my
new post with precious little knowledge about the responsibilities
being thrust upon me, my only thoughts were negative ones carried
from my student training. I felt totally unequipped for battle,
the only formal preparation I received was one weeks block eight
weeks later. I felt helpless and lost and clumsy, silly in my
white uniform, tunic pants and white shoes. The only real comfort
I recieved, besides leaving the ward for my breaks and going off
duty, was caring for the old patients who took their time and
allowed for meaningful conversation to take place, this allowed
me the time and space to express my feelings through methods
of caring, giving, recieving and sharing. But then I gradually
found my feet, got to know the routine - which I adhered to
strictly, afraid to take chances or question authority. Then due
to staff leaving I found myself to be the second most senior
nurse on the ward. I felt good about being the leader, the
decision maker, powerful; but I also felt vulnerable .-"
Perhaps the respondent's care for his clients is an enactment of the care he
desperately needs for himself? It appears that exposure to experiential
groupwork did something to undo negative professonal introjections. This
account, for me, has zeal alike to a reformed alcoholic who is still brittle
with his clifinge and angry at having hooked himself for so long to a position
of despair.
The author continues, notes how over the months he became full of "idealistic
enthusiasm" and came to a point where his life revolved around his work. He
WEIS at this time keen to develop new skills and make a desirable impact on
others - be they staff, clients or relatives. His confidence and safety with
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work routine generated a sense of success, but he was beginning to feel he had
achieved these goals at the expense of his own wellbeing; the very meat of
burnout:
"I began to realise the reality of all the demands I had placed
upon myself with laudable but unusually unrealistic precepts.
The principles, priorities and goals of professional demands came
into question, that 'I% the enthusiastic energetic helper moved
into a very definite slowing down stage. I felt depleted of energy
_. my whole motivation decreased, my principles, goals and
priorities were now no longer pursued with the same vigour _. it
was at this stage I began to experience disappointment with my
work expectations. The enjoyment had gone. Caring did not hold the
sane importance for me as before. I felt dissatisfied, my personal
needs could no longer be satisfied entirely by the Job, my life
outside work began to take a new meaning, my interests, friends,
and sport especially took precedence over work. I arranged work
around my social life. I hated going back to work after days off.
I'd sit in the report totally drained, listening occasionally,
thinking of nice events coming up inside the next week or so,
with little thought or concentration to the report or ways of
dealing with problems that may arise throughout the coming day.
At this time I began to feel anger and frustration, and I
started to question the reality of all my previous goals
the high helping goals of the Profession are often thwarted and
unrealised. The frustration I felt arose from the fact that I
was unable to satisfy the clients needs plus the fact I was
sacrificing my own needs in order to satisfy the needs of the
client, ie: short breaks, late off duties. As this process
continued I became increasingly frustrated; my interest in work
clients, colleagues diminished rapidly. This was a time when death
had a major impact on me. Being alone with the body, no life within,
the still quietness in the room, the nurses moving in a steadfast
manner trying to be respectful but also realising the job in hand
and the time allocated to perform the task of preparing the body,
counselling and informing the relatives of hospital procedure. Dozed,
sense of failure, the end of life for us all - hopefully not in
hospital. I always found it helpful to allow some time alone with the
body, to be aware of the feelings, your thoughts, what you wanted to
say to the person, the peace and quiet in the room. Then you usually
snapped out of it by occupying yourself with work or with formal
superficial conversation.
As this pattern of behaviour and thinking continued I began to
experience 'apathy' creeping in with regard to my work and my
attempts to provide care for the clients. Apathy, the last resort,
my final attempt to deal with the ravenges of continuing stress.
It presented itself in different ways, late for duty, leaving
early, work unfinished, unclean uniforms, unkept appearance,
everything was a struggle. I carried out the basics in a very
mechanical fashion keeping to safe and secure routines in order
to avoid incurring any extra work or responsibility upon myself.
I discussed frequently the disadvantages of nursing: poor pay, no
perks, the system, the policies, its Just a bloody job, a means of
acquiring some money to pay the bills and life a very simple life.
I've listened to those comments so often. It was at this stage that
I realised my personality and temperment was changing; irritability,
anger and dispair surfaced, I was unthoughtful and uncaring to my
closest friends. I was unhappy until it got to the point where I knew
something had to be done. I had to get out of nursing, and once I
made that decision I counted the days to the expiry of my notice; it
was only then that I felt free. I was so full of Joy to leave it all
behind, and lucky to realise - maybe a little late - that for me it
was the only way of coping with stress.
As I look back on those happy and unhappy days, it frightens me to
see how unprepared nurses are for the work they do
Burnout would appear to be a natural state for carers. Indeed, from my vantage
point as supervisor many nurses I meet seem to be rapidly approaching,
enduring or just recovering from such a syndrome. Work hero mentality and
martyrdom I have found legion in nursing.
The author goes on to note his realisation that he needed to be more aware, to
pay attention to the demands made upon him in his work and social life, and
when neccesary call a halt. I am reminded that most carers have problems
getting their own needs met and maintaining their boundaries. Compulsive
giving to ease the fear of rejection and role insecurity appear as the norm.
Care of self is seemingly banished from the professional nurses psyche; care
is for clients, coping for staff.
Finally the respondent stipulates experiential groupwork as a remedy for
professional stress.
"But in order for this to happen the training schools have to
change their approach, the tutors must come out of hiding behind
their title, be more humanistic, shape feelings, generate more
interest in developing understanding	 for this to happen we
have to remove some of the control which cushions us -. be
willing to take risks and question more the values being imposed
upon us. Its upto each member of the nursing profession to
develop their own self awareness of what their function is and
should be.
It took me two unpleasant years in nursing to realise what I
wanted out of work and life ._ the attendance of course 953
reinforced the positive ideas I'd gained from my experiences.
Shame I did not have this knowledge years ago, but 	 glad
to have cone through it and fortunate enough to attend the
course, its never too late to start living and learning."
Honesty appears to be poorly nourished in nursing. Tutors are often seen to
attend to the science of nursing but seemingly split themselves off from their
heart; as indeed I once was (13).
The author finishes his account describing how he is awakened to his childhood
when he lived by a big lake, and his present joy when fishing with the
peacefulness and quiet solitude he finds. Lastly, he provides a list of
interventions to help him cope in future, and a quote - which I believe comes
from a Bob Dylan song:
'There is no success like failure, and failures no success at all'.
Qualitative processing, I conclude, does indeed appear to predominate,
especially in regard to analysis of self, and experiential groups are reported
to nourish, redress burnout and undo the damage of years.
9.7 Personal and transpersonal integration from experiential groupwork:
evidence from the researcher's own process
The above account testifies to the effect of an experiential group on one of
its individual members. It contains features common to many verbal reports I
have received from ex-students of experiential workshops; it also lends
support to earlier suppositions of this work, for example:
- Even 6 months following completion of the course and its experiential group
a desire to share the experience persists. It is as if insights of the course
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are still active and being worked through. This is consistent with the verbal
reports of other students whom I have encountered, some many years post
course events.
- Personal themes, often truamatic but not fully owned surface via the group
experience. These are now contacted with an intimacy previously denied.
- Introspective self analysis is ongoing, used to resolve earlier psychological
conflicts and seemingly generates a greater degree of self and interpersonal
awareness.
- Learning is recognised as a valuable ongoing process.
- Sharing of parts of oneself previously witheld is now possible, and enjoyed.
- Earlier behaviour and life events are reviewed in the light of newly acquired
understanding of oneself.
- Commitment is made to a new direction, as if the individual has forsaken
their old scripts and written their behavioural blue-prints anew.
- A sensitivity to self and others has seemingly developed. One individual
reported to me their inability to now shoot deer, poaching had been his hobby.
- The experiential group is seen as a turning point in the subject life,
valued, and perhaps even idealised.
- Old angers and loves more lately denied return to be felt again. Old
unresolved gestalts hereby are completed and unquenched needs are permitted
some degree of satisfaction.
- Professional values and routines previously left unquestioned are now subject
to question.
- Commitment to life in general appears to bud.
- There is less dependence on others and more resilience and responsibility
placed on and owned by self.
Change, of the magnitude reported above goes to the root of human experience.
Loosening our conventional perceptive focus we Journey to a new reality.
Following an intuitive path we are able to evoke from the unconscious mind
our store of forgotten wisdoms - material previously perceived unconsciously.
This intuitive style of learning, informed by feeling and intuition, which
evokes the retrieval of unconscious material, seems to require that we stop our
chattering mind and the clamorous demands of the physical-social world.
What I often see as happening in others - and experience as happening in
myself - is a process where intuition - born of deeper intrapersonal insight
throws into awareness an answer to an imagined question as yet not
consciously asked. I note how my research journey has thrown into relief
questions regarding my own intrapersonal integration. Perhaps we synthesise
from a wider field of experience than we are consciously aware, all the while
gleaning insights illogical to intellect or senses; these insights, expressions
of experience, are more akin to artistic perception than observable scientific
facts.
Intuition I have found, seems to work via a process of subconscious
mindfulness which never forgets what has gone before. In this it is like an
extremely wide and alerted perceptive set. Many times during this study I have
seemingly been drawn to the one book I most needed at a particular period. I
might be walking past a secondhand bookshop, a car boot stall, a library book
sale, and suddenly alight on the very text I need without prior browsing. When
retiring to bed with a problem relating to this work - it is common place to
awake clear as to how to express my earlier quandary A part of me works on
it while asleep; as if once committed to this study I carried it around
continually.
Insight can come at any time, but more commonly when I am resting, mind blank
and this work is the last thing on my mind. Suddenly a whole new theme
emerges which flows inspirationally on to the word processor screen the
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moment I sit down before it. Such perception, on the cusp of objective
subjectivity, as happened repeatedly in this research, necessitated I looked for
support in the light of later observations, that I went back and checked it out
by the slower road of logical deduction.
Intuitive insights transcend normal perception. Imagination, perhaps informed
by transferential, projective, or more usually primordial levels of knowing are
hereby used as a means of research. There is a psychic level at play here
which turns logical progression upside down:
"In psychic natters, the same accurate proof cannot usually be
applied to what the imagination may suggest. But, nevertheless,
if a light touch be used, it is both interesting and useful to
experiment along lines of the imagination to try and discover
what may be the psychic truth about a situation. And sometimes
one will be surprised to find how one's imagined forecast of
events, or one's estimate about a situation, is later proved
accurate and true to the facts." (Payne & Bendit 1943 p 182).
The above passage presented itself to me yesterday, when I drove out for a
break from this work, mindful of how I was to express transpersonal
Influences, and found myself picking up this, the very book I needed, and
opening it at the above page - to trigger the chain of thought shared in this
passage.
Xy first exposure to experiential groupwork in education, in a workshop
addressing experiential learning, I recorded some years prior to the present
study (September 1981). This gives concrete example of what I consider to be
transpersonal change; that is change which transcends the more usual ego
constraints. For example, I note intrapersonal restructuring at the deeper
level in a dream experience populated by my facilitators, a dream which serves
to sensitises me to experiential encounter the following - and final - day:
"In a dream I float in the sea, the water swirls and I fear for my
direction. Some ones voice: 'If you wait the sea goes out'. Within
the water Janes and Gunnar (the facilitators of my recent workshop).
I agree to abide. Suddenly, the waters withdraw and I an washed
onto sand. Looking down I see jewel-like shells, exquisite and
shining with inner light. I bend to pick them up. The sky is bright,
the cliffs reflect the light and all is peace and illumination.
The following day upon the experiential course, dream informed, my
agitation is diminished. I have given myself permission to open
myself, drop defences and pick the riches within me.
The last day of the course was itself alive with illumination. I
study an ant within the grass. There is one, then another; more
come into view. I see myself in the picture, looking, yet at one
level foraging around like the ant, investigating first one blade
of gras then another, collecting experiences yet going nowhere.
The planet is alive with life. The ant, the grass, myself are
one breath existing singular yet together; links in the universe's
web of feeling.
I feel changed. My emotions and thoughts are no longer locked in
isolation. My being moves and feels and thinks as one.
This Last day of the course alerts my internal witness; a part
distinct from my emotions and behaviours yet watching my actions
and thoughts without attachment. The last minute of the course
my insight sharpened by the tears and isolation of the childhood
of others awakes. Another weeps for his childhood. His pain is
six years old - when his father died. James shares his personal
pains: 1(5, father went to war and returned a different man.' Ty
father never cane back' says Gunnar, she looks lonely and suddenly
young - she is a German child sharing her grief with James's
English child.
Later we wind up; seated, Gunnar states an empathy with me.
Originally I had rejected her non-smiling and emotionless frame,
but I find myself saying I too recognise her as if an old friend
'A friend I've walked along the sane path with but never met.'
Tears rise in me, I experience them but show nothing, it is too
late to work them through. Janes states he has felt great empathy
with me. I didn't feel this. Illy mind, intellect feels empathy
with you, yet my body felt more towards Gunnar' My reply rejects
him yet forces me to recognise my own dependence upon him. I feel
like a child in a warm family being loved by mummy and daddy.
My witness within acknowledges my feelings and I verbalise my
awarenesses: 'My father died before I was born. I have
internalised him, idealised him, and made myself in this image;
punishing myself for my mistakes I have become my own idealised
father punishing my emotional child.' I know now why I love my
son so much.
When driving home I note my difference. Peaceful yet alert.
Listening and receptive on the motorway my consciousness embracing
the car, the music, the landscape, the sky and myself. The
pureness of experience without the attachment of negative feeling.'
The above experience went far beyond mundane experience or insightful
perception for me. Take for instance the observation I made of the grass and
the ant; compare now the experience below of a trained clairvoyant:
'I was sitting on the seashore, half listing to a friend -.
Unconsciously to myself, I looked at a film of sand I had
picked up in my hand, when I suddenly saw the exquisite
beauty of every little grain of it: instead of being dull, I
saw that each particle was made up on a perfect geometrical
pattern, with sharp angles, from each of which a brilliant
shaft of light was reflected - such beauty left me breath-
less -. suddenly, my consciousness was lighted up from within
and I saw in a vivid way how the whole universe was made up of
particles of material which, no matter how dull and lifeless
they might seem at first sight, were nevertheless filled with
this intense and vital beauty.
For a second or two, the whole world appeared as a blaze of
glory. Vhen it died down, it left me with something I have
never forgotten (Payne & Bemit 1943 p184).
Experiences such as mine, and the one reported above transform what is
perceived; this is more an appreciation of wholes, Platonic divine farms rather
than details. Such insight is timeless and spaceless and cannot be expressed
intellectually in language of the senses, which is essentially analytical.
Perception may tell us what things look like, but intuitive insight reveals an
imaginative truth to tell us what they are. Such in depth awareness is born of
a deeper layer of the self.
Comparable analysis regarding 'indications of change' noted in studies (9.3;
9.4; 9.5; 9.6) and By own experiential diary, show creative energies such as
these are rife.
As a subject I think new qualities have also arisen of a spiritual/intuitive
and/or transpersonal nature, in that:
- I perceive myself and my perceptive field in a holistic way.
- Xy subconscious processes seem to have been activated in the direction of
vivid dreams which illuminate in a transcendental fashion.
- There is a purity of experience that equates with a cleansing or rebirth.
- A web of sympathy with all things is developed.
- Consciousness is expanded.
This experience, I suspect, is a far more tangible and contactful than one born
of drugs; it is also longer lasting. Perhaps phenomena I have related to the
Primordial Level of the group, are but the superficial covering of another
range of awareness akin to mysticism ? Scratch the surface of the Primordial
Level of the group or ourselves, and beneath fear of what is unknown and
untamed we may find our spirituality? Becoming integral with oneself and
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opening up to the experience around you, which has the feel of conversion, is
in one sense 'Just' realisation of self. We are more than we have been taught
to be; we are more than we have been socially honed to conceive, we are more
than we consciously know; and this is a natural way for us to be.
Some weeks following the course (October 1981) I entered to diary the
following report:
"3 days ago I sat outside the classroom shaded by a tree entering
the stillness of myself while watching the wind upon the leaves.
A fox walked slowly from the hedge across the field of my vision,
thin, cheek-bones showing, in its skeletal form more cheetah than
dog, dull of eye, coat threadbare, tail thin to the bone. It
squats - a well fed black dog appears - the fox's age is shed as
it moves ghost-like into the bushes. An old man, grey, deep
within himself wanders cross the landscape entering that space a
little before filled with the fox. Fox and old man merge. I find
a sympathy with fox, old man and myself. In the hedge the black
dog thrashes through its emotions missing the fox.
I feel a deep sadness for the old man and the fox, who walk
through each others space yet never meet - the eternal space
between the quick and the dead.
The starving mangy fox reminds me of me before Anna Joined my
life. A thing dying alone. The old man my future. Myself today
calm in the universe as my black dog emotion is allowed to run
through its instincts and leave me in peace."
The above shares something of the effect of the experiential group. My activity
was less frantic, more considered, and my vision retained a poetic flavour for
long after the course.
Personally, I felt less need to earn the respect of others through being
constantly engaged in purposeful 'task orientated' activity. I think I lost the
obsessional need to be 'doing' which interfered with my ability to attend to
the present. Following the workshop I was more content to be myself. The
quality of my life was richer and I was happy to engage more intimately and
fully in the process of being alive. My emotional energies quietened, empathy
increased, and, I retained a sensitivity to myself earlier denied.
I was now able to perceive symbolic interlinks, to see relevant patterns and
was myself the more related to my environment.
My hard won intellectual controls had begun to melt. I was softer and more
flexible than prior to the course, and less armoured; as if my heart had begun
to open.
Internal wisdoms continued to flower in my journal at this time (October
1981); themes were less ego driven and more synthesising of unimagined wholes:
To be trapped in a feeling is great indulgence, to go where it
leads you is a great victory ... The main problem is how you relate
to the universe, and how you express it without sounding like
someone contemplating their navel and uttering platitudes. Again,
the more you try the harder it gets; forget about it and all will
be O.K.
I appear in the above to be acting as guide to myself. Confirming my wholeness
I speak from a place of intuitively based wisdom This newly accessed sage
has elements of the 'Intuitive Sage', Natural Child' and 'Objective Witness'
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described in Figure 20, but is much more integral than these. Perhaps wisdom
emanates from ego fluidity and integration?
Six weeks following the course a new synthesis was beginning - 'idealism
tempored with realism' as reported in Study 8 (8.9; 9.3):
"'My feelings today can best be expressed as puns: Ma feeling
anxiety because I've forgotten what I'm trying to forget - old
habits are returning, but I notice they no longer belong to me,
and when they vanish I feel empty for a while. Possibly I'm
mourning for my old self, the one that doggy like chased its
tail and gained security in movement. 	 now chasing my soul
but can't get it between my teeth.
If I'm a bloody stranger to myself, what the hell will I be to
others!	 forcing all those who know me to change into a
different gear. I'm losing 'friends' by the bucket-full, but the
ones I'm gaining are beautiful. I keep finding myself tuned to
the Universe - like a pull from within - like a part of me is
alive and dead simultaneously."
Appreciation and a love of life informs me still, but there is a cost implied
to 'change'. The restfulness has gone. Ten months later (August 1982) my next
entry finds me reporting:
"A year's gone since I started this diary; I'm beginning to close
again and have lost much of my sentimental warmth, yet have more
dynamic peace, like I can now form the picture while still
holding onto the negative bits...I've a new job, more money,
improved prospects, and all this came when I was least
ambitious. The more hungry I was the further I pushed the object
of my search further away...I'm working something out in life,
yet I still can't isolate just what it is.. .1 an not happy with
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my lot, I still have a need to push the boundaries. I've a
sneaking feeling I'm pushing away from people after years of
being dependent upon then. Vith some people Pia diminished, I
love then - but they're left over experiences floating from the
past, am I'm far out from their universe and trying harder to
strike out a bit more. Probably	 too drenched by experience,
time I squeezed a bit more out.. .The world gives us ourselves and
nothing more; the rest, including 'time' and 'love' are on loan."
My previous peace is now giving way to another awareness - existential
loneliness. The social world is seen for what it is, a vehicle to meet social
needs and construct time by. I note discontents with my life and work and
appear to be shedding another layer of defensive skin as I work out new rules
of engagement with the world. Fifteen months post the original experience I
note with clarity the salient features of my change:
'Pm losing my need to be nice, I'm content to be - 'just be'
without any of the gloss or 'trying to be' desperation. Sometimes
I play into my old manic humour to make something happen or to
gain attention but now it is a folly I choose rather than a way of
being; clothes to be disgarded when the weather changes."
Treating oneself experimentally and qualitatively processing experiential
experience seemingly constitutes 'growth'. Education to intuition and the
emotional self is an essential part of this process (9.3; 9.4).
In this context, experiential groups represent an affective form of
research aware education which parallel - and I would argue surpass
Intellectual training; what is more, such groupwork conquests a range and
depth of knowledge denied in most academic preparation, while achieving
higher level cognitive goals (6.15; Figure 17).
9.8 The group as a gate to the universe within: the many realities of
selfhood
Madison (1981) makes the point that in perception there is just enough of a
framework to touch off past experiences. In terns of energy, a relatively
slight incoming stimulus can arouse very powerful internal energising
systems. Experiential groups can turn everything you believe in upside
down, fragment social reality or form a new one. They are a powerful medium
needing to be approached with respect. Everything that is incomplete we have
lately seen can surface for completion (9J5; 9.7); all that stock of unwholesome
social experience gleaned from the family, school or work groups, those
intimate relationships we have repressed and felt damaged by - return.
Collaborative inquiry and facilitation in a variety of settings (6.1), suggests
that clear, well organised stimuli account for very little of what we receive.
Much we perceive and retain therefore demands completion, and unresolved
feelings are especially susceptible - it appears - to restimulation.
As so much of our social and intrapersonal learning has been proven to occur
In groups Mead 1934; 1937), many impartial gestalts are left over from
earlier group experience to clamour for completion. Participant observation
suggests to me that when partially resolved gestalts relating to psycho-social
crises pertaining to development, as described by Erikson (1965), have in some
way been reworked, new levels of an existential or transpersonal nature open
up for integration of a higher order Maslow 1960). This is evidenced in
experiential groups when participants leave behind their mistrusts and fears,
begin to attain Personal Introspection and conquest Contactful Attention
(Pigure 25).
Transpersonal awareness is part and parcel of becoming familiar with oneself,
when the rest is in harmony it arises naturally; when we are ready:
To the Raja Yogi, is:kb:this', or psychic powers, are incidental to
the greater quest for truth. They come at the proper time, and not
before, to help the student on the road to enlightenment." (Payne &
Bendit 1943 p188-189).
But, what is this transpersonal element of human nature alluded to above?
Substitute 'existential awarenesses' for "psychic powers", 'integration of the
self' for 'truth", and 'self actualisation' for "enlightenment" and the above
passage is more amenable to the Vestern tradition of person psychology;
namely:
'Existential awareness is incidental to the quest for self, and
comes at the proper developmental moment when an individual is
ready for self actualisation' (Kelly 1956).
From earlier accounts, it would appear that what I have called transpersonal
awarenesses are a facet of self realisation liberated when we sever ourselves
from intellectual-sensory fixation, suspend i-Bk-minded vision and open
ourselves to 'process awareness' (9AS; 9.7).
In experiential groups we encounter the above and meet aspects of that
personal 'I' we carry around which are unfamiliar to us:
'Very much as fear means primarily a state of feeling, or its
expression, and not darkness, fire, lions, snakes, or other
things that excite it, so 'I' means primarily self-feeling, or
its expression, and not body, clothes, treasures, ambition,
honours, and the like, with which this feeling nay be connected.'
(Cooley 1964 p 172).
When we discover we are more than we thought ourselves to be - reality
likewise grows (9.6).
In a developing experiential group - my observations suggest, the individual
adopts a 'group self' so as to identify with a corporate 'we'. Projective
reality in turn pervades individuals: everybody's desturbance then becomes our
own - likewise their growth (Krikorian & Paulanka 1982). Individuals, in
adopting a communal psyche became phenomenologically 'more' themselves. I an
reminded that patriotism is similarly constructed: in that people first
identify with and then become "Ile Nation' (Cooley 1964).
Experiential groups, especially large ones, I have seen shift consciousness.
Indeed, the qualitative shift described in participant reports of this work
(8.6; 8.9; 8.10) hint at altered states of consciousness, not attributable to
mere pathological process or regression:
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"Freedoms previously untasted can lead us to all manner of unique
and exotic discoveries._as much about the self as the world.-
and just as you are not the self you thought you were, the world
Is not the world you thought it was. If not one and the same,
you and your world are at least mutually interdependent."
CRcFarland 1988) p 61).
Integration of self alongside awareness of the interactive field, without
boundary blurring and confluence, when philosophically extended suggests: 'we
are the universe and it is in turn a part of us'. There is no magic here,
cosmic consciousness involves identifying with and integrating ourselves to
the total environment in which we belong. This is essentially what I
experienced in my own exposure to the experiential group (9:7)
For example, Dethiman (1966) in his examination of that altered consciousness
equated with mystical experience, notes such phenomena as deautamatization, the
questioning of routines to the degree that existent "...psychological structures
that organise, limit, select, and interpret perceptual stimuli.." undergo
profound change, the formation of new "._hypotheses of sensory translation,
reality transfer, and perceptual expansion -", all of which have been commonly
reported by participants in this study (8.15; 8.9; 8.10; 8.11; 9.4; 9.6). Add to
this list other phenomena associated with altered conscious states (Tart
1969), such as renunciation of the previous self, enhanced realness and reports
of a new perceptual capacity, plus the very high value placed upon the
particular experience Oeiloman 1969), and there is a strong support for the
supposition that experiential groups alter consciousness to a considerable
degree (9.7; 9.7).
Those Zen experiences reported earlier as emanating out of groupwork (5.6) no
doubt do so because ordinary reality is in abeyance. This should not surprise
us. When prolonged silence unfolds and individuals attune to their inner worlds
while sharing in a meditative social field, normal sense impressions fade,
cause and effect influences fall away and group consciousness farm. You now
meet with a very different sense of self. It is natural for perceptive
functions and mental states akin to meditative ones to arise here.
This may explain a little of what happens in experiential groups.
Xeditative reflection is not unknown in psychotherapy, the area to which
experiential education most closely relates:
"If the patient would resolve his intimate psychic problems, he
must bring the symbols which expoGe then, either in dreams or
in meditation, into higher levels of consciousness. Stimulation
of the deeper levels of the unconscious is the art of
psychotherapy, which really can be described only by the
unscientific term 'exorcism'." (ECretschmer 1969 p228).
Experiential groups exorcise the social conventional world, they induce states
of consciousness different to that individuals more usually experience, and
confront them with a sense of selfhood little - if ever before - experienced.
This is self analysis at the meta-level; where the person becomes an object to
themselves.
I can remember times in groups where I asked of myself 'Who is this thinker
and what becomes of him when he enters this experiential group?' A similar
question is implied by participants studied in this work.
The experiential insight and qualitative self analysis generated by the group
solicits awareness of a point of consciousness within the individual psyche
where witnessing and synthesis can occur:
The world is in a continual condition of flux, and man himself
seems to be a mass of changing emotions and thoughts. But if he
will take the trouble to make deep analysis of himself, and to
ponder calmly over it, he will eventually discover that there is
a part of himself which receives the feelings and thoughts that
arise therefrom. This deeper part is the true being of man, the
unseen witness, the silent spectator, the Oversell .' (Brunton 1959
p95).
Self knowledge and witnessing of this order goes beyond a catalogue of
virtues, vices, or interpersonal qualities of the apparent self, it looks to
discover the cure:
"It is a sad indication of how man has lost his centrality, his
spiritual centre of gravity, that this point is usually wholly
unoticed" CBruntan 1959 p96).
Transpersonally, experiential groups as described in this work may be said to
evoke states of consciousness which enable individuals to return to their
centre, find themselves, Spring clean their psyche and know themselves the
better.
9.9 Focusing: a facilitative necessity plus a goal and process of the
experiential group.
Getting back to our source, our 'centrality' is a concept well known to those
familiar with Oriental philosophy such as Yoga, transpersonal pychology and
the Xartial Arts:
In the West we tend to measure strength in terms of muscle power,
while in the East they often refer to the 'power of the spirit' or
'mind over matter'. If, however. man is considered not as a divided
being - mental vs physical - but rather as an entity, a whole human
being whose mental activity involves physical changes in the brain
and whose physical activity can have long lasting, supra-physical
results, then his energy, his power - when unified and co-ordinated
can also be considered to be a 'total' type of strength.
The universe throbs with energy; energised particles in various
farms bombard our globe constantly. So man is 'energised' and
displays that energy in everything he does. If, however, he works
towards becoming a truly integrated, unified human being with all
of his powers co-ordinated and harmonised, then he will be truly
able to 'flow ki' and extend that energy (Westbrook & Ratti
1970 p80).
Relaxed attentiveness, with a good degree of physical earthing I find is
similarly an essential requisite of facilitation.
Facilitators have many ways of grounding themselves prior to their work, but
those I an familiar with in the Gcstalt tradition emphasise breathing, relaxed
attentiveness, the noticing of fine degrees of chRinge within the relational
field, stillness of body and mind, and centredness Oates 1990; Clarkson 1990;
Fish 1990; Fry 1990; Parlett 1990). To support others you need to be well
supported yourself.
In practical terms, centralisation for me involves physical relaxation so that
gravitational descent of the body's weight may drain the upper anatomy of
excessive muscular stress; this coupled with physical suppleness I find frees
my attention so it more easily flows out. To maintain this alert perceptive
state I attend to my breathing. Breath is the horse the mind rides. With
breathing smooth and slow while extending my attention outwards I find my
perceptive appreciation of the experiential group field enhanced.
Engagement with states of readiness such as those described above, are usually
to be found in the literature (Gray 1976; Kurray 1978; Gendlin 1981) under the
term of 'focusing':
'Focusing moves inward, drawing on information from the deeper,
wiser self ("the body"). If the right steps come, usually within
half a minute or so, the felt shift or bodily release comes—
The felt shift is essentially identical to the freeing of insight
of the creative process." (Gendlin 1981 p xi)
Physical grounding or focussing is Important in environments where you meet a
good deal of projected energy. In group facilitation where you keep the peace
and function as an anchor so that others may feel heard, valued, and trust to
you to be there to contain their distress, set boundaries, maintain direction
and alignment with the path of learning.
9.10 A reflective synthesis
This chapter has attempted to summarise this work as a whole, firm up the
model arising from this study, and demonstrate the nature of intrapersonal
change and transpersonal awareness that accrues from experiential groups.
These insights have been balanced against participant observation and
philosophically addressed in discussion with co,-facilitators (6.1), some of
whom - my analytic colleagues - sought a psychodynamic rather than
transpersonal rational. This said, the following hypotheses were generally
supported:
participants engage in qualitative self analysis comparable to
intrapersonal research processing;
- engagement with and resolution of conflict is an important catalyst;
- experiential groups are generative of personal integration;
facilitative intentions interrelate to intrapersonal group effects;
- the stages of group development (Figure 25) earlier described also relate
to the stripping away of the conventional self;
- catalytic processes of a transpersonal nature can seemingly be
facilitated by experiential groups.
Collaborative inquiry also supports the view that the muti-dimensional
relationship individuals engage in experiential groups, is one where they:
- 'socially' to bond with others of the group;
- 'transferentially' relate to the therapeutic parent and family therein;
- eproJectively' re-engage disparate parts of themselves thrust onto others;
- 'primordially' to appreciate the universe hidden within us;
...and last, but by no means least to journey with the 'transpersonal' fruits of
this personal search back to the witness within themselves so as to
reintegrate the whole.
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Essentially, this research has inquired into the human condition and how this
is influenced by experiential groups. As my own experience as member and
facilitator of experiential groupwork suggested to me they were multifaceted,
generative of regressive and transpersonal influences, resistive to
categorisation and traditional methods of research inquiry, I sought in this
study to illustrate group and intrapersonal processes in a socially alive way.
Naive inquiry was used as the starting point for this study, in that I first
examined myself and my the origins of my professional belief system, and built
up impressions from facilitative practice before investigating these in a
collaborative research manner to form theory. A collaborative approach was
chosen, primarily, because I felt that inquiry into self and my own
facilitative experience would be fraught with personal bias born of
subjectivity. This said, I have used subjectivity to enrich this research's
appreciation of experiential groups, to illustrate facilitative processes from
the drivers seat, and to give a sense of the group as a living entity.
Objective research into groups, attentive to experimental method, statistical
significance and independent/dependent variables, I considered unsuitable to my
task, for it must of necessity fragment the group field, and in effect kill it
off. When this happens only dead knowledge is produced.
Though honouring subjectivity and keeping social and personal processes to the
fore, I have still retained a rigorous search after truth.
Within this research I have trod a fine line between 'objective research' and
'naive inquiry'. Through a synthesis of naive inquiry to more orthodox
approaches such as participant observation, group interview and questionnaire,
I have endeavoured to maintain a dialogue between subjectivity and objectivity,
experience and method, and microscopic and macroscopic levels of inquiry.
In light of the above, this work stands squarely in what has been termed 'new
paradigm research' (Reason Rowen 1981), in that it meets Rowen's (1981)
criteria of incorporating:
- co-researchers with 'high quality awareness', an awareness maintained
throughout this study by 'ongoing personal and professional development' in the
form of peer supervision and personal therapy;
checks to validity via 'systematic use of feedback loops' in the form of
interrelating collaborative inquiries, co-facilitation, supervision and
participant observation;
- a 'subtle interplay between different farms of knowing', in that cognitive
and affective inquiry has been included, along with intuitive and experiential
ways of making sense;
- 'contradiction', in that group analysts have challenged my 'humanistic beliefs
and humanists have my group analytic ones;
- 'convergent and contextural validity' via multiple approaches (Transactional
Analysis, Gestalt Psychotherapy, Humanism, Psychoanalysis) alongside
collaborative inquiry, self report, participant observation, peer and co-
facilitative review;
- feedback from others introduced to the arising model see this as occuring
within groups of their own and capable of 'replication' in their work.
In summary, cultivation of high quailty awareness, research cycling, multiple
viewpoints and replication, have been used to uphold the validity of this
study.
In relation to new paradigm research, I have attempted to illustrate how
group facilitation itself constitutes qualitative research and can contribute to
human inquiry. I have addressed experiential groupwork, facilitation, personal
growth, and said something as to how a therapeutic community might be
developed in educational settings, and through this process I have integrated
new knowledge and generated new skills in myself, co-facilitators, and in the
practice of those I facilitate.
Though up to now life events have primarily been seen to inform this research,
reseach has indeed recycled back to inform the field from whence it was drawn,
my teaching, group facilitation, and especially my practice of supervision
which is now far more experimental and relationally aware: Figure 26.
Indeed, it might be suggested from this study's observations of experiential
groups, that professionally, much of what I facilitate is multi-dimensional
supervision.
At a personal level I am aware that other experiential life cycles have been
completed for me in this research:
1. I have through research reaffirmed my growth as an experiential educator
and re-visited the originator of my journey - Dr. James Kilty, who I chose as
my supervisor for this work; a cycle of same fifteen years.
2. I have synthesised and refined the work of John Heron who gave me my first
experience of humanistic values in groupwork; an experiential cycle of eighteen
years.
FIGURE 26 
	
PHASES OF SUPERVISORY & THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIPS
(Supervisory Tasks in Supervision)
1 ORIENTATION
(Establishing Rapport):
Supervisor/carer and supervisee/client meet as strangers, orientate to each
other and establish rapport while working together to clarify and define
their respective roles and identify the presenting problems.
Supervisor/carer notes their personal reactions to the supervisee/client
and seek to avoid the development of stereotypic responses in themselves
and the supervisee/client which limit the therapeutic potential of their
evolving relationship.
2 IDENTIFICATION
(Creating a Workable Contract):
Supervisor/carer and supervisee/client clarify each other's perceptions and
expectations, examine past experiences that shade present meanings.
Supervisor/carer notes supervisee/client's reaction to them, sources of
trust and mistrust, dependence upon them or rejection of their
interventions.
3 EXPLORATION
(Ventilating Feelings & widening perception):
Supervisor/carer encourages supervisee/client to take an active and
responsible role in their own supervision/therapy, to self explore and
examine their feelings, thoughts and behaviour, and to trust to their own
skills and resources. Supervisee/carer seeks to convey acceptance, concern,
and trust to facilitate this process. Health becomes a goal in itself,
supervisor/carer listen and employs interpretative skills to enable
supervisee/client's understanding of the behavioural avenues open to them
and agencies available to enhance their personal/professional development.
4 RESOLUTION
(Summarising & Working to Closure):
Termination of supervisory/therapeutic relationship. Supervisee/client
encouraged to be less involved. Supervisor/carer also establishes
independence from the supervisee/client and works through issues of
separation that arise. Siipervisee/client's needs are net re original
contract and new goals speculated upon for the future.
(Adapted from Peplau 1952)
3. I have re-examined my therapeutic community roots and learnt to dovetail
group analytic principles with humanistic ones in educational groups, healed
splits within me (Figure 3) by building bridges between therapy and education,
research and social process, cognition and affect and so integrated my head
and my heart, the 'art' and 'science' of care; a personal therapeutic cycle of
some twenty years.
4. I have returned to the root of James Kilty's and John Heron's work, namely
the Human Potential Research Group, at the University of Surrey, and as a staff
member there have brought with me the fruits of my psychodynamic and
psychotherapeutic journey to myself enrich this container of their work as
they earlier enriched my own; completing an eighteen year cycle.
5. As supervisor and consultant for various care communities I have fed back
into fields from whence research insights arose to support future growth; a
cycle of five years.
6. As a teacher I have shed much resistance (1.3; 1.4) and opened my
consciousness through engagement in this study to qualitative research and
methods of illuminative evaluation, produced programmes which light a similar
fire within others, and chosen a psychotherapy trainer Nalcolm Parlett (1990)
who embodies the principle of experimentation informing therapy; a cycle first
begun with this study five years ago.
7. Also as a consequence of this research I have become active as an author,
writing on holistic care (Barber 1987), supervision (Barber and Norman 1987),
experiential learning (Barber & Norman 1989), nursing practice (Barber 1986b),
professional development (Barber 1989) and the therapeutic relationship
(Barber 1990); so working to correct those discontents I first met as a
student nurse (1.1; 12; 2.1; Figure 3) some twenty three years before.
In conclusion, I have sought to show how qualitative research may itself be
experiential, generative of learning, and enhancing of personal growth. This
latter quality is something I cannot demonstrate by written record alone. This
said, I have a clear vision of what it entails and a sense of where I have
moved from:
In terms of my Thinking I am more:
Ordered and clear, responsible and nurturing, can better plan my strategies and
have a better sense of appropriateness, am more socially alert, conscientious,
theory aware and have gained much new knowledge. I an also less prone to
intellectualised fears of losing control, being overwhelmed by emotional energy
or irrationality, less Judgemental and critical and have less tolerance of
shallow intent and empty niceness.
In terms of my Senses I am more:
Aware of my environment, able to absorb impressions, witness internal and
external states objectively, note an increased sensory alertness and a cosmic
sense of self, retain images and can better compute potential outcomes the
better. I am also less negative to states that cannot be tested, ignoring of
inner energies, and am less prone to block off subconscious forces and
intuitive insights, and have less tendancy to be detached and cold.
In terms of my Feelings and Intuitions I am more:
Intuitive and more readily give myself permission to be creative, perceive
wholes the quicker, am more process aware, sensitive and empathetic, aware of
feelings as a storehouse of potential energies, drives and wisdoms, aware of
relationships and adaptable. I am also less ignoring of my physical states and
non-rational memories of childhood, have less fears of being overwhelmed by
powerful others, and have less need to be rebellious or dependent.
Today, I threw the 'I Ching' or Chinese Book of Changes regarding the question
'Where ant I now with this work; the result was as follows:
The Image:
Thunder and rain set in:
The image of deliverance.
Thus the superior man pardons mistakes
And forgives misdeeds.
The Judgement:
Deliverance. The South west furthers.
If there is no longer anything where one has to go,
Return brings good fortune.
If there is still something where one has to go,
Hastening brings good fortune.
I experienced this as the universe saying stop.
Finally, I note that the journey I have enacted in this research is itself the
research, and that my gains are far more than the sum of this research study's
parts.
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